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Official fuel economy figures for the 911 Carrera S Coupé in mpg (l/100km): urban 23.2 – 28.0 (12.2 – 10.1), extra urban 42.8 – 44.1 (6.6 – 6.4),

combined 32.5 – 36.7 (8.7 – 7.7). CO2 emissions: 199 – 174 g/km. The mpg and CO2 figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated tests,

are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience.

If history is any indication, you’re looking at

the future of sports cars.

The new 911.

Ever ahead.

Discover more at porsche.co.uk/911.
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THEHIGHPERFORMANCE
TYREFORRACERs.

MICHELIN PILOT SPORT CUP 2,
Approved for the PORSCHE Cayman GT4.

When it comes to high performance,
Porsche and Michelin share the same
passion for perfection. So when
the uncompromising Cayman GT4
needed a new level of contact with the
ground, Porsche and Michelin worked

shoulder to shoulder to craft, test and
finally codevelop a truly exceptional high
performance tyre. It’s simply the latest
chapter inmore thanfifty years the pair have
spent together pursuing excellence on the
road and in motorsport.
No wonder that Michelin has been
selected by Porsche as its strategic
partner for tyres.

MICHELIN Pilot Sport Cup 2
the track tyre suitable for everyday
use. Thanks to MICHELIN Total
Performance you can enjoy high
performance and optimal safety
together in total confidence.

Release your inner racer and discover the
MICHELIN high performance tyre range at:
www.michelin.co.uk
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PIC T U R E T H E PE R F EC T
road. I daydream about it quite
often – a fantasy scenario that
involves stitching together all
the great roads I’ve been lucky

enough to experience into one long, epic route. It
goes something like this…

I’d start on my local Cambridgeshire roads just to
ease myself in. There’s a great stretch of the B660
near Glatton: green fields, good visibility, some
long corners to feel the forces build on the tyres.
I’d then take an immediate left onto the California
State Route 75 at Palm Desert and drive the craggy
splendour that is the Pines to Palms Highway. At
Carrizo Creek I’d turn around and do the route
again, just for the hell of it.

Next, I’d take the exit to Hatta, east of Dubai.
Here you spend most of your journey looking
out of the side window as the magnificent
Hajar Mountains loom in the distance. Then,
having taken deep gulps of the mountain air, I’d
sweep through the valleys of Lombardy, grab a
cappuccino in Bormio, and then continue to cruise
along the SP29 to Ponte di Legno. This would take
me through the Stelvio, which is a nice thing to do,
but I’ve always preferred the stretches either side
of the hairpins to the sharp corners themselves.

With the roads opening up and the pace
quickening, I’d enjoy that wonderful feeling of
locomotion a little longer and cling to the edge of
Ranfjord in Norway, and specifically the E6 from
Korgen to Mo i Rana. The allure of Nordkapp
would overwhelm me here, so I’d keep going. And
going. And going. To the Arctic Circle Raceway,
for a quick lap or two (it’s summer), then to the
Saltfjellet-Svartisen National Park, where I’d stop

the car and spend a few moments trying to take in
the majesty of the landscape.

I’d be looking for an adrenalin hit after this, so
time to tackle Route 318 in Nevada, from Lund
in White Pine County to Hiko in Lincoln County.
Conveniently, it always seems to be Silver State
Classic Challenge race day when I drive the 318 in
my daydreams, so I push on…

I’d need a rest after this, so I’d take a relaxing
drive to Pendennis Head in Falmouth, park the car
and take in the view across the Channel. Then I’d
head west across the Lizard Peninsula to the most
beautiful beach in the world, Kynance Cove.

Halfway through this year’s incredible evo Car
of the Year test I realised that I was experiencing
my daydream – actually living and breathing my
fantasy drive on the North Coast 500 route. This
extraordinary loop around the Highlands has
everything: craggy mountains, epic valleys, wide-
open roads, white-sand beaches, views, hairpins
and lakes, lochs and ocean. It’s been nicknamed
‘Britain’s Route 66’, but it’s so much more than that.
How much more? Put it this way, I’m struggling to
think of a better place anywhere in the world to
enjoy the thrill of driving.

To the North Highland Initiative and the North
Coast 500, to the staff, to the fantastically friendly
people along the route, and to Prince Charles for
supporting it, I salute you. L

P
‘Imagine stitching all
the great roads together
in one long, epic route’
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B MW IS KEEN TO PUSH THE MESSAGE
that the new M2 is a true drivers’ car.
Stung by criticism of the current BMW M3

and M4, in both the press and from some owners,
the M division’s number-one priority for its latest
coupe has been to focus on the car’s dynamics.

Then there’s the M2’s heritage. While the fast-
coupe lineage of the M3 continues, albeit now
wearing an M4 badge, the M2 is better aligned
dimensionally with the firm’s history of compact
performance coupes: think 1M Coupe, the original
M3 and even the 2002 Turbo.

Its similarity to the 1M Coupe is clearest. Like
that car, the M2 features distended bodywork with
an aggressive front bumper design that employs
trapezoidal blades and air curtains in the outer air
intakes. At the rear, the new car touts a quartet of
tailpipes, a diffuser element in the rear apron, and
the smallest of lip spoilers perched on the trailing
edge of the bootlid.

Wide, 19-inch alloy wheels fill the front and rear
arches, wrapped in bespoke Michelin Pilot Super
Sport tyres. Xenon headlights are standard, while
paintwork extends to four choices: Alpine White,

BMW
M2

b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M



Black Sapphire, Mineral Grey and
Long Beach Blue (pictured here).

After the combative exterior,
the M2’s interior is borderline
disappointing. There’s a steering
wheel lifted from the M3 and M4
and the characteristic M shifter, plus
contrasting blue stitching on the
black leather seats, but otherwise,
little differentiates the M2 from
humbler 2-series variants.

The clues to its potential are subtle
– a speedometer scale pegged at
300kph (186mph) and a rev counter
that winds round to 8000rpm.

They hint at the latest iteration of
BMW’s 3-litre straight-six, which
features TwinPower turbocharging
technology and turns out an extra
44bhp over the M235i. Gains stem
from a new twin-scroll turbocharger,
high-precision injection, Double-
Vanos variable camshaft timing and
Valvetronic variable valve control.
The turbocharger is integrated into
the exhaust manifold to the benefit of
the warm-up phase – vital to reduce
internal friction – and fuel efficiency.

The M3/M4 lends some
performance parts, including its

pistons and crankshaft main bearing
shells, and the M2’s lubrication
system has been uprated to reduce
the chances of oil starvation during
high-speed cornering. BMW’s Active
M Differential splits torque at the
rear, locking in as little as 0.15sec.

Two gearbox options will be
available on the M2 – a six-speed
manual and a seven-speed M DCT.
While the M2 isn’t the only car in
the current M range available with a
manual transmission, BMW expects
it to be a particularly popular choice
on this car – in the UK, as many as

Like
the 1M,
numbers
will be
limited

BMW M2

3
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RIVAL
Audi RS3 Sportback

T h e M2 ha s n o d i re c t r i va ls – s ave p e r ha ps B MW ’s ow n M4 – b u t i n te r m s of
p r i c i n g , p e r fo r m a n ce a n d b ad ge a p p e a l , i t ’s c l os e s t to Au d i ’s RS 3 a n d th e
M e rce d e s-AM G CL A45 . T h e Au d i e d ge s AM G’s s a l o o n fo r d r i ve r a p p e a l , b u t m ay
h a v e a t o u g h e r f i g h t o n i t s h a n d s w i t h t h e M 2 .

In - l i n e 5 - c y l , 24 80 c c , tu r b o
362b h p @ 5500 - 6800 r p m
3 43 l b f t @ 1625 -5500 r p m
4. 3 s e c (c l a i m e d)
155 m p h (l i m i te d)
1520 k g
242b h p/to n
£ 39,9 95

Engine
Power
Torque
0-62mph
Top speed
Weight
Power to weight
Basic price

The M2’s 0-62mph time
with a DCT ’box is the
same as a manual M4’s

4.3
sec

The M2 is
44bhp more

powerful than
the M235i

BMW expects
half of M2s
sold to be
manual

Peak torque,
including
a 26lb ft

overboost

365
bhp

50
per cent

369
lb ft

T h e M2 ha s n o d i re c t r i va ls – s ave p e r h a ps B MW ’s ow n M4 – b u t i n te r m s of 
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IN DEPTH

3 WHEE L S AND
T YRE S
AMichelin Pilot Super Sport
tyre has been specially
made for theM2. On the
front axle 245/35 ZR19
tyreswrap 9 x 19in forged
aluminiumwheels, while the
rear 10 x 19-inchers roll on
265/35 ZR19 rubber. As ever,
M division has eschewed
runflats to improve ride
and handling.

1 ENG IN E
Like the 1MCoupe
before it, theM2 uses a
3-litre straight-six and
turbocharging to attain its
peak outputs. Its twin-scroll
turbocharger is integrated
into the exhaustmanifold,
while the pistons and
crankshaftmain bearing
shells are from theM3/M4.
There’s also an oil cooler
and amodified lubrication
system.

2 SUSPENS ION
BMWhas raided theM3
andM4parts bin for the
M2’s underpinnings. Control
arms, wheel carriers, axle
subframes and the front
axle’s stiffening plate
are all aluminium, saving
5kg comparedwith the
equivalent steel setup. The
rear control arms andwheel
carriers are also aluminium,
while the rear axle subframe
is rigidlymounted.

4 BRAKE S
Cast-iron ‘M compound’
brakes are fitted as
standard, just as they
are on theM2’s larger
brethren. Stopping power
at the front is handled by
380mmdiscs grasped by
metallic blue four-piston
calipers. At the back there’s
a set of 370mmdiscs and
two-piston calipers.

5 BODYK I T
TheM2’s distinctive visage
is defined by a pair of
trapezoidal blade elements
to either side of the lower
centre grille and front
arches 55mmwider than
standard. At the rear they’re
80mmwider, flanking a
diffuser element and subtle
lip spoiler. BMWclaims a 35
per cent reduction in lift.

1

2

4 5

SPEC I F ICAT ION

Stra ight-s ix , 2979cc , turbo
365bhp @ 6500rpm
369lb f t @ 1450-4750rpm
4.5sec (c la imed, manual)
155mph (l imited)
1495kg
248bhp/ton
£44,070
Apr i l 2016

Engine
Power
Torque
0-62mph
Top speed
Weight
Power-to-weight
Basic price
On sale
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half of M2 buyers could opt for three-
pedals. It’s a sophisticated ’box too,
with automatic throttle blipping on
downshifts and a function to lower
engine revs on upshifts.

The dual-clutch option is also
feature-packed, with Comfort, Sport
and Sport+ modes, launch control,
Stability Clutch Control (which
can disengage the clutch for extra
stability in cornering to prevent
oversteer) and a gleefully descriptive
‘Smokey Burnout’ function. The dual-
clutch car is the faster of the pair,
with a manual M4-matching 4.3sec
0-62mph time. The manual M2
breaches 62mph two tenths later.

If all seems well with the world
after reading the M2’s specifications,
there is one caveat: like the 1M
Coupe, numbers will be limited.
There’s no dedicated production line
for the car, which means BMW M
must take 2-series coupe bodyshells
from the Leipzig line and fit the M
components in a separate workshop.
‘We’ll be lucky if we can get 400 to
500 cars,’ BMW UK told evo.

Those buyers will get a bargain,
though – M2 pricing begins at
£44,070, undercutting the M4 by
£13,000. If it drives better than its
bigger brother, the case for buying an
M4 may just have become very slim. THINGS CAN ONLY GET BETTER?

evo hasn’t warmed to the current
BMW M3 and M4 models l ike we
thought we might. The M3 narrowly
avoided a last-p lace f in ish at evo
Car of the Year 2014, whi le the M4
won our coupe test in evo 206 largely
because of weak competit ion .

Whi le bruta l ly fast on f lat , dry
roads and dev i l ish ly handsome,
these cars are spiky on anyth ing less
than a per fect sur face – something
that ’s exacerbated by turbocharg ing

– and struggle to convey usefu l
information to your f inger t ips .

That BMW has apparently taken
feedback on board for the M2 is
encourag ing . With a lower weight
and less power, i t ’s sure to be a
fr iendl ier car, whi le promising to
del iver some of the outr ight thr i l ls
missing from the less focused M235i .
At l i t t le over £44,000, it ’s good value
too. We can’t wait to dr ive it .
Antony Ingram

014 www.evo.co.uk

The range of the M2’s
peak torque band

reduction in lift from
the M2’s aero kit

3300
rpm 35%



Visit renaultsport.co.uk to find out more.

Renault CLIO RENAULTSPORT

The road provides its destiny,
the track its DNA.

After115 years in motorsport, our name is synonymous with some
of the fastest cars on the track. Having dedicated this much time to
tuning and tweaking F1and Formula Renault cars, it’s no surprise
our road cars are so thrilling to drive; the racetrack is in their blood.

The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Renault Clio Renaultsport 220 Trophy are: Urban 37.2 (7.6); Extra Urban 55.4 (5.1); Combined 47.9
(5.9). The official CO2 emissions are135g/km. EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008 test environment figures. Fuel consumption and CO2 may vary with driving
styles, road conditions and other factors.

Clio Renaultsport 220 Trophy





F errari has revealed
details of a more hardcore
version of its F12 supercar.

Called the F12tdf, the new model
pays homage to Ferrari’s success in
the Tour de France endurance road
races of the 1950s and ’60s, in which
the F12’s spiritual predecessor, the
1956 250 GT Berlinetta, took four
straight victories.

There are no such racing plans
for the F12tdf, but a 769bhp version
of the 6262cc v12 makes it the most
powerful front-engined Ferrari road
car to date. it’s an increase of 39bhp
over the F12 Berlinetta, with a rise in
torque from 509lb ft at 6000rpm to
520lb ft at 6750rpm. The engine will
rev to an 8900rpm red line.

Power gains have been realised
through race-derived mechanical
tappets and F1-inspired variable-
geometry intake trumpets. Ferrari

has worked on the F1 dCT gearbox
too, shortening its ratios by six per
cent and reducing shift times by 30
per cent on upshifts and 40 per cent
on downshifts.

lightweight wheels and the
widespread use of carbonfibre, from
aggressive aerodynamic elements to
new single-piece door panels, have
helped cut 110kg from the weight of
the F12, meaning the F12tdf weighs
just 1520kg. The combined effect
of the power increase, gearbox
recalibration and weight savings
slices two-tenths from the Berlinetta’s
3.1sec 0-62mph time. Top speed is
quoted as being in excess of 211mph.

Ferrari describes the F12tdf as
‘an extreme road car that is equally
at home on the track’. To that end,
the car has significantly different
aerodynamic properties to the F12
Berlinetta. There’s a new front splitter

along with dive planes and louvres.
The rear spoiler is 60mm longer and
30mm higher, the rear screen is more
vertical and the rear diffuser has been
redesigned. at 124mph there is now
230kg of downforce (up from 123kg).

The F12tdf is broader, too, with
wider tracks and 275-section front
tyres (up from 255). The wider front
rubber had the potential to make the
handling snappy at the limit of grip,
so Ferrari has introduced ‘virtual
short Wheelbase’ – active rear-wheel
steering to improve agility at low
speeds and aid stability at higher
velocities. single-piece brake calipers
lifted from the laFerrari bring
proceedings to a halt.

deliveries are scheduled to start
next year, with just 799 examples
planned. Ferrari has yet to confirm
a price for the car, which makes its
debut at Mugello on November 8.

Faster
Ferrari

F12 ready
for the

track
Race-inspired

F12tdf gets 39bhp
power hike and a
carbonfibre diet

Two seconds faster than a
488 GTB around Fiorano

The F12tdf ’s 0-62mph time –
an improvement of 0.2sec

The increase in downforce
over a ‘regular ’ F 12

769bhp -110kg 2.9sec 1m21s87%
Abundant carbonf ibre has
helped with weight sav ing

That ’s 39bhp more than the
bal l ist ic F 12 Ber l inetta
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O N E O F T H E M O S T
exciting cars at this year’s
Tokyo motor show could

also be one of the most affordable.
Called the S-FR (for Small, Front-
engined, Rear-wheel drive), Toyota’s
vibrant concept is billed as an entry-
level sports car, sitting below the
GT86 and a future Supra successor.

The S-FR’s bulbous but benign
styling boasts classic long-nose, short-
tail proportions and somehow hides a
2+2 seating layout within a 2480mm
wheelbase – a scant 165mm longer
than that of the latest Mazda MX-5.

Its other dimensions are even closer
to the Mazda’s, the S-FR being just
75mm longer, 40mm narrower and
95mm taller. Unlike the MX-5, the
S-FR features a fixed roof, its glass
panel and contrasting black surround
evoking Toyota’s first compact sports
car, the Sports 800 of 1965.

The concept wears 16-inch, eight-
spoke alloys wrapped in 195/50 R16
Bridgestone Potenza tyres – identical
in size to those used by the 1.5-litre
MX-5 – while Toyota promises an
‘incredibly’ light weight.

Independent suspension all-round,

‘optimal’ weight distribution and
a six-speed manual gearbox give it
further credentials as a drivers’ car,
while Toyota says the project was
conceptualised to attract a ‘diehard
fan base’ of owners who drive and
customise their vehicles.

Earlier this year, GT86 chief
engineer Tetsuya Tada confirmed
the company is working on an entry-
level sports car, and the S-FR concept
suggests it isn’t far from being
production-ready. Whether it will
reach the UK – and how it’ll be priced
if it does – remains to be seen.

Toyota
S-FR
concept
Pure drivers’ coupe
would sit below the
GT86 in Toyota’s
sports-car l ine-up

018 www.evo.co.uk

Mazda also unveiled a new sports car
concept at the Tokyo show, and this
sleek coupe could be even more exciting
than Toyota’s budget option.

Details of the car were unavailable
before evo went to press, but this could
be the model that brings the rotary
engine back. If every rotary rumour

from the last few years had been true,
the brand’s RX nomenclature would be
into double digits by now, but Mazda
says its latest concept condenses the
marque’s sports car history ‘to as great
a degree as possible’. Beyond the MX-5,
that sports car history has been almost
exclusively Wankel-powered, from the

original Cosmo 110S of 1967 to the RX-8,
which left us in 2012.

An example of the original Cosmo
joined the new concept in Tokyo, along
with the latest MX-5 and a sporty new
crossover concept, the Koeru.

Head to evo.co.uk to get the full
details on the sports car concept.

Mazda
concept hints

at a return for
the Wankel

TOYOTA’S FUN-CAR HERITAGE

196 5 S P O R T S 800

Toyota’s f i rst production sports car.
A twin-carb 790cc f lat-twin y ie lded

44bhp. L i f t-out a lumin ium roof
predated Porsche’s Targa .

198 3 CO RO L L A A E86

Lightweight , rear-dr ive, a so l id rear
ax le and a revvy engine in a wedgy
’80s form. Successfu l in the BTCC,

legendary in dr i f t ing .

198 4 M R2

Mid-engined coupe transformed
Toyota’s sta id 1980s image. Power
came from a 122bhp twin-cam four;

handl ing was ultra-prec ise.

19 9 9 M R2

Third-generat ion MR2 returned to
the ethos of the f i rst car, a lbeit in
fu l l conver t ib le form. Sharper than
the contemporary Mazda MX-5.

19 9 9 M R2196 5 S P O R T S 800

TOYOTA’S FUN-CAR HERITAGE

198 4 M R2

TOYOTA’S FUN-CAR HERITAGE

198 3 CO RO L L A A E86





Porsche has extended
its l ine of GTS models
to the Macan crossover.
The new Macan GTS
features the latest
version of the firm’s
3-litre, twin-turbo
petrol V6, plus a raft of
revisions to the chassis,
brakes and styling.

In its latest home,
the V6 develops 355bhp,
which places the GTS
between the 335bhp
S and 395bhp Turbo in
the Macan hierarchy. A
seven-speed PDK dual-
clutch transmission is
the only shifting option,
while power is sent to all
four wheels via Porsche
Traction Management.

The standard Macan
is no dynamic slouch,
but the Macan GTS

justif ies its bil l ing with
a lower ride height, 20in
matt-black alloy wheels,
and PASM – Porsche’s
electronically adjustable
damper system – as
standard.

A sports exhaust
should herald the car’s
arrival before its familiar
shape hoves into view,
now replete with black
exterior accents – gloss
above the waistl ine and
matt below. Porsche has
colour-coded its Sport
Design package in a way
unique to the GTS, and
LED headlights are now
an option. Inside are new
GTS sports seats and an
updated infotainment
system. The Macan GTS
is on sale now, priced
from £55,188.

Macan given
GTS treatment

R A D A R ROUND - U P
b y S T U A R T G A L L A G H E R
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If you’ve ever thought
your RS6 Avant or RS7
Sportback could do with
a touch more power
and a slug more torque,
Audi has the answer
to your cravings. You
can now order RS6
and RS7 Performance
models, both of which
deliver more power and
torque than the existing
variants.

A remapped ECU and
an increase in boost
pressure extract an extra
44bhp and 37lb ft from
the 4-litre twin-turbo
TFSI V8, resulting in new
peak figures of 597bhp
and up to 553lb ft
available on overboost.

Performance improves
across the board, with
the 0-62mph time for
both models dropping

by 0.2sec to 3.7sec, the
0-124mph time shrinking
by 1.4sec to 12.1sec,
while with the optional
Dynamic Package Plus
fitted, the top speed
can be increased from
155mph to 189mph.

The RS6 Performance
costs £86,000, its
RS7 sibling £91,000,
increases of £6915 and
£6575 respectively.

RS6/RS7 get Performance boost

0.7sec£280
The cost of fuel

to dr ive the eCoty
Aventador SV the

700 mi les from Wick ,
Caithness , to Essex .

3rd
Where the 2016

Porsche 911 GT3 R
f in ished on its debut

in VLN 9.10%
The fa l l in
Tesla’s share
pr ice af ter
US Consumer
Reports
downgraded
its models’
re l iab i l i ty to
‘worse-than-
average’.

The dif ference in
lap time between
Radica l ’s RXC Turbo
500 and McLaren’s
P1 at Anglesey. See
youtube.com/evo

Aston Martin could
produce an all-electric
Rapide S within two
years. With funding from
investor ChinaEquity,
it’s hoped the recently
unveiled RapideE
concept wil l lead to an
engineering study then
a full production model,
to be built at Gaydon
from 2017.

No performance
figures have been
mentioned, though Aston
has confirmed that the
RapideE produces similar
numbers to the current
V12 Rapide S – so that’s
a power output of about
550bhp. But a future
production model could
util ise four electric
motors – one for each

wheel – enabling proper
torque-vectoring and a
combined output of up
to 1000bhp.

CEO Dr Andy Palmer
commented: ‘The RapidE
tangibly demonstrates
the capabil ity and
ambition of Aston Martin
towards developing
low- and zero-emission
sports cars.’

Aston expects RapideE
developments

Aston expects RapideE 
developments



PERFORMANCE AND PRECISION
AS ONLY LOTUS KNOW HOW
Uncompromising performance, outstanding agility with unparalleled dynamic
and precise handling: these attributes are what people have come to expect from
Lotus. And we don’t like to disappoint. The Elise, Exige S and Evora 400 offer
something for everyone.

For an exhilarating and pure driving experience with benchmark handling as
standard, you need look no further.

FIND OUT MORE AT LOTUSCARS.COM OR CALL US NOW TO BOOK YOUR TEST
DRIVE AT YOUR NEAREST APPROVED LOTUS DEALERSHIP 0800 804 4577

Official fuel consumption for the Lotus range inmpg (l/100km): Urban 19.5-34.0 (14.5-8.3), Extra Urban 37.2-56.0 (7.6-5.0), Combined 28.0-45.0 (10.1-6.3). CO2 emissions: 236-149 g/km.

MPG figures are obtained from laboratory testing and intended for comparisons between vehicles and may not reflect real driving results. Published MPG figures and performance results are
intended for comparisons between vehicles only. Verification of performance results should not be attempted on public roads . Lotus recommends that all local speed and safety laws must be
obeyed and safety belts worn at all times.

STRATTON MOTOR COMPANY
Norfolk, NR15 2XJ

HEXAGON LOTUS
North London, N2 9EY

HEXAGON LOTUS
West London, SW7 3HF

HOFMANNS
Oxfordshire, RG9 1HG

SNOWS LOTUS HEDGE END
Southampton, SO30 2RA

WESTOVER SPORTS CARS
Dorset, BH15 1JF

WILLIAMS AUTOMOBILES LTD
Bristol, BS37 6QG

NEWTOWN LOTUS
Gwent, NP44 1QX

LOTUS SILVERSTONE
Northamptonshire, NN12 8TN

CENTRAL LOTUS
Nottingham, NG2 4EL

OAKMERE LOTUS
Cheshire, CW9 7NA

JCT600 LEODIS COURT
W. Yorks, LS12 6BY

DAVID HAYTON LOTUS
Carlisle, CA3 0EW

MURRAY MOTOR COMPANY
Edinburgh, EH11 4DJ

BELL&COLVILL (HORSLEY) LTD
Surrey, KT24 6DG
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Masaru
Hasegawa
Honda is on the verge of i t s most
exc i t ing mode l l ine-up s ince the days
of the or ig ina l NSX and Integra Type R.
And the man who des igned the latest
C iv ic Type R wants even more
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‘W h e n I w a s m u c h
younger, about the age my
son is now, my ambition

was to become a car designer. I loved
concept cars. Giugiaro was my favourite
car designer. I’ve owned an Isuzu 117
coupe, which he designed in 1966. I also
really liked the alfa Romeo Giulia from
the same era. I think he was perhaps the
most influential car designer of all time.

‘I started at honda 22 years ago,
straight from design college in california.
my first project was working on the final-
generation Prelude, and I was also on
the team that did the ssm show car. The
first model I was in charge of was the
FcX clarity – mainly for the us market;
you don’t see many over here. and then
the honda n Box, which was the last car
I worked on before moving to swindon.

‘I was always interested in europe
in terms of car design and technology.
and I always wanted honda to be more
recognised in europe because we share
such a great heritage of innovation.
honda came to the [Isle of man] TT and
won the race, we came to Formula 1 and
won the race. we were the first ones to
bring hybrid production cars.

‘having done all that, up until last year
we had a very small line-up with nothing
very exciting. F1 hasn’t been very good
for us this year but, hopefully, with new
models and Formula 1 we’ll do better in
the coming years. we’d like to bring some
excitement back to the brand and keep
our heritage alive.

‘The civic, our longest-running model
line, is a good example. we had to do
something to alter the rather staid image
the car had acquired. we achieved that
with the previous-generation car and it
was very successful. It’s still one of my
favourite honda designs – very clean,
strong and simple. and completely
different from everything else. so I
think that’s why it did much better than
the previous-generation models. I think
the current five-door civic is not as
futuristic-looking as the previous model
but still quite innovative. The civic
Tourer perhaps even more so. I think it’s
a shame more people don’t know that the
Tourer is the first car we designed and
developed in europe. we need to improve
brand presence. I did the bicycle [storage]
concept [for the Tourer] for the Frankfurt

show for the same reason.
‘In the past, the civic Type R has

been a little understated: lighter weight,
some tuning of the engine. This time the
engine is different, the first time with
a turbo, so we wanted to make a big
statement. It’s not just for looks, it’s all
functional. I worked very closely with the

development team in Japan. They were
doing a lot of testing in europe, and also
in Japan. so a lot of feedback strands,
especially with the aerodynamics. Yes,
here and there, we changed things to look
more interesting, more futuristic. not
everything went into production from the
concept but I think many elements that
were purely functional remained.

‘The concept did split opinion. we had
lots of feedback saying that it was great,
just right. But we also had many people
say it was too much. There was no fall-
back position, no option to have a smaller
rear wing. But I think it turned out okay.
It created a lot of discussions about how it
should be and this just shows that people
were very interested in the car.

‘I think the next few years for honda
are going to be really positive with the
introduction of other new models. In
one way we’ll show what we can do with
practical, everyday cars and, on the other
hand, we’ll also have some very sporty
cars. hondas have a reputation for being
well built. They’re very strong cars. But
I think what we need is more excitement
and, obviously, that starts with the civic
Type R and the nsX.

‘But the car I drove here today is the
honda s800 I now own. I bought it three
years ago. I thought it would be really
nice, in this country, to have a classic car
and go to events. also, it’s much cheaper
to run. I decided, at least while I’m here,
I can enjoy this and maybe get to know

some people who are really enthusiastic
about these cars. I’m a member of the
owners’ club. It’s an old car, 50 years old,
but it’s surprisingly comfortable – maybe
a little bit rough on the rear suspension –
but fine. It feels quite roomy inside and, of
course, the 800cc engine is just great. It
revs up to almost 9000rpm. It’s good fun.

‘and significant. Remember it’s one
of the first cars honda ever built. we
didn’t start with the ordinary, we sprung
a big surprise. I think it’s a shame we
haven’t kept building sports cars, kept
the momentum of the original nsX
and s2000 going. You know the honda
s660? Only for Japan, but I think we
should always be offering something like
this, something that’s fun and unusual
and exciting.’

It’s a shame we didn’t keep
the momentum of the original
NSX going. We should always
offer something like that

brand rejuvenation

You only have to look at the Civ ic Type R
(choose your angle) to know that Masaru
Hasegawa is a man stra in ing at the leash
to put some uncompromising hardcore
excitement back into Honda . Too
aggressive? Tough, because there’s no
sof ter option . His choice of dai ly dr iver,
the 1967 S800 – near ly 50 years old but
a concept that would sel l wel l today
– also points to a strong af f in ity with
Honda’s innovative roots . I sensed some
frustrat ion when I mentioned Honda’s
‘o lder demographic’ problem, an image
he clear ly doesn’t care for despite the

revenue it currently prov ides . Hasegawa’s
focus is gett ing Honda noticed for what
it does best . If the company needs the
younger vote, as he bel ieves it does , he
knows how to get it .
David Vivian

AMB I T I O N
b y d a v I d v I v I a n

Hasegawa’s
ambitions

To make Honda’s
mainstream models ,

especia l ly the
Jazz and Accord,

appeal to a younger
generat ion

To give current
Accord dr ivers more
options with in a
bigger mid-range
model l ine-up

To help Honda be
a stronger brand
that embraces an
excit ing l i festy le

and supports other
pursuits apart f rom

transport

To preserve and
nurture Honda’s
sport ing her itage,

especia l ly in Europe,
which wi l l he lp it

spread to the rest of
the wor ld

To develop model
l ines with a longer,

recognisably
evolved l ineage l ike,
say, the Mazda MX-5



L AST MONTH I SENT YOU
off to the Baja 1000 desert
race in Mexico at very short

notice. This month’s suggestion is
an equally exciting prospect but far
easier and cheaper to attend if you
live in Europe. And it’s an event in
the plural. Welcome to the high-
speed and crazy world of the FIA
European Hill Climb Championship.

The series has been around
since 1930, which makes it the
longest-running FIA championship,
beating F1 by 20 years. And there
are several very good reasons why
we’re featuring it in evo. Firstly,
alongside the championship for
contemporary machinery there is
a parallel championship for classic
racers, which is also run by the FIA.
The second reason is the events
themselves and where they’re held.
As much as I love a weekend at
Prescott or Shelsley Walsh, these
British hill climbs are over very
short courses (Shelsley is only 1000

yards long) whereas the European
courses are considerably longer. For
example, the Trento-Bondone event
in Italy is held on a course that runs
for over 10 miles.

The calendar for 2016 hasn’t
been published yet but each season
tends to follow the same pattern,
with twelve rounds, starting in
April and finishing in September,
with the season opener on the

Col Saint-Pierre in Alès, France.
The championship moves around
Europe, visiting hills in Germany,
Switzerland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Portugal and a few others.
Who knows, with the relaxation
of the rules and regulations for
motorsport on public roads in the
UK, perhaps one day there could be
a British round of the championship
over a proper, European-like
long course?

Look over the history of the
European Hill Climb Championship
and the list of winners, particularly
from the 1960s, and you’ll see
some recognisable names. Edgar
Barth, father of Jürgen Barth, the
now retired Porsche motorsport
boss who won Le Mans in 1977,

FIA European Hill
Climb Championship
The shor t but intox icat ing ly intense rounds of th is under-
apprec iated form of motorspor t are spread a l l over Europe

Above left: ever seen
an Opel Kadett like it?
Us neither. Above: a
Renault Laguna BTCC
touring car competing
in the ‘E1 2000’ class

Several colleagues got the chance
to interview Enzo Ferrari, but
reading Brock Yates’s fantastic
biography of the man leads me to
believe that he wasn’t particularly
pleasant, so he’s not at the top
of my list.

That position is held by
Soichiro Honda (above). I don’t
know anyone who met Honda
personally, even the late LJK
Setright, legendary motoring
journalist and Honda disciple.
I admire Honda’s vision and his
imagination. A chat over dinner
about Honda’s stunning racing
bikes in the 1960s and its F1
programme would have been
fascinating. A five-cylinder 125cc
racing engine that rev ved to over
20,000rpm and an air-cooled
3-litre V8 F1 engine; think of the
confidence required to build
those engines.

I’d also liked to have met Colin
Chapman, but he died just as I
was starting out in this game.
Possibly a tricky character, but so
revolutionary and interested in so
many fields. He must be turning in
his grave today at the weight of so
many sports cars.

My greatest hero is Mike
Hailwood. I saw him at a
motorcycle show a year before
he was kil led, but didn’t have
the guts to talk to him. Were he
around today I could have asked
him about a contemporary or how
he found F1 (‘too snobbish’, he’d
have answered). From what I hear,
he was too modest to talk about
himself.

I could go on, but I’l l stick
with Soichiro Honda. The son
of a blacksmith who until the
end of his life was fascinated by
machines and who founded a
company that produced an engine
with oval pistons.

For more ‘Ask Goodwin’ columns,
visit evo.co.uk

ASK GOODWIN
Who would
you like to
have met?
Michaela Wright,
Plymouth
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Several colleagues got the chance 

Michaela Wright, 



O F F T H E B E AT E N T R A C K
b y C O L I N G O O D W I N p h o t o g r a p h y b y A X E L W E I C H E R T

was champion in 1963 and ’64 in
Porsches. Wolfgang von Trips lifted
the cup in 1958 in a Porsche RSK
and Ludovico Scarfiotti was champ
in 1962 in a Ferrari Dino 196SP. Jim
Clark, Jo Siffert and other F1 drivers
have also taken part in individual
rounds. The championship
was taken very seriously by
manufacturers, especially Porsche,
which designed its ultra-lightweight
Bergspyders especially for hill
climbing. Imagine Mark Webber
competing in a bespoke works
Porsche today; a lightweight version
of the 918 Spyder, perhaps.

The current big name in European
hill climbing is Simone Faggioli,
who as an eight-time champion
(including 2015) is probably the

most successful racing driver that
you’ve never heard of. Faggioli has
had most of his success at the wheel
of an Osella PA30. It’s well worth
visiting YouTube and watching one
of the many videos of him and his
sports car in action.

Aside from Faggioli’s purpose-
built sports racer, there’s a host
of machinery that’ll get an evo
reader’s pulse racing. Heavily
modified R8s, M3s and Integrales,
hairy single-seaters, pumped-up
Golfs and more. Then there’s the
classic stuff, such as Fiat Abarths,
Alfa GTVs, BMW CSLs and bespoke
sports cars from the ’70s, such as
Lolas and Chevrons.

Of the events themselves, the
Trento-Bondone hill climb in Italy

stands out as a favourite. Not just
because the 10.75-mile course is
a fantastic mixture of open fields,
mountain passes and tight hairpins,
but because of its location. Trento
itself is a small town just to the
south of the Dolomites in northern
Italy. It’s a staggeringly beautiful
area, and the best choice of airport
is Venice. Milan is a similar distance
from Trento but the drive from
Venice in your rental car will be
more scenic and, of course, you
could have a couple of days there
after the event.

But flying to Italy would deprive
you of what would be a brilliant
road trip. Plan it well and you would
have a fantastic drive across the
Alps and down into Trento.

The Großer Bergpreis von
Österreich, the grand name of
Austria’s round, takes place in
Rechberg and is another hill climb
that is steeped in history and would
be a great event to drive to. Expect
loads of hot-rodded Porsche 911s,
both old and new.

Since the events host not only
rounds of the FIA’s championship,
but also local championships, you
get to see a wide variety of cars, not
just the same ones at each event.
What do the locals drive in the
Slovakian round, for example?

You’ll find the calendar for next
year’s championship when it’s
published on the FIA’s website. One
thing you can be sure of is that I’ll
visit at least one round myself.
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THE NEW C9 GT40 POWER RESERVE – 40 PIECE LIMITED EDITION

REVIVAL OF A LEGEND

THE NEW C9 GT40 POWER RESERVE – 40 PIECE LIMITED EDITION

Few stories set the pulse racing like that of the British developed Ford GT40 that
won back-to-back victories at Le Mans in 1968 &1969. Each of the 40 pieces of
this beautiful limited edition automatic watch has a rare and precious piece of
metal from the winning car visible beneath museum-grade sapphire crystal.

The C9 GT40 – a legend revived.

REVIVAL OF A LEGEND

S W I S S MO V EM E N T E NG L I S H H E A R T
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Overhead camshaf t
(OHC) engines
have been around
for wel l over a
century now and
are commonplace
in European and
Japanese cars . In
the US, however,
brand-new cars
are st i l l be ing bui lt
with ‘pushrod’
engines , the basic

design of which
predates OHCs.

In a pushrod
engine the
camshaf t is
mounted low
down (close to the
crankshaf t) and
moves pushrods
that are connected
to rocker arms that
operate the valves .
Th is arrangement is

complex and can’t
operate very fast ,
which is why US V8s
only rev to around
6500rpm.

OHC engines
re locate the cam
above the pistons
so it has a more
direct connection
to the valves . Th is
simpl i f ies the
system and means

that the crankshaf t
can be rotated at
much higher speeds .
The Ferrar i 458’s
OHC V8 redl ines
at 9000rpm, for
example.

Pushrod engines
st i l l of fer a benef it
in the form of
packaging: the V8
in the Corvette Z06
is compact enough

to have a 1 .7- l i t re
supercharger
mounted on top.
A drawback of
pushrods is that
f itt ing var iab le
va lve t iming is more
compl icated, but
the Z06’s 650bhp
and 650lb f t show
that pushrod
engines st i l l have
their p lace.

Why are F1 engines
capable of revving to
15,000rpm when my road
car can only manage a
paltry 7000rpm?

– John Partridge

Q

ASK MIKE
Your tech questions

answered

It’s all to do with
reliabil ity and purpose.
Your road car may well
be a performance car,
but its mechanical

parts stil l need to last several
hundred thousand miles.
Formula 1 engines, meanwhile,
are constructed to develop
maximum power over a much
shorter lifespan, so the added
stress of a fast-spinning crank
isn’t an issue. F1 engines also
use very expensive (usually
lightweight yet strong) materials
that certainly wouldn’t suit a
road-car development budget.

Send your question to
experts@evo.co.uk

A

RE M E M B E R W H E N A
parking manoeuvre required
a full upper-body workout?

For years now we have taken
power steering largely for
granted, but our attention has
been drawn to it again by electric
power-assisted steering (EPAS)
replacing the hydraulic systems
that have dominated the market
in the past. The consensus among
car journalists is that the new
technology doesn’t transfer the
same level of steering feel, but why
is this the case?

Hydraulic systems use a pump to
multiply steering force. However,
this pump is connected to the
engine via a belt and is a constant
drain on the engine’s power.
Electric systems use a
small motor to help you
turn; this only needs
power when it’s working
the rack, so is more
efficient – hence
their popularity.
There are three
types of EPAS
installation:
c o l u m n -
m o u n t e d ,
p i n i o n -
mounted and
‘paraxial’.

C o l u m n - m o u n t e d
systems use a combined
torque sensor and motor
unit bolted onto the steering
column behind the steering wheel.

First application:
Maudslay Motor Co When: 1902

TECH GAME-CHANGERS
OVERHEAD CAMSHAFT

T E CHN I C A L LY S P E A K I N G
b y M I C H A E L W H I T E L E Y

ELECTRIC POWER
STEERING SYSTEMS

FOCUS

Best suited to smaller cars, these
systems are compact but are gen-
erally considered to lack feel. The
‘disconnection’ between the driver’s
hands and what’s happening on the
ground is due to the damping effect
from the unit.

In theory, pinion-mounted EPAS
systems yield more steering feel,
especially ‘dual pinion’ units.
These have a standard rack-and-
pinion steering setup, giving a
direct connection from the rack to
the steering wheel without a unit
in between damping out subtle
movements from the wheels on
the ground. The steering sensor
is on the input pinion, but the
assistance comes from a motor
that is connected to the rack at a

separate point and has its own
pinion to drive the rack.

Paraxial units (pictured)
are similar to dual-pinion
setups, except the electric

motor (1) provides its assistance
via a recirculating-ball system

rather than a pinion. This makes
less noise, so the rack can be
mounted with stiffer bushings,
which increases the steering feel for
the driver.

Variable-speed steering can be
added to these last two systems
by including a motor (2) between
the steering wheel and the rack to
alter the gearing between the two,
although in evo’s experience this is
not necessarily a good thing – think
Lamborghini Huracán.

The main issue with EPAS
systems lies in their setup. The
return of the wheel to centre and
the reaction of the electric motor to
movements of the rack all require
careful programming. It’s taking
time, but car makers are getting
better at increasing the amount of
feedback. The EPAS in Porsche’s
991 GT3 RS is almost as good as the
hydraulic setup in its predecessor,
and proof that ‘lack of steering feel
due to electric power
steering’ may not
remain a car review
cliché for long.

It’s taking
time, but car

makers are getting
better at increasing

the amount of
feedback
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HANKOOK EVO2
WINTER TYRE

Back in the day, when you
jumped into a per formance
car on winter tyres there’d be
a speed l imit warn ing stuck on
the speedo. But technology
has moved on and the latest
UHP winter tyre f rom Hankook
comes with a W speed rat ing
(up to 168mph) – a f i rst for the
Korean producer.

The i*cept evo2 is designed
not just for snow but a lso
slush and wet roads , so it
should cope wel l with our
changeable winter weather.
The asymmetr ic tread has 3D
sipes , which lock together to
improve block stabi l i ty and
increase gr ip. It a lso has 30
per cent bigger channels to
shif t water compared with
the current tyre. A reinforced
sidewal l and bead area are sa id
to improve steer ing response
and dry handl ing .

Dr iv ing was l imited on the
str ict ly pol iced roads around
the Iva lo, F in land launch, but
it was enough to feel the usual
winter-tyre sof tness just of f
the stra ight-ahead, a lthough
this d imin ished as the corner ing
load increased.

The evo2 comes in 16-20in
sizes with 35 to 60 prof i les .
There’s an SUV version , too,
that goes up to 21in r ims.

Hankook also launched the
i*cept RS2 for mid-sized cars ,
which has an H rating (up
to 130mph) and f its 14-17 in
r ims. Its f ina l newcomer is an
al l -season tyre, the Kinergy
4S, which is a l ready or ig ina l
equipment on Audi ’s new TT
and covers 14-18in r ims.
Kim Adams

T Y R E S
e d i t e d b y S A M S H E E H A N
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H IGH PERFORMANCE SUVs.
You either love them or
you hate them – and, since

you’re reading this magazine, there’s
a good chance you’re leaning towards
the latter. But while a two-ton off-
roader on stiff suspension and low-
profile tyres appears completely at
odds with itself, there’s no denying
today’s top crop of super-SUVs are
remarkably capable machines.

They also provide tyre-makers
with a unique set of challenges, and
Cooper Tires believes its new Zeon
4XS Sport is able to effectively meet
them all. To test those claims, we
headed over to the Red Bull Ring,
home of the Austrian GP, to sample a
Cooper-shod SUV.

Our Mercedes ML63 AMG test car
couldn’t have looked much further
from home than it did parked in the
pits of a Grand Prix circuit (the big
SUV stands 1.8 metres tall), and it
only served to emphasise how tricky
a job the tyres faced – they’d soon
be juggling 518bhp and 516lb ft of
torque between them, with a hefty
2270kg to make matters significantly
harder. That’s a serious workout on
the road, let alone on a track…

A two-ply Rayon casing and extra
layers of sidewall reinforcement are
key ingredients that Cooper claims

COOPER
ZEON 4XS
SPORT

FIRST TEST Admittedly, this durability did
appear to be slightly at the expense of
ultimate grip, as the tyre’s adhesion
to the asphalt was more comparable
with a regular summer tyre than the
stickiest of ultra-high-performance
products. But this sort of compromise
makes sense in the performance SUV
sector – the vast majority of Porsche
Cayenne, Range Rover Sport SVR
and Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 (the
ML63 AMG’s successor) owners will
never venture on track, so a tyre with
consistent and dependable grip will
likely appeal over one that chases the
ultimate lap-time.

Though we weren’t able to test it
during our dry session, Cooper also
claims that the tyre’s silica-rich tread
helps it achieve a Grade A for wet grip,
emphasising the security 4XSs could
provide. With all of this in mind, if you
must own a high-powered SUV, a set
of Cooper Zeon 4XS Sports deserves
a place on your replacement tyre
short-list. Sizes range from 215/70/
R16 to 295/35/R21; pricing will be
confirmed in the coming weeks.

give the Zeon 4XS Sports enough
strength to cope with such an ordeal,
and their effects are immediately
noticeable as turn one is dispatched
without any of that wallowy feeling
conventional SUV tyres give under
hard driving. It’s also pretty clear that
Cooper’s new rubber has no intention
of ever venturing off-road, but no off-
road claims are made for the tyre.

The Zeon 4XS Sports were also able
to effectively manage a car that, to put
it bluntly, struggled to contain its own
mass. The body ducked, dived and
leaned through corners, while hard
braking sent a worrying, slow-motion
wobble through the whole car as the
suspension fought to keep the body
flat. But, even in these conditions,
the car braked straight and true, with
no intervention from the ESP to keep
things pointing ahead.

A morning of hard laps on track
not only confirmed that these tyres
offered consistent, dependable grip,
they were also proving very durable,
with minimal signs of wear on all
four corners.

825
kg

186
mph

LOAD RATING SPEED RATING

Enough for all 2347kg
of Bentley’s Bentayga…

…though just short of
its 187mph top speed





The New Abarth 595 Yamaha Factory Racing starts from £17,420 OTR. Official fuel consumption figures for Abarth 595 Yamaha Factory
Racing: mpg (l/100km): Combined 47.1 (6.0), Urban 35.8 (7.9), Extra urban 57.6 (4.9), CO2 Emissions: 139 g/km. Fuel consumption and
CO2 figures are obtained for comparative purposes in accordance with EC directives/regulations and may not be representative of
real-life driving conditions. Model shown is the Abarth 595 Yamaha Factory Racing 1.4 T-Jet 160 HP at £17,890 OTR including Gara
White paint at £300 and optional Side Stripe and Mirror covers at £170. Abarth UK is a trading style of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles UK Ltd.



PORSCHE DR IV E b y S T E FAN BOGNER AND JAN BAEDEKER
£ 30 . 47

Stefan Bogner seems to lead the ideal evo lifestyle, taking fast cars to someof
Europe’s greatest driving roads. In his ‘Curves’ series, he concentrates on roads, but in
this instance it’s asmuch about the cars – fromhis own air-cooled 911 to a 918 Spyder
– and taking them through someof the bestmountain passes Europe has to offer.

GREAT CARS : F ERRAR I 2 50 GT by DOUG NYE
£60 .00

Each ‘Great Cars’ book covers not just amodel series but a specific car and its history.
This particular 250GT, chassis number 2119, was driven to victory at the RACTT
at Goodwood in 1960 (and by our ownRichardMeaden, near Goodwood, in 1999 –

see evo013). It’s nowowned by Ross Brawn.

EVER S INCE I WAS A YOUNG BOY I ’ V E B E EN DRAW ING
SPORTS CARS by BART L ENAERTS

€60 .00
If you’re fascinated by cars, design has probably played a part in that fascination at
somepoint. The titlemay not be catchy but this book tells the designers’ own stories

(and reveals never-before-seen sketches) behind cars such as the 911 and R8.

LOTUS THE MARQUE – L IM I T ED ED I T I ON by W I L L I AM TAY LOR
£ 75

WilliamTaylor’s first Lotus bookwas already comprehensive, but since its last revision in
2004 theHethelmarque has produced severalmore significant vehicles. This all-new title
covers everymodel from the 1948Mark I to the 2013 Elise S Club Racer. The Limited Edition

version is signed and numbered, and features a cloth-covered slipcase.

AUS S I E GR I T: MY FORMUL A ONE JOURNEY by MARK WEBBER
£20 .00

MarkWebbermay have failed towin a Formula 1 title, but F1’s loss is endurance racing’s gain,
andWebber remains as popular as everwith fans. It’s his battles – on track and off –with
teammate Sebastian Vettel thatmake this autobiography amust-read, however.Whatwas

life really like inside Red Bull Racing?

BOOKSHELF
MUST-READS

E S S E N T I A L S
e d i t e d b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M

Inclement weather spoiled your
plans for a weekend blast?
These five books are a good
reason to stay indoors



‘E N T E RTA I N M E N T A N D
connectivity, possibly more
so than ride and handling,

are what customers in this segment
now prioritise.’ So said Audi at the UK
launch of the new A4.

Read into that what you will – basic
A4s have never really troubled the list
of our favourite drivers’ cars – but it’s
indicative of the importance major
brands now place on offering high
levels of in-car technology. Virtually
every new car on sale today has

some form of connected technology,
whether it’s as simple as an audio
system into which your smartphone
can be plugged, or full satnav systems,
internet, external assistance and – in
the case of Tesla’s Model S – the scope
to change the way the car drives via
wireless downloads.

Less clear is how much of this
technology is really beneficial to us,
and whether the expense of ticking
every infotainment and navigation
box at the time of purchase is

Factory-fit or
aftermarket?

Shou ld you spec a manufac turer ’s
infota inment system or buy separate ly?

Here’s how they compare

034 www.evo.co.uk

THE BUDGET OPTION
Ful ly integrated dig ita l radio, sate l l i te nav igat ion and other connected serv ices
haven’t yet become standard in the cheapest cars on the market , yet the
alternative solut ions of fered by brands such as Renault , Smart and Volkswagen
can be as useable as those in much more expensive cars .

VOLKSWAGEN
Optional ‘Maps&More’
(£275) for theUpmounts
a removable Garmin
touchscreen device on
the top of the dashboard.
Navigation data can be
updated at home, and the
systemalso lets drivers
view car data and operate
entertainment functions.

SMART
The ‘cross connect’ app
(free) for the Fortwo and
Forfour can be downloaded
for iOS andAndroid. A
cradle on the dash holds
your phone, which then
becomes your satnav and
infotainment centre, with
car details, voice control,
traffic andmore.

RENAU LT
The ParrotMKi9100
Bluetooth kit (£250) adds
music functions and voice
control from your phone to
theminuscule Twizy electric
car (or, strictly speaking,
‘light quadricycle’).
Not pretty, but no less
functional than other
Bluetooth systems.

FEATURES COMPARISON
BU I LT- I N v A F T ERMARKE T NAV I GAT ION

BMW’s media package shows how far bui lt- in infota inment systems have come,
and the accompany ing smartphone app and concierge serv ices go beyond the
functions of af termarket satnavs . But for a th ird of the pr ice you can buy a
top-end portable satnav with free updates and considerable versat i l i ty. I f nav
is a l l you need, it ’s an easy way to save money compared to a bui lt- in system.

‘My BMWRemote App’ can unlock the car,
send navigation data or show your vehicle’s

location if it’s within 1500m

Connection to call-centre ‘concierge’

Real-time traffic info

Nav is operated via iDrive and offers satellite
views. Free updates for three years

Online services include news, weather and
other apps. Access for three years included

5.7-inch TFT display in the instrument
cluster supports themain 8.8-inch screen

in the centre of the dash

As portable as any aftermarket navigation
option – not tied to one car

Unlimited data at home and abroad

Real-time traffic info

Navigation responds to pinch, zoomand
swipe functions, like a smartphone

Free speed-camera, worldwidemap and
traffic updates for the life of the product

Six-inch touchscreen, fixed to
amagnetic vehiclemount

‘ BMW PROFE S S I ONAL’ M ED IA
PACKAGE FOR 1 - S ER I E S

£9 00

TOMTOM
GO 6100
£ 2 9 9 .9 9

5.7in 6in
333 ENG IN E
Well, an electricmotor,
because plugging in devices
is simply a part of life for the
tech-savvy people a car like
thiswould target.

11 ‘ C ANVAS ’
Bumpers, dash and seats
are a ‘canvas for inspiration’.
Their LED graphics can be
instantly changed, like a
smartphone’swallpaper.

222 I N S TRUMENTS
Gauges and navigation
information can bemoved
around, increased or
decreased in size, or hidden
altogether.

THE FUTURE? NISSAN ‘TEATRO FOR DAYZ’ CONCEPT

1

2

3



C ONNE C T I V I T Y
b y A N T O N Y I N G R A M

‘Where you keep your key is up
to you’ is the tag l ine of Ford’s
current adver t for its key less-
entry system. We wouldn’t l ike
to guess in which reg ion of h is
swimming trunks the protagonist
has stashed the key to his
EcoSport SUV, but it ’s a neat way
of promoting a technology that ’s
now at al l leve ls of the market .

L ike many technolog ies ,
key less entry star ted at the top.
Mercedes was f i rst to debut such
a system, on the W220 S-class of
1998 (pictured above). Dubbed
‘Key less Go’, i t un locked the car
as you walked up to it . Renault
quick ly fo l lowed, with a card- l ike
‘key ’ and a star ter button on the
Laguna in 2000, and the French
f i rm has persisted with the same
system to this day.

In the interests of secur ity, i t ’s
now more common for a key less-
entry car to unlock in response
to the touch of a sensor on the
door handle. The door handles
on Tesla’s Model S (below) even
extend when you walk up to the
car, before you cl imb inside to
f ind it is a l ready ‘on’.

ON
OR
OFF?

Designed to help you see the kerb
when para l le l park ing , i t ’s of l i t t le
help when bay park ing , reckons
evo Facebook fo l lower Kev in Day.
‘ I want to see the car I ’m park ing
next to,’ he says , ‘not the f loor!’

NOW & THEN
Keyless entry

Door mirror dip when
parking
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prudent when the aftermarket –
your smartphone, for instance – is
capable of providing many of these
functions already.

There’s also the issue of resale.
While we’d never advocate buying a
car solely based on low depreciation
and high resale values, options
that look and seem desirable today
– such as DAB radio or satnav –
may not be so hot five years down
the line when features have been
superseded, the control interface

seems clunky and the mapping
technology is out of date. A bells-
and-whistles infotainment system
is unlikely to have the same value
on the used market as that optional
set of Recaro seats or a carefully
considered exterior colour.

At the same time, some
vehicles have advanced to the
stage where you’re offered little
choice, while major car functions
are controlled through the same
interface as connected functions.

This is seen as the way forward
by many manufacturers, but will
the difficulty of updating such
layouts make these cars undesirable
far before their design becomes
unfashionable?

We’ve taken a look at the
connected technology currently on
the market. Firstly, to see what’s
actually available, and secondly, to
see where connected technology
and infotainment might head in
the future.

CONCLUSION
The good news is that v i r tua l ly
every manufacturer seems to be
gett ing to gr ips with in-car tech
and most cars can now be specif ied
with something sl ick and useable
that , for the most part , del ivers a
posit ive user exper ience. Whi le the
car is re lat ive ly new, anyway…

For a vehic le’s f i rst and maybe
second owner, a fu l ly integrated
system is a desirab le option . But
once its maps are f ive years out
of date and the graphics two
generat ions behind, the appeal
dwindles . JLR’s 2015 systems aren’t
great to use today, so would their
2007 equiva lent rea l ly sway your
decis ion to buy a used XF?

Ironica l ly, i t ’s the less
sophist icated vehic les on the
market that could prove usefu l and

useable for a longer per iod when
it comes to in-car tech. Models
such as the Lotus Evora and Toyota
GT86 are cr it ic ised for the ungain ly
double-DIN af termarket systems
dropped unceremoniously into
their dashboards , yet down the
l ine, when the more aesthetica l ly
p leasing setups in competitor
vehic les have become old ,
rep lac ing the system in a GT86 or
Evora for something at the leading
edge of technology wi l l be as
simple as plugg ing in a new head
unit . However unsophist icated the
or ig ina l equipment, you’re never
more than a few hundred pounds
away from something with Apple
CarPlay, vo ice contro l , the latest
mapping technology, and so on.

The case for the af termarket

has become even stronger now
that popular satnav suppl iers have
star ted to of fer f ree updates . A
£60 map update on a £100 unit
never made much sense, but
some f i rms now of fer f ree l i fet ime
updates – and you don’t need to
v is it a dealersh ip to get them.

But perhaps the best system of
al l is the one that ’s possib ly in your
pocket r ight now. Smartphones wi l l
continue to lead the way for both
innovation and user exper ience.
Some apps already let you set
your car ’s c l imate contro l f rom the
comfort of your home, for example.
Compared with a smartphone’s
accurate mapping , countless apps
and frequent updates , bui l t- in
infota inment systems wi l l a lways
be one step behind.

THIRD PARTIES AUDI VIRTUAL COCKPIT
The days of manufacturers developing their own infota inment and nav
systems are (thankfu l ly) coming to an end. Severa l makers now look to
dedicated technology and nav igat ion f i rms for their in-car systems.

The 12.3 in Vir tua l Cockpit takes
integrated, connected functions
far beyond those of the optional

systems of the past .

Navigation, telephone, media
and Audi’s MMI system are all
standard on the TT and R8.

Less dashboard real estate
is devoted to a distracting,

central ly mounted touchscreen.

MMI recognises smartphone-
style scrol l ing and zooming
actions; voice control is also

included.

ANDRO I D

M I CROSOF T

TOMTOM

GARM IN

GOOG L E

APPL E





Halda Race Pilot Nürburgring
Limited Edition

Price: €14,850
From: haldasweden.com

Swedish brand Halda chose September’s
DTM race at the Nürburgring to
unveil a 20-piece special edition of
its nifty Race Pilot watch. Dedicated
to the Nordschleife, it comprises a
regular mechanical watch powered
by a top quality Zenith movement,
plus a separate, electronic module.
The two units are designed to fit in
the same case band and are quickly
interchangeable. The electronic module
incorporates a stopwatch, G-force
meter, lap timers and other features,
and is engraved with an outline of the
legendary German circuit.

BRM V12-44 10th Anniversary
Edition

Price: €10,000
From: brm-manufacture.com

BRM (Bernard Richards Manufacture)
launched its 44mm ‘V12’ chronograph
back in 2005, and it has remained the
company’s top selling model ever since.
The standard watch is available in more
than 20 basic variations, all of which
can be customised to order with a
range of colours and finishes that offer
a potential 12,000 alternative designs.
But this limited edition, which has been
created to mark a decade of V12-44
production, is largely black and white
with just a hint of red detailing to the
dial and chronograph hands. Just 10
examples will be available.

BREMONT NORTON
As worn by Ian Callum, Jaguar Cars director of design

THIS MONTH

WATCH TECH
Vacheron
Constantin
anniversary
pocket watch

Vacheron Constantin
is the world’s oldest
watch house to
have maintained
continuous
production. To mark
its 260th anniversary,
it has created the
most complicated
watch in existence at
the behest of an ultra-
wealthy collector.

The reference
57260 took three
watch makers eight
years to complete
and incorporates
a remarkable 57
complications,
many of which are
horological firsts.
Made from 18-carat
white gold, it weighs
more than two
pounds, has dials
on both sides and
measures a massive
98mm in diameter.

Functions include a
flyback chronograph,
Westminster
chimes, a world time
display, multiple
alarms and two
perpetual calendars
(which always show
the correct date,
without the need
for adjustment) –
one based on the
Gregorian system,
the other a Hebraic
calendar that
operates on a 19-year
cycle. The watch also
features a star chart
showing the night
sky as seen from the
owner’s home city.

WAT CH E S
b y S I M O N D E B U R T O N

‘The watch I wear most
is my Bremont Norton
chronograph, which I
never tire of looking at. I
bought it partly because
it is made in Britain and
harks back to some of
the more traditional
values of British design,
which is something I’m
passionate about. But
it’s the association with

Norton that made me
want to own it – the
black and gold detailing
and the wonderful
Norton logo instantly
remind me of the era in
which I grew up, when
British motorcycles
ruled the roads.

‘Jaguar has an
association with
Bremont, and I recently

helped to design the
“MKI” and “MKII”
watches that pay tribute
to the E-type. We’re
really pleased with
them because they look
absolutely right when
you wear them in the
driving seat – almost
as if they had been
designed alongside the
car back in the ’60s.’
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Blancpain L-evolution Split
Seconds Chronograph

Price: £38,670
From: blancpain.com

Blancpain’s backing of endurance and
sprint racing has led to the creation
of several high-end drivers’ watches.
This latest has a carbonfibre bezel,
caseback and dial, but the hefty
price is more to do with its 409-part
movement. It offers a ‘split seconds’
feature, where two chronograph
second hands run together – one
superimposed over the other – but one
can be stopped independently to allow
a time difference to be measured.
Plus there’s a ‘f lyback’ function, which
stops, resets and restarts both hands
with a single push of a button.
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AFTER DECADES OF
naturally aspirated
V8s belting out their

flamboyant arias, the
adoption of turbochargers for
Ferrari’s ‘junior’ supercars had
enthusiasts suspended in nervous
apprehension. Surely it just wouldn’t
be the samewith the smothering
influence and apathy-inducing low-
down torque of forced induction?
Yet while achieving the reduced

fuel consumption and emissions
that necessitated the turbos in the
first place, Ferrari has taken its V8
off on an entirely new tangent. The

488’s 3.9-litre twin-turbo engine
doesn’t somuch as boast reduced
turbo lag; it’s virtually non-existent.
It would be themostmemorable
facet of the new engine, if not for the
661bhp haymaker that threatens the
onset of vertigo.
This new Spider version presents

another watershedmoment. Talk
to anyone who has ever ordered a
drop-top V8 Ferrari and the ticket
to a front-row audience with the
engine is usually paramount in their
purchasing decision. The 3.9may
well have some serious engineering
alchemy, but even Ferrari admits

With the 488GTB, Ferrari let character take
a back seat to performance and efficiency.

Does the Spider restore order?

Test location: Forli, Emilia-Romagna, Italy GPS: 44.20503, 11.89544
Photography: Nathan Morgan

Ferrari
488 Spider

EVERY NEW EVO CAR THAT MATTERS, 
REVIEWED AND RATED

A

FERRARI 488 SPIDER // NISSAN GT-R TRACK EDITION
DS 4 THP 210 // DMS M5 // AUDI A4 AVANT
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that it offers a different sonic
experience, and one that, if you were
a fan of the ‘good old days’, can’t
match the howl of amotor closing in
on 9000rpm.
As on the 458 Spider before, the

488 Spider uses a retractable hard-
roof solution for open-air motoring.
With a one-touch operation, after 14
seconds it has stored itself directly
behind the cabin’s rear bulkhead,
partially covering the V8’s cylinder
heads. Thatmeans the sloping
glass window of the GTB coupe is
absent, replaced by a solid, flat deck
area with a flying buttress to either

side. This has also required some
careful aero finessing tomaintain
the effectiveness of the blown
rear spoiler.
Underneath the handsome

aluminium skin, themulti-metal
tub has been strengthened at both
the front and rear to compensate
for the loss of a fixed roof. That
Ferrari has succeeded inmaintaining
the same values for torsional
rigidity bodes well for the Spider’s
dynamics, although this additional
bracing and the workings of the roof
add 50kg over the weight of the
GTB, taking the total to 1525kg.

Themechanicals of the Spider
are otherwise the same. The
twin-scroll turbocharging system
features titanium-alloy compressor
wheels amongst all manner of
developments to reduce lag;
Ferrari’s own figures suggest the
turbocharged V8’s response to
an application of throttle is just
0.1 seconds behind that of the old
4.5-litre naturally aspirated V8. The
new engine is hooked up to the usual
seven-speed dual-clutch gearbox,
where up- and downshifts are far
quicker than the human hand-and-
foot combo could ever aspire to,

and the fully automatic mode is
never befuddled.
Peak power is reached at

6500rpm and then held constant
for the final 1500rpm. Naturally,
the torque curve is considerably
plumper than the 458’s, but it also
has a surprising linearity thanks to
the Variable TorqueManagement
system. On paper, this sounds like
the sort of electronic meddling
that has purists snorting with
derision, but we already know that
it offers not just the ability to surf
the colossal surge of torque (only
fully unleashed in seventh gear) but

Ferrari’s V8has gone turbocharged, butweasked the
evo road test teamtoname their favourite naturally
aspirated engine.

The team

NICK TROTT
Editor
‘Impossible ask! Top three, in no
particular order: BMW(McLaren) F1
V12, Ferrari F50V12, Lexus LFAV10’

HENRYCATCHPOLE
Features editor
‘It seems crushingly obvious to pic
theMcLaren F1’s V12 yet almost
irresponsible to choose anything else’

STUARTGALLAGHER
Managing editor
‘CarreraGT5.7-litre V10.Magical to
listen to,mind-blowing to drive’

DANPROSSER
Road test editor
‘I’ve never driven a Lexus LFA, but
every time I hear one fully lit I want
to explode’

JETHRO BOVINGDON
Contributing editor
‘Predictable, but one stands above them
all. It’s a 6.1-litre V12 and you’ll find it in the
back of aMcLaren F1’

RICHARDMEADEN
Contributing editor
‘V10 in the back of Schumi’s 1998
Ferrari. 17,000rpm, 267bhpper litre.
Indescribable, unforgettable’

DAVIDVIVIAN
Contributing editor
‘Bit V8-light here so I nominate the
7.4-litre Chevy in the nose of James
Tiller’s Allard J2. In aword: brutal’

ADAMTOWLER
Contributing road tester
‘NSX-RMk2V6. That noise, that throttle
response…Thought itwould burst
before the change-uppoint’
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an astonishingly good ride quality,
particularly in Bumpy Roadmode.
Configured in Sport, the Spider is an
entirely civilised and comfortable
way to commute or cruise. Switch
themanettino to Race, however, and
the Spider bristles with expectant
energy. The steering ratio is very fast
and the effort required slight, but
the Spider’s responses soon become
second nature.
The acceleration is utterly savage,

almost regardless of the gear
selected; fifth can often feel like
fourth, even third. If the Spider does
drive differently to the GTB then it
would take a back-to-back drive to

really notice it. Over wildly cambered
and blatantly broken asphalt there is
the slightest suggestion of a tremor
from the rear-viewmirror, but it’s
something seenmore than felt.

The question, then, becomes one
of amore cerebral nature, and part
of a larger debate: does the 488
make going unfeasibly, anti-socially
fast all too easy, with too little given
back in return at sane speeds?

A partial antidote is to switch the
traction and stability systems off.
The 488 has somuchmore torque
compared to the 458 that it can
leave two black lines out of a corner
almost on demand. It takes time to
build the necessary confidence, but
it progressively dawns that this is as
friendly as 661bhp ever can be: every
slide under power, or twitch over a
crest, is performedwith a balletic
grace and a fluidity that’s sheer
magic to experience. These are the
moments you’ll cherish forever in the
Spider: when you and it are working
as one. In thosemoments, with
blue sky above and fresh air swirling
around the cabin, the Spider makes
an enthralling case for itself.L
Adam Towler (@AdamTowler)

also the encouragement to utilise
all the revs.
Italy has blessed us with a warm,

sunny, autumnal day, and the roof
is lowered and kept there, bar for
a short stretch of autostrada to
confirm that, yes, the Spider is as
refined as the GTBwith it in place.
The electric rear window can be
raised to act as a wind break when
the roof is down or lowered to create
a turbulence-free hearing trumpet
for the V8when the roof is up.

How does that engine sound?
Well, you will definitely recognise the
hard, hollow timbre from Ferraris
past, but with additional revs it’s

as though the higher frequencies
have been turned down on a graphic
equaliser. In the GTB, the turbos
announce their presence with
every brush of the throttle, hissing
like an antagonised snake, but the
prominence of the burping valve-
flap exhaust in the Spider drowns
most of this out.
Both the springs and themagnetic

dampers are exactly the same for
the Spider as they are on the GTB,
as the algorithms of the software
are so complex that the system can
adjust accordingly to compensate
for the Spider’s additional weight.
It’s clever stuff, and it gives the car

‘If it behaves
differently to
the GTB, you’d
need a back-to-
back drive to
really notice it’

+ Brilliant folding-roof integration; immense performance; surprising useability - High-rev theatrics of the 458 are nomore evo rating ;;;;;Specification
Engine
V8, 3902cc, twin-turbo

CO2
260g/km

Power
661bhp@ 6500-8000rpm

Torque
561lb ft @ 3000rpm

0-62mph
3.0sec (claimed)

Top speed
203mph+ (claimed)

Weight
1525kg (440bhp/ton)

Basic price
£204,400

Left: 488 uses a host
of stability-control
software, and the level
of intervention is based
onwhat the car thinks
of your driving, the road
type and the conditions
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Above: 20in Rays alloys
come complete with
knurling to prevent
the tyres from slipping
around the wheels
during heavy braking or
acceleration

And still they
chip, chip away at the
Gt-R, tweaking spring

rates, shaving unsprung
mass and seeking out evenmore
performance, stability, agility and
excitement. it’s a relentless process,
and although it might befuddle
those of us who aren’t living in the
Gt-R bubble, you’ve got to admire
the obsessive desire tomake this
extraordinary car evenmore so year
on year, sometimes evenmonth
onmonth.
this is the latest fruit of that

obsession, the Gt-R ‘track edition
engineered by nismo’. it slots in
between the standard Gt-R and the
nismo in terms of philosophy and
price. At £88,560 it’s £10,530more
than a regular Gt-R but £36,440 less
than the full-on nismo.
the drivetrain remains unchanged

from the standard car’s, the 3.8-litre
twin-turbo V6 producing 542bhp at
6400rpm and 466lb ft at 3200-
5800rpm and driving through a
six-speed dual-clutch transmission.
Performance is the same too, with
the claimed 0-62mph time still an
incredible 2.7sec and the top speed
196mph.We’ve become blasé about
such figures but just think about
them for a second. the Gt-R remains
a crazily fast car.
the ‘engineered by nismo’ stuff

is what’s really interesting here,
of course. there are new spring
rates and the Bilstein damptronic

Nissan
GT-R
Track
Edition

sprinkledwith the
magic of nismo but
tuned for everyday
driving, is this the
perfect Gt-R package?

‘This big car
actually feels
quite light,
snapping into
corners with
no delay’

A

Test location:Millbrook Proving Ground,
Bedfordshire GPS: 52.04008, -0.52926
Photography: Aston Parrott

setup is revised across the three
modes of Comfort, normal and
Race. the lightweight forged Rays
alloys are lifted from the nismo,
as are the bespoke dunlop tyres.
delve deeper and the detail work is
comprehensive. like the nismo, the
track edition has increased rigidity
thanks to adhesive bonding as well
as spot-welding in certain areas of
the structure. high-rigidity bolts are
utilised to increase the stiffness of
the wheel-hub attachments, the
front wishbones feature new links to
increase castor for more consistent
response under high lateral loads
and there’s a hollow rear anti-roll
bar borrowed from the nismo Gt-R
to increase agility and roll-stiffness
whilst reducing weight. the concept
is to create a car with the usability
and road capability of the standard
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Nissan GT-R Track Edition

GT-R but to infuse it with themuch
greater turn-in agility and body
control of the Nismomodel. So is it a
compromised halfway house or the
perfect GT-R for every situation?
The first thing you do once you’ve

started up the Track Edition is select
the Comfort damper setting. It
is a very firm car. However, where
the Nismo feels absolutely rigid
at times and unsuitable for all but
the very smoothest of surfaces,
the Track Edition has just enough
compliance tomake low-speed
driving acceptable. It still hates
speed bumps or really lumpy tarmac,
but the physical, heavyweight feel of
the GT-R is well in tune with the busy
ride. If it floated like a Lotus Evora it
somehowwouldn’t be right.

No, as ever, the GT-R requires an
acceptance that it’s not built for

sliding gently around town. The rear
diff chunters and judders just as it
always has and that’s all part of the
GT-R experience – a characteristic
rather than a fault – and it’s quite
nice to be in a car that isn’t trying
to be all things to all men.While
everybody else chases that awful
term ‘bandwidth’, the GT-R remains
absolutely focused.
The changes over the standard

GT-R are immediately apparent.
Whilst it doesn’t have the same
startling pointiness of the Nismo,
there’s definitely greater turn-in
response. This big car actually feels
quite light, snapping into corners
with no delay between steering
input and action. It’s superbmid-
corner too, the body exhibiting
less roll and the front-end staying
perfectly on your chosen line. There

are those who genuinely talk about
‘understeer’ in the context of the
GT-R, but at road speeds that is
utter nonsense. Yep, on track the
weight of the car through a long
corner can result in the front tyres
losing grip, but on the road? Please.
The Track Edition just bites, stays
neutral and then exits under power
with a little wiggle of oversteer.
When you break down the

cornering style of the GT-R like
that, it sounds almost easy, clinical.
Again, confounding expectations,
it’s anything but. The steering has
lovely coarse feedback and the car
provides somuch information as to
what it’s doing and how youmight
affect it. And such is the speed at
which corners unravel that there’s
a breathless, frenzied edge that’s
incredibly enjoyable and still, after all

these years, slightly stupefying.
The GT-R isn’t for everyone: the

interior is feeling a bit crummy these
days and it’s probably a size too
big for anything short of the Route
Napoléon, but as a unique, manic,
omnipotent driving experience
it remains a thing of real joy. So
controlled even in extremes is the
Track Edition that after leaping it
(perfectly composed, not somuch
as a scuffed splitter) over Millbrook
Proving Ground’s yump for the
shot you can see on this month’s
Contents pages, I have to check with
photographer Aston Parrott that
it’s getting enough air. He just raises
his eyebrows and says, ‘Oh yeah, I
couldn’t believe what I was seeing.’
That sums up the GT-R nicely.L
Jethro Bovingdon
(@JethroBovingdon)

+ Recreatesmuch of the Nismo’s agility without the rock-like ride - Interior feeling old; requires immense self-control evo rating ;;;;3Specification
Engine
V6, 3799cc, twin-turbo

CO2
275g/km

Power
542bhp@ 6400rpm

Torque
466lb ft @ 3200-5800rpm

0-62mph
2.7sec (claimed)

Top speed
196mph (claimed)

Weight
1740kg (316bhp/ton)

Basic price
£88,560
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Contrary towhat
your eyes are telling you,
this is not an updated

Citroën DS4. It may look
like saidmodel has been given a
mid-life nip and tuck, but I am here
to tell you that it is emphatically not
a facelifted Citroën.

what it is, is a facelifted DS 4.
the differences are new front and
rear bumpers, new LED headlights
and a new badge. oh, and the fact
that Citroën has now separated
its premiumDS brand from its
mainstream range of French hatches
to allow the former to stand on its
own four wheels in the premium
hatchback sector. So unless you
start pulling pipes off the engine,
you’re unlikely to find a double-
chevron Citroën badge anywhere.

this revamped DS 4 is the second
standalone product since the
DS brandwas released from the
Citroënmothership last year and
the revised DS 5 first appeared.
But, unlike the DS 5, the DS 4 isn’t a
unique car, rather it’s a Citroën C4
that’s been through the DS comfort,
technology and designmill.

to these eyes, the results aren’t
that convincing. the new front-end
design language has zero identity.
If I was being cruel, I’d argue that a
Korean hatchback of a generation
ago hadmore design flair; Kia’s
design language today is certainly
stronger andmore distinctive than
that of DS. the rear three-quarter
view is best, where the DS 4’s low-
slung roofline separates it from the
norm.what it’s not, though, is a
classic piece of French design.

Being a premium brand, DS has
slaughtered a whole field of vache
for the interior, with every surface
wrapped in the stuff, and in the
Prestige trim level of our test car it
has done a very good job of lifting the
ambience of lower level DS 4s, where
contrasting plastic finishes jar. It’s

now at a level you’d have to pay a
hefty premium for in a German rival.
But while the finish of our test car is
hard to fault, it’s hard to escape the
feeling that it’s still a mask for what
is a rather mediocre and uninspiring
cabin underneath.

the top-level DS 4 driven here is
powered by a 1.6-litre turbocharged
petrol four producing 208bhp at
6000rpm and 210lb ft from 1750rpm.
that’s previous-generationMini JCw
or Mk6 Golf Gti levels of output in a
car that weighs 1313kg, 5kg less than
the Vw, though the 7.8sec 0-62mph
time is someway off the sprinting
abilities of both those cars.

the fact that a six-speedmanual
gearbox is the only transmission
on offer sounds promising, but a
quick look at the chassis details
(MacPherson struts at the front,
torsion beam at the rear) and the
hope of a French fancy under a
frumpy dress quickly fade.
the expectation quickly fades on

the road, too. there’s a strong initial
surge from the turbo four from low
revs, but then at 3500rpm the power
delivery feels like it’s plateaued

before picking up for a final 1000rpm
dash to the red line. at no point
does it feel hot hatch quick, not
even luke-warm hatch quick. It’s all
a bit tepid. Keep it up in the higher
reaches of the rev-range, have some
confidence that the front wheels will
do what you ask of them (there’s no
feel to search for) and the DS 4will
cover ground at a quickish pace, but
there’s no real challenge or reward.
one of the biggest complaints

about the original (Citroën) DS4
was its poor ride, something that
has been answered with this latest
model. It’s still not liquid-smooth,
but on French back-roads it absorbs
undulations with reasonable
aplomb, although strangely the
apparently smooth tarmac of the
autoroute finds it fidgeting around
like a toddler with a full bladder.
on interior quality the DS 4

delivers the premium effect DS is
striving for, but for everything else
it’s all a bit forgettable, and for a car
maker with eightworld rally titles to
its name, that’s unforgivable.L
Stuart Gallagher
(@stuartg917)

the French hatch has
a new look and detail

changes under the skin.
Just don’t call it a Citroën

DS 4
Prestige
THP 210

+ Quality of interior trim - Engine lacks punch; uninspiring drive evo rating ;;;22Specification
Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo

CO2
138g/km

Power
208bhp@ 6000rpm

Torque
210lb ft @ 1750-4000rpm

0-62mph
7.8sec (claimed)

Top speed
146mph (claimed)

Weight
1313kg (161bhp/ton)

Basic price
£22,995

C

Test location: angers, France
GPS: 47.2025, -0.3315
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There are a number
ofmembers of the evo
editorial teamwho

cannot hearmention of the
e60 bmWm5without immediately
jabbering incoherently about its V10
engine. The 5-litre, 500bhp S85 unit
will almost certainly go down in the
history books as the singlemost
outrageous engine ever to be fitted
to a saloon or estate car.

It revved to 8000rpm, it was
dripping with exotic materials and
motorsport-derived technologies
and it sounded terrifying at full tilt.
It was a bona fide supercar power
unit, wedged into a sober-suited,
mid-sized bmW. It was the e60m5’s
centrepiece.
When thatmodel was replaced

by the F10 in 2011, it was crashingly
inevitable that themotoring press
would bemoan the loss of the S85.
The newmodel hadmore power and
torque, but the 4.4-litre twin-turbo
V8was nothing like as exciting as the
old V10. To this day the current m5’s

engine, effective though it is, feels
like a poor relation.

So how do youmake them5’s
engine its centrepiece again? Giving
it 730bhpmight just be the answer.
Southampton-based DmS offers
a number of tuning options for
them5, starting with the 680bhp
Stage 1 upgrade. It costs £1980 plus
fitting (around three to four hours).
The Stage 2 kit costs £3000, again
plus fitting (approx one day), and
unleashes 732bhp. If you want yet
more, DmSwill replace the exhaust
system, which liberates another
10bhp plus a great deal of noise.
Torque is electronically limited to

664lb ft at Stage 2, which company
founder rob Young describes as
a ‘safe limit’ for the transmission.
When upgrading the software, the
factory speed limiter is removed,
after which the car will find its way
past 200mph if you can find the
space… and the nerve.

DmS has tested its upgrades
on rob’s ownm5 over thousands

ofmiles without any unforeseen
issues and, should a bmWdealer
unwittingly flash away your upgrade
during a service, DmSwill reinstall
the latest version free of charge.
‘every m5we’ve had in hasmade
600bhp in standard trim, not the
560bhp bmWquotes,’ notes rob.

bruntingthorpe’s two-mile
runway seems like an appropriate
place to test a 730bhpm5.While
the standard car feels rampantly
quick as it is, this upgraded one
feels furiously rapid in an almost
uncontrollable, this-cannot-be-right
kind of way. It’s terrifically exciting.
Low-down response is still very good,
but from themid-range the hit in the

back is ferocious and the run to the
rev-limiter is completely unhinged.
This car will spin its rear wheels in

fourth gear. It’s a quantity of power
and torque that you have to deploy
with real care and forethought if the
stability systems are switched off.
Stand on the throttle pedal abruptly
and you will get bitten. Whereas
most high-performance cars will
eventually right themselves and
straighten up at the end of long
powerslide, even if you do keep your
right foot in, this car will continue to
defeat traction all the way down the
following straight.
Of course, the standard stability

control will rein-in the grunt when
left switched on, if a little clumsily,
so the DmS car hasn’t suddenly
become some sort of unuseable
monster. It has rediscovered a touch
of the rawness and character of the
previous m5, though, and the engine
is once again the overriding, all-
consuming heart of the car. L
Dan Prosser (@TheDanProsser)

+ upgrademakes them5’s engine a real centrepiece again - Costly for an eCu upgrade evo rating ;;;;;Specification
Engine
V8, 4395cc, twin-turbo

CO2
n/a

Power (Stage 2)
732bhp@ 7400rpm

Torque (Stage 2)
664lb ft @ 4800rpm

0-62mph
3.6sec (claimed)

Top speed
203mph+ (claimed)

Weight
1870kg (397bhp/ton)

Basic price
See text

Standardm5 lacking a certain something?
DmSautomotive turns it into a 730bhp,
200mph-plus, tyre-shreddingmonster

DMS BMW M5

T

Test location: bruntingthorpe, Leicestershire GPS: 52.490427, -1.133649
Photography: aston Parrott
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The small, premium
German estate car goes
bymany names: Touring,

estate, and by audi’s
chosen nomenclature, avant. This
is the fifth iteration of the a4 avant
in a 20-year lifespan, whichmeans
the boys and girls at inglostadt are
getting something right (ignoring
meeting emission targets of course)
when it comes to such a hotly
contested sector.
For the new a4 avant, which

reaches uK showrooms in January
2016, audi will offer an exhaustive
range of variants that amounts to a
frankly ridiculous 27 permutations
of petrol and diesel, four- and
six-cylinder engines, front- and
four-wheel drive andmanual, DsG
and auto gearboxes. if you can’t find
an a4 avant to suit your needs, it’s
probably not the car for you.

in order to help you whittle down
your options, we plucked a petrol-
fuelled, 187bhp 2-litre TFsi with a
seven-speed s-tronic gearbox and
front-wheel drive, and headed to
the hills above aix-en-provence. Our
test car was also fitted with audi’s
optional Drive select system. Three

petrol engines are initially offered
with the a4 avant; there are also
148bhp and 249bhp variants, with
the latter only available with quattro
four-wheel drive and s-tronic.

in 187bhp tune, the four-cylinder
engine has been as thoroughly
reworked as the rest of the car.
The avant has shed up to 110kg,
depending on whichmodel you
go for, and is now underpinned
by a completely new platform, its
handling dynamics and ride qualities
re-evaluated, according to audi.

The engines have been similarly
revamped, this 187bhpmotor in
particular. a new combustion
process has been developed, the
result of which is as little as 121g/km
of CO2 (’box dependent) and the
promise of optimal throttle response
across the rev-range.

it’s certainly an eagermotor, one
that likes to rev and is keen to react
in an instant to throttle inputs. it
sounds a little coarse as the revs
build, but there are no flat-spots to
its delivery and the 236lb ft that’s
available from 1450rpm right through
to 4200rpm contributes to the
engine’s enthusiasm.
The ratios in the seven-speed

s-tronic gearbox are well matched
to the engine’s power and torque
delivery. in sport mode, the ’box
hangs on to the gear if you wring
it out to the end of a straight and
resists shifting up the second you
lift off the throttle to stand on the
brakes. (These are a bit dead initially
on travel, but become progressive
as the pressure increases.) it feels
a bit knobby to use paddles to shift
gears in a family wagon, but they do
get the best from the drivetrain and,
being attached to the back of the
steering wheel, are intuitive to use.
With Drive select left in auto, the

body control firms upwhen you need
it to, the damping is well-judged and
matched to the car’s performance
potential and through quick,
sweeping turns it remains composed

and doesn’t deliver any surprises.
unless you liftmid-corner, then the
nose tucks inmuchmore sharply
than youmight expect and the rear
axle pokes its head round to see
what’s going on. lift-off oversteer
in an audi estate? That’s a new one
onme. it doesmean you can trim
the avant’s nose accordingly when
it runs wide in tighter turns without
losing toomuchmomentum, and
in the quicker stuff there’s a little
more balance to play with. it’s no r8
by even the furthest stretch of the
imagination, and a 3-series Touring
is better balanced and has a sharper
dynamic edge to it, but the a4 avant
doesmake you rethink your view on
non-s and rs audis.

The only fly in the ointment is that
theman responsible for this lighter,
more agile, better-steering, cleaner-
riding andmore responsive a4 avant
was one of the headline figures fired
from the company following the
emissions scandal. if audi wants to
continue the goodwork it has done
with its new a4, it’ll need a strong
replacement for Dr hackenberg.L
Stuart Gallagher
(@stuartg917)

lighter, more agile, with
better steering and keen
newpetrol engines… the

newa4 is surprisingly good

Audi A4
Avant 2.0

TFSI

T

Test location: D943, le puy-saint
réparade, France GPS: 43.979131, 5.344757

+ lightweight construction, class-leading tech - still not themost involving drive evo rating ;;;;2Specification
Engine
in-line 4-cyl, 1984cc, turbo

CO2
129g/km

Power
187bhp@ 4200-6000rpm

Torque
236lb ft @ 1450-4200rpm

0-62mph
7.5sec (claimed)

Top speed
146mph (claimed)

Weight
1505kg (126bhp/ton)

Basic price
£31,580







WE HELD THE FIRST ECOT Y BACK IN
1998, just two issues after evo was launched. It was
a big test in more ways than one. Three months into
our independently launched magazine adventure,
we carried some precious momentum and

goodwill from our previous steed – the euthanised Performance
Car magazine (god rest its saddle-stitched soul) – yet requesting
ten of the most significant cars of the year was the moment we
really put the industry’s depth of support to the test.

So you can imagine the relief, pride and excitement we all felt
on mustering at eCoty HQ – a massive, self-catering farmhouse
on Anglesey – knowing we’d pulled all the components of the test
together. Ferrari, Porsche, Jaguar, Lotus, Caterham, Audi, Alfa,
BMW, Subaru and Mazda. Though we didn’t know it
at the time, that inaugural eCoty issue would prove
pivotal in evo’s thus far short and precarious history.

Creating an annual event was bullish, for it suggested
we intended to stick around – no bad statement of
intent for a fledgling title. Getting the right cars proved
we had a bit of clout. Most importantly, it made for a
cracking cover shot – taken on Black Rock Sands near Porthmadog
in north Wales – and thanks to Peter Tomalin’s expertly crafted
words, a fine yarn, too. One in which Porsche’s then-new 996-
gen 911 was eventually proclaimed the winner. Gratifyingly, the
issue yielded a modest but critical uplift in sales sufficient to give
Harry Metcalfe the heart to dig a little deeper and keep the lights
on until 1999. Though not before delivering his now legendary
doom-laden pre-Christmas message. To this day I regard eCoty as
a talisman for the thrill of surviving as much as driving.

It’s hard to believe 2015 is the eighteenth eCoty. There have
been some cracking gatherings over the years, but few, if any, have
topped this year’s foray to the Highlands of Scotland. It really was
extraordinary, but then I’m sure it was the first story you turned
to in this issue, so you already know that. If it was then bravo, for
in so doing you rather confounded the belief amongst publishing
sorts that magazine readers have for some time been suffering
‘Car of the Year fatigue’. There’s certainly no shortage of annual
extravaganzas, it’s true, but I like to think there’s still something
special about eCoty that separates it from the rest.

Perhaps it’s because of evo’s somewhat homespun origins, but
we’ve also never tried to make eCoty into some bloated industry
schmoozefest. If we did, we’d have to contrive to create separate
awards for every conceivable sector of the high-performance
market, from hot hatches to hypercars, no doubt with particular
emphasis on commercially lucrative things such as SUVs. Then
we’d invite all the major brands to pay a ton of money for tables

Host a Car of the Year feature when your mag’s just threemonths old?Why
not, says Meaden, as he looks back at the highs and lows of eCotys past

W
at our awards evening, hand-out a few pots, get everyone drunk
and wait for the advertising revenue to roll in.

Instead, we do what we’ve always done: sit in a room and
compile a list of the year’s most exciting or surprising cars. We
then fight and argue until we’ve got the list to a more manageable
length, condensed to the best of the best. In years gone by, if
that shortlist included a Ferrari we’d dispatch good old Harry
Metcalfe to Maranello, where he’d engage the incumbent PR
man in protracted negotiations to secure the car. Some months
later, if said Ferrari didn’t win, we’d dispatch good old Harry back
to Maranello in order to offer profuse apologies to the incumbent
(and most likely, incandescent) PR man, and engage in further
protracted negotiations to ensure the Wollaston offices weren’t

stormed by scarlet-clad ninjas. Those were the days.
Every eCoty is special in its own way, but some live longer

in the memory. The first of the new millennium was jinxed by
appalling weather and worse luck. Having suffered a gearbox
failure in the Alfa 147 Selespeed, hapless Harry Metcalfe was
‘rescued’ by David Vivian, who then proceeded to drive them
through a dry-stone wall in the TVR Tuscan. The next day a
Lotus 340R got stuffed into a ditch. I think a 911 won.

In 2003 we clearly didn’t spend long enough locked in the
meeting room, for we emerged with a two-stage test. Part One
required us to drive our ‘Real World’ contenders to the Scottish
Highlands (no mean feat in itself), while Part Two had us turn
around and drive the top three finishers (along with our group of
‘Surreal World’ big hitters) all the way to Genoa in Italy.

It was an expedition Sir Ranulph Fiennes would have thought
twice about, but we did it anyway. Two weeks, several speeding
fines and thousands of gallons of petrol later, another eCoty was
concluded. But not before the Italian police threatened to arrest
us and confiscate all the cars. Thankfully evo Italia’s editor,
Marco Della Monica, talked us out of prison. We celebrated by
proclaiming a 911 as our shock winner. At the risk of paying
homage to that other great eCoty tradition, the John Barker
spoiler, some things about this test never change. Or do they? L
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‘Thankfully evo Italia’s editor
talked us out of prison…’
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IT’S A TURBULENT TIME IN THE WORLD
of cars and motorsport. So much so, it’s hard to
know where to start. Formula 1 seems as good a
place as any and specifically the rumour, current
at the time of writing, that the entire sport is to

be sold. Is this a genuine possibility or simply Bernie making
mischief? It’s hard to know if F1 truly is up for grabs. Something
that definitely is for sale, however, is my new book And On That
Bombshell – Inside the Madness and Genius of Top Gear, which is in
all good bookshops now.

Since we’re on F1, it’s worth noting the surprise news that
Jenson Button will remain at McLaren for the 2016 season, a
decision that shocked many who thought his frustration with an
underperforming car would steer him towards an
untimely retirement once the current season comes to
a close. Button was once a guest on Top Gear, of course,
and turned down the offer of a chauffeured car to the
studio in favour of driving himself, something we took
as a sign of a true enthusiast and a portent of the un-
starry behaviour that would make him a delight to deal
with. This, and many other behind-the-scenes stories,
can be found in my new book, And On That Bombshell –
Inside the Madness and Genius of Top Gear, which is also available as
an e-book from many reputable online sources.

The shock headlines in the car world aren’t confined to
motorsport, of course, and there’s no bigger story at the moment
than that of Volkswagen and its so-called ‘defeat device’, which
sought to fudge diesel emissions under laboratory testing
conditions. This controversy is sure to have serious repercussions
for the German company’s bottom line and that, in turn, could
have a grave effect on some of the component parts of the vast
VW Group monolith. What will happen to Bugatti, for example?
Already rumours are swirling that a vast recall bill will pull cash
away from the project to build a Veyron replacement, forever
damning that mouth-watering prospect to the back burner. This
is surely bad news for anyone with fond memories of Bugatti’s last
hypercar, not least those of us on Top Gear who saw it take part
in an epic cross-Europe battle against a light aircraft. Such races
were often accused of being faked, a damning accusation I’m
happy to address in my new book And On That Bombshell – Inside
the Madness and Genius of Top Gear, which would make an ideal
Christmas gift for any fan of the world’s biggest car show.

Sadly, VW’s troubles won’t end with Bugatti, because let’s not
forget that Porsche is part of the same group and its bosses must be
praying that they can continue to generate income from profitable
SUVs in order to self-finance an ambitious expansion into electric

cars, as previewed by the fascinating Mission E concept. If they
can’t, it wouldn’t be the first occasion the Stuttgart concern has
experienced troubles, such as the lean days of the late 1980s, or
the time they loaned Top Gear a 911 that later popped a piston
through the side of its block after an over-exuberant filming
session on a beach got some sand into the engine. This is the kind
of never-heard story you can read in my new book And On That
Bombshell – Inside the Madness and Genius of Top Gear, which
gives an exclusive insight into some of the disasters that happened
during the production of the top-rated BBC Two motoring show.

Since we’re talking about the infamous diesel emissions
controversy, we can’t forget the potential effect on Volkswagen
itself and how that might impact some of our favourite cars with

a VW badge on the back. It’s not beyond the bounds of possibility
to think that, with purse strings being tightened to offset the
catastrophic damage of so-called dieselgate, all focus will be
on the core business, to the exclusion of tasty treats for car fans,
such as the next generation of the Golf R. At this stage, such talk
is nothing more than speculation and we can only hope that the
Mk8 Golf can justify an R version, given the global popularity of
the current iteration. Something else that experienced popularity
around the world is the television programme Top Gear, and in
my new book, And On That Bombshell – Inside the Madness and
Genius of Top Gear, I try to explain a little of how that continent-
crossing appeal came about and what effect it had on the show,
as well as explaining how ideas were formulated, scripts were
written, and what it was like to spend 13 years working with
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May.

What does the future hold for the top level of motorsport and
for one of the world’s biggest car makers? At this stage, it’s pretty
much impossible to say for certain. All I know is that my new
book, And On That Bombshell – Inside the Madness and Genius of
Top Gear, is on sale now. I don’t know if you were aware of this. I
might have mentioned it once or twice. L

Porter speculates on what the Volkswagen emissions scandal could
mean for the kind of cars thatmight once have appeared on Top Gear

Petrolhead
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‘All focus will be on the core
business, to the exclusion of tasty
treats such as the next-gen Golf R’



THE ULTIMATE IN
PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
AT DMS AUTOMOTIVE
WE’VE BEEN UNLEASHING
AUTOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE
FOR OVER 19 YEARS

DMS CLS63 AMG (EVO AUGUST ‘14) “ENGINE UPGRADE ADDS HUGE PERFORMANCE AND REAL CHARACTER”

DMS 1M (EVO MARCH 12) “THERE’S A REAL RIP TO THE WAY THE REVS PILE ON ABOVE 4000RPM”

DMS SL65 BLACK SERIES (EVO OCTOBER ‘10) “IT FEELS LIKE THE LOVE CHILD OF AN SL65 AND A PORSCHE GT2”

DMS 135I (BMW CAR MAY ‘09) “THE STANDARD CAR IS GREAT BUT DMS HAVE SOMEHOW MANAGED TO TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.6 (EVO SEPTEMBER ‘08) “IT’S EPIC, HILARIOUS AND ADDICTIVE IN EVERY GEAR, YET DOCILE WHEN CRUISING”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.8 PDK (EVO JUNE ‘11) “DELIVERY IS ALMOST UNCOMFORTABLY FORCEFUL”

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF
OUR MORE POPULAR MODELS TO
UPGRADE. WE ARE ABLE TO UNLEASH
PERFORMANCE FROM SMALL FOUR
CYCLINDER DIESEL ENGINES UP TO
V12 SUPERCARS.

AUDI
AUDI RS6 4.0 T V8 » 690+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS6 V10 » 680+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI R8 V10 » 592+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS4 B7/ R8 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS3/RSQ3 » 420+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI S3 / GOLF R » 373+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI 3.0TDi (ALL MODELS) » 315+ BHP
AUDI 3.0 Bi-TDi (ALL MODELS) » 380+ BHP
AUDI Q7/A8 4.2 TDi » 400+ BHP

BMW
M5 V10 » 548+ BHP (205 MPH)
X5M / X6M » 618+ BHP
1M » 411+ BHP
M3 E90/92 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
M135i/ M235i » 402 BHP
M4/M3 3.0T » 520+ BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 1) » 680 BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 2) » 730 BHP
F10 520D » 240 BHP
F10 530D » 305 BHP
335i/135i/X6 » 370+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
123D » 252 BHP

316D/216D/116D » 160 BHP
318D/218D/118D » 225 BHP
330D E90 » 296+ BHP
320D E90 » 215 BHP
420i/320i/220i/120i » 275+ BHP
435i/ F30 335i » 390 BHP
428i/328i » 295 BHP
535D / 335D / X5 SD » 355+ BHP
640D/335D/535D/435D » 390 BHP
730D » 305+ BHP
X5 4.0D / 740D » 370 BHP
X5 3.0D » 305 BHP
X6 X5.0I 4.4 » 500+BHP
X6 M50D/X5M50D/550D » 450 BHP

MERCEDES-BENZ
A200CDi/C200CDi/E200CDi » 175 BHP
A250/C250 » 260 BHP
A45/CLA45 » 420 BHP
C300 HYBRID » 285 BHP
A220CDi/C220CDi/E220CDi » 215 BHP
C350/CLS350/E350/S350 » 315 BHP
E400 /C450 » 420+ BHP
C400 » 400 BHP
‘63’ 5.5 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 690+BHP
‘500’ 4.7 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 498+BHP
S65 (W222) » 780 BHP
SL65 BLACK » 720+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
SL65 AMG » 690 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
‘55’ AMG KOMPRESSOR » 580+BHP
C63 AMG 6.3 » 530+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

C63 AMG 4.0T » CALL FOR DETAILS
SL63 AMG 6.3 » 560+BHP (+DE-LIMIT,
RE-MAP & LOWER ABC SUSPENSION)
CL600 Bi-TURBO » 580+ BHP
SLK55 AMG » 420+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
320 CDi V6 » 274 BHP
350 CDi V6 » 312 BHP
420 /450 CDi V8 » 358 BHP

ALL 2015 RANGE ROVERS AVAILABLE
R ROVER SC 5.0 » 580+ BHP
R ROVER 4.4 SDV8 » 395+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 TDV6 » 315+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 SDV6 » 345+ BHP
EVOQUE/DISCO SPORT 2.2 DIESEL
» 240+ BHP

PORSCHE
997 TURBO/S 3.8 INC PDK » 611 BHP
997 TURBO 3.6 » 625+ BHP
997 GT2 RS » 670+ BHP
996 TURBO/GT2 » 600+ BHP
997 CARRERA S PDK » 400+ BHP
997 CARRERA S » 376+ BHP
997 CARRERA PDK » 368 BHP
997 CARRERA GTS » 435 BHP
997 GT3 UP » 436 BHP
BOXSTER 3.4S » 336+ BHP
CAYMAN S » 342 BHP
MACAN 3.0D » 315 BHP
CAYENNE GTS » 440 BHP

CAYENNE TURBO 4.8 » 578+ BHP
CAYENNE TURBO S 4.8 » 600+ BHP
CAYENNE 4.2 DIESEL » 450+ BHP
CAYENNE DIESEL » 315+ BHP
PANAMERA TURBO » 600+ BHP
PANAMERA DIESEL » 315+ BHP

EXOTIC / MISC
FERRARI CALIFORNIA » 487 BHP
FERRARI 599 » 647 BHP
FERRARI 430 » 525 BHP
GALLARDO » 546 BHP
LP560 » 608+BHP
LP640 » 707 BHP
HURACAN » 640+ BHP
AVENTADOR » CALL FOR DETAILS
MCLAREN MP4-12C » 700 BHP
MCLAREN 650S » 720 BHP
MURCIELAGO LP640 » 707 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0S PETROL » 470 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 PETROL » 400 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 DIESEL » 312 BHP
MASERATI GT/QPORT » 438 BHP
MASERATI GT S / MC » 479+ BHP
BENTLEY 4.0 T V8 » 690 BHP
BENTLEY CGT / F-SPUR (INC 2013) » 680+ BHP
BENTLEY GT SPEED (INC 2013 ON) » 695 BHP
BENTLEY SUPERSPORT » 720+ BHP

FOR ALL OTHER MAKES AND MODELS,
PLEASE CALL US.

UK: 0800 030 5555 INT: +44 800 030 5555

WWW.DMSAUTOMOTIVE.COM
SALES@DMSAUTOMOTIVE /DMSAUTOMOTIVE

FOLLOWUS FOROUR LATESTNEWS

WORLDWIDE OFFICES AND INSTALLATION
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E V E N B Y E V O C A R O F T H E Y E A R
standards, this year’s arsenal was extraordinary.
The format is wonderful too, because where else
can a Peugeot square up to a McLaren and have
a fair chance of coming out on top? And for the

battleground to be arguably the greatest driving roads in Europe,
rather than an inert facility such as Mira? Aye, the public road. A
place where confidence counts for so much and the landscape plays
as much of a part in the experience as the cylinders at your disposal
or the speed of the steering rack.

If you think there’s a better, more relevant way of evaluating
performance cars for public consumption, I’d like to know about
it. Yes, it’s a weird thing to try to compare a supercar
that costs £320,000 with a SEAT Leon, and you’ve got
to leave your snobbery at the door if that door isn’t of
the scissor, gullwing or butterfly variety, but anyone
doubting the integrity or passion of the testers should
have witnessed one particular fuel stop we made. I was
in the Aventador, Marino was in the McLaren 675LT and
Dickie and Nick were in equally fantabulous machinery
when a lady arrived in a 205 GTI. It was mint, and we
were duly jumping around that little hatchback as if it were the
most exclusive supercar on the planet.

I’m lucky enough to drive a decent cross-section of evo-type cars
often, but I don’t have anything like the same hot-off-the-press
access to new metal as the road test team does. So, as well as the
nitty-gritty of helping find a winner, eCoty was also a rare chance
for me to find out where we’re at with fast cars in general.

Perhaps the key point, or revelation, was that performance cars
are now so technically able that the small things really do matter.
The hatchbacks illustrated this; these cars can absolutely entertain
on the same level as a mid-engined supercar, but to me elements
such as over-servoed brakes and poor chairs on the SEAT, and
the placement of the instruments on the Peugeot, were irritating
examples of a lack of attention to detail. They were also a reminder
of how decades of racing pedigree can’t protect companies from
screwing up the basics. And you can’t assume they won’t, despite
marketing and advertising telling you otherwise.

Indeed, some of the mistakes car makers are still falling prey
to astonishes me. Driving positions seem to be a problem. The
Aventador: what a car, but the seats? Terrible – worse than what
you’d get in a £7995 econo-hatch. Even the McLaren boys have
got a way to go with that, and they’re highly regarded for solid
ergonomics. Both cars use exotic one-piece buckets, so perhaps
these are just teething problems, but you’ve got to question a

If we wanted to be airborne all the time we’d spend our
hard-earned on pilots’ licences, says a frustrated Dario

process that leads to the driver of a potentially very dangerous
car feeling awkward.

Then there’s the Lamborghini’s ISR gearbox. You’ve either got
treacle speed or it’s going to snap your neck. Jethro suggested
that shifting at the limiter would smooth things out, and he was
right, but at that point you’re going at such a lick… You do wonder
how these manufacturers can make such fantastic cars but with
elementary failings. I just don’t get it, and if you want to know
why Porsches win so many awards, it’s because those guys make
fewer mistakes with the details.

That said, Lamborghini is breaking new ground. Traditionally,
big bulls fall apart when pushed past seven tenths, but the SV

doesn’t come alive until you’re at eight. It’s a brute, but it’s also a
drivers’ car, if you can find a road to match. And a HANS device.

Indeed, what encouraged me was the bond many of the highly
sophisticated cars at eCoty were able to forge with the driver.
Performance at the expense of involvement is high on the list of
petrolhead concerns at the moment, but the McLaren, Civic and
Cayman GT4 (in which I enjoyed one of the greatest drives of my
life), to name but three, were proof that certain car makers know
how to balance the two. It’s an impressive feat, and sadly one I
personally don’t think Ferrari has pulled off with the 488.

There is, of course, another danger that stems from focusing
on downforce and lap times. The bumps and yumps on the many
brilliant roads that made up the eCoty 2015 test routes – the
North Coast 500 – meant that some of these cars were becoming
airborne quite a lot because of a lack of suspension travel. It’s an
issue that has affected supercars back to the F40. On a circuit
a stiff setup makes complete sense, but these are street cars, so
we’ve got to be careful that their performance remains useable on
the road, and I’m not simply talking about too much pure speed
here. As a buyer of such cars, to the manufacturers I say this: nail
the basics and never jeopardise driveability. L

E

Champ
b y DARIO FRANCHITTI

t@dariofranchitti

Dario is a three-time Indy 500winner and four-time IndyCar champ

‘You’ve got to question a process that
leads to the driver of a potentially
dangerous car feeling awkward’
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What can Öhlins Road & Track
suspension do for the handling
of your car? That’s what we’re
challenging one evo reader to
find out as we upgrade his M3,
then ask him to put it to the test

Advertising feature

THE DECISION TO UPGRADE YOUR
car’s suspension is not one to be taken
lightly. The benefits are clear in your
mind – improved grip and handling for

the road and occasional trackday fun – but so too
are the pitfalls, such as the potential to upset day-
to-day ride comfort. Likewise, you need to be sure
the quality and durability of the new suspension
is more than a match for the old, and confident
the technicians who carry out the installation and
setup work are the best around.

If this scenario sounds familiar you’ll identify
with Mark Reeves. evo reader, keen driver,
occasional trackday goer and the owner of a
rather fine E92 BMW M3, Reeves has agreed to
take part in a unique test in which we upgrade
his car’s standard suspension with Öhlins
Road & Track coilovers. Once fitted, Mark will
head to north Wales, where he’ll drive his car
on the famous evo Triangle road-test route to
experience the difference Öhlins’ Road & Track
makes on one of the most demanding drivers’
roads in the country. Using Öhlins’ unique one-
click compression and rebound adjustment to
arrive at his ideal balance of ride and handling,
he’ll then head to the nearby Anglesey Circuit
to explore the M3’s limits and try some more
extreme suspension settings, as recommended
by Öhlins’ experts.

You can read about his road and track
experiences over the coming months, but
before he can do that he needs to get that

suspension swapped. Step forward award-
winning authorised Öhlins distributor Mick
Gardner Racing. While they remove the M3’s
standard suspension, replace it with new Öhlins
Road & Track kit and complete a full geometry
check, we take the opportunity to get to know
Mark, chatting about his car history, his driving
experience and his hopes for how his M3 will
feel on its new Öhlins suspension.

‘I was into motocross from an early age, so
I knew all about Öhlins,’ he says. ‘They really
have a great reputation. I stopped the bikes
after I had a big accident, but that got me into
cars. I’ve had the M3 just under a year now. I
had a Clio Renaultsport 200 before that, but I’d
been hankering for a V8 since I was a kid. It’s
a bit of a dream to have one, especially one as
good as the BMW.

‘I love the M3 and think it’s an amazing all-
rounder, but like anything, you always want
some things to be better. My car has the EDC
suspension, though to be honest I only ever use

the Comfort or Sport modes – the Normal option
doesn’t really offer enough of a difference
compared to Comfort. What I’m after is slightly
sharper turn-in and for the body control to be
a bit tighter, but without making it too stiff. I
think this would give me more confidence. It’s
my first rear-drive car, and while I’ve learned a
lot and feel much more comfortable with it than
I did at the beginning, a bit more control and
sense of connection can only help, can’t it?

‘I had worried swapping the suspension
would mean I’d have to put up with a few
warning lights, but the Öhlins kit overrides the
EDC error messages. It’s too good a car to have
warning lights flashing, so that’s a nice touch.
I really can’t wait to head to north Wales and
try the roads up there, and of course to drive
on track at Anglesey. I’m sure there’s a lot to
learn about finding the best settings for the
suspension, but that’s all part of the fun.’

Next month: driving the evo Triangle

UPGRADE
TO ÖHLINS
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The Honda Project 2&4 concept at this year’s Frankfurt motor
show (Radar, evo 215) definitely shows the right direction
for these big Japanese car companies. Japanese sports cars
so often get the engineering right but fall short when it
comes to design. So why not maximise the engineering and
minimalise the design?

If tiny car companies like Caterham and Ariel can build
amazing trackday sports cars that are also road legal for the
same price as a mid-range German saloon, imagine what a
huge Japanese company like Toyota could build.

A Toyota-badged BAC Mono for a fraction of the price?
Where do I sign?
K Li

We get it
Oh how I sighed and hungmy head
at issue 215’s letter of the month
regarding the ‘misunderstood’ new
MX-5, when only weeks beforehand
I had been nodding at a feature
criticising the same car. Mazda has
pushed this ‘modest power to suit the
chassis’ thing far enough now. To the
point of boredom, in fact.

Think about 90 per cent of the
people you see driving MX-5s. They’re
75 years old. (OK, maybe a slight
exaggeration!) A young(er) person
will ignore a car with so little power
nowadays, and this is where Mazda is
going to get left behind, especially now
a ‘warm’ hatch gives nearly 200bhp.

So, Mr Berridge of Letter of the
Month fame, the condescending view
of other people ‘just not getting it’
needs to end. We get it. It’s a Sunday
cruising car that is somehow still being
called a ‘sports car’. Come on, Mazda.
You’re capable of so muchmore.
Matt Hill

Kindred spirit
After agreeing on the joys of driving
in the wet (Inbox, evo 214), I find
myself having an increasing amount
in common with Richard Meaden
(Outside Line, issue 215). I too have
just built my dream garage after a
multi-year restoration of our house
and have recently lost 30lb in weight
after years of spending half my life in
hotels and eating more thanmy own
bodymass in fish and chips.

I had an existing two-bay garage
housing a ’65 E-type, ’65 Mini Cooper
(squeezed in sideways at the back)
and F355 Berlinetta. That left my V8
Vantage outside for a few years and
a base ’63 Mini in a tent. I sold the
Vantage and funded the dream three-
bayer with the proceeds. With plenty
of head height for future-proofing (I

may need a four-poster ramp or three
one day), it’s painted white with a
polished concrete floor, and has its
walls covered in some old Pininfarina
drawings I bought at auction years ago
and saved for myman cave.

The good news is that the garage
has ‘added value’ to the house and I
now have space and funds for another
Aston – a DBS or V12 Vantage. As you
may have guessed, I’m also a Vantage
reader as well as an evo fan.

Keep up the good work, Dickie.
Richard Carter

You’re not alone
Richard Porter may like to know that
overtaking isn’t frowned upon only in
Great Britain (Petrolhead, evo 215). I
live in Germany, close to a small city
named Hameln, and the situations
described sound very familiar.

For many German drivers, being
overtaken, even within speed limits,
is reason enough to get angry. They
show funny hand signs and flash their
lights, I suppose because, for them,
overtaking is rude, shows disrespect
andmost of all is dangerous.

The situation has become worse
in recent years. One of the reasons
might be that mainstreammedia
and politicians are leading public
opinion towards this: driving fast will
immediately result in a crash and all
passengers will most likely die.
Jan Menke, Germany

ET go home
Where is the real Richard Porter? ‘Go
on, name a great V6 engine,’ he said
(Petrolhead, evo 214). All I need to say
is ‘NSX’ and everyone will know that
the real Porter has been abducted by
aliens. Go on, Fake Richard, name one
article written on the NSX that refers
to its ‘unlovable’, ‘low achieving’ V6.
Howard Mecklenburgh

What’s cheated your emissions test this month?
Inbox

 letters@evo.co.uk t@evomagazinef www.facebook.com/evomagazine evo, 5 Tower Court, Irchester Road,Wollaston,Wellingborough, Northants NN29 7PJ

Above: it’s not only in the UKwhere
overtaking is unpopular, says JanMenke

Above:HondaNSX is one exception to the
‘all V6s are rubbish’ rule (see ‘ET gohome’)

TheLetteroftheMonthwinsa
ChristopherWardwatch
Thewriter of thismonth’s star letter receives a
ChristopherWard C70 Italian GP 1921 Chronometer
(pictured),worth £599.With a dial sporting the
colours of the Italian Tricolore, it celebrates the
country’s first Grand Prix, held in Brescia 94 years
ago.One of a limited edition of 500 pieces, it has a
42mmcase and a Swiss-made quartzmovement.

More 2&4

Letter of the Month

www.christopherward.co.uk
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SaveYourTyres
Tyre PressureMonitoring System

Tyre Pressure
Monitoring

Drive safelywithTyre Pilot
fromSnooper, the newwireless
Tyre PressureMonitoring System.
Tyre defects contribute to over 3% of all motorway accidents
and are themost common form of fault relating to an accident.

Fitting a tyre pressuremonitoring system and keeping your
tyres correctly inflated has the following benefits:

● Improves fuel economy

● Reduces accidents and blow-outs

● Lessens vehicle aquaplaning

● Improves stopping distances

Tyre Pilot STP116 Features

● Monitors tyre pressures up to 116 PSI

● Displays pressure and temperature in realtime

● Alerts to pressure drops and
temperature rises

● Supports up to
8 wheel sensors.

● Stand Alone PND device.

Performance Products Ltd, Cleaver House, Sarus Court, Manor Park, Runcorn,WA7 1UL

Subject to terms and condition, Performance Products Ltd reserve the right to amend or remove this
promotion at anytime. Subject to availability. From£179.99 price is for the STP 116 device, including 4
wheel sensors. Extrawheel sensor combinations available butwill be charged at a higher price.

www.snooper.co.uksnooperuk @snooperuk Snooper UK

Buy yours today at snooper.co.uk,
or by calling 03332401000.

FROMONLY

£179.99
INC. 4WHEELSENSORS

2015 has been an excellent year
for cars. The 675LTmade McLaren
look cool, Porsche did their usual
Porsche gig, Ferrari 488 came out of
nowhere… But my gold star goes to the
Aventador SV. Goes to the Ring, posts
a hypercar lap time and keeps the flag
flying for full-fat naturally aspirated
V12 engines. Supercar!
27Gilles

Evora 400. Good to see somebody is
still making awesomely nuts cars.
Gavin Winchester

Civic Type R. A purist, no-nonsense
sports car that is affordable to most.
Jotaro

The McLaren 675LT got my total
appreciation. From a technical to a
design point of view it’s a great car.
SkiddingMouse

The Porsche 911 (991) GT3 RS is the
ultimate driving machine. End of story.
Eric Kanavathi

GT4. First time a 911 engine has made it
into a Cayman. Andmanual too.
David Noble

I always tend to vote for the Singer 911
[pictured] as my car of the year, every
single year. Can’t help it. On amore
serious note, I’m hesitating between
the Cayman GT4 and the 675LT. If I had
to pick or die, the GT4 has won over my
heart this year.
Jon Resk

MX-5, GT3 RS, Cayman GT4 and 675LT
are all correct answers. Very evo cars.
Michael Hawkins

For me the Aston Martin N430 is
absolutely brilliant. I love the video
Henry did with it up in Scotland. I know
the Vantage is an old car, but it just
does it for me. My absolute dream car
R.Swann

Easy: Golf R Estate. I can carry the
dogs, kids andmymountain bike
everywhere at speed while having fun.
Performance, practicality and price.
Need I say more?!
Richard Nichols

First: GT4. Honourable mention: DB10
Alex_

Lambo SV. Looks, V12, noise,
performance, madness, crazyness,
little flaws – all present!
tazsura

The Cayman GT4 hasmy vote. It
seems to be everything we were all
hoping for, and the factWalter Röhrl
is reported to prefer it over a GT3
hammers the point home for me.
Engaging cars are reducing in numbers
and I’m happy that Porsche hasn’t
forgotten that lap times are not the
only measure of a great car.
Steve Crowe

There is only one solution to this. A
joint first for the 488 and either of the
Porsches. Probably the GT3 RS…
Ofir

X6M50d. Outrageous, arrogant and
sublime.
ShockDiamonds

Clio RS 220 Trophy.
LS

Talking Point

Your Car of the Year
Thismonthwe’ve chosenour favourite newcar of 2015.

Butwhat’s yours?Here’swhat you said…

Join the discussion
Keep an eye on evo.co.uk or follow us on Facebook (facebook.com/
evomagazine) to participate in our regular Talking Point debates.

The best comments will be published here each month
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I’ve had a V8, but I’ve not yet had a
proper V8 on open pipes with a 6-71
belt-driven blower strapped to it. I also
want a naturally aspirated, three-
rotor, peripheral-port Wankel.
NotoriousREV

I’d quite like a V12. I’m always looking
at old V12 Jags, Mercs and BMWs in the
classified. Never built up the courage
to buy one, though…
zedleg

I’ve considered a 650i (V8) before now.
Would still do so, even, but in reality
it would probably be a 550. I’d also
consider a 760 for a bit of V12 action.
Swervin_Mervin

With regard to V8s, unless it’s a Yankee
chassis-bending weapon, I’m not that
fussed. I want to own a V10 (M5 is on
my radar) and a V12, but again it needs
to be a proper V12, not a CL600 one.
clio200

I really want to own and experience
the flat-six in the current Cayman GTS

before all models are turbocharged in
the future. Shame I can’t afford one.
Alex_

A Porsche flat-six or a Rover V8 in
TVR Griffith guise are both achievable
targets that sound the dog’s bollocks.
Obviously a Ferrari V12/flat-12 and a
Lambo V12 are very much ‘wow’, but
they seem like a distant dream.
duncs500

I can’t believe no one is even tempted
by a BMW850 [pictured]. I think they’re
really cool. I mean, yes, a Ferrari or
Lambo would be better, but I can’t
afford a Ferrari or Lambo and could
possibly stretch to an 850. Before
bankrupting myself running it.
zedleg

No one’s thrown an Alfa V6 into the
ring?
carlos

Well, there are no good V6s. Everyone
knows that.
JL

Holley

Your last petrol engine
Speakingwithmyneighbour about Teslas andautonomous cars,
he’s seriously consideringbuying anRS6asa last hurrah ashe’s
never ownedaV8andwants onebefore they get bannedor they
stopmaking them.What engine configurationhave you yet to

own, and reallymust ownbefore it’s too late?

Thread of the Month

From the forums: community.evo.co.uk/forums

ThreadoftheMonthwinsaRoadAngelsafety
camera&blackspotalertdeviceworth£159.99

The originator of the best evo forum
threadwins a RoadAngel Gem+.The
Gem+ automatically updates its camera
database as you drive and allows users to
share the locations of ‘live’ camera vans.



The biggest test of the best new performance cars of 2015 demands
an epic test route. And we’ve found it. But which of our 11 contenders will

leave with the coveted title of evo Car of the Year? Place your bets…
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Durness

Tongue

John O’Groats

Wick

Inverness

Ullapool

Kinlockewe

Gairloch

Applecross

Kylesku

A832
A832

A896
A890

A835

A837

A838

A838

A836

A99

A99

A9

Badcaul
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E D I T O R

NICK
TROTT
Not just brought along for his credit
card, Nick has a keen eye for detail.
Can find a flaw many miss in a car

C O N T R I B U T I N G E D I T O R

RICHARD
MEADEN
His achievements tower over most
here. No longer powered by biscuits,
but he’s lost none of his fearsome pace

C O N T R I B U T I N G E D I T O R

JETHRO
BOVINGDON
The fastest driver ever. Seriously.
Especially when he’s got an upset
tummy and is searching for a loo

R O A D T E S T E D I T O R

DAN
PROSSER
Dan’s second eCoty and his first as
road test editor. So we really should
stop teasing him about his hairdryer

M A N A G I N G E D I T O R

STUART
GALLAGHER
Thrives on problems. GT3 RS has a
puncture, you say? In the wilds of
Scotland? Stu will sort it…

R O A D T E S T E R

ADAM
TOWLER
evo’s stato and resident 205 GTI
owner. On his first eCoty, which
means he’s willing to clean cars

C O N T R I B U T I N G E D I T O R

COLIN
GOODWIN
Col’s been there, done that, drunk
our beer. So it’s remarkable he
accepted another invitation to eCoty

R A C E R

MARINO
FRANCHITTI
Won Sebring and the ALMS. Neither
match the achievement of fitting in
the back seat of an Evora 400

JUDGES
Combining over a century of road-testing
and racing expertise, meet the test team

T
H

E

THIS IS NOT A TEST THAT SHOULD BE OVERCOMPLICATED. THERE’S
enough of that in the planning (think herding cats, or rather herding hungry wildcats on
speed). eCoty is a pure, honest and simple test – the best new drivers’ cars on the best
roads. It’s never needed anything else because it has The Thrill of Driving at its core.

Nothing else matters on eCoty. Extraneous details, objective reasoning, data analysis,
price, carbon dioxide, fuel economy, even power output – they don’t matter. The judges
are asked to eradicate everything except that which conspires to deliver The Thrill of
Driving. It’s how a Peugeot 208 GTi can be thrown into a test with a McLaren 675LT, and
it’s the unifying force that allows SEAT to take on Ferrari.

Every car in eCoty is a contender – with very rare exceptions, we only pick those cars
that have already proven a winner in some way or another, either with a five-star road-
test verdict or a group-test victory – and the result is impossible to predict. Well, that is
unless there’s a 911 in the field, as history relates…

This year was spectacular. We left Scotland tired and sunburnt (yes, really), but mostly we
left optimistic. Why? Because the performance car is in a very good place. On the evidence
of this year, The Thrill of Driving remains as important to car manufacturers as it is to us.

Thank you as ever for reading. We’ve boosted eCoty to nearly 40 pages this year, for
reasons that I hope will soon become obvious.

What is evo Car of the Year, and why does
it remain so important after 15 years?
Editor Nick Trott explains

EVO CAR OF THE YEAR 20 1 5

LOCATION
The best roads in the north Highlands of Scotland will
prove a real challenge for this year’s contenders

T
H

E

Test location:
the Highlands, Scotland

GPS: 57.477047, -4.228747

Inverness

IN 2005, THE NORTHHIGHLAND
Initiative was established to
bring together farmers, local
businesses and the tourism
industry to address the challenges
facing rural communities. The
initiative, supported by the Duke
of Rothesay, Prince Charles,
has created (andmanages) a
marketable regional identity, of
which the North Coast 500 tourist
route is a clear example.

The NC500 covers over 500
miles of the best roads in the north
Highlands.We started in Inverness,
wentwest to Applecross then up
thewest coast, and returned via
the sensational roads of the north
coast. The roads have everything,
from tight turns to open straights,
from smooth surfaces to damper-
punishing tarmac. There are few, if
any, better roads onwhich to test
and enjoy performance cars.
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CHEVROLET
CAMARO Z/28

PORSCHE
911 GT3 RS

Engine V8, 7008cc
Power 505bhp @ 6100rpm
Torque 481lb ft @ 4800rpm
Weight 1732kg (296bhp/ton)
Tyres Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R,
305/30 ZR19 front and rear
0-60mph 4.2sec (claimed)
Top speed 175mph (claimed)
Basic price $72,305

Surprised? Don’t be. A first drive in
evo 205 revealed this track-biased
muscle car to be firmly suspended
butwith excellent body control and
savage turn-in. Carbon-ceramic
brakes? Lightweight glass? Super-
sticky (and super-wide) semi-slick
rubber? It has them all. America’s
answer to a certain hardcore 911
couldmake a big splash.

‘There isn’t a single area that
dominates, the whole car works as one’

E V O 2 1 3

‘In terms of raw mechanical grip
it ’s bloody gobsmacking’

E V O 2 0 5

Engine Flat-six, 3996cc
Power 493bhp @ 8250rpm
Torque 339lb ft @ 6250rpm
Tyres Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2,
265/35 ZR20 front, 325/30 ZR21 rear
Weight 1420kg (353bhp/ton)
0-62mph 3.3sec (claimed)
Top speed 193mph (claimed)
Basic price £131,296

The first RSwithout amanual
gearbox is also the first of its line
to feature such technology as four-
wheel steering and torque vectoring.
There’s also extensive carbonfibre,
far greater downforce and, yes, a
naturally aspirated flat-six.We know
GT3 RSs have a habit of winning
eCoty, but is this one good enough
to follow suit in this company?

Arguably the best current
Lamborghini. It takes time to
confidently approach the SV’s limits
of grip, traction and acceleration,
but there’s a level of feel and
adjustability in its chassis absent
from its Superveloce forebears.
Consider also the fact that it will
lap the Nürburgringwithin a few
seconds of a Porsche 918 Spyder…

Engine V12, 6498cc
Power 740bhp @ 8400rpm
Torque 509lb ft @ 5500rpm
Tyres Pirelli P Zero, 255/30 ZR20
front, 355/25 ZR21 rear
Weight (dry) 1525kg (493bhp/ton)
0-62mph 2.8sec (claimed)
Top speed 217mph+ (claimed)
Basic price £321,723

LAMBORGHINI
AVENTADOR LP750-4 SV

CARS
What a collection – even by evo Car of the Year standards.
Here purely on merit and from all corners of the performance
car world, this is how they made the grade

T
H

E ‘In a world where the outer limits of
supercars are becoming more accessible,
the SV remains a thrilling proposition’

E V O 2 1 4



‘If you’re looking for a narrow band of supreme
ability, the Pug nails it ’ E V O 2 1 1
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PEUGEOT
208 GTI BY PEUGEOT SPORT

Not a name youwill have seen in
evo before, but you know the car:
essentially this is the 208GTi 30th
Anniversary continued in non-
limited-edition form. This 208 is
light, skittish and needs to be driven
precisely to get the best out of it,
but with a tightly wound limited-slip
differential and a punchymid-range,
it’s a real contender.

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo
Power 205bhp @ 5800rpm
Torque 221lb ft @ 1750rpm
Weight 1185kg (176bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Super Sport,
205/40 ZR18 front and rear
0-62mph 6.5sec (claimed)
Top speed 143mph (claimed)
Basic price £21,995

‘Objectively, this is a better car
than the Porsche 911 GT3 RS’

E V O 2 1 3

‘It deliberately puts driver enjoyment above
the pursuit of raw performance’

E V O 2 0 8

‘Like all great hot hatches, it
draws you into chasing it ever

harder and harder down a road’
E V O 2 1 2

PORSCHE
CAYMAN GT4

For so very long a concept Stuttgart
daren’t realise lest it show upmore
expensive (and profitable)models,
a Cayman by PorscheMotorsport is
finally here.With a front axle taken
directly from the GT3, aerodynamic
bodywork and one of the best
manual transmissions on sale, this
is the car we all demanded, and this
will be by far its toughest test.

Engine Flat-six, 3800cc
Power 380bhp @ 7400rpm
Torque 310lb ft @ 4750-6000rpm
Weight 1340kg (288bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2,
245/35 ZR20 front, 295/30 ZR20 rear
0-62mph 4.4sec (claimed)
Top speed 183mph (claimed)
Basic price £64,451

McLAREN
675LT

McLarenwould never admit it, but
the 675LT is closer in terms of pace
to the hybrid P1 hypercar than the
firmwould have liked. In fact it’s
probably the quickest point-to-
point car at this year’s eCoty. But
speed alone counts for very little
when the field is chock full of cars
that ooze feeling and excitement.
So, hasmodernMcLaren got soul?

Engine V8, 3799cc, twin-turbo
Power 666bhp @ 7100rpm
Torque 516lb ft @ 5500-6500rpm
Weight 1328kg (510bhp/ton)
Tyres Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R,
235/35 ZR19 front, 305/35 ZR20 rear
0-62mph 2.9sec (claimed)
Top speed 205mph (claimed)
Basic price £259,500

EVO CAR OF THE YEAR 20 1 5

HONDA
CIVIC TYPE R

What the latest Civic Type R loses
in character (goodbye VTEC aswe
knew it), it makes up for in sheer
performance (hello turbocharging).
The Honda retains its superb driving
position and gains fat tyres and
aerodynamic flicks that lend a
Touring Car vibe to proceedings. It’s
an outside bet for the overall win,
but it certainly won’t be upstaged.

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1996cc, turbo
Power 306bhp @ 6500rpm
Torque 295lb ft @ 2500-4500rpm
Weight 1378kg (226bhp/ton)
Tyres Continental SportContact 6,
235/35 R19 front and rear
0-62mph 5.7sec (claimed)
Top speed 167mph (claimed)
Basic price £29,995
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LOTUS
EVORA 400

Consider that the Lotus Evora S is
a five-star evo car. Now consider
that the new Evora 400 boasts
more power, better grip, greater
practicality and the samewonderful
chassis only with a littlemore edge.
The designmight be getting on a bit
but themechanical package is alive
and something truly special. Victory
over the CaymanGT4would be huge.

Engine V6, 3456cc, supercharged
Power 400bhp @ 7000rpm
Torque 302lb ft @ 3500-6500rpm
Weight 1395kg (291bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Super Sport,
235/35 R19 front, 285/30 R20 rear
0-62mph 4.2sec (claimed)
Top speed 186mph (claimed)
Basic price £72,000

MERCEDES-AMG
GT S

TheMercedes is here because it won
a group test in which it squared up
to –wait for it – the AstonMartin
V8 Vantage N430, BMW i8, Nissan
GT-R and Porsche 911 Turbo. Its
twin-turbo engine is hugely powerful
and has character, its dual-clutch
gearbox is on themoney, and it
changes direction on awhim. It’s a
remarkable, fully rounded car.

Engine V8, 3982cc, twin-turbo
Power 503bhp @ 6250rpm
Torque 479lb ft @ 1750-4750rpm
Weight 1570kg (326bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2,
265/35 ZR19 front, 295/30 ZR20 rear
0-62mph 3.8sec (claimed)
Top speed 193mph (claimed)
Basic price £110,495

‘There are moments of pure genius – the
steering and chassis are simply fabulous’

E V O 2 1 1

‘The AMG feels special at a standstill and is
even more enjoyable on a charge’

E V O 2 1 0

‘The SEAT’s performance
puts it in a different league

to other hatchbacks’
E V O 2 1 5

‘The Evora remains a car that
pours feedback the driver’s way’

E V O 2 1 3

FERRARI
488 GTB

Not quite as characterful as the 458
it replaces?Maybe, but the 488GTB
will run rings around its predecessor.
Ferrari has done a spectacular job of
turbocharging its newV8 supercar
and a flood of torque is now only a
moment away at all times. Revised
chassis electronics also allow the
488 to be driven closer to the limit,
and the grip is simply staggering.

Engine V8, 3902cc, twin-turbo
Power 661bhp @ 6500-8000rpm
Torque 560lb ft @ 3000rpm
Weight 1475kg (455bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Super Sport,
245/35 ZR20 front, 305/30 ZR20 rear
0-62mph 3.0sec (claimed)
Top speed 205mph+ (claimed)
Basic price £181,849

SEAT
LEON CUPRA ULTIMATE SUB8

SEAT’s answer to the very hottest
RenaultsportMéganemodels is,
quite simply, the fastest front-
wheel-drive production car we’ve
ever driven round a track. It shines
on the road too. A clever locking
diff andmodest weightmean the
engine’s generous power canmake
itself known, while the brakes seem
to operate in a parallel universe.

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1984cc, turbo
Power 276bhp @ 6000rpm
Torque 258lb ft @ 1750-5300rpm
Weight 1300kg (216bhp/ton)
Tyres Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2,
235/35 R19 front and rear
0-62mph 5.8sec (claimed)
Top speed 155mph (limited)
Basic price £31,410
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THE FIRST DAWN CHORUS OF ECOTY
is a special moment. Always is. It signals
the beginning of the most important test
of the year, and that moment when we can
stop planning and cajoling and get on with
driving – just driving.

The sound of the cars starting up, one
after the other, gives you a flavour of what’s
to come. For me, nothing can beat the first
morning on eCoty 2013, when an SLS Black
Series was cutting heads with a Ferrari F12,
with a Porsche GT3 dialling up the decibels
to get involved. This year when the cars
fire into life, outside a hotel in Inverness,
the hairs rise, the smiles form and the
anticipation builds. If the noise of these 74
cylinders and nine turbos is anything to go
by, this eCoty could top them all.

The crisp morning air is viciously sliced
by the sound of our contenders waking up.
The SEAT, Peugeot and Honda thrap then
settle into a quiet idle. The busy engine note
of the Cayman adds a metallic rasp to the
mix, the AMG emits an indifferent growl,
and the Aventador SV reminds everyone
of its provenance with a shriek. Think of
the Cat in Red Dwarf, through a Marshall
stack, and you’ve got it. To a man, we giggle
mischievously.

Hotel guests emerge from their rooms
with cameraphones, surprisingly cheerful
given they’ve been woken early this Monday
morning. Shots are taken, kit loaded, and
then we crawl onwards to our first location
at Loch Ness. ‘This is eCoty,’ Dickie Meaden
will say later in the day. ‘Looking ahead, and
behind in your mirrors, seeing the cars in
convoy, the shapes, sizes and colours.’

The convoy is short-lived, our location
just down the road. A couple of roundabouts
and dual carriageway stretches conspire to
create a rather melancholy start to the North

by N IC K T RO T T
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Coast 500, but then we ease off the B862
and head downwards to the loch and the
magnificent Aldourie Castle estate (p66).

Photographers Aston Parrott and Dean
Smith have arrived early, ever the pros (or
insomniacs, I’ll never know), but the early
setup here means we’ll have more time for
our journey west. We’d love to stay longer
(like a couple of weeks) at Aldourie, but the
NC500 and eCoty wait for no man. However,
despite the brief stop, conversation is rich
and thoughts flow.

Jethro Bovingdon, as always, can’t contain
his inner schoolkid. He’s visibly excited,
walking between the cars, laughing at the
sheer variety in this sensational £1.2million
group. Friends of evo Jim Cameron and John
Barker are already on their third ‘oversteer
hands’ mime of the day, while managing
editor Stuart Gallagher wonders aloud what
the hell is going to win.

Last year, truth be told, the 458 Speciale
had won after five minutes. This year, even

with a GT3 RS in the mix, we just don’t
know. I step from the McLaren and jokingly
check the badge. It doesn’t say ‘RS’, but it
might as well – the 675LT feels perfectly
honed, lightweight, focused and wildly
exciting. And the others? The Aventador
SV is typically seductive, the Ferrari 488
extraordinarily capable and the SEAT feels
a giant killer. Wouldn’t that be something?

Road test editor Dan Prosser watches
on, contemplative and quiet, no doubt
creating neat files in his mind for each car.
Or wondering if the hotels we’ve booked en
route have hairdryers.

Me? I’m just pleased we’ve pulled it off.
This could be the greatest eCoty ever,
particularly if the forecast is accurate. High
pressure is building to the west, bringing
warm and dry weather. Tom Campbell, CEO
of the North Highland Initiative, has been
extraordinarily helpful with the planning
for eCoty 2015, but I had no idea he could
arrange the weather…

With the shot taken, we’re off on our
first leg – west on the A832 to Achnasheen
and an abandoned petrol station where we
have the first of many ‘can you believe this
landscape?’ conversations. Colin Goodwin
takes it further: ‘We should buy a house up
here, or a shed, or a lodge – it doesn’t really
matter. Just somewhere where we can keep a
car, then fly up a few times a year to remind
ourselves of the thrill of driving.’ At regular
stops throughout the week we’ll all continue
the conversation – and try to think of the
perfect car to keep at the ‘NC500 evo lodge’.
A Lotus Elise or an original Elan will soon
be identified as being ideal, until four-time
IndyCar champ Dario Franchitti turns up in
his 3.7-litre 911 hot-rod…

But I’m getting ahead of myself. It’s still
early on day one and we have a lot of distance
to cover. From the abandoned fuel station,
Dean takes some of the supercars to Loch
a’Chroisg. Here the road feels almost on the
same level as the loch, and in the McLaren
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Above: the foot of the
Applecross Pass. One
for the test’s smaller,

nimbler cars. Left: the
Honda clings on in the
corners, but it’s about

to get dropped…

‘The SEAT has
extraordinary
stopping power
but oversharp
servoing, while the
Lotus seems to have
dampers filled with
anti-gravity’

and Ferrari it feels less like driving and more
like powerboating. With Dean snapping the
supers, I head a convoy of hot hatches, plus
the Lotus and the Cayman, to the famous
Applecross Pass.

How to describe the Applecross? An almost
impossible job, but I’ll give it a go. A road
that clings to a peninsula, carving up, down,
around and over giant blocks of granite,
occasionally opening up to views that only
exist in one other place – on God’s Instagram.
It’s a curious road too, as there doesn’t seem
to be any reason for its existence other than
to take you to places where you can witness/
gawp/choke on the full majesty of the north-
west coast of Scotland.

Here the cars are worked hard until
sunset. It’s too early to dive into much
dynamic analysis (Dan has his road tester’s
notebook at the ready in the next chapter),
but we learn that the SEAT has extraordinary
stopping power but oversharp servoing, the
Lotus seems to have dampers filled with

anti-gravity, and the Cayman GT4 is just
sublime. I also make a bet that the Honda’s
‘+R’ button will get little use over the next
four days, such is the bump-hop-oh-I’m-in-a-
loch elevation in stiffness it triggers.

We’re also beginning to enjoy some of
those unforgettable David and Goliath
moments that eCoty always seems to create.
For instance, no matter what car (or jet
plane, time machine or spaceship) you’re
steering, the Civic Type R and the SEAT are
unshakeable. In fact, that’s a good name for
the pair of them: ‘The Unshakeables’.

The 208 GTi by Peugeot Sport hasn’t given
us that moment yet, but the way it lifts a hind
leg into the Applecross’s hairpins is every bit
as enjoyable as the Cayman GT4 is when
transitioning into oversteer on the exits.

I jump from Cayman to Evora and
back again, thinking how two of the best
chassis development teams on the planet
have executed two very different driving
experiences. Here on Applecross, the
Lotus is bossing the roads, and never feels
compromised or confused by the surfaces.
But the car I choose to take back to the hotel
as the sun lays a blanket of golden light over
the peninsula? The GT4.

Dan takes the Civic and heads north-west
to Gairloch while I go north-east. It’d be fun
dicing with Dan, but I need some alone time
in the GT4. It turns out to be a good call, as an
hour later I’m telling anyone who will listen
how I’ve just had one of the best drives of
my life. Just me, the Cayman, extraordinary
roads, and a manual gearshift.

EVO CAR OF THE YEAR 20 1 5
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I’m gettIng restless. the sun has
almost set, though, and once the burnished
orange smudge above the horizon has faded,
the cameras will be packed away and we can
get on with the serious business of testing
cars. Our hotel is in Gairloch, 55 miles from
here, and by hugging the coastline around
the Applecross Peninsula rather than pointing
ourselves inland, we can add a few miles to
the drive and watch the last of the light fade
over the sea to the west.

I choose the Honda Civic Type R. Its styling
isn’t toall tastes,butthecardoeshaveadistinct
and unmistakable character, which is a trait it
shares with some of the most desirable cars
on this test. The road around the peninsula
is single-width for the most part, but in this
dusky half hour it’s easy to see when a car is
heading our way by its headlights. I switch the
306bhp Honda into its +R mode, drive for 15
seconds and switch back. That mode simply
takes all pliancy out of the damping and on
this pitted tarmac the car skips and bounces.
Left in its default setting, though, the Civic’s
damping is sublime. This road is littered with
unseen bumps and mean little compressions,
but the Type R soaks it all up with real class.
It’s like slamming shut the door of a soft-close
cupboard; you expect it to crash loudly, but it
simply absorbs the impact without any fuss.

The Civic cleverly combines its fluid
damping with taut body control, meaning it’s
composed in corners and over crests rather
than being wallowy or floaty. That depth of
dynamic ability is a real hallmark of a great
performance car, and we’ll see it mirrored in
several of the much more expensive cars here.
It’s only when the dampers have to contend
with repetitive vertical inputs that the Honda
begins to lose its composure, which shows up
the limitations of its torsion-beam rear axle.
Its steering, meanwhile, is direct and sharp
with a predictable rate of response.

There’s just enough adjustability in the
chassis to allow you to tweak your line or
respond to a tightening radius, so I soon get
into a focused, flowing rhythm in the Type R.
The gearshift is sweet and straight-line
performance is strong, but I do find myself
wishing for sharper throttle response every
time I drive away from a tight bend.

It’s the first really enlightening drive of the
test. Halfway back to Gairloch I pull over, flag
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down the SEAT Leon Cupra Ultimate Sub8 and
switch seats. Dusk has faded into night and the
roads are unlit, but the Cupra’s bright headlights
pick out the ‘passing place’ signs that dot the
road every few hundred metres to trace its path.

Within the first few hundred metres, the
Leon feels more potent than the Civic, pulling
with an intensity I’ve never experienced in any
other front-driven car. In fact, the Cupra 280
(276bhp, really) hauls itself so hard in a straight
line that we soon christen it the Cupra 820.

The Leon has two more aces to play. As the
corners come thick and fast along this dark,
cresting road, it occurs to me that braking in a
Sub8 is more-or-less optional. Big, sticky tyres
give it such grip that you can pretty much choose
your entry speed and be certain the car will

make it through. When you do eventually have
to brake, however, you’ll stand the car on its
nose so abruptly that the chasing pack will need
to be paying attention. For one thing, the Sub8’s
brake pedal is over-servoed – some things never
change at the VW Group – but this car’s brakes
are also hugely over-specified. They use 370mm
front discs and four-piston Brembo calipers.
With so much performance, unimpeachable
grip and massive stopping ability, this Leon is
spectacularly quick along a road.

It also soaks up the bumps and compressions
well, but it doesn’t quite have the same
strapped-down body control as the Type R and
its steering is a little looser and more remote.
As we pull into the hotel car park in Gairloch, I
realise that everybody will come away from this

week with a tale of being humbled by the Leon
while driving a much more powerful machine.
I wonder how forthcoming those tales will be.

Despite the Cupra being the faster of the
two, I reckon the Honda is actually more fun,
although not everybody agrees. ‘The Civic feels
more special than the Sub8 initially,’ comments
Jethro over dinner, ‘but I love how hard the
Leon allows you to push. It just keeps getting
better as you up your commitment and when
you do reach the limit it doesn’t do anything
nasty. It’s also fast enough to stay in touch with
anything here.’ The Civic and Leon may be two
of the cheapest cars in eCoty, but they’ve set
a very high benchmark. I offer this thought
to the table, but, curiously, it gets lost among
breathless anecdotes about the Camaro…
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when you do hit a bump the punch-through
is pronounced and the car gets deflected. The
damping feels brittle, like hard toffee when you
want soft fudge.

When I turn off the main highway and onto
a tighter road, the 208 begins to come into its
own. The short wheelbase and stiff chassis
give a bouncy and unsettled ride, but the front
axle has truly tremendous turn-in bite. With so
much agility dialled into the chassis balance
– almost to the point of instability – it carries
huge speed down a road while keeping me on
my toes. The 205bhp engine is flat and lifeless,
but the limited-slip differential helps the 208 to
scamper quickly away from corners.

The rest of the group has arrived at our base
for the day – a charming little cafe at the bottom

‘With so much agility
dialled into the
chassis balance, the
Peugeot carries huge
speed down a road
while keeping you
on your toes’

Left: the common
theme? Turbocharging,
amazingly. Expected on a
McLaren but unthinkable
for Ferrari and Honda
not long ago. Below:
good luck trying this in
an Aventador SV…
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THE NEXT MORNING WE RISE EARLY.
The Peugeot 208 and I get left behind at the
hotel in the madness of the exodus, so with my
colleagues pressing on ahead in much faster
cars, heading south towards the full-width
roads inland of Applecross, I’ve no choice but
to give the GTi the full Ari Vatanen. Or the best
impression I can muster, anyway.

The roads around this part of the country
have been weathered by decades of Highland
winters. The abrasive, concrete-like surface
crumbles in places and is perpetually
corrugated like a draining board. The Civic
and Leon dealt with that challenge remarkably
well last night, but right now the GTi is falling
short. With the chassis loaded up through
long corners, it has nothing left in reserve, so
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of the Applecross Pass – before I manage to
catch up. I steer the discussion towards the
Peugeot. ‘It gets off on the wrong foot with me,’
says John Barker, ‘with pedals and a gearshift
that are a little too light, but steering that’s
unnecessarily hefty. It also feels a bit tall and
teetery, but it’s still capable of impressive pace
with an ever-faithful front end.’

‘It can feel a bit outclassed in this company,
but there’s no doubting its pace. This is easily
the best hot hatch from Peugeot in 15 years,’
adds Adam Towler, before fixing a middle-
distance stare and muttering something under
his breath. All I catch is ‘Zed 28’…

Since I first set eyes upon its wind-sculpted
bodywork on Sunday evening, the 488 GTB
hasn’tbeenfarfrommythoughts.Icommandeer
the Ferrari for the afternoon’s photography
duties, carefully forgetting to give it up for the

‘The way the 488
lunges forward in
the lower gears, as
though it’s trying to
leave its driver behind,
is astonishing’

Right: hard to imagine
amore diverse convoy
of performance cars,
but this is eCoty, and

anything can win. Below:
488 GTB outguns the
similarly mid-engined
Lotus 400 by 261bhp
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rest of the day. Its cabin is immediately familiar
from the 458 Speciale that so comprehensively
triumphed on last year’s test, albeit here with the
addition of a stereo and some sound deadening.
You sit low, with your legs stretched out in front
and the weight of the car behind you.

Apply full throttle from 3000rpm in fifth gear
and you just know, beyond all doubt, that this
engine breaks new ground for turbocharging.
It hauls without hesitation, needing no time
whatsoever to awaken its blowers and deliver
drive to the rear wheels. I’ve never experienced
anything like it. The manner in which the 488
lunges forward in the lower gears, as though
it’s trying to leave me behind, is astonishing.
There’s a level of straight-line performance here
that can only be tapped into in short bursts, but
when I do pin the throttle for a few seconds the
661bhp berlinetta delivers a rampant charge for

the horizon. The exhaust note is disappointing
after generations of spine-tingling howls and
wails, but every time I feel that thrust I grow
more convinced that I just don’t care.

The steering still has that hyperactivity that
marks out all modern Ferraris, but it feels more
settled than the Speciale’s and takes less time to
adjust to. Feeling the front axle dive for an apex
for the first time is almost as eye-widening as
the twin-turbo V8’s punch, and although you
can feel the mass behind you, it doesn’t ever
feel as though it’ll rotate the car. The 488 feels
effortlessly agile, but also poised and composed.

‘Bumpy Road’ mode, which relaxes the
dampers like a deep sigh relieves tension, is a
godsend on my run back to Gairloch. It’s a secret
weapon you deploy in desperate situations. No
matter how thick and fast the bumps come, the
suspension just soaks it all up, as though the car

is riding on a pocket of air. It calls to mind the
pliant damping of the Civic Type R and it means
you can focus on the heading of the road rather
than its shape or surface. Remarkably, the car
never feels loosely controlled in this mode.

By the time I get back to the hotel I’m
wondering if anything will impress me more
than the Ferrari this week. ‘It’s got one hell of
an engine,’ says Stuart at the bar. ‘The throttle
response defies logic and the Bumpy Road mode
is some kind of witchcraft.’

Barker, who moved on from evo to work as a
chassis engineer, is just as impressed by the 488.
‘The interplay of ride damping against torque
loading and the overlay of both with traction
and stability control is quite an achievement,’ he
says, just as we were all thinking it.

Jethro, however, has misgivings about the
new turbo engine. ‘It’s a complete spaceship of
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‘The Camaro’s spring
rates are so extreme
that a big bump can

easily send you flying
out of the soft seats’
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Above right:with
13.5 litres of combined
displacement, the SV
and Z/28 are two very
different ways of building
an extreme road car.
Above left: Leon’s pace
is mighty, but the Cayman
GT4’s is on another level
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a car,’ he reckons, ‘but as the miles roll past the
shock and awe start to wane. You realise you’re
short-shifting all the time and using not much
more than 4500rpm, that you’re covering
ground at astonishing speed but don’t feel
particularly hooked into the experience. For
me, the rabid excitement of Ferraris of old has
been eroded. That Camaro, though…’

WEDNESDAY MORNING BREAKS DRY
and clear, just as the previous two did. As with
any evo Car of the Year test, there are a number
of natural pairings here that cry out for special
attention, none more so than the Lotus Evora
400 and Porsche Cayman GT4.

The plan is to head north from Gairloch as a
group, basing ourselves in a car park that looks

out over Little Loch Broom, close to Badcaul.
It’s a 25-mile drive from Gairloch across one
of the best roads in the area, which begins
its irresistible duck and weave within a few
hundred metres of the hotel.

Jethro is right ahead of me in the Cayman.
There are a couple of negative first impressions
in the Lotus that I’m trying to put to one side,
but the seat really is set too high and the engine
really is quite industrial. Soon enough, though,
the Evora starts to work its magic. I’ve got my
eyes trained on the GT4’s high-rise spoiler,
relying on Jethro’s lines and braking points to
squeeze as much pace as I can from the Evora
and this wonderful road. Jethro starts pushing
a little harder and we get so wrapped up in
the drive that we both overshoot the meeting

point. We stand on the brakes and sheepishly
reverse our way back up the road and into the
car park.

With the scent of the Evora still sharp in my
mind, I jump straight into the GT4 and retrace
my tyre tracks, this time alone. Within five
miles I’ve worked out my preference between
the two sports cars. Within ten miles, I’m
wondering if I’ve found my winner.

The Cayman’s seating position is absolutely
on the money, the control weightings are
perfectly matched to one another and the fit
and finish of its cabin is streets ahead of the
Evora’s. Despite the GT4 being a derivative of a
more mainstream car, it even takes care of the
Lotus for sense of occasion.

The stringiness of the original Evora’s
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manual gearshift has been replaced by a much
more mechanical throw, but the Cayman’s
almost organic shift action is more satisfying
still. Similarly, its rev-hungry, 380bhp flat-six,
which pulls with real muscle from the mid-
range before building to an intense crescendo,
makes the Evora’s 400bhp supercharged V6
feel workmanlike and utilitarian, somewhat
like the 208 GTi’s turbo four-pot. Frustratingly,
the Lotus’s exhaust note from outside the cabin
is actually one of the best here.

Were it not for the GT4’s overly long gear
ratios, its drivetrain would be beyond objective
criticism. The extra 37lb ft of the 3.8 over the
Cayman S’s 3.4 does disguise the issue to some
degree, however, and over this meandering
stretch of road you soon realise that you can
actually leave it in third and rely on the motor’s
mix of low-down torque and top-end reach.

Where the Lotus excels, of course, is in its

blend of ride and handling. It seems to flatten
the road surface while staying perfectly keyed
into it, rather like the Ferrari in its Bumpy
Road mode but with even more polish. It’s
such an impressive thing to experience and
you’re never once slowed by the quality of the
surface or the shape of the road. The steering,
meanwhile, feels a touch light and lifeless at
first, lacking the constant patter of an Elise’s
unassisted rack, but within a few miles you
tune into the messages that come streaming
through. Soon enough the connection
between your fingertips and the front tyres
becomes a direct and unfiltered one, so you
steer through corners on intuition.

The Cayman also rides with a plushness
to its damping, but there’s a firmer edge and
even tauter body control. I love the way it sits
down when loaded up in corners, working
both axles equally hard and feeling perfectly

balanced. I imagine its what an expert carve
turn in skiing must feel like. The GT4’s steering
is also meatier with a more immediate sense
of connection to the front axle. In combination
with its more engaging drivetrain, the GT4
is a car that begs to be driven at full attack,
whereas the Evora feels at its best when
stroked along. For me, that extra edge makes
the Cayman a car I can fall for, whereas the
Evora is a car I can only respect.

‘I’m chuffed the Evora is here,’ says Dickie
Meaden when I get back to the car park. ‘I’m
not a fan of the 400’s looks, but I do enjoy the
way it goes down the road. Whereas many
of these cars get tangled up on the trickiest
stretches of tarmac, and some get tied in knots
completely, the Evora manages to make sense
of it all. But the GT4 really is a scintillating car.’

‘The feel from the Cayman’s chassis is very
transparent,’ adds Nick Trott, ‘especially when
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fully loaded in a corner. It doesn’t allow feel to
bleed away when you need it most.’

The Mercedes-AMG GT S has already seen
off the likes of the Porsche 911 Turbo and Aston
Martin Vantage N430 in these pages, but this
week, in the company of the very best cars of
2015, it faces an entirely different challenge.
Throughout the history of evo Car of the Year
it has been the more focused, more intense cars
that have stood out, and capable though the
AMG is, it hasn’t the singularity of purpose of a
Cayman GT4 or McLaren 675LT. Nonetheless,
its long bonnet and low-slung seating position
set the right tone immediately. The 503bhp
twin-turbocharged V8 is shaded only by the
Ferrari’s for forced-induction throttle response
– not just here, but in overall terms – and it
really slings the car along at a mighty rate. With
the exhaust in its loud mode it sounds fantastic,
too, with a baritone rumble under load offset
by violent crackles on the overrun.

What impressed us most when we group-
tested the GT S back in issue 210 was its taut
control and the immediacy of its chassis,
particularly for a car with grand-tourer
aspirations. I get so wrapped up in pouring the
long nose into corners and feeling the chassis
settle and hook up that I almost drive all the
way back to Gairloch. Despite the enormous
torque – 479lb ft – that those rear tyres are
tasked with deploying, the chassis finds
tremendous traction, too, so you can pin the
throttle in the lowers gears at corner exit and

be sure the car will drive neatly away.
Rather like the Ferrari and the Lotus, you

need to take time to tune into the AMG’s
steering, for it’s light and vague around the
straight-ahead, with an artificial rate of
response. Some can’t forgive the Mercedes for
that – Nick says the vague steering prevents
the GT S from feeling like a sports car to him
– but after a short run I feel like I can trust it,
particularly when it’s loaded up mid-corner.

Over lunch in the unseasonably warm
sunshine, Dario is talking animatedly about
the Aventador SV. ‘There’s no excuse for a seat
that bad,’ he says, ‘and the gearbox only works
right at the limiter in Corsa mode. I only found
that out thanks to Jethro – I was too scared to
venture up there before our chat! Short of the
limiter it’s neck-snapping in Corsa mode or
slow and treacly in Sport.’

‘The staggering thing about the SV is how
easy it is to drive at speed,’ adds Colin. ‘I’ve
driven all Lamborghinis since the Miura and,
believe me, this one is a pussy cat. It hops about
a bit and you still have to remember that it’s a
big, heavy car, but it’s not intimidating.’

With some degree of inevitability the
conversation soon turns to the Camaro,
underscored by nervous laughter. I suppose I’m
going to have to drive it at some point…

But I decide to leave the Z/28 until the final
drive of the day and head for the much less
terrifying Lamborghini. The seats and gearbox
are frustrating, and though there are moments
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Left: Prosser enjoying
the AMG’s near-perfect
driving position. Like the
Ferrari, it’s a car that
shows that, done well,
turbos are a good thing
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‘You can make
the Aventador SV
sing, but it’s not
a car that can
be persuaded
to dance’

when I can put those issues aside, they do taint
my opinion of the car. It’s never anything short
of an event, though. The Dynamic Steering
system has now been refined to a point where
it feels natural and chatty, and that really helps
you to thread this broad-shouldered monster
between grass verge and dotted white line.

There’s reasonable pliancy in the chassis
and tight body control, which gives you faith in
the car despite its size and the violence of the
740bhp V12 under load. Soon enough, you find
yourself leaning on the front axle and getting
back on the power early to make the most of
the total traction, but you never take it by the
scruff like you do the Cayman GT4 or even the
488 GTB. You can make the SV sing, but it’s not
a car that can be persuaded to dance.

The AMG GT S has been splitting opinion
all week, so I drop into its seat for another run
to try and work out what others have noticed

that I’ve missed. It’s only when I drive it along
a faster road with a rippled surface that I find
its limitations. I switch endlessly between the
three damper settings, but I can’t persuade the
car to stop bouncing vertically. Ultimately, as
Dickie says, it isn’t focused enough to really
stand out in this company: ‘Prior to this week
I’d thought of the GT S as a hardcore sports car,
but compared to the 675LT or the GT3 RS, the
AMG lacks connection and clarity.’

There’s no putting it off any further. I don’t
have any particular misgivings about the
Chevrolet Camaro Z/28 – I’ve never driven
one, after all – but the slightly manic stories I’ve
heard told of it and the shocked expressions
I’ve seen it elicit have made me wary. I sink into
its soft seat for the run back to Gairloch, hoping
to sneak off so I can settle gradually into the
car. Then Marino Franchitti pulls out of the car
park behind me in the AMG. I’ll have no such
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luxury. I don’t want to hold him up, yet if I wave
him through I’ll never live the ignominy down.

The Z/28’s cabin plastics may be rather
scratchy, but everything you touch as the driver
is trimmed in Alcantara. The woofling, 505bhp
Corvette V8 is also full of character and muscle,
while the manual gearbox is hefty and bulky
but with a well-oiled and precise action.

I’m using as much of the throttle as I dare, but
the chassis is so busy that I find myself lifting
off involuntarily. For one thing, the spring
rates are so extreme that every bump makes
its way through to the car’s body, with the big
ones enough to send me flying out of the seat.
For another, the enormous, lightly treaded
305-section front tyres sniff out every rut and
camber, dragging the car across the road.

The sheer grip is staggering, though, and on
the smoother sections it starts to come together.
The steering is intuitive and the ceramic brakes
are feelsome and immensely strong, so I start
to lean on the car ever harder. That’s when it

feels sweetly balanced, agile and biddable, but
soon enough the road turns lumpy again, I find
myself in third gear when I need fourth, and I’m
too scared to take my hand off the wheel.

I’m not sure I’ve ever driven a car that
engages you with the process of reading a
road quite so much, and for two-thirds of the
drive back to Gairloch I’m laughing manically.
I spend the other third wanting to get out and
walk, though. Like the little Peugeot, the vast
Camaro only really works on a very particular
type of road, and I suspect that limited, single-
layer ability will prevent it from troubling the
top three in the final reckoning.

‘It felt horrible the first time I drove it,’ says
Nick, clocking my relief when I get back to the
hotel, ‘like it needed breaking in. But you have
to be in control. You can’t expect it to do what
you say unless you’re absolutely on top of it. That
makes for a tremendously exciting experience.
It’s the best muscle car I’ve ever driven.’

‘There’s nothing I don’t love about the Z/28,’

adds Jim. ‘It has more rear-view presence than
anything else I’ve ever experienced. You can see
the exact moment that a driver in front notices
it – there’s a double-take, normally followed by
a sudden lunge out of its way!’

THE LAST DAY OF THE TEST DAWNS
foggy and grey. At least the roads are dry.
There are two cars that I’m yet to drive, so I
grab the McLaren’s key and position myself
directly behind the Porsche 911 GT3 RS. I catch
Marino’s broad grin in its rear-view mirror. I
reckon a Franchitti in an RS is likely to be a fast-
moving thing, so I steel myself for the quickest
run of the week so far.

We’re following the North Coast 500 all the
way to Wick on the east coast today, which
means retracing the same road we were using
all day yesterday before continuing onwards.
That familiarity should give me a chance to stay
in touch. The 675LT is intimidating at first – not
least because it has 666bhp – but I just love the
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driving environment. The Alcantara-wrapped
dash looks the part and, in contrast to some of
the other judges, I find the seating position to
be perfect. I’m sitting right at the front of the
car with an expansive view forwards. It feels
hugely exciting, even at low speeds.

Marino doesn’t maintain those low speeds
for long. I watch the rear of the 911 sit down
then hear the exhaust note crash against the
McLaren’s huge windscreen. I stand on the
long-travel throttle pedal in second gear, sense
the boost gather for a split second, then feel the
most rampantly violent acceleration I can recall
experiencing in a road car. I watch the traction-
control light flicker through third and fourth,
but I don’t feel any intervention. The 675LT’s
turbo engine may lack the Ferrari’s immediacy
south of 4000rpm, but once on boost it launches
the car down the road at a phenomenal rate.

Chasing is easier than leading and I’ve got
more performance, so I can keep Marino in
sight. With every full-throttle upshift in Sport
mode the McLaren’s exhaust fires out a crisp,
wicked snap, swapping cogs almost without
hesitation. I feel so in tune with the car, the

steering giving a constant stream of feedback
and its response perfectly matching the grip
across the front axle. The optional trackday-
spec tyres dig in so hard, too. It’s redolent of the
Cupra Sub8, only multiplied by a factor of ten.

This chassis is so alert and responsive. I watch
Marino hit a bump and see the rear of the RS
rise into the air. I brace myself for the same, yet
while the McLaren skips at the rear axle it never
tries to get away from me. The underside does
skrrrtch into the road surface over the biggest
compressions, but again the car doesn’t lose
composure. The 675LT feels like an amplified
Cayman GT4 in corners; tougher and less pliant
but with the same exacting balance, that same
sense of the centre of gravity being on the floor.

With greater support at each corner than
the 488 GTB, this McLaren is more alive and
intense. The Ferrari squats down a little in hard
cornering and pauses before it returns to level;
the McLaren is back with you in an instant. It’s
pitched as a more hardcore machine than the
Ferrari, and it’s more thrilling as a result.

The route opens up onto some wider, better-
sighted roads. Marino presses on, the McLaren

‘For all its grip and
composure, the
GT3 RS is actually
quite playful, and
you can swing the
pendulous rear axle
around in corners’

Above: terrific grip can
be overcome in the 911,
but it’s not for the faint
of heart. Right: the route
of the North Coast 500
takes in some of the most
spectacular scenery
we’ve seen on an eCoty
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responding to every punch the Porsche throws.
Eventually we reach a main road, slow the pace
down and breathe. We pull into a petrol station,
clamber out and burst into laughter. Just as I’m
thinking the same, Marino shouts out, ‘Oh man,
that was the best drive of my life!’

It’s a definitive eCoty moment, one that will
live with me forever. I feel too giddy to string
together a sentence, but Marino proceeds to tell
me all about the RS. ‘What a car!’ he exclaims.
‘It almost has too much grip for road driving,
though. I never even turned the systems off. It’s
on such a knife-edge I was worried what might
happen beyond the limit.

‘The rear lacks support on the softer damper
setting, but it works really well on the stiffer
one. It’s a bit harsher over the bumps, but it
controls the mass of the rear end much better.’

I continue in the McLaren for a while longer,
but stroke it along rather than hang it over the
edge. It still feels special. The group convenes at
Kylesku Bridge, where we prep for a group shot.
Jethro, having been holed up in his hotel room
with food poisoning this morning, arrives an
hour later. I point towards the LT. ‘It’s such an
intense car,’ he says, grinning. ‘It out-excites the
Ferrari and leaves you laughing and whooping
with joy. The steering does occasionally kick
back viciously, but it’s dripping with detail.’

Throughout the week the design and
photography teams have been referring to the
GT3 RS as ‘the winner’. Certainly, past form
suggests it’s one of the favourites. I hop in and
within half a mile its 4-litre flat-six reminds
me what’s missing from the Cayman GT4’s 3.8.
In isolation that feels a raw, exciting engine,

and composure, it’s actually quite playful, so
you can swing the pendulous rear around in
corners and exit on a half-turn of corrective
lock. For something as hard-edged as this to be
so malleable is nothing short of extraordinary.

‘It’s a proper, no-messing road-racer,’ says
Dickie when I return. ‘When you unleash this
car it’s an inspirational experience, but one
laced with the knowledge you’re straying into
territory best steered clear of on public roads.’

It’s a poignant comment, one that provokes
a thoughtful lull. We continue on around the
North Coast 500 towards Wick, swapping cars
along the way to confirm our impressions. We
get to the hotel at 8pm, sit down around a large
table and settle in for an argument.

but in comparison with the RS’s 493bhp unit
it’s nowhere. The serrated bark from medium
engine speeds is almost painful within the
cabin and the run to the red line is furious.

The PDK gearbox is extraordinary, too, and
the ceramic brakes give enormous stopping
power. The steering is detailed and intuitive,
more so even than the GT4’s. The RS has been
deposited further along the ride/handling
continuum than the Cayman, so it feels tougher
over the road, but it also soaks up bumps and
compressions with real control.

Despite its rearward weight distribution, the
RS snaps into an apex with as much urgency
as anything else here, as long as you bleed
into the corner on the brakes. For all its grip
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FOR ME IT WAS EASY. AN EMAIL ARRIVED
containing an easyJet boarding pass and the address of
a hotel near Inverness airport. All I had to do was get to
Gatwick, get on the flight and get a taxi at the other end
to the hotel. For road test editor Dan Prosser and the evo
staffers, the organising of eCoty is rather more complicated.
Cars have to be booked, and the sort of cars that make the
cut for our Car of the Year extravaganza tend to not be
easy to borrow, especially in the same week. The process
will have started many months beforehand and will have
without doubt taken a few years off Prosser’s life.

I arrive at the hotel late Sunday night to see a car park
full of machinery not usually seen outside a Premier Inn.
Every one of us here is a veteran of this type of exercise.
Barker, Meaden and Bovingdon have attended nearly
all of the eCotys and I have done my share. (Catchpole is
off getting married, and if that isn’t the worst wedding
planning ever…) Each of us has his own approach: some
more scientific than others; some prodigious note-takers,
others (like your friend) rarely seen with pen in hand.

The temptation is to grab the keys for the most exciting
car that you have not yet driven, which for me is the Ferrari
488 GTB. But my gameplan is to always start with the
most modest machine. Put 661bhp under your foot from
the off and the less powerful cars can seem a colossal
disappointment afterwards. I’ve always worked my way
up. Besides, we are in Scotland for five days so there will
be plenty of opportunity to cover decent ground in all 11
cars. Five days. This length of time to assess cars is virtually
unheard of in these days of the web and instant publishing.
But it is the only way to do it, even if it is the old way.

With any test like this, one of the hard parts is setting
the context and parameters. Do we factor in price and
value? Practicality? Resale value? With evo it has always
been a straightforward task because in times of doubt and
uncertainty we can always refer to the line on every cover
of the magazine: The Thrill of Driving. For me it’s that
simple. Does the car thrill and excite? Will I have to shoot
grandmother to own one?

We are looking for an overall winner as well as a final
order. Over the first couple of days your thoughts are all
over the place as you step from one car to another, but after
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a time a pattern begins to emerge. Although it’s each car for
itself, mentally one groups them in types. We have three
hot hatches, so it makes sense to judge them against each
other to help position them between themselves. Porsche
Cayman GT4 and Lotus Evora 400 is a natural pair; so is
McLaren and Ferrari. The Lamborghini Aventador SV
is slightly on its own, as is the Camaro Z/28. Once I’ve
worked out the order within the groups, I start to feed each
one into the big mix.

On the second day Dario and Marino Franchitti join
us, arriving in Dario’s hot-rod classic 911. Having the
supersonic Scots on the job is a great safety factor. If you are
driving a McLaren 675LT and a triple Indy 500 winner is
ahead of you in a 488 GTB, you do not even think of trying
to keep up. Actually, I’m old enough and wise enough to
know that keeping up with Barker and Meaden is not a
good idea either. I’ve been trying to keep up with them for
the last 20 years and have the grey hair to show for it.

We talk a lot. In car parks waiting for photographers to
get their apertures correct and for the light to be right (it
never bloody is), over beers at night, at any opportunity.
All road testing and judging cars requires self-confidence
and experience. Confidence in your own thoughts and
opinions. Yes, the opinion and observations of the others
are very useful, but when it comes to the crunch you have
to make your own decision and back it up with evidence
that you’ve collected.

It is a fascinating process; almost as much fun as driving
the cars themselves. The real trick, and this goes back to
the importance of having plenty of time, is to keep going
back to the car, even for five minutes, to keep assessing,
often focusing on one small detail and comparing it with its
rivals. Being driven in a car as a passenger can be extremely
useful. You don’t have the distraction of trying to keep the
thing on the road so your brain is free to take in the details.
I passenger Barker in the 488 for a very committed return
to our hotel. I learn how brave I still am at 53 and many
things about the 488’s astonishing electronics.

As the end of the week draws near, opinions are setting
like Araldite and everybody has an order forming. Rarely
if ever do you hear someone declaring his hand. It’s better
that way, rather than nervously pronouncing your order.
Besides, by this stage you have a pretty good idea what
everyone thinks. We have, after all, spent a lot of time
talking about these cars, about driving and about these
amazing Highland roads.

I fancy Ireland next year: the roads running down the
west coast. A complicated one for Dan Prosser and his
colleagues to organise, but I’m ready and waiting. There
have been many different ‘Best Car of the Year’ contests over
the years but few have put the time and effort into doing it
the comprehensive and time-consuming eCoty way. I know
because I’ve been involved in many of them. Five days of
constantly driving, discussing and re-appraising the cars
is the only way to do the job properly. Naturally, for those
who take part it’s not exactly a hardship.



the result of evo’s grandest
test of the year, the one that asks the biggest
question, is to be formulated in a bar on
what is officially the world’s shortest street:
Ebenezer Place, Wick. At 2.06 metres, it’s only
6cm longer than the Aventador’s rear wing is
wide. Fittingly, it will be a squeeze for the eight
judges to flex their opinions in, but we need a
winner and preferably before daybreak so I can
get on with the 700-mile drive home.

Just being here is an achievement for our
eleven finalists: 2015 has been an almighty
year for the performance car and whittling our
initial list of contenders down to so few was as
tough a task as the voting that lies ahead. So,
without further ado…

Something has to start the countdown and
this year it’s the Peugeot 208 GTi by Peugeot
Sport. Adam Towler sums it up best: ‘It doesn’t
feel special enough… It’s about depth of ability.
The engine is all but inaudible, the gearshift
quick but sloppy. It’s well on the way to being a
great hot hatch but just falls a bit short.’ The best
hot hatch Peugeot has built for a generation is
left wanting in this company, then.

The second of our trio of hot hatches finishes
tenth. Honda’s Civic Type R was one of the most
eagerly anticipated cars of the year, beginning
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what we hoped would be a shot in the arm
for a Japanese manufacturer that has been
gorging on pensioner carriers far too long.
Ignore the looks (if only you actually could)
and the Type R has plenty going for it, Jethro
concludes: ‘The manual ’box and the coarse
engine feel well up for a bit of a hard time.
The steering also seems more lucid, a bit more
connected to the surface compared with those
of the other two hot hatches here. But for me it’s
let down by a poor ride and on these roads its
chassis is quickly unravelled.’

A few of us knew the Mercedes-AMG GT S
would produce a shock result, but we didn’t
think that shock would be it finishing ninth.
Editor Nick Trott gets to the root of the AMG’s
issues: ‘I tried so hard, with numerous settings,
to find the sports car in the AMG, but only
found something that was pretending to be
one. After so many authentic experiences on
eCoty, the GT S just felt contrived.’

The third of our hot hatches, the SEAT Leon
Cupra Sub8, finishes eighth. ‘When you’re
really on it, the Leon is very special indeed,’
says Dickie, ‘but it doesn’t have the detailed
feel and measured physicality to leave a lasting
impression amongst this rarefied group.’
Considering the metal and carbonfibre that
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finishes above it, the Spanish flyer can be
proud of its achievements.

If such awards existed, David Price would
be evo’s Man of the Year. Why? Because he
shipped his Camaro Z/28 over from the US in
order for it to partake in this test. And we are
grateful that he did. The Z/28 is the car that
produced the biggest smiles – every time a
driver stepped out of it. Nick says it’s the only
modern muscle car he’s wanted to own and
Goodwin proclaims: ‘It’s as eccentric as hell
and a lot of fun and games in a jaw-dropping
package.’ But Adam believes it was out of its
comfort zone in the Highlands, while Jethro,
like many others, thinks that its spring and
damper rates are too stiff for the UK. ‘Could it
be my only performance car?’ he asks. ‘Not in
the UK. But one of three or four? Yes please.’

A point separates the Lotus Evora 400 and
the Lamborghini Aventador SV. Lotus will be
disappointed its first new car under Jean-Marc
Gales’ stewardship didn’t finish higher, but it
shouldn’t be. ‘On the right road, it shows just
about every car present how a set of dampers
should be tuned. Even when the GT4 got
ragged, the Evora gave a shimmy and just dealt
with it.’ Pretty much everyone agrees with
Adam’s summary.

The Aventador splits opinion. Nick places it
fourth: ‘It offers real excitement and feedback.
Like the 675LT – an experience you simply
can’t get anywhere else.’ Dickie, however, is at
the other end of the spectrum: ‘I just couldn’t
gel with it. The steering lacks consistency
of feel and response; the transmission feels
clumsy and cack-handed. The car feels like the
Germans trying to do what they think a true
Lamborghini should be, rather than just doing
it instinctively.’

‘The best turbocharged engine and gearbox
I’ve ever tried. Just wow,’ is Nick’s assessment
of Ferrari’s 488 GTB. ‘A new Ferrari is always
something to savour,’ says Dickie. ‘The
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458 is the toughest act to follow, especially
the Speciale, but I found the 488 GTB
immediately impressive.’

To a man, the Ferrari 488 GTB’s engine
has left us in awe, while the chassis makes
the performance so accessible. The Ferrari’s
perhaps surprisingly low ranking isn’t down to
a flaw in the car (although Jethro feels that it
has been held back in order to leave more for
a ‘Speciale’ version) but rather the strength of
the competition. Indeed, the competition the
488 finds itself up against is arguably of the
highest order we’ve ever seen.

‘Just being here is
an achievement for
our eleven finalists:
2015 has been an
almighty year for the
performance car’



This was The walk-iT winner,
wasn’t it? Did we really need to complete
the North Coast 500 to declare Porsche’s
911 GT3 RS winner? Yes we did, and for
good reason, not least because this year a
Porsche 911 hasn’t won eCoty.

‘There are moments when the RS wins.
It has to win,’ says Jethro. ‘The RS seemed
a dead cert for another 911 eCoty victory,’
adds Adam. ‘What’s not to like?’ proffers
Dickie, thoughtfully sipping his diet water.
This is by-and-large the sentiment of all as
we discuss the odds-on favourite.

So why do we all, without exception,
place it third? Goodwin says: ‘It’s just a bit
too competent and makes you drive faster
and faster until some of the enjoyment
goes with it.’ The editor has a similar view:
‘911s should make you feel connected at all
speeds, but the GT3 RS only seems to do it
when you’re really pushing it.’

The consensus is that the GT3 RS is the
most compelling, engaging and enthralling
car here. Its flat-six is mesmerising, hooking
you into its manic mid and top end as only a
normally aspirated engine can.

‘Do the other judges really miss the old
Mezger engine?’ asks road test editor Dan

Prosser. ‘I think this 4-litre is incredible
– torquey, characterful and with a razor-
sharp top end. It’s the most intoxicating
engine here by a long way. Every time
I accelerated hard away from low and
medium speeds it gave me a small fright.’

‘The RS’s chassis mixes colossal grip from
its 21-inch tyres with incredible composure,
pinpoint accuracy and a dreamy balance,
with extreme turn-in married to easy,
super-progressive oversteer on corner exit,’
is Jethro’s verdict.

For all of us, however, the underlying
feeling is that, to reach the RS’s star-high
talents, you have to be travelling at speeds
that make even a 12 Hours of Sebring
winner question his sanity.

The 911 GT3 RS is a phenomenal car,
one of 2015’s greatest. But it’s also the
closest Porsche has come to building a
genuine race car for the road in many
years, and ultimately that is its downfall.
When you can only enjoy and exploit a
car’s capabilities when you’re travelling at
speeds best kept for the circuit, a road car
starts to fail in its task. And it’s why the RS
goes no further than the bottom step of
the podium.
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IN ISSUE 213, SPLITTING PORSCHE’S
latest GT3 RS from McLaren’s new 675LT
came down to whether you preferred
sausages to bratwurst. It was so close we
couldn’t call it, but a week on the North
Coast 500 gives us the answer we’ve been
searching so hard for.

There are a number of reasons for the
LT’s triumph over its Weissach nemesis,
chief among them the leap the ‘Longtail’
makes over previous McLaren road cars.
‘It’s an incredible step forward by McLaren,’
says Marino. ‘It’s a car I just wanted to keep
driving. It has that sense of occasion and
connection with the driver so that, even
when you’re not at 100 per cent, it’s still a
blast and a challenge.’

Being a Woking boy, Goodwin wants to
place the McLaren higher than the fourth
he gives it (for everyone else it’s a first- or
second-place car): ‘This is probably one
of the fastest cars that I’ve ever driven. I
can’t remember many that have had this
car’s phenomenal acceleration.’ It was
Dan’s number-one choice, though: ‘This
is the first time I’ve ever really connected
with a McLaren road car. It felt so sweet
and immediate at medium speeds, but
every time I had a proper thrash in it I

stepped out shaking with adrenalin. No
other car did that for me and that’s why
I’ve chosen it as my winner.’ Jethro also
puts it top: ‘Because it gave me one of
those unforgettable drives. The McLaren
leaves nothing on the table. What an
intense car. It’s like a racer on slicks: it
gives you confidence to lean on the front
end. The understeer from the 650S is gone
and now it’s super-agile and accurate.’

It’s also the top car for Nick: ‘The 675LT
is everything you sensed lay latent in the
12C. You get an incredible connection with
the front end. Then you wake up to the
brilliance in the suspension and drivetrain.’

Like others, though, Adam has concerns
with the car’s wayward rear over bumps.
‘It does get excited at speed, and the
frequency of that little light flashing
on the dash betrays the electronics
working overtime.’ Dickie isn’t keen on
the steering, voicing concerns about
‘something funny’ with the response
either side of the straight-ahead, but, like
the rest of us, the gains that McLaren has
made in such a short space of time leave
him gushing. ‘If this car is a road map for
McLaren’s future direction, we can look
forward to some truly stunning cars.’
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We Wondered Which glovebox
Porsche would leave the envelope of cash in this
year, and after a fruitless search in the GT3 RS,
we found it in the Cayman GT4… And for those of
you wise enough to dismiss internet conspiracies,
here are the reasons why the Cayman is placed
either first or second by every eCoty 2015 judge.

‘Just sublime. And at no point in the test did I
feel like a better driver than when I was driving
the GT4,’ explains Nick before hastily retrieving
his credit card from behind the bar and calling
last orders. Marino, like Nick, places the GT4
second behind the McLaren, but was no less
impressed by the Cayman: ‘It probably made
me smile more than any other car here and it
gave me thrills at all speeds.’

Jethro, another who put it behind the 675, is
equally gushing with praise: ‘Physical, exciting,
beautifully balanced, shot-through with class

and control, the GT4 is everything you could
ever hope a Motorsport-department Cayman
to be. It’s perhaps the most involving car here.’
It’s second for Dan, too, who adds: ‘The Cayman
has a really small window of understeer – more
like a porthole – on initial turn-in, but you
can so readily neutralise that on the throttle.
That’s just one of the many ways in which it’s so
engaging and responsive down a road. I don’t
think I’d ever need more sports car than this.’

As for those of us who put the GT4 top,
Goodwin says: ‘Almost perfect seating position,
pedal weights and positioning. The gearshift is
excellent and the GT4’s extra power makes the
Cayman’s annoying gear ratios less of a problem.’
Dickie goes further, saying: ‘That steely precision
and control so characteristic of Preuninger-era
Porsche puts it way above any previous Cayman,
but the way it feels alive and entertaining at all

times means it gives you more, more of the time. It
can’t live with the GT3 RS or 675LT for sheer pace,
but it’s this greater accessibility and generosity
that means it just nicks it for me.’

Adam Towler is no less forthcoming:
‘Every so often, a car comes along that feels
intrinsically right. The GT4 is one such car. It’s
inspiring to drive – that much is obvious in the
first 250 metres. It’s the car here that best fits
what I think an evo car should be like.’

Me? I think it’s simply brilliant. It gave me
the best drive of the year, of the last decade
and possibly of my life. No, really, it’s that good.
Why? Because while the RS, LT, GTB and SV
thrill and excite in their unique ways, it is the
performance of their engines that ultimately
dominates and dictates proceedings, be it the
ferocious turbocharged thrust of the McLaren
or Ferrari, the feral roar of the Lambo’s V12 or
the thoroughbred howl of the RS’s flat-six.

However, in the Cayman GT4, any straight-
line performance disadvantage is negligible. Its
GT3-lite chassis is so adjustable, forgiving and
precise that it doesn’t so much enter a corner
tailing the bigger boys as edge its splitter out
an inch or two, looking for a way past at every
opportunity. You really need to be on your
game in the more powerful cars to shake the
less expensive car off, but you never feel you’re
overstretching yourself in the GT4.

No matter who stepped out of the GT4, the
opinion was the same: Porsche has created a
masterpiece. It may not be the top choice for all of
us, but every judge is in agreement that in 2015,
this magazine’s mantra is best represented by the
Porsche Cayman GT4, evo Car of the Year.
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PORSCHE CAYMAN GT4 1st 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd 2nd 1st 1st 84

McLAREN 675LT 2nd 4th 1st 1st 1st 1st 2nd 2nd 82

PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 72

FERRARI 488 GTB 4th 2nd 4th 4th 4th 5th 4th 4th 65

LAMBORGHINI AVENTADOR SV 6th 6th 7th 5th 6th 4th 9th 8th 45

LOTUS EVORA 400 5th 5th 6th 6th 10th 7th 8th 5th 44

CHEVROLET CAMARO Z/28 9th 8th 10th 9th 5th 6th 7th 7th 35

SEAT LEON CUPRA SUB8 7th 9th 9th 7th 9th 10th 5th 6th 34

MERCEDES-AMG GT S 11th 11th 5th 8th 8th 9th 6th 9th 29

HONDA CIVIC TYPE R 8th 7th 8th 10th 7th 8th 10th 11th 27

PEUGEOT 208 GTI BY PS 10th 10th 11th 11th 11th 11th 11th 10th 11

Left: how the
judges voted. A
first place earned
11 points, a second
place 10 points,
and so on down to
a single point for
a last place
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TROPICAL-LOOKING BEACHES, HAUNTING
castles, stunning mountains and extraordinary
roads. The North Coast 500 is incredible.

We kicked off in Inverness (1), the capital of
the Highlands. With a little more time, we’d have
visited the castle (2), the Culloden Battlefield
(3), and taken a Jacobite Cruise on Loch Ness (4).
Taming our own prehistoric monster (the Z/28)
proved exciting on the run down to the loch…

We then headed southwest to Aldourie Castle
(5) – a private-hire estate. After a quick group shot
(p66) we headed for a rendezvous at an abandoned
petrol station at Achnasheen (6). It’s here you really
start to sense the scale of the west Highlands.

We then headed to the Applecross Peninsula and
gawped at the scenery at Bealach na Bà (7). We
fuelled a few cars at the not-for-profit community
filling station at Applecross, then went around the
peninsula at dusk towards Torridon (8). From here
we skirted Loch Maree (9) en route to the Myrtle
Bank Hotel in Gairloch (10). Typically, a couple of
days after our stay in Gairloch the Northern Lights
put on a display outside the hotel (11).

The next two days were spent driving the A832
from Gairloch to Kinlochewe, then further north
past Laide (12) and onwards to Braemore (13). It’s
here that you can find Corrieshalloch Gorge (14) – a
series of spectacular waterfalls. If you’re spending
some time in the Little Loch Broom area (15),
visit the beautiful Mellon Udrigle beach (16) and
Maggie’s Tea Room in Camusnagaul (17).

Driving north through Ullapool (18), we then
took the A835 to Ledmore, the A837 to Ardvreck
Castle, and then the A894 to the bridge at Kylesku
(19), where we took our cover shot. At Durness we
soaked up the splendour of Ceannabeinne Beach
(20). The A838 from Scourie to Durness is mostly
single-track, but don’t be put off. Look east towards
Cranstackie mountain (21) and you’re likely to see
clouds burning in vortices over the peak.

Onwards east, we stopped for a sunset shot on the
causeway at the Kyle of Tongue (22), followed by a
sprint to Strathy and Thurso (23). We’d recommend
a trip to the Castle of Mey (24) – the northernmost
inhabited castle on the British mainland. From here
it was beer, dinner and sleep in Wick at MacKays
Hotel (25), then a run down the A9 past Dunrobin
Castle (26), the Glenmorangie distillery (27) and
back over the Cromarty Firth (28) to Inverness.

With multiple runs over Applecross and by Little
Loch Broom, each car covered over 750 miles.
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Midnight
express

A Nismo 400R in Midnight Purple: the
ultimate Skyline icon in classic battledress.
But can the driving live up to the legend?
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The Thud of a closing door, a
sliver of slim, cool metal between my fingers
and absolute silence as I look around and take in
just where I am, just what I’m about to drive. It’s
been a while since I felt like this. It’s one of those
experiences I never thought would come around,
and I want to savour every single second.

Some people might struggle to understand. This
isn’t some precious Ferrari or a gnarly old racing
RSR, but to me it’s just as spectacular. I’ve loved
Japanese performance cars since the early days of
this magazine when I used to devour stories about
the latest and maddest STIs and Evos. Later, when
I was lucky enough to drive them, the pull of their
unique, almost savage focus on grip and agility
grew stronger. The Mitsubishi Evo in particular
became my sweetheart.

However, one car stood above even my beloved
Mitsubishi Evo. The Nissan Skyline GT-R. Bigger,
heavier and wilfully complex, in some respects
it’s the very opposite of the rabid, supernaturally
agile Mitsubishi, but something about its weird
chassis acronyms, bruising styling and massive

tuning potential meant that, for me at least, it was
always the ultimate exponent of the art. The R33-
generation Nismo 400R? Short of a full Group A
R32 at Bathurst, it’s the Holy Grail.

We’re not at Bathurst, nor Tokyo in the dead
of night. Thanks to the generosity of new owner
Johan Bonnier we’re about to experience a 400R
in the UK, on the fine roads that skim over Exmoor.
In fact the car has only recently landed from
Japan, having been sourced and then registered
here by specialists Torque GT, based in Ashburton,
Devon. Just 44 examples of the 400R were hand-
built at Nismo’s Omori factory, so the search was
long and at times frustrating, but in the end they
turned up an absolute peach. This car has covered
just 42,000km and it’s finished in perfect ‘LP2’ or
Midnight Purple. Aside from Nismo’s own and
unique yellow 400R as immortalised in the Gran
Turismo game series, this is the Skyline colour. It
just had to be Midnight Purple.

I think it’s only right and proper to declare my
deep lust for this car from the outset. In fact, I’m
pretty nervous about the whole thing. I mean,
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what if it’s terrible? Or, even worse, just a bit,
well, ‘so what?’. I think I could cope with it being
absurdly stiff, threatening to bounce me from
the road, or some mighty, comedy turbo lag and
spiky, heart-in-mouth handling. But if it’s a bit flat,
a bit slow, a bit imprecise… that would be awful.
Too awful even for the carbonfibre bonnet, those
achingly cool LM-GT1 white-faced split-rim alloys
and the magnificent graphics to overcome.

I twist the elegant key and, before the big
straight-six booms into life, a young female
Japanese voice chirps something enthusiastically
from a small and rather mysterious rectangular
box attached to the underside of the dash above
my left leg. I don’t know what the hell it means, but
it makes me smile and the nerves disappear. This
is going to be awesome.

So what exactly is this car? Stripped-out road-
racer? Homologation special? Well, not quite
either of those things, but with elements of both.
The Nismo 400R was launched in November 1997,
inspired by the Skyline GT-R LM that had raced at
Le Mans in 1995 and 1996. Rather unfortunately,

this production-based racer was facing the likes of
the McLaren F1 GTR in the GT1 class so could do
no better than 10th overall (5th in class) in its first
year and 15th overall (10th in class) in ’96, despite
returning with a bigger version of its legendary
straight-six engine, now displacing 2.8 litres.

As an illustration of the arms race in the GT1
category, Nismo returned to Le Mans in 1997 not
with a Skyline-based car but the incredible R390
GT1, complete with a carbonfibre monocoque and
3.5-litre twin-turbocharged V8. Just two road
versions were built and only one was actually sold
to a customer. They paid around £650,000.

The 400R is no GT1, then. But it is a
comprehensive reworking of the already pretty
extraordinary R33 GT-R. Nismo left no stone
unturned in its quest to build the ultimate road-
going Skyline. Forget a little bit of extra boost and
some stiffer dampers; the 400R went much, much
further. Out went the iconic RB26DETT engine
and in its place came the Le Mans-proven RB-X
GT2 unit engineered by Reinik, the motorsport
department of Nissan Kohki (itself the in-house

‘Forget a
little bit of
extra boost
and stiffer
dampers; the
400Rwent
much,much
further’
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powertrain division at Nissan). Reinik has
impeccable pedigree, having created the engines
for the all-conquering Group A Skylines back in
the glory days, along with motors for F3, the Dakar
and, of course, Le Mans. The RB-X GT2 utilised a
reinforced block that was bored and stroked (87 x
77.7mm) to make 2771cc. It also featured N1-spec
turbos with steel internals, a forged crankshaft
and connecting rods, a new engine management
system, optimised cylinder heads, revised intake
and exhaust systems (titanium from the cats back),
an air-cooled oil cooler and a new intercooler
system. The RB-X GT2 (what a name!) produces
395bhp at 6800rpm and 347lb ft at 4400rpm.

The solutions throughout the car were no less
radical, from the 50 per cent lighter carbonfibre
driveshaft to the titanium front strut-brace,
carbonfibre bonnet, double-element adjustable
carbonfibre rear wing, forged three-piece wheels
with 275/35 ZR18 tyres, the new front bumper
scooped out with various cooling channels and
widened to accommodate the 50mm increase in
track… the list goes on. The suspension was also
retuned with much stiffer bushes, new Bilstein
dampers and aggressive spring rates with a 30mm
drop in height. The 400R still features that unique
ATTESA ET-S PRO four-wheel-drive system
with an ‘Active LSD’ at the rear (as seen in the
contemporary Skyline GT-R V-Spec). These days
a manufacturer would call that torque-vectoring
and get very excited about it. It also features the
Super HICAS four-wheel-steering system.

Inside you can’t see all of that technology. In
fact the 400R feels simple. Maybe even ordinary.
The black plastic dash is not a thing of beauty,
for example. But the little details reveal snippets
about the Skyline GT-R in general and the 400R
in particular. The seats, trimmed in an odd
velour-type material, feel fantastically grippy and
supportive. You sit low, legs out quite straight, and
the pedals have a real heft and precision to them.
Gone is the ugly four-spoke airbagged steering
wheel of other Skylines and in its place a gorgeous
360mm Nismo item with a carbonfibre horn push
emblazoned with the 400R logo.

The slim, cylindrical gearknob looks a bit
aftermarket but is in fact titanium. Of course. The
unique instrument cluster has a speedo reading to
320kph (199mph) and the rev-counter goes yellow
at 8, red at 9 and doesn’t stop until 11. Even the
three little auxiliary gauges on the centre console
are unique: from left to right they still display the
amount of power sent to the front wheels, oil temp
and boost pressure respectively, but they show
finer graduation for more detailed information,
while the boost gauge reads up to 1.4bar. And
you can see that heavily sculpted bonnet ahead,
the plank of carbonfibre behind and the blistered
arches when your eyes flick to the door mirrors.

The engine churns slowly at first and then
booms into a heavy, tuneless idle. The sound

is deep, powerful, the sort of noise that isn’t
piercingly loud but jangles your bones.

Like the current GT-R, the Skyline has a feel of
engineered heft to everything it does. And a real
sense of raw feedback. The steering is heavy but
quite quick, perhaps on account of the rear-wheel
steering, and despite the weight there’s a really
smooth, clean feel to the rack. The drivetrain
somehow imparts a sense of inertia but also
energetic response, too. The 400R is 1550kg and
it feels it, but there’s an athleticism bubbling away
under the surface. I’d expected a hellishly hard
ride, but although the 400R jiggles and fidgets
at lower speeds, it doesn’t take long before the
dampers start to find their range even on these
lumpy, jagged roads. It’s a hell of a lot more pliant
than the new GT-R Nismo, that’s for sure.

What it doesn’t have, not right away anyway, is
the immediacy of a new GT-R. It doesn’t assault
you with terrifying performance nor hurl itself into
corners with such startling speed. I’m sure back in
’97 its pace across the ground would have been
just as shocking as a GT-R or 911 Turbo is today,
but it can’t compress each corner nor the following
straights with that relentless, almost frantic surge
that’s come to be the norm. Of course, you’re still
travelling at a serious lick and the beauty of every
bit of road unfurling just that bit slower is that you
can enjoy the process, swept up in the feeling of it
all, rather than agog at the physics.

The RBX-GT2 is a gritty, industrial wonder.
The lesser 2.6-litre straight-sixes found in normal
Skylines have a real off-boost lethargy and in
standard form they still feel held back even when
the turbos are blowing hard. If ever an engine
needed to be tuned with freer breathing and a
tickle more boost, it’s the RB26DETT. The 400R’s
six is different. It still feels like a big, heavy engine
but the throttle response is cleaner even when
the turbos are only just waking up, and from
around 3500rpm to over 8000rpm it chomps
through each gear with a delicious roar overlaid
with the hissing of the big cold-air intake system
and the whistle and chirrups of the turbocharger
plumbing. It sounds like a living, breathing
monster of an engine and creates a character at
odds with the technofest you might expect. The
chunky five-speed ’box just adds to the physical
drama of extracting the 400R’s performance.

The chassis has the same physicality but does
feel less intuitive. The ATESSA ET-S PRO system
sends 100 per cent of torque to the rear wheels on
corner entry and then uses ABS sensors, lateral
and longitudinal G sensors and throttle opening
information to determine when to apportion
power to the front wheels. Up to 50 per cent of
drive can be sent forwards. The Super HICAS
rear-wheel-steering system steers in the opposite
direction to the front wheels initially to create
agility, then switches to steering in harmony with
the fronts to control the rate of yaw. That’s the

i con : n i smo 400r

Above: forged three-
piecewheels frame
massively uprated
brakes.Top right:
gorgeous Nismo
wheel carries 400R
logo.Middle right:
RB-X GT2 a completely
different animal to the
usual Skyline six, with a
fierce 395bhp
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theory at least. The reality is that the 400R can
at first feel slightly wayward and always requires
space and a dose of bravery to really explore.

So the 400R turns in with real assurance, the
rear-wheel-steer system effectively shortening the
wheelbase. Body control is good, the car turning
and settling in one clean action. But from mid-
corner things get a bit spooky. Instead of keeping
that lovely neutral feeling, the 400R drives
through that phase and quickly into something
approximating oversteer. I say that because the
rear tyres aren’t necessarily sliding, it’s just that
the steering system seems to push the rear of the
car wider and wider. That means no understeer
but a slightly unnerving, slightly unnatural yaw
moment. This sensation takes time to grow used
to and even longer to start to exploit.

However, the 400R never snaps into oversteer
and with patience you can tune into its balance
and gradually start to pick up the pace until you’re
throwing everything at it. This car has uprated AP
Racing brakes and they’re sensational – the pedal
with that solid, heavyweight feel of a good racing
setup – so you can brake right into turns, feel the
rear axle drive the front tyres into the corner,
and then unleash the howling RB-X GT2 engine.
The 400R needs a bit of aggression to really start
to make sense, and driven with this degree of

commitment everything feels more natural and
less disjointed. It actually starts to seem small and
light, so much so that you find yourself flinging it
around like a hot hatch rather than treating it as a
big rear-wheel-drive coupe.

On one final drive across the moor, everything
clicks. It’s a cool evening and the engine seems
hungrier than ever for the dense air, the steering
shimmies and wriggles over the worst bumps but
is full of feel, and I manage to get the 400R in that
sweet spot where it locks into corners on entry
but floats out of them just on the edge of oversteer
without tipping over into a clumsy slide.

It feels sensational, a compelling mix of
heavyweight engineering and lithe responses
with a unique soundtrack and a setup that
requires work to understand but then offers rich
reward. Later I find myself daydreaming about
taking it on a road trip to Spa or maybe down to
the Route Napoléon.

Tokyo, Bathurst, the south of France, Exmoor…
It’s all immaterial really. What matters is being in
the 400R. I still love this car.

Thanks, Johan. You’re a lucky man.

Thanks also to Torque GT, experts in finding
rare, well-preserved cars in Japan for customers
worldwide. Visit torque-gt.co.uk for more info.

NissaN
Skyline gt-rniSmo400r

Engine In-line 6-cyl, 2771cc, twin-turbo
Power 395bhp @ 6800rpm
Torque 347lb ft @ 4400rpm
Transmission Five-speed manual gearbox,
ATTESA ET-S PRO four-wheel drive with ‘active’
rear limited-slip differential
suspensionMulti-link, coil springs and anti-
roll bar front and rear. Super-HICAS four-wheel
steering system
Brakes Ventilated discs front and rear, ABS
Wheels 18in front and rear
Tyres 275/35 ZR18 front and rear
Weight 1550kg
Power-to-weight 259bhp/ton
0-60mph 4.0sec (claimed)
Top speed 186mph (claimed)

evo rating:;;;;3
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After his brilliant and
unexpected triumph at Le
Mans, Nick Tandy has just
kept on winning – including
outright victory in the Petit
Le Mans, a first for Porsche.
Here the British ace tells us
what challenges lie ahead –
and why he’s never happier
than when racing old vans
around a field
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ThaT decisive momenT when you’re in
a busy supermarket and have to choose which queue to join
for the checkout. Hmmm, that older couple will probably
pay with cash and fancy a chat. So that’s a no. The
harassed parents with three kids in tow will be distracted
and probably have to run off to retrieve an errant child.
That won’t do. These are the split-second decisions that
can save, ooh, maybe three minutes of your life. Always
feels important at the time though, doesn’t it? Well, I have
a new rule about such things, including passport queues,
which petrol pump will free-up first and lottery numbers:
look for Nick Tandy and slot right in behind him. Copy
his lottery numbers. Do as he does. Just don’t follow him
when he walks calmly across open water…

Okay, that last part was an exaggeration, but Porsche
factory driver Nick Tandy can seemingly do no wrong
right now. In June, the 30-year-old Brit, together with Earl
Bamber and Nico Hulkenberg, won Le Mans in ‘the third’
919 Hybrid, confounding almost all expectations. It was a
victory won largely by Tandy’s relentless quadruple stint
through the night, when he took around a minute out of
the other 919s and the Audis.

Sincethenhe’swonprettymucheveryracehe’s
started, be it in the 911 RSR or with KCMG in the
LMP2 class of the WEC series. The culmination
of an extraordinary year was overall victory at
Petit Le Mans in the RSR. Weather conditions
were horrendous at Road Atlanta and the race
cut short, but Tandy and teammates Patrick Pilet
and Richard Lietz (who never got to drive the
car) had the pace to beat not only all the other
GTs but the prototypes, too. Porsche had never
won Petit Le Mans before.

So what could possibly worry Tandy these
days? ‘It’s harder and harder to get scrap cars,
that’s the trouble…’ Eh? He’s responding to my question
about what he’d choose to do in a car just for fun with his
mates. I’d expected him to suggest a gaggle of RSRs and
the Nürburgring, or identical 919s at Le Mans in the black
of night. But no. ‘Simple,’ he smiles. ‘I’d get three old cars,
rear-wheel drive, preferably pickup trucks or vans, and
we’d go banger racing on the fields at the farm at home.
Pickups are great, they take a lot of abuse.’

Tandy’s not saying this for effect, to be ‘just a normal
guy’. He didn’t grow up karting with loads of precocious
little shi… sorry, I mean aspiring racing drivers. Tandy
was schooled in the rough and ready world of Ministox,
sliding around short oval tracks like his local and
brilliantly named Northampton International Raceway.
He still describes it as ‘the purest form of racing’.

I’m not about to deify Tandy, as motoring magazines
and motorsport journalists tend to do with any driver
who achieves great things. What I will say is that Tandy

is genuinely a lovely guy – funny, sharp, enthusiastic and
with his feet absolutely on terra firma. When he’s not
walking on water, obviously. I think he’s still as wide-
eyed about his Le Mans victory as the rest of the paddock
seemed to be, but there’s no question he’s got that innate
belief in his own abilities that’s shared by all top-level
drivers. You can see and hear it when he talks about the
whole 919 Hybrid programme.

‘When I heard about the plan to run a third car – well,
I was a little disappointed that they hadn’t even spoken
to some of us [GT drivers] when the programme started,’
says Tandy. ‘So when I heard about the third car, I wrote
to Andreas Seidl [team principal] and then saw him in
Austin. He said: “Yep, come and have a test.” So a few of us
were invited and the first test at Motorland Aragon went
really well. And after that I had a strong inkling… Then

me, Michael [Christensen] and Fred [Makowiecki] tested
again and I kind of knew after the Christmas party – the
Night of Champions – that I’d be in one of the seats. I was
told that I shouldn’t worry about next year…’

Can you imagine the pressure? Come and jump in
a 919 Hybrid and show us what you can do. ‘That is the
highest pressure thing you will ever do in motorsport,’
grins Tandy, who obviously relished the challenge. ‘On
the lead up to it I’d done all my research on the car and
the team, watched all the videos, spoken to people and
even done some cheeky F3 testing again beforehand to
get used to it [high downforce]. So I went fully prepared
and confident…’ Did he ease himself in gently? You might
be able to guess the answer. ‘I’ve always thought it’s better
to come away having made a mistake but tried your best
rather than being too cautious. I was pretty much flat-out
from the moment I got in the car… and luckily I didn’t
make a mistake.’

The test was a sign of things to come in the biggest race
of his life. In ‘the third car’. Tandy, Bamber and Hulkenberg
never saw it like that, of course. ‘I think between our car
crew we thought we had just as much chance. I knew that
Porsche would put all three cars in exactly the same spec –

n i ck tandy

‘Tandy is genuinely a
lovely guy – funny, sharp,
enThusiasTic and wiTh
his feeT absoluTely on
Terra firma’
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14-15 June 2015
FIAWEC
LeMans24Hours
1st overall/1st LMP1
919Hybrid

28 June 2015
TudorUSCC
WatkinsGlen
2ndGTLM
911RSR

10 July 2015
Tudor USCC
Ontario
1stGTLM
911RSR

9 August 2015
TudorUSCC
RoadAmerica
1stGTLM
911RSR

19 August 2015
TudorUSCC
Circuit ofAmericas
1stGTLM
911RSR

30 August 2015
FIAWEC
Nürburgring6Hours
2ndLMP2
Oreca05Nissan

3 October 2015
TudorUSCC
Petit LeMans
1st overall/1stGTLM
911RSR

11 October 2015
FIAWEC
Fuji 6Hours
DNFLMP2
Oreca05Nissan

After
Le MAns
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the maximum that they could give – and I knew that because
of how the points system works there was no favourite car…
Unlike at Spa where the two championship cars should be
scoring the points. At Le Mans it’s two of any three, so yeah,
I went there thinking that if the car is the quickest car then
we will probably win the race. Genuinely. I’ve got trust in
what I can do and what my teammates can do, and if you
think you’re going to lose before you go, then you’re kind of
wasting your time a bit, I guess.’

Tandy and co weren’t wasting their time. They
completed 395 laps in car 19 to take a historic win, a lap
ahead of the sister car 17 and two laps clear of the number
7 Audi R18 e-tron quattro. Since then it’s been win after
win after win for Tandy. You sense he doesn’t want 2015 to
ever end. ‘At Le Mans I found a groove and it became easy,’
he says. ‘I knew that the gap was growing from the pit-
board. I took about a minute out of them over a quadruple
stint: that’s 3 hours 15 in the car. The Michelins were on
the car for the whole four stints, too. The drop-off in tyre
performance is probably about half a second at Le Mans
over that time. It’s nothing.’ For those of used to watching
F1 that seems extraordinary, doesn’t it? ‘On your last stint
when the tyres have done 2.5 hours already you’ll be flat-
out, pushing them for all they’ve got, but the first time you
use them, especially the first ten laps or so, you do have to
manage them knowing you’ve got to do another 40 laps or
so. It’s driving at 99 per cent.’

That amazing groove, the sense of everything coming
easily, has continued. ‘Looking back now, I guess when
you’re in the early part of your career you’re always trying
to prove something, always trying to show what you can
do. I think – and I think I saw it in Earl as well – after Le

Mans there’s nothing left for us to prove to anyone as
drivers. It takes a bit of pressure off.’

The next historic moment was at Petit Le Mans, but
this time the pressure was very different. ‘I don’t think it
stopped raining all day,’ Tandy explains. ‘It ranged from
very difficult conditions to almost undriveable. For 50
per cent of the time that the race was green it was heavy,
heavy rain and at that point you are literally trying not to
crash more than you’re trying to go fast. The last stint that
I did [Tandy took the chequered flag], it was the hardest
time I’ve ever had in a race car to try to keep concentration.
Even along the straights the car was always moving. At no
point could you relax.’

Can he relax now that the season is drawing to a close,
and what’s to come in 2016? Well, first and foremost a new
company car: a white 991 GT3 RS. Nick describes himself
as a huge car enthusiast and spends hours searching the
classifieds, just like many of us do. He even ‘watches your
stupid bloody videos. I love all that stuff.’ Which is nice.

As for the racing, Tandy is grappling with how to top
2015. ‘How many people have won Le Mans? Not many.’
He can’t resist a wide grin at this point and I can hardly
blame him. ‘How many people have won Le Mans and
another huge race in the same season? Less still. And to
have wins in four different categories and four different
cars across the globe, plus getting to race in the two best
championships in the world, WEC and United Sportscars
in the US… How do you get any better? I guess to win a
world championship alongside those things. So I’ve still
got something to aim for – to win a world championship
with a Le Mans win in the same season.’ And, of course,
easy access to scrap cars for larking about in a field. L

‘what’s to
come in 2016?
well, first
and foremost
a new
company car:
a white 991
Gt3 rs’
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King
of the
load?
Mercedes-AMG’s new C63 Estate delivers
huge performance in an understated package,
but can it outclass Audi’s RS4 Avant?
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he previous-generation
Mercedes C63 AMG, with that

rather wonderful normally aspirated
6.2-litre V8, was a sales phenomenon

in AMG terms. In a seven-year lifespan, some
40,000 units were sold, making it Mercedes’

most successful ever performance car by a clear
margin. The saloon derivative was the most

popular version, closely followed by the coupe.
The estate model, however, accounted for only ten
per cent of W204 C63 sales, which by any measure
makes it a pretty niche product.

This latest version, based on the fourth-
generation C-class and powered by a 4-litre twin-
turbo V8 rather than the old 6.2, will also find far
fewer homes than the saloon and coupe derivatives,
but somehow its intrinsic appeal far outstrips its
share of the sales. The less popular relation they
may be, but fast estate cars are cool. Perhaps that’s
a direct result of their rarity; or maybe the whiff of
utilitarianism punctures any suggestion that the
driver is overly concerned with image. If you want
to turn heads, after all, you wouldn’t think twice
about the estate model.

So the £60,000 high-performance estate car is a
pretty compelling machine, but that lack of volume
means examples of the breed are few and far

between. In fact, if you’re in the market right now,
these are your only options. The Mercedes-AMG
C63 Estate arrived on our shores in the summer,
just as the Audi RS4 Avant was being discontinued.
Audi dealers are not at all short of delivery-mileage
examples at full list price, though, so the C63
doesn’t yet have the sector to itself.

For the punch it packs divided by the number of
heads it turns on a given high street, this particular
flat-white C63, with its 18-inch wheels, could be in
a league of one. No other car on sale today disguises
its accelerative potential as cunningly as this,
which begs two questions. One, is the estate version
the pick of the new C63 range, and two, is it a better
car than the RS4 Avant?

That twin-turbo V8 is very closely related to the
engine that powers the AMG GT coupe, which we
know to be one of the finest modern turbocharged
performance engines anywhere. It’s good for
469bhp at 5500rpm and 479lb ft of torque all
the way from 1750 to 4500rpm. It drives the rear
wheels via a seven-speed automatic transmission
– not the twin-clutch ’box that the GT uses – with
a mechanical locking differential employed to
prevent that huge slug of torque from conflagrating
the inside tyre at every corner exit.

The C63 Estate weighs 1710kg, which is 70kg

c63 estat e v rs4 avant
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more than the four-door model. The acceleration
figures are staggering: 0-62mph in 4.2 seconds
is quite silly for such a weighty, two-wheel-drive
car. At £61,260 this model undercuts the S version
by £6750. That premium buys an extra 34bhp, an
electronically controlled locking differential – which
responds faster than the purely mechanical item –
and a slightly sportier chassis tune, as well as bigger
wheels and a much more overtly sporting exterior.

If you’ll allow me to disappear up a side track for
a moment, there are two schools of thought on the
matter of S versus non-S: some love the idea of the
cheaper model’s car park camouflage styling while
others find it terribly boring to look at, particularly
for a machine with such stupendous levels of
performance. Whichever camp you fall into, you’ll
surely agree that packing a punch as big as this and
making such little fuss about it is quite cool.

Anyway, of these two cars, the B8 RS4 is certainly
more extrovert in design terms. In fact I reckon it’ll
be remembered as a high watermark in performance
estate car design, not least because it so elegantly
incorporates flared box arches into an already
handsome shape.

Having arrived in 2012, this generation of RS4
just about predated the sudden and across-the-board
adoption of downsizing and turbocharging, which
means it uses what could be the last of the normally
aspirated, 8500rpm V8s. It’s amazing how quickly
the notion of a high-revving ‘vee’ engine has become
so romantic, such a cause for celebration. On the
flip side, though, it does mean the C63 absolutely
murders the RS4 for torque output: with 317lb ft at
4000rpm the Audi concedes 162lb ft to the Mercedes,
which offers maximum twist 2250rpm sooner. The
All Blacks’ rugby forwards would have a tougher
time scrummaging against the Eastbourne branch of
the Womens’ Institute. At least with 444bhp the Audi
only gives up 25bhp to the Mercedes.

The four-wheel-drive RS4 is half a second slower
to 62mph than the rear-driven C63. It does, however,
use a twin-clutch transmission, and that, as we’ll

‘The RS4 could
be the last of
the normally
aspirated
8500rpm V8s’
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see, makes quite a difference on the road. The
RS4’s Sport Differential also promises to enliven
the car’s driving dynamics by actively apportioning
torque between the rear wheels.

The Audi’s cabin is so familiar now that it’s easy
to forget just what a fine interior it really is. The
architecture may be a touch functional, but the
quality of the materials and fit and finish are very
impressive and the Multi Media Interface system is
intuitive to operate.

Time has been kind to this car. Much like the RS5
that impressed and surprised us when we put it up
against the BMW M4 and Lexus RC F in issue 206,
this RS4 is a better car now than it’s ever been. It’s
quite clear that during its time in production Audi
has knocked back the spring rates a touch, because
whereas the early cars rode almost unforgivably
harshly, this example is actually quite fluid and
relaxed. It’s only over bigger potholes and ridges
that it begins to feel crashy.

The engine is also more enjoyable now than
ever. In the company of the old Mercedes 6.2-litre
V8, this 4.2 did feel a little limp, but today it really
is an exciting and soulful engine with a dramatic
crescendo. It certainly doesn’t have the effortless,
any-gear thrust of the latest turbocharged engines,
but it still gives the RS4 a turn of speed that most
sports cars should be mindful of. The gearbox,
meanwhile, is quick-witted and sharp in its manual
mode and refined around town.

What hasn’t improved over the years is the car’s
steering system. In much the same way that ancient
human remains can be carbon-dated, it’s actually
possible to accurately predict an Audi model year
by the way it steers. Unfortunately, this RS4 is from
the ‘vague and rubbery’ age rather than the more
recent ‘crisp and direct’ era.

In dynamic terms the RS4 majors on outright
grip and taut control, which means it’ll carry
tremendous speed down a road. It’ll do so in all
weathers, too, but what the RS4 never really does
is entertain its driver. There’s no real adjustability
in the chassis, no way of tucking the nose in mid-
corner to take a tighter line and no sense of the
chassis getting up onto its toes as you approach the
limit of grip. It’s just completely locked down, until
it starts understeering. That Sport Differential
occasionally gives an impression of the car being
driven from the rear, but never to the point – on the
road at least – where you find yourself instinctively
opening up the steering as the car drifts gently away
from a corner. That sort of two-way engagement is
well beyond this car’s remit.

In design terms the Mercedes’ cabin is evidently a
lot newer, but for outright quality and fit and finish
it doesn’t teach the Audi a great deal, if anything.
The driver’s seat feels rather high-set, too, which
makes you feel as though you’re perched on top
of the car. The last of the day-to-day frustrations
pertains to the gearbox, which can be irritatingly
dim-witted when manoeuvring at low speed.

Once up to speed, the gearbox is very smooth
in automatic mode, but it never gives the same
immediacy or control when you’re pressing on
in manual mode as the RS4’s S-tronic. It’s only
in back-to-back comparisons that the C63 really
loses out here, though, because in isolation its shift
speeds are rapid enough.

‘Rapid enough’ is not the phrase you’d choose
to describe the C63’s straight-line performance.
It really is thunderously quick. Even when you’re
familiar with both this ‘entry-level’ model and
the more powerful S version, you don’t ever crave
more raw performance, while throttle response
throughout the rev-range is very good. The exhaust
note is suitably potent and the engine’s top end is
rampant, too, which means you’ll find yourself
holding on tightly as the rev-counter needle swings
around to 6000rpm.

The C63 steers more intuitively and crisply
than the RS4 – it has a less artificially manic
rate of response at the front axle, too – but when
accelerating hard the car’s weight shifts rearwards
so forcefully that the front end becomes very light,
at which point the steering can feel as though it’s
become completely disconnected from the wheels.

It’s a curious sensation – not to mention
disconcerting on a very narrow road – and it’s
likely to do with the way the car manages body
movements when left in its default drive mode.
By rotating the little wheel on the transmission
tunnel you can switch the car through its AMG
Drive Select modes, which adjusts its drivetrain
and chassis parameters. Left alone, the car feels
quite under-supported at each corner, so body
movements in response to cornering or accelerative
and decelerative forces are very pronounced. In
fact, in the default mode the chassis feels about as
sporty as the exterior looks!

The trade-off is a very fluid ride quality at higher
speeds – although at low speeds the ride does feel
very firm – but, naturally, when you switch to a
more focused setting the car responds brilliantly.
It now offers enough support to control body
movements and allows you to make the most of the
tidal-wave performance. What is lacking, however,
is pliancy over bumps, which means you’re forced
to leave the mode wheel well alone on the very
bumpiest roads.

On smooth roads, though, the C63 is terrifically
good fun and the mechanical differential
distributes drive so cleanly, and throttle response is
so crisp, that you can provoke the rear axle at will.

Therein lies the innate appeal of a fast estate
car. They’re untaxing in daily use, they’ll swallow
a family’s holiday kit and they can be entertaining
when it’s just you, the car and a good road. It’s
the latter point that makes the Mercedes the
pick of these two cars. And unless you really do
want everybody to know just how powerful and
expensive your C63 is, this entry-level AMG estate
is the pick of the range. L
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Mercedes-AMgC63 EstatE

engine V8, 3982cc, twin-turbo
Power 469bhp @ 5500rpm

Torque 479lb ft @ 1750-4500rpm
Transmission Seven-speed MCT, rear-wheel

drive, limited-slip differential
Front suspension Four-link, coil springs,

adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
rear suspensionMulti-link, coil springs,

adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
Brakes Ventilated 360mm discs

front and rear, ABS, EBD
Wheels 8.5 x 18in front, 9.5 x18in rear

Tyres 245/40 ZR18 front, 265/40 ZR18 rear
Weight 1710kg

Power-to-weight 279bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.2sec (claimed)

Top speed 155mph (limited)
Basic price £61,260

evo rating:;;;;4

Audi Rs4avant

engine V8, 4163cc
Power 444bhp @ 8250rpm

Torque 317lb ft @ 4000-6000rpm
Transmission Seven-speed DCT,

four-wheel drive, rear limited-slip differential
Front suspension Five-link, coil springs,

adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
rear suspension Trapezoidal link, coil springs,

adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
Brakes Ventilated discs, 365mm front,

324mm rear, ABS, EBD
Wheels 9 x 19in front and rear

Tyres 265/35 R19 front and rear
Weight 1795kg

Power-to-weight 251bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.7sec (claimed)

Top speed 155mph (limited)
Basic price £56,545

evo rating:;;;42



‘Throttle
response is so
crisp that you
can provoke the
rear axle at will’
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mclaren 570S

According to McLaren, its new ‘entry
level’ model is a sports car, not a supercar.
It’s also more ‘useable’. What’s going on?

by Da n Pro s se r
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h e n M c L a r e n
Automotive originally

launched the MP4-12C back
in 2011, we were quite happy

to allow it a grace period. To all
intents and purposes this was a

brand new company taking on the
established players in the supercar

industry. It was inevitable there would
be a period of refinement and improvement at Woking, a
number of years during which design and manufacturing
practices would be moulded into shape. It was the exact same
process Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and the others had
been through many decades earlier. And on the strength of
the MP4-12C’s replacement, the 650S – and more recently the
sensational 675LT – McLaren is now up to speed.

This 570S is the first model in McLaren’s new Sports Series
range, which will eventually grow into a broad and expansive
lineup. The Sports Series is tasked with more than doubling

McLaren’s road car output, which means it’s pivotal to the
McLaren Automotive business plan. For that very reason,
Woking has to get the 570S right from day one. There can be
no grace period this time.

The new model uses a revised version of the carbonfibre
monocoque that also forms the basis of every other McLaren,
right up to the £1.98m Ultimate Series P1 GTR. Called
MonoCell II, the tub has been lightened by five kilograms to
75kg and the sills have been lowered by 80mm to improve
access into the cabin. The 570S also shares its 3.8-litre twin-
turbo V8 with the rest of the McLaren lineup, although
compared with the Super Series 650S some 30 per cent of
parts are different, mostly relating to the cylinder head.

The fundamentals of the 570S’s technical specification
are very familiar, then, but there is one crucial difference.
Whereas all modern McLaren models until now have used an
interconnected hydraulic suspension system called ProActive
Chassis Control, this latest addition to the range instead
uses a more conventional anti-roll bar setup (but still with

W

mclaren 570s
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double wishbones all-round). According to head of vehicle
engineering Darren Goddard, that decision was taken ‘as
part of the differentiation from Super Series’.

‘The whole dynamics brief for this car,’ he continues, ‘was
around making it more engaging at lower speeds. So it’s not
all about lots of downforce on the track; it’s not all about how
fast a lap time can be. It’s about making the car more useable
and more fun. So we still have independently adaptive
dampers, [but] we decided to move away from ProActive
Chassis Control.’

With 562bhp and a claimed 204mph top speed, the 570S
easily satisfies our definition of a supercar, but McLaren
chooses to refer to it as a sports car. At £143,250, it’s much
cheaper than the previous entry point to the brand, the 650S.
In fact, it undercuts that model by more than £50,000, which
opens up McLaren to a whole new audience.

Consequently, the Sports Series’ sales potential is, in
relative terms, enormous. McLaren shifted 1649 units last
year between the Super and Ultimate series lines, but once

Sports Series production is up to full speed the factory hopes
to sell 4300 units per year.

That all sounds very promising, but, by entering into the
sports car market, McLaren does take on some very capable
models from some very experienced manufacturers. The
570S is pitched squarely at the likes of the Porsche 911 Turbo
S, Audi R8 V10 Plus and Aston Martin V12 Vantage S, while
similarly powerful alternatives from Mercedes and Jaguar –
namely the AMG GT S and F-type R Coupe – are significantly
more affordable. So while the 570S arrives on the sports car
scene with a mouth-watering technical specification and
the most exclusive badge in the class, in tackling this sheer
breadth of competition, McLaren is venturing on new ground.

The V8 engine – dry-sumped and with a flat-plane crank –
delivers peak power at 7500rpm, while its 443lb ft of torque
arrives at 5000rpm. We’re used to turbocharged engines
serving up peak torque from just over idle these days, but the
M838T has always been a high-revving, power-oriented unit.
The red line is set at 8500rpm, which is far beyond the reach
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mclaren 570s

of the 911 Turbo S’s flat-six and just 500rpm shy of the R8’s
normally aspirated V10 at full speed.

Driving the rear wheels through a twin-clutch, seven-
speed gearbox, the 570S clocks a 3.2sec 0-62mph dash and
registers 124mph in 9.5sec, according to McLaren. The four-
wheel-drive 911 Turbo S edges it to 62mph by a tenth, but by
124mph the McLaren is close to a second ahead.

Unlike the Porsche, the 570S bucks the current trend for
active aerodynamics, although the front bumper and bonnet
have been shaped to direct cooling air to where it’s needed
most and to reduce turbulence over the rest of the bodywork.
The flying buttresses, meanwhile, encourage airflow to the
fixed rear wing to improve downforce.

What this car really has on its side, though, is lightness.
That carbonfibre tub, plus the use of aluminium body panels,
contributes to a dry weight of just 1313kg. With fluids, the
570S will undercut the R8 V10 Plus by around 150kg and the
911 Turbo S by approximately 200kg.

With less power and a more affordable price tag than the
650S, it’s tempting to label the 570S the ‘small McLaren’,
but it’s actually fractionally longer, wider and taller than the
Super Series model. Being a daily sports car rather than an
occasional-use supercar, which is how McLaren defines the

Sports and Super Series respectively, practicality is much
higher up the 570S’s agenda. It therefore offers more cabin
and stowage space than the 650S.

To that same end, the 570S has been engineered to be
less taxing to drive around town, which goes some way to
explaining the extraordinary ride quality. At both low and
motorway speeds the chassis, when left in Normal mode,
is much more settled than you might expect of a car with
this level of dynamic ability. Similarly, the gearbox is well
mannered in automatic mode, the engine is muted around
town and visibility is very good both forward and back.
Despite the lowered sills, the cabin is still a little tricky to
access, but, that aside, this car would be just as amenable in
daily use as any of its rivals.

The cabin itself, which can be specified in either Sport
or Luxury trim, feels very tightly screwed together and the
materials are of a high quality, although during our drive
the satnav will confuse itself more often than it should (the
car we’re driving is a pre-production model so we’ll defer
judgement on the finer quality-control details for the time
being). The optional sports seats (£4910) deserve a brief
mention because they are not only supportive and perfectly
located, they are also very comfortable over a long journey,
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which is all too rarely the case with fixed-back bucket seats.
We fly into Portugal for the launch, but evidently we’ve

brought the British weather with us. Frustrating though it
is, the conditions do at least highlight the 570S’s useability
in adverse weather. The four-wheel-drive-equipped 911
Turbo S and R8 V10 Plus would certainly leave the McLaren
in their spray in the sodden mountain roads that make up the
launch route on the first day, but aside from slightly remote
steering the 570S does feel sure-footed and secure.

Thankfully, the second day of the launch dawns bright and
clear. Across those same mountain roads, with the chassis
switched into its Sport setting, that relaxed ride quality
translates to fine pliancy and fluid bump-absorption over
the more uneven sections of tarmac. Rather than skipping
around and getting tied in knots by a rough and lumpen road,
the 570S is serene and unflustered.

As an indicator of this car’s breadth of ability, however, its
body is always very tautly controlled. It doesn’t lean heavily
in corners, go light and floaty over crests or heave lazily in
direction changes. That control, combined with its pliancy
over bumps, gives you the immediate confidence to fling the
570S down an inviting stretch of road without fearing that it
may bite or become wayward at any minute.

The steering, which is light on feedback in wet conditions,
comes into its own on a dry surface. While it would be unfair
to say it patters and tugs deliciously in the manner of a pre-
2011 Porsche 911, for instance, it is direct and crisp with a
very natural weight and rate of response. With the chassis
loaded mid-corner, the hydraulically assisted rack begins to
stream back messages through the rim of the steering wheel.

So the 570S steers intuitively, it rides the bumps well and
it controls its mass very effectively. On the way into a corner
the front axle finds tremendous turn-in bite, too, which gives

‘the steering, light
on feedback on wet

roads, comes into its
own on a dry surface’
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a sense of immediacy and agility that the 911 Turbo S and R8
V10 Plus don’t quite deliver. Mid-corner grip is very strong as
well, as is traction away from the bend.

In keeping with its dynamic brief – to be more engaging at
lower speeds and less critical in its transition into slip – the
570S is precisely throttle-adjustable at corner exit, which
allows you to enjoy the sweet balance of the rear-wheel-drive
chassis. It’s one of the car’s biggest dynamic advantages over
its four-wheel-drive rivals as well as, it must be said, the less
expressive 650S.

McLaren still chooses to work without a limited-slip
differential, preferring the better turn-in characteristics of
an open diff. The rear brakes are activated under power to

mimic the effects of a locking differential, though, and given
the progressive adjustability of the rear axle under power, it’s
difficult to argue against McLaren’s logic.

That window of on-throttle adjustability is best appreciated
in the electronic stability control’s Dynamic setting, which
allows a degree of slip before cutting in. Actually, the system
remains dormant until a fairly exaggerated yaw angle is
achieved on the road, which means you do still have to be
right on your game.

The standard-fit carbon ceramic brakes – with 394mm
discs and six-piston calipers across the front axle – return
very forceful retardation, though the brake pedal itself
remains defiantly lifeless until you apply full pressure.

That 562bhp has a very predictable effect on 1400kg of
McLaren: this is a very fast car. What the 570S never quite
manages to deliver, though, is that breathtaking hit of a 650S.
It also doesn’t quite match the industrial slingshot effect
of the much torquier 911 Turbo S, but few things do. The
8500rpm red line gives the engine a crescendo that we don’t
normally anticipate from turbocharged cars, which seems
like reasonable payback for the slightly dull throttle response
below 3500rpm. That’s only really an issue when exiting very
tight corners – it’s frustrating to feel that lag when you want
to balance the car under power at corner exit – because from

‘the 570S iS preciSely
throttle-adjuStable

at corner exit, which
allowS you to enjoy

itS Sweet balance’
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halfway around the rev-counter onwards, throttle response
is very sharp. Fitted with the optional sports exhaust (£3180),
the test car does sound pretty potent from the outside, but
from within the cabin the note is rather uninspiring.

The familiar Seamless Shift Gearbox, meanwhile, may not
be the leader of the pack for outright shift-times these days,
but it’d be a tough taskmaster who demands more response
and immediacy between the ratios.

Unfortunately, by the time we reach Portimão circuit, the
previous day’s miserable weather has returned in anger. On
the few vaguely grippy sections of track, though, it becomes
clear that there’s a fun and playful chassis underpinning this
car, while the steering – a touch wooden in the wet at road
speeds – does serve up more feel with the greater chassis
loadings that are part and parcel of circuit driving.

McLaren has been criticised in the past, not least by this
magazine, for building spectacularly fast cars that reduce the
part of the driver to a minor role. The 570S addresses those
criticisms in emphatic style; it’s truly a fun and engaging
sports car with a rewarding chassis and an effective
powertrain. It remains to be seen if McLaren has built a car
that can outpoint its rivals from Porsche, Audi and the rest,
but what is abundantly clear is that the 570S is fit to stand
toe-to-toe with the world’s best sports cars from day one. L

McLAREN 570S

Engine V8, 3799cc, twin-turbo
CO2 258g/km
Power 562bhp @ 7500rpm
Torque 443lb ft @ 5000-6500rpm
Transmission Seven-speed dual-clutch, rear-wheel
drive, torque vectoring by braking
Front suspension Double wishbones, coil springs,
adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
Rear suspension Double wishbones, coil springs,
adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar
Brakes Carbon-ceramic discs, 394mm front,
380mm rear, ABS, EBD
Wheels 8 x 19in front, 10 x 20in rear
Tyres 225/35 R19 front, 285/35 R20
Weight (dry) 1313kg
Power-to-weight (dry) 435bhp/ton
0-62mph 3.2sec (claimed)
Top speed 204mph (claimed)
Basic price £143,250

evo rating:;;;;;
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Keep
on
ren
-ing

Renault has been running one-make race
series in the UK for more than 40 years.
How to celebrate? With a race, of course

b y R IC H A R D M E A DE N

PHO T O GR A PH Y b y A S T ON PA R RO T T
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t’s like a scene from Days of
Thunder. Only with 100 per cent less
Scientology and 100 per cent more French-
ness. Ahead of me in the far distance,
a trio of small Renault hatchbacks is
shaping-up to go three-abreast through
Turn 1 of Rockingham Motor Speedway’s
International Circuit. And as anyone who
knows their Rusty Wallace from their
Dick Trickle could tell you, this kind of

manoeuvre is officially Not A Good Idea.
Raising an ominous cloud of dust on the

outside of the track is Jethro Bovingdon, his boxy
Renault 5 GT Turbo being hung out to dry by the
wily duo of Andy Wallace and Marino Franchitti
in a brace of blue Clio Cups. As all three disappear
out of sight, I’m not expecting things to end well
for any of them. Perfect!

In case you were wondering what’s going on,
I’ve dropped you into the midst of the second in
an occasional series of races in which evo pays
homage to cult Japanese video phenomenon Best
Motoring by pitting four members of the magazine
team against one another in a mildly scientific (but
mostly chaotic) pursuit race and a smorgasbord of
racing driver excuses.

Last time we did battle in an assortment of
Minis, mixing the super-hot GP and GP2 road
cars with a pair of first- and second-generation
Mini Challenge race cars (evo 206). The result
was predictably controversial and completely
hilarious. Oh, and a glorious victory for yours
truly. Search ‘evo Best Motoring’ on YouTube and
take a look. But I digress.

This time round, we’ve elected to slug it out in
a rather wonderful array of Renaults to celebrate
no fewer than 40 years of continuous one-make
racing by the French marque in the UK. That’s
quite a landmark – and an awful lot of revenue in
spare parts – but the true scale of it only hits home
when we saunter into Rockingham’s paddock to
see the assortment of race-prepped Renault 5s and
Clios being readied and warmed-up for us.

From a 5 TS stretching back to 1976 to the
very latest 2015 Clio Cup, via a 1985 5 GT Turbo
and a pair of earlier Clio Cups dating from 1991
and 1999, these terrific little cars represent a
commitment to paint-trading, door-handle-
scraping, talent-nurturing, one-make rough-and-
tumble that’s second to none.

If you’re a hot hatch fan, it’s a sight from
your wildest dreams. Seeing them all lined up
reminds me of that image depicting the seven
ages of man, the evolution from early 5 to current
Clio graphically depicted before our eyes, each
successive generation larger and more powerful
than the last.

I don’t know which one you’d pick, but I’m
desperate to race the 5 TS. It just looks so cool and
unassuming, yet hard as nails, its upright body

Above:Meaden
jumped into current Clio
Cup after the lovely 5 TS

(right) sadly suffered
fuelling issues.Below:

Bovingdon chose 5
GT Turbo,Wallace the
early Clio. Franchitti
happywith Phase 2
Clio, completewith
sequential gearshift

I
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slammed to the deck and sporting steel wheels
shod with generous rubber.

Just along the pitlane are Team Dynamics,
shooting a video for Honda. The be-winged Civic
Type R might be the hot hatch of the moment, but
this elderly Renault 5 effortlessly outpoints it with
a perfect combination of stance and no-nonsense
simplicity. I’d love one with this mechanical spec,
but road-legal with a proper interior.

This particular car was still racing– andwinning
– in the mid-’80s, but it goes right back to the root
of Renault’s enduring obsession with one-make
racing. It takes a few laps to know I’ve made the
right choice. The 5 has a hair-raising propensity
for three-wheeling and mouth-parching lift-off
oversteer, but it’s massively entertaining and
quicker than a 40-year-old hatchback with 90bhp
has any right to be. Unfortunately it takes just a
few more laps to dislodge some ancient piece of
crud in the fuel system, the ailing 5 TS eventually
backfiring in protest before spluttering to a halt.
It’s a great shame, but goes with the territory with
old and now infrequently driven race cars.

Our original plan had been to race the four
classic racers, then benchmark the current car’s
performance against them just for fun, but now
the 2015 Clio Cup will be pressed into service
as yours truly’s car for the race itself. This leaves
Bovingdon, Wallace and Franchitti to squabble
over the remaining Clios and 5 GT Turbo.

Bov is drawn to the boxy Turbo, while Wallace
picks the Phase 1 Clio Cup (based on the pre-
Williams 16v). This leaves Franchitti with
the feisty 1999 Cup, complete with push-pull

sequential transmission and a gloriously revvy
naturally aspirated 2-litre motor.

Qualifying is restricted to a handful of laps (OK,
maybe a few more for me, but I had slicks to try to
get warm...) and proves to be a voyage of discovery
for all of us, not least finding out how scary banked
corners can be in front-wheel-drive cars on cold
tyres. Wallace (winner of the Daytona 24 Hours in
a Group C Jaguar, don’t forget) confesses to ‘a few
heart-in-mouth moments’ and a close shave with
the concrete wall. I’m the only one running slicks,
which is my early excuse for taking a few laps to
build-up to going through Turn 1 flat-out. It’s a
rush, but never less than scary. How Tony Kanaan
averaged 215mph around Rockingham’s fearsome
Oval in 2001 I have no idea.

Having recorded our best times (1:47.8 for JB,
1:45.8 for AW, 1:39.4 for MF and 1:33.2 for me),
or at least our best efforts at sandbagging (ahem,
Mr Franchitti), editor Nick Trott calculates our
handicap for the three-lap race – essentially three
times our one-lap advantage, minus a bit of a fudge
factor to allow for the standing start. The upshot is
Bov starts first, roaring away in the boosty, deep-
voiced GT Turbo. After a six-second gap, Wallace
yelps the original Clio Cup off the line, followed
by Franchitti 20-odd seconds later in his Clio. That
leaves me twiddling my thumbs for another 20
seconds or so. It’s so long that the others are out of
sight and my slicks are now stone cold…

For the first lap it feels like an utterly fruitless
chase. It also feels as if I’m going to crash at every
turn, the faster the corner the greater the Pucker
Factor, until finally talent yields to chilly rear-

‘at rockingham,
the faster the
corner, the
greater the

pucker factor’
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tyre temp and I have the mother-and-father of
slides through Chapman Curve. By the time I stop
laughing (I have a tendency to do this during and
after a near-miss) Franchitti & co are even further
down the road.

For two lonely laps I’m convinced the handicap
was way too severe, but then I see the three
stooges going all NASCAR into Turn 1. Poor old
Jethro gets hustled up into the dirty margin of
the banking and the gnarly old pros slide beneath
him. It still seems like I’m set for dead last, but
Bov’s scare has lost him momentum, and with my
slicks sweetly up to temperature I’m soon past him
and have Wallace in my sights. AW spots me in his
mirrors, but before he has a chance to act upon
what’s so clearly in his mind (don’t play poker,
Andy!) I manage to mug him, too, and continue
the chase to Franchitti.

Marino is clearly going to be a tougher nut to
crack. If he hadn’t sandbagged quite so blatantly
(sorry, ‘found a lot of time between my first and
second drives of the car’) I’d have had another
half-lap to pick him off, but as it stands I’ve got
just a handful of corners to try to get by. Cue
some distinctly BTCC-inspired grassy cuts,

accompanied by some increasingly powerful
urges to nudge him into a spin.

The hairpin offers my best hope. He blocks me
mercilessly under braking, but I’m hoping I can
out-sprint him towards the tight chicane that
feeds us out onto the start/finish straight. I’m right
on his tail, but the older Clio has great traction and
just enough grunt to hold me off. It would be so
easy to offer him a helping bumper, but apparently
that’s not allowed, so it’s the same story as we nail
it towards the chequered flag. I was robbed, etc.

Motor-racing might be all about the winning,
not the taking part, but this has been a hoot.
To see and experience so many generations of
Renault one-make racers going at it – possibly a
little harder than Renault and the generous owner
of the ’99 Clio Cup might have expected – has
been truly unique. As cars to drive for fun, they’re
hard to beat. As cars to showcase your talent and
pursue your dreams of becoming British Touring
Car Champion – just as Colin Turkington and
Andrew Jordan have done in recent years – they’re
second to none. Renault, we salute you! L

Keep an eye on YouTube.com/evo for the video

Above: handicapping
the faster carsmade
for close racing (and
inevitable accusations
of sandbagging). Left:
Franchitti celebrates as
Meaden prepares some
more excuses

FOUR DECADES OF
FAST FRENCH FUN
Nomanufacturer has supported
one-makemotorsport for as long
orwith the sameenthusiasmas
Renault. In theUK it all began in 1974
at BrandsHatch,with the first-ever
Renault 5 TL race. The success of this
series,which ranbetween ’74 and
’76, laid the foundations for the 5TS
Championship,which continued right
theway through to 1985!

The venerable TS thenmadeway for
the 5GTTurboChampionship,which
ran until 1990andupheldRenault’s
honour for big grids, spectacular
racing andproviding a springboard
fromwhich talented racers could
forge a career. The following year saw
the newClio Cup form thebasis for
Renault’s next one-make adventure.
This ranwith great success until 1996,
when the radical Renault Sport Spider
temporarily shifted the focus away
fromhot hatchbacks.

In 2000, theClio Cup returnedwith
an all-newcar andhigh-profile billing
as part of the prestigious TOCATour as
a support race for theBritish Touring
Car Championship. It’s a success
story that continueswith thepresent
generation of Clio Cup.

RENAULT5TS (1976)
1.3-litre, 4-cyl, naturally aspirated
90bhp, 750kg

RENAULT5GTTURBO (1985)
1.4-litre, 4-cyl, turbocharged
120bhp, 785kg

RENAULTCLIOCUP (1991)
1.8-litre, 4-cyl, naturally aspirated
140bhp, 885kg

RENAULTCLIOCUP (1999)
2-litre, 4-cyl, naturally aspirated
180bhp, 920kg

RENAULTCLIOCUP (2015)
1.6-litre, 4-cyl, turbocharged
220bhp, 1080kg (dry)
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The world’s most iconic classic cars to admire, adore and own

TICKETSONSALENOW

Buy your tickets now at thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk

The Grand Avenue, a live motoring runway
of 60 classic cars in action

Unique exhibits, curated by
motoring icons

An unbeatable showcase of cars
and products to buy

NOW
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IF YOU THINK A DARK
blue Volkswagen Golf R
with five doors and small

wheels is a bit ‘oldman’, please
direct your concerns towards evo
managing editor Stuart Gallagher.
The original plan was for him to
run this car, so he specced it in
accordance with his own tastes,
taking inspiration, I think, from his
favourite knitted jumper.
That was sixmonths ago and

since then the plan changed. The
296bhp, four-wheel-drive hot hatch
would instead come tome, which
was very good news indeed given
that it’s a superb car, but Gallagher’s
spec would remain. I was conflicted.

But then I watched KX65 LJJ pull
into the office car park andwas
immediately sold on the way it looks.
And thoseMarks & Spencer jumpers
really are terrific value.
Truth be told, I’d probably have

chosen a different colour. Tornado
Red and Lapiz Blue are too obvious,
but Reflex Silver looks fantastic. I
haven’t actually seen a silver R on
the road, but judging by the pictures,
the car’s sharp lines are at their
best in thatmetallic hue. Night Blue
it is, though, and I actually think it
works really well. Subtle, yes, but in
the right light it makes the car look
really sinister.

I don’t tend to carry back-seat

passengers in day-to-day use, so
I might have specced three doors
rather than five, but Stu was right
to go for the 18-inch wheels. It isn’t
amatter of ride quality, but one of
aesthetics. The spindly design of the
19-inch alloys puts the R’s slightly
puny brake setup in plain sight
and tomymind that completely
undermines the rest of the car’s
aggressive, muscular design. It’s
like seeing a bulging bodybuilder at
the gymwho has never bothered
with leg day.

Our car has amanual gearbox
rather than the optional twin-clutch
unit, but we did upgrade to leather
upholstery for £1720.We also added

Why the steady
colour and small
wheels?Prosser

makes his excuses

I

VW
Golf R

NEW ARRIVAL

fastfleet@evo.co.uk t@evomagazinef www.facebook.com/evomagazine
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the Discover Pro satnav (£1765),
rear side airbags (£275), heated
seats (£250), advanced telephone
connection (£320) and the thumping
Dynaudio sound system (£535). We
decided against Dynamic Chassis
Control adaptive damping because,
in our experience, you don’t really
need it with the 18-inch wheels. The
total cost was £36,880.

As I type I’ve only had the R for ten
days, but I’ve already coveredmore
than 1000miles. It was just about
run-in when it arrived so I’ve been
able to ‘give it death’ from day one.
Sure, it has none of the intensity
of a Renaultsport Mégane 275 or a
SEAT Leon Cupra 280, but it expertly
pulls off that elusive trick of being
refined and grown-upwhen I want it
to be but truly fun and engaging on
a charge.

Throw the styling, badge appeal
and cabin quality into themix and
it’s no surprise the Golf R has proven
such a hit with buyers and this
magazine alike. It’s probably the
most broadly talented car at this
price, but if it does have anymajor
shortcomings, a year on the Fast
Fleet will weed them out.L
Dan Prosser (@TheDanProsser)

Dateacquired September 2015
Totalmileage 2158

Mileagethismonth 1123
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 29.5

‘TheGolf R is
probably themost
broadly talented car
at this price’
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THE TIMING COULDN’T
have been better. It was
Friday afternoon and the

ever-helpful Tyres Northampton
had just replaced theMini’s
original and not-very-grippy Pirelli
P7 Cinturatos with a new set of
Dunlop Sport Maxxes. The next
day I was due to take theMini away
on holiday, where I’d be able to put
the tyres to the test on one ofmy
favourite roads. Perfect.
Except…What exactlywas

that knocking noise? It had been
there for a fewweeks, faint and
very occasional. I’d put it down
to the exhaust tapping against
something and needing its position
adjusting, but during the previous
couple of days it had become
louder andmore persistent, and
was now particularly noticeable

over imperfections at 20-30mph.
Worryingly, it was also now clear
that it was coming from the front-
right corner of the car, so was
clearly not exhaust-related. I was
passing right byWollastonMini in
Northampton, so decided to stop
in for some advice.
Despite a busy showroom, our

JCWwas road-tested then taken
into the workshopwithinminutes.
The diagnosis? Play in the top
mount. The cure? A new topmount
and damper. The result? I wouldn’t
be taking theMini on holiday.
In the end, Mini’s press office

opted to fix the car in its own
workshop (they agreed with
Wollaston’s diagnosis). Hopefully
our problemwas a bad-luck
one-off and not the first sign of
a weakness with the new JCW. I

enjoyed a faultless 12,000miles in
the R56-generationMini GP I ran
in 2013-14, but I must admit my
confidence in Mini durability has
been knocked somewhat by the
number of bills my wife’s 50,000-
mile R56 Cooper S has racked up of
late. (Great car when it’s working,
but have a good read of our
buying guide in issue 210 if you’re
considering picking one up.)
Still, our JCW is back now,

meaning I can finally try out those
new tyres. I’ll givemy verdict on
them next time.L
Ian Eveleigh

Aworrying noise emanating from beneath the JCW
prompts Eveleigh to dive into a dealership

Mini John CooperWorks

Dateacquired May2015
Totalmileage 7706

Mileagethismonth 659
Coststhismonth £660.40 tyres
mpgthismonth 32.8

T



Ford Focus ST Diesel
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MID-SEPTEMBER
markedmy one-year
anniversary at evo.

Naturally, I celebrated this by
nabbing the keys to our Focus ST
estate, slinking out of the office
and pointing the car’s nose towards
France while the ink was still drying
on last month’s Frankfurt motor
show Radar stories.

It’s hard to think of amore
appropriate car on the Fast Fleet for
a European jaunt. My Eunos? Fun,
but it still needs new brakes (see
page 143). Our Leon ST Cupra 280 is
fast and practical, but its low-30s

fuel economy is a budget-killer. The
editor’s Range Rover Sport? Its long-
distance virtues have been extolled
by both Dan Prosser (evo 210) and
Nick Trott (215), but its weight would
soon wear thin on Alpine twists. So is
the Focus worthy of such a trip?
Onmany counts, resoundingly

so. ‘Diesel’ is a dirtier word than
usual at themoment and 47mpg
won’t rewrite any headlines, but it’s
enough to keep costs down on a
driving holiday. The 182bhp,
295lb ft 2-litre turbo also feels
strong at cruising speeds. It doesn’t
have the sustained punch of an
equivalent petrol hot hatch engine,
so the scrabble out of mountain
hairpins isn’t quite as exciting, but
it’s commendably responsive over
1500rpm and there’s a prominent
growl to the exhaust rather than a
diesely clatter.
I’m not a fan of the current

Focus exterior, or its interior, but in
battleship-grey estate form this one
looks great, while the cabin benefits

hugely from a set of thorax-hugging
Recaro electric seats.
Not so great is the way our car

chews through fuses for the driver’s
seat. I had to replace one before
the trip, and another blew in the
Swiss Alps. The infotainment screen
was amore persistent bugbear. It
requires firm, deliberate, patient
prods to operate, its traffic updates
constantly cry wolf, and the satnav
system seems unaware that some
shortcuts are simply not appropriate
for cars, in width or surface.
But those wereminor niggles on

an otherwise fantastic trip. Where
the petrol ST hatch disappoints
amongmore entertaining peers,
the ST TDCi estate has a breadth of
abilities that’s quite endearing.L
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

M

Diesel’s getting a bad
rap; does a trip to the
Alps offer redemption?

Ford Focus
ST Diesel

Dateacquired August 2015
Totalmileage 5563

Mileagethismonth 3598
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 47.2

Mini John Cooper Works
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brake fluid, new coil packs and also
to have RSS Tarmac Series semi-
solid enginemounts fitted. I’d been
put on to themounts by the guys at
Sharkwerks in the USwhilst driving
their amazing 997 GT3 RS 4.1 (evo
209). They said the RSS pieces really
ramped up control and precision
but without transmitting toomuch
harshness. At £318 for the pair, it
seemed like a nice way to inject a
bit of gravelly GT3 character into
my car. The total from RPM came to
£1421.86 on top of that, so it’s been
an expensivemonth! However, the
996 deserved a treat and has been
feeling a bit neglected since I bought
another car (a 1972 Citroën DS; not
very evo but utterly beautiful).

On the way back from the service,
all was well with the world. The
mounts are immediately noticeable,
the engine’s vibrations shimmying
through the seat with a bit more
intensity, road noise from the rear
increased bymaybe 15 per cent.
The trade-off is a tangible increase

in control during direction changes
andmore stability at the rear. That
wouldn’t necessarily be a good
thing for me, but the car’s inherent
balance remains the same. There’s a
little understeer but a sharp lift sets
the rear moving and then it stays flat
and composed if you choose to give
it a bootful of throttle and ride out a
neat little slide. In fact, it’s easier to
control at the limit now, even if that
limit has crept up a few per cent. At
amore sedate pace themounts do
add a bit more sense of occasion to

the experience – that injection of
GT3-ness I was hoping to discover.
Disappointments? Even with

the new lines and fluids the brake
pedal is still too long for my liking
and the brakes just aren’t quite
where they should be. More
investigation required, I think. The
accelerator pedal has also come
loose (a common 996 problem),
so I’m looking at new pedals with
a fully adjustable throttle setup
from Rennline in the US. However,
next on the list is to ‘sort’ the

There are mixed results
as Bovingdon toys with
the Porsche’s dynamics

Porsche
996Carrera

I USED TO SPEnD A lOT
of time looking at 996s on
various classified sites.

A lot of time. That’s all changed
now. Instead I spend hours looking
at adjustable suspension arms,
brake upgrades and god only
knowswhat else for my own 996.
It’s an addiction, and if I had the
funds it could become ridiculously
expensive. I love the car as it is but
resisting shiny new anodised bits
for the suspension is very difficult
indeed. Andwhowouldn’t want a set
of Alcon ceramics on their Carrera?
Or some gorgeous adjustable top
mounts ormaybe a third radiator
upgrade to aid cooling? (The car
has never got hot but, y’know, it
might happen.)
I’m sure I’ll get around to all of

that stuff (maybe not the ceramics),
but just keeping on top of the
maintenance can be quite costly.
The car recently went to RPM
Technik for amajor service, new
brake lines, Performance Friction

I
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suspension. There’s actually
notmuchwrong with it but I’m
going to get Powerflex Black
Series bushes all round, the
Bilstein adjustable dampers
refurbished and then set it to
GT3 ride-height… I have to say,
it feels pretty goodmaking the
996 absolutely my ownwhen
the rest of the 911 world seems
transfixed on originality over
enjoyment.L
Jethro Bovingdon
(@JethroBovingdon)

Porsche 996 Carrera

Dateacquired May2013
Totalmileage 143,749

Mileagethismonth 435
Coststhismonth £1739.86
mpgthismonth 28.4

‘Thiswas the first
time I’d experienced
the Trophy on
anything other than
Michelin Cup 2s’

Left: upgraded engine
mounts have brought

increased control and a
more GT3-like edge to

Bovingdon’s 996

ITwaS fITTInG ThaT The
Mégane’s odometer clicked
over to 15,000miles while

the car was being driven flat-out
around anglesey Circuit. whether it’s
on a group test, attending a trackday
or, in this instance, starring in an
advertorial for Öhlins suspension,
theMeg’s appetite for hard, fast
miles is insatiable.
almost as I’d finished writing

last month’s fast fleet update, the
Trophy went away for its first service
(£214.24) and another fresh quartet
of Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2s – its
second replacement set in ten
months. at £180 per corner, that’s a
fierce consumables cost, but also an
indication of the car’s workload and
the amount of fun I’ve been having.

I

Dateacquired november 2014
Totalmileage 15,847

Mileagethismonth 1925
Coststhismonth £934.24
mpgthismonth 21.4

Renaultsport
Mégane 275

Trophy
Meaden ponders whether

the Trophy’s optional
tyres are worthwhile

Renaultsport Mégane 275 Trophy

I won’t bore you with theminutiae
of the Öhlins project, but suffice
to say it requiredme to spend two
days driving ‘my’ Trophy back-to-
back with a non-Öhlins-equipped
Trophy, both on road and track. To
ensure the only difference between
the pair was their suspension, our
long-termer was temporarily put
onto the Bridgestone tyre Renault
fits as standard (theMichelins are an
option). This, then, was the first time
I’d driven a regular Trophy and also
the first time I’d experienced one on
anything other than Cup 2s. It proved
to be a fascinating few days.

as youmight expect, the
Michelins were sorely missed on
the track, but when out on familiar
roads in northwales, the less
extreme Bridgestonesmade both
the standard and Öhlins-equipped
cars less fighty across rougher
surfaces and awkward cambers.
They still had sufficient reserves of
grip to carry dazzling speed, and
while not offering quite the same
level of steering response, enough of
Renaultsport’s trademark precision
remained for the cars to feel very
special indeed. at road speeds the
Bridgestones gavemore feel, too,

which I wasn’t expecting, and they
reduced the Trophy’s tendency to
tramline. The ride was noticeably
more compliant, too.
are the Cup 2s worth the cost and

compromises? Given the amount of
circuit work the Trophy and I have
done, yes, I think they are. But if
track driving featured less heavily, I’d
have to park themachismo and go
with the road-biased Bridgestones. I
must be getting old.L
Richard Meaden
(@DickieMeaden)
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Porsche 996 GT2

that will tell me if the car is moved
between certain dates, and a
‘geofence’, which will notify me if the
car enters or leaves a defined area.
The latter was put to use during a
recent holiday, when I set the system
to notify me if the car moved from
its storage location.
Of course, the phone call you

never want to receive is one that
starts with ‘Hello, this is Tracker’,
which is exactly what happened
duringmy recent holiday! My heart
immediately skipped a beat, but
very swiftly the voice at the end of
the phone said that the car was fine
but a battery alert had shown up on
their system. Basically, the Tracker’s
own backup battery had kicked in
and notified Tracker, whichmeant
the GT2’s main battery was losing
charge. I called the storage garage
and asked them to put it on trickle
charge. Since then I’ve not had – and
hope never to have – another call
from Tracker.L
Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

Trott discovers his
Porsche’s security
system is out-of-date

Dateacquired June 2015
Totalmileage 26,833

Mileagethismonth 589
Coststhismonth £462 (Tracker)

£189 (one-year
subscription)

mpgthismonth 23.2

Porsche
996GT2

‘I’ve set up a
security-breach
alert thatwill tell
me if the car is
movedbetween
certain dates’I’VE INCREASED THE

replacement value on the
GT2’s insurance a couple

of times recently, what with prices
of similar cars having climbed over
the last fewmonths. Sky Insurance
dealt with it all very efficiently but
the second time they toldme that a
Tracker was now required. That’s OK,
I thought, the car has one. So I called
Tracker with the ID and they toldme
that the systemwas out of date (it
was fitted in 2002) andwould need
to be replaced.
You’re probably aware of what

Tracker is, and what it does, but to

I

recap it’s a security systemwith
nationwide police support that
enables the authorities tomonitor
your car’s movements should it
be stolen. The device is hidden in
the car and sends a signal to the
police if the car is taken. European
coverage is an option, and with car
thieves gettingmore sophisticated,
Tracker’s systems don’t rely solely on
GPS signals and have workarounds
for signal scramblers.
In terms of raw stats, more than

23,000 cars – together worth nearly
£500million – fitted with Trackers
have been recovered. In August alone
44 cars were recovered, including a
£100,000 Range Rover.
I had a ‘Locate’ system fitted,

which via the ‘My Tracker’ page
on the Tracker website provides
the opportunity to view journey
reports. Start and stop locations
are recorded, including date and
time, distance travelled, fuel used
and carbon dioxide emissions. I’ve
also set up a security-breach alert
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ENGINE, STEERING, THEN
brakes, then chassis. After
tenmonths of ownership,

that, in order of increasing virtue, is
how I rate this car’s facets.

The 212bhp 2-litre engine is strong
and, kept on boost, something of a
weapon. I was a little underwhelmed
by the steering at first, but I’ve
come to appreciate that bymodern
standards it is a real chatterbox.
It’s also so direct that you don’t
somuch turn the car into a corner
as quickly fold it over an apex with
your outside hand.Whatmakes
that possible is the chassis, which
operates with so little inertia at the
front axle that it literally excitesme
just thinking about it. The damping,
which was commissioned by Ford
from Sachs Racing at great expense,
is also amarvel, and I haven’t a clue
why anyone would think that KW,
Weitec et al might improve upon
it, outstanding though the work of
those companies can be.
That leaves the brakes. In evo

214 I outlinedmy reasons for a
change to EBC’s bladed BSD discs
and Yellowstuff pads, but briefly,
the performance of the standard
Brembo setup went west during a
fairly easy-going track outing and, if
nothing else, EBC’s discs look sharp.
The original four-pot calipers remain.
Now they are bedded in, I can say

that these brakes are not at first as
easy tomodulate as the Brembos,
but, while quite dusty, they have a
wonderfully firm texture (in part
down to new braided lines, also from
EBC). The range of useable pedal
travel has contracted, so your initial
jab has to hit themark. Push too
hard and youmight bemarooned
short of the corner, so powerfully do
the brakes bite. Dither, meanwhile,
and you can be forced to panic-
lunge further into the pedal as your
dreams of a perfectly rev-matched
shift and laser-guided turn-in
sequence evaporate.
That all sounds severe, but it isn’t

really. I’m not talking race-car levels

E

Dateacquired January 2015
Totalmileage 72,158

Mileagethismonth 577
Coststhismonth £22 (headlight bulbs)
mpgthismonth 28.9

Ford Focus RS

of sensitivity here – nothing like – or
a step-change in braking attributes.
The differences are subtle, but that
greater economy ofmovement has
imbued the car with a wonderful
feeling of precision and rigour.
I’m not sure there’s anyone who
wouldn’t like that.L
Richard Lane (@_rlane_)

Ford Focus RS

AFTER SPENDING SOME
time jumping between cars
ranging from our Caterham

420R to a Bentley Mulsanne Speed,
it was nice to be back in the VXR’s
snug Recaro. I sometimes find
myself being quite disparaging of
the Corsa when I haven’t driven it
for a few days, but within a couple of
miles it always feels good.
There is also the small matter

of living in London, where neither
the Caterham nor the Bentley
(unless you’re being driven in it) feel
particularly comfortable, but the
Corsa’s size really is a bonus here.
What definitely isn’t a bonus is the
bone-shaking ride on the capital’s
pockmarked roads. As I mentioned
last month, the Koni dampers that
form part of the Performance Pack
seem to have constant battles with
poor surfaces, rather than working
on a compromise.
I’ve had to be conscious of how

the Drexler diff performs on poor

surfaces, too. It really gets the
car hooked up out on the B-roads
around evo Towers, but in town if
you’re too eager the VXR skits across
the road, sniffing out cambers and
finding every rut it can. You have to
carefully feed in the power.

Time in London has also allowed
me to getmy head around the
Corsa’s tech package. The verdict?
It’s hit andmiss at best, with the
sound system, Bluetooth streaming
and DAB radio being impressive but
problems arising with the satnav
system, which requires you to have
a subscription to the ‘BringGo’ app
on your iPhone.Why not just have
something already built in?L

Hunter Skipworth
(@HunterSkipworth)

A

Dateacquired July 2015
Totalmileage 6122

Mileagethismonth 245
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 29.9

Vauxhall Corsa VXR

Our RS feels tighter, and not because of the suspension

Vauxhall Corsa VXR

Better than a Caterham or Bentley? In
some circumstances, says Skipworth
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of driving, the prospect of ‘tracking’
one never really surfaced.
evo’s penultimate track evening

of the year gaveme a chance to
rectify the situation. I’d wanted to
test theMX-5’s new Dunlop Sport
BluResponse tyres in amore taxing
arena thanmy 14-mile commute,
and the fast sweepers of Bedford
Autodromewere ripe for the task.

At this point I have tomake a
chronology apology: the Garage Star
door bushingsmentioned in evo 214
hadn’t been fitted before the track
evening. As such, I’m unable to tell
you whether they’re as effective on
track as they are on the road.

Thankfully, the Autodrome is a
great deal smoother than the roads
around it, but it transpired that I had
plenty of other things to concentrate
on. The first was the alarming rate at
which themiddle pedal lengthened
during the evening. The SouthWest
layout has a couple of heavy stops,
and it was clear that theMazda’s
anchors weren’t quite up to the task
of dragging its modest weight down
from yetmoremodest velocities.
New brakes from EBC are incoming.

The second pressing issue was
how little support the leather-
trimmed pews offered during
anythingmore than gentle cornering.
As the standardMX-5 seats also
have quite a ‘perched’ feeling, a pair
of low-slung buckets is now high on
my shopping list.

Issue three didn’t present
itself until the drive home, when I
realised just howmushy the clutch
had become. I’ve got an OEM
replacement on order from Exedy.

And the Dunlops? I’ve certainly
gotmore traction and grip than I
have power or brakes right now,
and the roadster’s inherent balance
meant wear was even across the
axles at Bedford Autodrome. It won’t
be the last time I test them on track,
and given howmuch fun it was, I
certainly plan tomake up for those
last 13 years.L
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

RECENTlyMy AlOR
Blue leon ST Cupra was
temporarily replaced with

a NevadaWhite example of lesser
spec. Why?Well, the guilty party
shall remain nameless for now, but
let’s just say onemember of the evo
team found a rather large kerb in a
supermarket car park…

While the repair work was being
carried out, I decided to jump into
our new diesel Ford Focus ST estate
long-termer. It’s a great-looking
car with stealthy paintwork and an
aggressive bodykit, and heading off
for a weekend away, I realised just
how relaxing the driving experience
can be in Ford’s fast load-lugger.
The huge Recaro seats were

comfortable and supportive and the
economy of the 2-litre turbodiesel

four really was impressive. Sadly this
all became irrelevant when I tried
to push the Focus a little harder on
winding roads. I was surprised by
how little feel there was through the
steering wheel, and the torque-steer
created by the torque vectoring
system soon became annoying.

Back in the office onMonday
morning, I exchanged keys and
switched into the white leon ST.
Compared to the Focus it felt
uncompromised: simple in design
but strong, with ferocious power and
great feedback.

I forget sometimes that this
estate can get to 62mph in just
6.1sec (with amanual gearbox)
and tops out at 155mph. The true
gem in terms of spec is its amazing
mechanical locking diff (which is

MazdaMX-5
Ingram’s newfound

trackday fever demands
better hardware

Mazda MX-5 Mk1

Above:white Cupra
estate stood in for
Parrott’s snazzier blue
example thismonth
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Dateacquired May2015
Totalmileage 10,033

Mileagethismonth 99
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth n/a

SEAT leonSTCupra 280
Absencemakes the heart grow fonder for Parrott
and his indecently quick Spanish estate

R

B

also found on Performance Pack-
equipped Golf GTIs). The way this
front-wheel-drive estate explodes
in a straight line is astonishing
and owes a lot to that diff, which
provides huge levels of traction. But
sadly it doesn’t help you avoid high
kerbs in supermarket car parks.L
Aston Parrott (@AstonParrott)

Dateacquired February 2015
Totalmileage 93,097

Mileagethismonth 128
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 28.6

SEAT Leon ST Cupra 280

BElIEvE IT OR NOT, uNTIl
recently I had never
taken one ofmy own cars

on track. Granted, I’ve only ever
owned three vehicles that wouldn’t
be completely embarrassing at a
trackday, and two of those have
beenMX-5s, but in nearly 13 years
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To drive, the Maserati remains
a thing of beauty, with just the
right balance of elegance and
performance. Indeed, it’s the
GranCabrio that normally gets the
call to provide transport for more
formal events and evenings out. The
only downside so far has been the
diminutive boot. If it were a bit larger,
the car would be used for all the
airport runs. Nonetheless, given its

performance to date, theMaserati
GranCabrio will be with us for quite
some time.L
Secret Supercar Owner
(@SupercarOwner)

ReMeMbeR The paIR of
Sparco R100 sports seats
I bought in evo 213?Well,

I’ve already sold the driver’s side
one because, lovely as it was, when
combinedwith the oMp subframes
I’d also bought it was still mounted
too high. It was as if I’d switched a
bar stool for a desk chair, when what
I wanted was a proper Clio Cup race
car experience. Time for a bucket.

Demon Tweeks confirmed that
a Sparco Sprint bucket seat would
be perfect for my needs – and is a
similar size to the R100, so I don’t
need to change the passenger
seat again. Meanwhile, a search on
cliosport.net ledme to the lowest
Mk2 Clio seat subframes available
(‘VbD X-Low’, if you’re interested).
fast-forward through delivery

and fitting, and finally my eyeline is
where I want it to be – just over the
steering wheel and along the bonnet.
I now feel like I’m sitting in the car
rather than on it, and the effects are
remarkable. Suddenly I can feel what
the car is doing asmuch through

my backside asmy fingertips, so
I’m better equipped to predict any
movements rather than just reacting
to them. plus, I can now engage third
gear without leaning forward, and
it just feels somuchmore natural
to work an upright steering wheel
rather than one tilted at 40 degrees
(raising the wheel also flattens it).

admittedly, it’s not completely
perfect –my legs are ever-so-slightly
more cramped – but overall things
aremuch improved. and for anyone
wondering how I solved the issue
ofmountingmy standard seatbelt
clips onto the subframe, search ebay
for a ‘classic car seatbelt buckle
bracket’.L
Sam Sheehan
(@evoSamSheehan)

MaseratiGranCabrio Sport
Dark skies overhead? Choose your spot
in the drop-top Italian GT wisely…

Maserati GranCabrio Sport

Dateacquired May2011
Totalmileage 115,122

Mileagethismonth 499
Coststhismonth £160.20 seat,

£35 seatmounts,
£130 subframes

mpgthismonth 32.6

Renaultsport Clio 182
our staff writer’s hunt for the perfect hot-hatch
driving position ends in a bucket

R

The GRaNCabRIo SpoRT
has been with us a year.
During that time it has

covered a rather modest 1005miles
–mostly city and weekend duties. as
it belongs tomy far better and fairer
half, it is her hectic travel schedule
that has beenmostly responsible for
the limitedmileage.
other than adding 2 psi of air to

each tyre, we have not had to do a
thing to the car except add petrol
and wash it. Indeed, theMaserati
has been 100 per cent reliable. We
haven’t even had the ferrari-esque
warning lights that appear and then,
just asmysteriously, disappear. In
fact, the only negative has been
aminor ding on the driver’s door,
picked up in a car park.

Despite themeagremileage,

theMaserati recently provided a
great lesson in aerodynamic drag
and airflow.Wewere coming back
from lunch, with two friends sitting
comfortably in the back seats. as it
had been sunny, the roof was down
andwewere cruising back to the
city on the highway. Then with little
warning the heavens opened and the
sunshine became quite… liquidy.

Initially I slowed andwe started
to get a bit wet. Then I remembered
a similar experience inmy ferrari
f50 years ago, where I sped up
and used the windscreen as a
moving umbrella. for the front-seat
passengers in theMaserati, this
same approach worked well and
we stayedmostly dry. for those in
the back? Not somuch. They were
drenched from the shoulders up.

T

Dateacquired November 2014
Totalmileage 1005

Mileagethismonth 45
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 15.0

Renaultsport Clio 182
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anything other than brilliant at the
job? Nope. The Sport just gets on
with it, quitemagnificently.

The suspension certainly got
a hammering on some extremely
challenging roads. The Sport is fitted
with four-corner air suspension and
‘Adaptive Dynamics’, whichmonitors
damping pressure (500 times a
second if you really want to know)
and adapts accordingly. In practice,
the Sport stays impressively
composed and flat, even when
stuffedwith 300kg of passengers
and camera kit. Switching to
Dynamicmode and selecting
manual shift gives you a little more
information from the chassis, but
crucially doesn’t turn the car into a

ANoThermoNThof
long road trips for the ’rok
and another journey into

the Continent. first stop… Paris, for
a wedding, where the faithful pickup
was used to ferry guests back and
forth to the reception. I was a little
concerned that themassive truck
would struggle in the tiny streets of
Paris, but not at all. In fact we didn’t
even have trouble parking.
After the wedding we headed to

Amsterdam for a couple of days,
the Amarok performing brilliantly
on the long, boringmotorways
across france, Belgium and into the
Netherlands. And after a fun-filled
weekend it was back to the UK via

the eurotunnel. All very impressive.
It’s not all good news, though.

Back in London I returned to the
pickup to find that someone had
smashed the rear driver’s side
window. Thankfully I hadn’t left
anything in there worth stealing.
my suit from the wedding was still
on the back seats, covered in glass:
obviously not worth nicking unless
they were fans of skinny trousers.
I was pretty upset that a stranger

could quite casually ruin someone’s
day by smashing a car window for
what seemed like no purpose at
all. I did the whole cardboard-box-
and-gaffer-tape fix to saveme from
awind-buffeting nightmare of a

RangeRover
Sport SDV8

five thousandmiles in a
month are shrugged off

Range Rover Sport SDV8

Left: improvised
repairs after a
baffling break-in

Volkswagen Amarok
Amonth of highs and lows for the big truck, with
another epic road trip and amysterious break-in

A

journey to the office. It worked really
well, if I say somyself.
It was only when the ’rok went

back to VW for repair that it became
apparent that the criminals had
another motive for breaking in. The
nice chap at VW rang to inform
me the spare wheel wasmissing
from the underside of the truck.
It turns out that the toolkit is
located beneath the seat next to
the driver’s side rear window, and
they would have needed the tools
to get the spare wheel off. So these

were proper criminals and not just
drunkards smashing cars up after
a night out. I can only think thatmy
wheel is rolling around on another
Amarok, whichmakesme sad, but at
least the crime is solved. L
Sam Riley (@samgriley)

Dateacquired June 2015
Totalmileage 26,055

Mileagethismonth 4928
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 28.0

Volkswagen Amarok

two-ton skateboard that wants to
bounce you into a loch.
Inevitably, the brakes will need to

be checked soon. The Sport’s four-
piston opposed-caliper front discs
rarely grumble – but I think we’ve
treated them to about three years’
worth of stopping in just 11 months,
so for peace ofmind I’m going to
take it to Guy Salmon Land rover in
Northampton for a check-up soon.

The Sport wasn’t entirely
unscathed by its eCoty exploits.
A cut was found in the sidewall of
the right front tyre on its return
from Scotland, similar to one we
found after a trip to northWales
recently. I have a suspicion that
drivers get lulled into a false sense of

security and treat the Continental
CrossContact tyres like off-road
rubber, driving up kerbs and rocks
too quickly. They are a relatively
shallow (for an SUV tyre) 40 profile,
whichmakesme think they are
getting pinched between the wheel
and kerbs/rocks if you don’t take
care over your approach angle.

one last thing to report this
month – fuel consumption has
increased. Leadfoot photographer
Dean Smith has left the average
reading on 28, down frommy usual
30mpg. Still impressive, considering
the V8 diesel’s torque and pace, and
the wide throttle openings it was
treated to on eCoty.L
Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

The rANGe roVer
continues to be an
extraordinary, all-weather,

all-condition luxury load-lugger for
me and the evo crew. This month
it took on eCoty – chasing all
manner of performance cars around
Scotland, loaded to the brimwith
photographic kit and people. And
did it miss a beat, trip up or prove

T

Dateacquired march 2015
Totalmileage 11,433

Mileagethismonth 2101
Coststhismonth £109.30window,

£374 sparewheel
mpgthismonth 31.1
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The 1971 film LeManswas, and still is,
probably the most accurate depiction
of the experiences of a ’70s Le Mans
racing driver. But while the movie has
become an enthusiast’s favourite, it
does little to reveal the immense strain
the production had on the personal life
of its star, Steve McQueen.

Packed with original clips,
previously unseen archive footage and
commentary from McQueen’s closest
family and friends, SteveMcQueen: The
Man& LeMans takes us for a behind-
the-scenes look at the movie McQueen
sacrificed almost everything for – one he
cared about more than any other.

While LeMans failed to capture the
imagination of audiences in the ’70s,
we expect this revealing feature-
documentary to ignite passion in both
motorsport and film lovers of 2015. One
not to miss out on. SS

Behind the legions of diesel-powered
superminis, Braille-based parking
techniques and endless autoroutes,
the French hide a passion for cars to
match any other nation in Europe.

This guide, by Julian Parish, is the
best way to find it. Inside are details
of dozens of car museums, shows,
circuits and races. I visited several
museums mentioned in the book
on my recent holiday – including

the 400-strong car collection at
Mulhouse and Peugeot’s quaint
museum at Sochaux – that I’d never
have known about otherwise.

There are addresses, contact
details, opening times and a
description for each entry. Well worth
stashing in your glovebox, whether
you’re on a road trip or simply wish to
add activities to a family holiday.
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

Tried & Tested The best motoring products, put
through their paces by the evo team

Infrared pyrometers are among
the fastest ways to take surface
temperature readings. The best systems
are perfect for measuring brake-disc
temps, and that’s exactly what we
used this Longacre item for during our
carbon-ceramic versus cast-iron brake
test in evo 206.

Rather than risk burnt figures, the
digital pyrometer enabled us to simply
point and shoot the laser at smoking-

hot brake discs. A temperature reading
(shown in either degrees Celsius or
Fahrenheit) displayed immediately.

To our surprise, the carbon-ceramic
discs proved too hot for the Longacre
to read – this system can only measure
up to 600C – but outside the world
of carbon brake testing, Longacre’s
pyrometer is ideally suited to monitoring
component temperatures.
Sam Sheehan (@evoSamSheehan)

Sir Stirling Moss’sMyRacing Life looks
back on an unforgettable 14 years of
racing filled with dominance, danger and
drama. With 325 photographs – some
previously unpublished – there are few
better ways to remember the natural
speed, intelligence and passion of one of
Britain’s best-ever racers.

Moss’s comments for each image
provide an insightful narrative. He vividly
recalls the details of classic races and
rivalries, as well as friendships with the
likes of Fangio and Mike Hawthorn.

This hardback book is a stunning work
of art and a must-have for diehard 20th-
century motorsport fans. SS

FRANCE: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR CAR ENTHUSIASTS
£14.99 veloce.co.uk

STIRLING MOSS: MY RACING LIFE
£50 evropublishing.com

LONGACRE INFRARED LASER DIGITAL PYROMETER
£52 gprdirect.com

STEVE McQUEEN: THE MAN & LE MANS
£ varies In cinemas 20 November

speed, intelligence and passion of one of 
Britain’s best-ever racers.







T HERE’S NO MISTAKING A GENUINE SUPERCAR.
You’ll know it from the volatile cocktail of adrenalin
and anxiety fizzing around your body when you’re

about to purchase your first one. But before enthusiasm
blinds you completely to rational advice, what car should
you buy, from whom, and how?

Let’s take a cross-section of typical ‘junior’ supercars up
to 15 years old. Older examples might be the Aston Martin
Vanquish and Ferrari 360 Modena, then moving on to the
Lamborghini Gallardo and Porsche 997.1 Turbo. A bit newer
still and there’s Audi’s sublime R8 and the Mercedes SLS
AMG to consider. All great cars, with differing appeal: the
Aston is a potentially temperamental but classic GT, the
Italians the archetypal supercars, the hardy but ferocious
Porsche is more useable and the Audi and SLS combine
elements of them all.

L ive the dream for
the pr ice of a new

BMW M3, but beware
expens ive p i t fa l l s

by Adam Towler
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One man used to setting people
on the path to supercar ownership
is John Graeme at Redline Specialist
Cars. ‘For me, the R8 is the one – it’s
the best “first supercar”,’ he says.
‘People have confidence in it because
it’s an Audi. They’re easy to run, and
easy to sell, whether a £40,000 V8
or a £70,000 V10 Spyder. Typically,
customers look at mainstream
supercars from 2008-2010, and often
look to buy with financing: £25,000
down with £40,000 on a balloon
deal [i.e. with a larger payment
at the end of the loan period] and
£1000 a month. The Ferrari F430 is
probably the best investment, and
apart from two or three things that

can go wrong, they’re bulletproof.
Colour, mileage and provenance –
all these things are relevant now. A
dealer should be asking you the right
questions, and answering yours. Are
they interested in what you’ll use the
car for, and would they buy the car
back from you down the line?

Buckinghamshire-based BHP
Motorsport also retails a broad range
of used supercars, and services
them too. Neil Panniker remarks:
‘If you’ve never had a supercar,
I’d go for something German –
especially if you’re going to use it
every day: an Audi R8 or 911 Turbo.
However, many inevitably go on to a
Lamborghini or Ferrari. Ask yourself

first what you want the car for: is it
the attention, a weekend blast, or the
social side of ownership?

‘With the Italians, I’d put £5000
a year aside for “just in case”
maintenance. Don’t try and save a
few grand on the purchase price:
usually those cars end up costing
four times that to put right. Any
supercar out of warranty can be
very expensive to run at a main
dealer, so where we find things
that are ridiculously expensive,
we manufacture our own, such as
wishbones for Lamborghinis. We
find half of buyers are using finance,
but the affordability tests are much
harder than they were. We’ve been
through all the warranty companies
and I have to say they’re not worth it,
so we offer our own after a thorough
check-over and report.’

‘Buy something you love, not
something to make money,’ says
Rob Johnson at Classic and Sports
Finance, which funded £32million
of cars last year. ‘Be wary of advice
on investment potential, and buy
the best car you can from a reputable
specialist – they’re not always the
most expensive. Lots of people are
buying poor-quality cars at the
moment, or left-hand drive, and they
can vary massively in quality and
price. From a financial perspective,
you’ve got to go into it already
thinking about your exit. You can
borrow up to five years, straight
repayment or balloon; lenders love it
as the cars tend not to depreciate and
the borrowers are good people – in
their 40s, the kids have left, and they

‘With the
Italians, put
£5000 a year
aside for
maintenance,
just in case’

NOW BUY ONE

Aclassy 360first registered in 2000,
finished inArgentoNürburgring rather

than the ubiquitous red. It’s a paddleshift
car (mostwere)with a black leather

interior, the ‘Challenge’ grille at the rear and
17,800miles on the clock.

Nodoubt about it, silver showsoff the
lines of the original Gallardo to supreme
effect. This 2007 e-gear coupe has

travelled just 6000miles under oneowner.
Spec includes satnav, heated seats and a
transparent engine cover for theV10.

A beautiful early R8 from2007, in dark grey
metallic andwith a black leather interior.
Its 33,600miles should be no sweat for
anR8, and the exposed gate betrays the
fact that this car is a desirablemanual

example. At this price,massively tempting.

The archetypal 997 Turbo: Basalt Black
with black leather inside. Thankfully, this
one ismanual, which is vastly preferable to
the Tiptronic auto. This 2007 car features
theSport Chronooption,which increases

the available torque onoverboost.

FERRARI
360 MODENA F1

£59,995

LAMBORGHINI
GALLARDO E-GEAR

£79,950

AUDI
R8 4.2 V8
£46,900

PORSCHE
997.1 TURBO

£49,990
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look after the cars. It’s easy to do, but
make sure you get the right advice.’

An ideal case study is our featured
‘I bought one’ owner, Richard Danby
(right). His story starts like many:
‘I’ve always loved cars, and thought
the time was right. I had a spare
£1500-or-so a month. Would that get
me a car? Could I afford to run it?’

Richard settled on a Gallardo
having carefully considered his
options. ‘I saved up a deposit of
£25,000, partly by selling my Range
Rover. I borrowed £50,000 over five
years, which works out at £1000 per
month, of which £200 is interest.
I then looked at the servicing, and
somewhere like BHP does a lot of
preventative maintenance to make
it reliable. Authorised Lamborghini
servicing outfits are half the price
of main dealers, with £500 and
£1000 for a minor and major service
respectively. My insurance is £800 for
the year, for 4000 miles.

‘I decided I need to keep the car
for a minimum of two years; my
interest payments will be £4800 for
that period and I reckon the car will
cost me £12,000 for the two years.
That’s less than the depreciation on
something like a new Audi A6!

‘I’ve factored in the dealer’s margin
when I come to sell, but given the
previous owner lost £60,000 in
depreciation alone, it’s comforting
that it won’t lose any more money
during this time.

‘I wouldn’t class myself as rich: I
could just spare the £1500 a month
and had the deposit. The longer I
keep the car, the more cost effective
it’ll be.’

LamborghiniGallardoSpyder
‘I looked at R8s,whichwere half the price,
but forme they’re notquite a supercar and
are still depreciating. At £75k, I think this
Gallardo is at the bottomof its depreciation
curve. I can’t help laughing every time I drive
it and I’mgetting used to the attention–
even apolicemangaveme the thumbsup.’

‘ I BOUGHT ONE’
RICHARD DANBY
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RedlineSpecialistCars
‘Buyers tend to spend£50,000 to£70,000
on their first supercar. I’d say the 360
Modena is a bit old; go for the F430. I’d add
theMaserati GranTurismo to the list, and
while the oldVanquish ismore of a classic,
I’d consider theDB9andDBS. At the topof
themarket, the 991 TurboS is really hot.’

THE SPECIALIST
JOHN GRAEME

As tempting as it is to have the keys to a
355orGallardo, it’s Audi’s R8 thatwould
getmymoney. Its usability holds big
appeal, but so toodo its looks (subjective,
I know), rev-hungry V8,manual ’box and
mid-enginedbalance, and the fact that it’s
a supercar that doesn’t appear to attract
unwanted attention.

EVO ROAD TESTER
STUART GALLAGHER

OPINION

As a per formance car specia l ist who
serv ices and restores cars , John is
idea l ly p laced to give an overv iew on
the rea l i ty of supercar ownership.

Perhaps surpr is ing ly, he’s a big
Ferrar i 360 Modena fan, but sl ight ly
wary of the R8 and Lambo: ‘Go on
Eurospares’ website and compare
the parts pr ices – you’l l be amazed!
A clutch is £1000 for a 360, and the
re lease bear ing £350; for a Gal lardo
they ’re both £2000. It only costs
£400 to change the belts on a 360,
and the engine doesn’t even need
to come out. And don’t worry about
mi les on a Ferrar i i f you want to dr ive
it . I ’d rather have a sorted high-mi ler
than one that doesn’t get used;

they ’re usual ly the better cars .
‘The SLS is bul letproof, the AMG

engine and ’box rare ly g ive problems.
Watch for leaves and debr is rott ing
out the front radiators in the nose of
a 911 – when we replace them we f it
mesh to stop it happening again . Coi l
packs can fa i l on them, too. Any of
these cars should be checked over by
a specia l ist before buy ing . It might
cost £500 but it could save you
thousands in the long run .’

John ra ises other interest ing
points: ‘You’ve got to be conscious
of the attention you’l l get with a
supercar l ike a Lamborghin i . You’l l
a lso need to plan your route and
consider where you’re going to park .’

SUMMARY

Pick the right car, distance yourself
from depreciation and, with an
appropriate finance deal, a modern-
era supercar can be within reach.
It’s clear that those who do their
homework emerge as winners,
and those who don’t face alarming
pitfalls. If finance is essential, go
to someone who really knows the
market: it’s easy to be sucked in by
empty promises and quickly find
yourself with too many refusals on
your credit history. Research the car
you want and buy from a reputable
specialist: it’s in their interest to keep
you happy for repeat business.

NEW BUYING
REGULATIONS HELP
CONSUMERS
The new Consumer Rights
Act, which came into force
on October 1 , rep laces
the Sale of Goods Act and
tightens up the r ights for
buyers of second-hand
cars . It means that i f a
fault ar ises af ter buy ing a
used car f rom a dealer, you
now have 30 days to reject
it for a repair, rep lacement
of fu l l refund.

GOLF STAYS ON TOP
Despite the ongoing diesel
cr is is at Volkswagen, the
Golf remained top of the
new-car sa les charts in
Europe for September. The
fu l l ef fects of the emissions
scandal are yet to be seen,
but a fa l l ing share pr ice, the
potentia l for huge f ines and
a recal l af fect ing over 8.5m
cars in Europe alone mean
that the wor ld’s largest car
manufacturer faces a tough
recovery.

FERRARI FLOATS ON
THE STOCK MARKET
Ferrar i ’s healthy share pr ice
of $52 put the company ’s
va lue at around $9.8bi l l ion
ahead of its debut on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Dur ing its f i rst day a spike
in interest br ief ly pushed
the share pr ice to around
$60. Parent company Fiat
has sold around 10 per cent
of its stake in Ferrar i to
ra ise money for a new f ive-
year growth plan .

JOHN GREATOREX
GT CARS

gtcarslimited.co.uk 01925262800
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T HREE DISPARATE WAYS TO
spend £10k on a performance car:
one with a driven front axle, one with

a driven rear axle, and one with both axles
deploying the engine’s exertions. Each offers
a different slant on ‘the thrill’.

The Mini has arguably the most
sophisticated image, and the response of its
1.6-litre engine gives it great performance. It
can feel a bit too grown up, though.

The Mazda can’t live with the Mini’s
performance, but perhaps offers greater
involvement. The Mk3 MX-5 wasn’t perfect at
first, but is a higher-quality proposition than
its forebears, and responds well to tuning.

Finally, the ‘Hawkeye’ Impreza was the
last hurrah for the classic Subaru saloon. The
EJ25 engine doesn’t enjoy the best reputation
for reliability, but even by modern standards
it’s a potent device.

In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbocharged

181bhp @ 5500rpm

192lb ft @ 1700rpm

1205kg

6.9sec (claimed)

142mph (claimed)

In-line 4-cyl, 1999cc

158bhp @ 6700rpm

139lb ft @ 5000rpm

1098kg

7.9sec (claimed)

138mph (claimed)

Flat-four, 2457cc, turbocharged

276bhp @ 6000rpm

289lb ft @ 4000rpm

1495kg

5.3sec

158mph

Engine

Power

Torque

Weight

0-62mph

Top speed

evo rating

MINI COOPER S (R56) MAZDA MX-5 Mk3 SUBARU WRX STI UK 2.5

by Adam Towler

USED RIVALS:
SUB-£10,000
DRIVERS’ CARS

‘MyCooper S had an appalling dual-mass flywheel
and the clutchwent after 12,000miles. It cost £1600
toput right. The leather on the seatswas very poor,
too. However, itwas awesome todrive – it didn’t kick
andbounce like theR53, andwasmore neutral. The
instant powerwas another plus.’ David Young

‘I’d hadMGBs, but thendrove a friend’sMX-5 and
loved it. I bought an ex-demoRoadster Coupewith
3000miles and I’m struggling to findany reason for
complaint. I’ve fitted a Larini exhaust and remapped
it: now there’smore torque lowdownand it drives
superbly onGaz suspension.’ Brian Adams

‘I’ve hadmy “wide-track” TypeUK for sevenmonths
and I absolutely love it. I get 17-18mpg, but thenmine
does have 386bhp…The suspension has a tendency
to goout of alignment, and it chews through rear
tyres. You can’t be reluctant to spendmoney on it,
and I change the oil everymonth.’ Ben Gluyas

‘ I BOUGHT
ONE’

‘Carbonbuild-upon theback of the inlet valves
leads to rough idling and lack of power. It’s theDFI
systemnot cleaning them, and canbemadeworse
by short journeys andoverfilling the enginewith oil.
The headhas to comeoffand the valves replaced,
which is expensive –£1200. Therewas also abig
recall with rattling timing chains on cold-start and
watchout for high-pressure fuel pumps failing.’

James Sutton, minispeed.co.uk

‘Both the 1.8 and 2-litre engines tend toburn oil,
andpeople run themout because they don’t check
the level –we’re rebuilding one now. Rust-wise
they’re generally good,with a lot less corrosion
than theMk2models. Anti-roll bars and coil springs
canbreak, andmake sure thedrain holes by the
rearwheels don’t block, or the cabinwill fill up
withwater.’

Mark Fryer, freelancemazda.co.uk

‘The 2.5-litre engines have an issuewith their
pistons: they’re hypereutectic and if the car isn’t
run on superunleaded fuel the ringlands canbreak,
letting the oil go and taking the crankwith them. The
engines suffer fromhead-gasket failures, too, if not
properlymaintained. However, the six-speed ’boxes
are bombproof. The dampers can knock, butwe
have afix, and thebrakes are the usual Brembo.’

Kevin Knight, scoobyclinic.com

RUNNING
COSTS

2009 £9650
Sytner Mini, Coventry
A 46,000-mile Cooper S in
a stealthy all-black colour
scheme. With 17in ‘Flame’
alloys and the Chili Pack.

2009 £9500
McCarthy Cars, London
An early ‘Mk3.5’ model, this
Roadster Coupe is finished in
metallic silver and has a FSH
with one owner since new.

2006 £8995
TomHarvey Sports Cars
A 2006 STI in silver-grey
with an engine rebuild that
has included strengthening.
Mileage is 79,000.

EXAMPLES

EVO
CHOICE All three choices areevo favourites, and at some

point an example of each has been runon the
magazine’s Fast Fleet.Whichwouldwego for as
a used example?There havebeenbetter Impreza
Turbos, but this generation of Scooby has big
appeal. Its 2.5-litremotor isn’t as charismatic or

strong as its smaller 2-litre predecessor, but it still
punches theWRXout of corners anddown straights
like fewothers for themoney. It’s themost focused
car andour choice. TheMini is a great entry point
intoevo car ownership. Its front-drive chassis is
predictablewithout being boring, the turbocharged

engine delivers strongperformance (and is ripe
for tuning) and there’s a strong aftercare and
aftermarket network. It’s a similar story for the
MX-5. It’s the least exciting of this trio, but like
its competitors here it respondswell to the
aftermarket tuning options available.
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EJ25 engine doesn’t enjoy the best reputation 
for reliability, but even by modern standards 
it’s a potent device.

Flat-four, 2457cc, turbocharged 

SUBARU WRX STI UK 2.5



From Do lomite to E l i se , an evo
reader lays out an ownersh ip
h is to r y chock-fu l l o f charac te r

BUYING
JOURNEY

A long-term reader
of evo and also of its
spir i tua l predecessor,
Performance Car,
John has owned some
crack ing per formance
cars . His journey to
his current stable
of El ise and Golf R
began, as for many
of us , with optimism
and inventiveness:
the 1500cc Dol ly
was f itted out with
a twin-carb Spit f i re
engine (Tr iumph, not
Mer l in , obv iously)
for more ror t and
rumbustiousness .

Th ings rea l ly got
interest ing when
he commenced his
re lat ionship with
Renault , star t ing with
the great-grandfather
of Renaultsport Cl ios ,
the 5 Gordin i . Phase
1 and 2 Renault 5 GT
Turbos fo l lowed dur ing
the golden era of the

hot hatch , with John
happy to admit he
became addicted to
their turbocharged
shove. The second 5
arr ived in 1989, as the
market reached its
zenith , but l ike a lot of
buyers by the mid-’90s ,
John had migrated to
the coupe market , and
jo ined those f lock ing
to Fiat ’s g lamorous
coupe. Although best
remembered today for
the warbl ing f ive-
cy l inder der ivat ive, the
ear l ier, 2- l i tre four-pot
car was sti l l a rapid
machine.

The purchase of one
of the last ‘c lassic’
Impreza Turbos in 2001
a lso boosts John’s evo
credentia ls , whi le h is
Golf R now combines
the pace of the Impreza
with the inter ior bui ld-
qual i ty of h is prev ious
Audi A3 V6.

evo view

JOHN DAY
LINCOLN
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What’s
next?
‘My immediate plan is
to get to know the R.
I ’ve just taken ear ly
ret i rement, so I ’m
look ing forward to
doing more mi les in
the El ise , too. Money
no object , I ’d get a
Lamborghin i . I drove a
Gal lardo on track once
and it was an awesome
exper ience, and I had
a poster of a Miura on
my wal l as a k id .’

Tip
Getting itchy feet with
the Lotus yet , John?
How about a Porsche
Boxster Spyder?

‘ In 1996 I bought the Fiat .
The Pin infar ina sty l ing
was stunning , and with
almost 200bhp and front-
wheel dr ive, the tyres had
a short but happy l i fe .’

6th

‘Not my f i rst car, but
my f i rst evo car. Not
that the phrase had
been coined back
then. Looked l ike a
Spr int; wasn’t .’

1st Triumph Dolomite
1500HL

‘Bought In 1984. Great
a l loy wheels , a f ive-
speed gearbox and
92bhp!’

2nd Renault 5
Gordini

Fiat Coupe 16v
Turbo

‘ In 2009 I decided to buy
a weekend toy – a great
decis ion! Such a pure
dr iv ing exper ience, I ’d
never had a car that made
me laugh out loud. St i l l
got it .’

7th Lotus
Elise S2

Now with an El ise as his
weekend car (see r ight),
John has st i l l had some
impressive dai ly dr ivers ,
the latest a Golf R. ‘A
fantast ic car – posit ive ly
bal l ist ic ,’ he says .

10th VW Mk7
Golf R

5th Renault
19 16v

9th Audi A3
3.2 V6

4th Renault 5 GT
Turbo (Ph2)

8th Subaru
Impreza Turbo

3rd Renault 5 GT
Turbo (Ph1)
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I t captures the essence of
the or ig ina l M3 and pr ices
now star t be low £20k
by Peter Tomalin

BUYING GUIDE:
BMW M135i

2012-PRESENT

ENGINE &
TRANSMISSION
Jason Barker of BMW
specialist Birds Garage
is our guide to the
M135i and can’t speak
too highly of it. ‘The
previous, N54 twin-
turbo straight-six
suffers a number of
issues – fuel pumps,
coil packs, spark plugs,
rattly wastegates,’
he says. ‘The N55 in
the M135i, with the
twin-scroll turbo, is a
complete contrast. In

our experience, and
it is sti l l early days,
they’ve been utterly
bombproof. We’ve seen
them with up to 40,000
miles and we haven’t
had a single mechanical
problem with them.’
Practically all M135is
were also purchased
new with BMW’s
five-year/60,000-
mile service package,
which is transferrable,
so that’s worth
checking for.

Both the eight-
speed ZF auto and

six-speed Getrag
manual are well-proven
and extremely robust
units. Don’t be alarmed
if the manual shift is
sl ightly baulky – it has
never been the lightest
or smoothest-shifting
gearbox, which is one
reason why most M135i
buyers opt for the auto.
There was no limited-
slip dif f option from
BMW, but aftermarket
conversions are
available. Birds Auto
will f it a Quaife unit
for around £2000. This

is worth considering,
especially if you plan
to attend the odd
trackday.

SUSPENSION,
STEERING &
BRAKES
‘They’re all on 18-inch
alloys, which is good,’
says Jason. ‘None of
this 20-inch nonsense
with ultra-low-profi le
tyres! That said, we
find a lot of wheels
have to be straightened
when they go for a

refurb. Perhaps it’s our
roads, but the M135i
does seem to suffer a
bit from bent wheels.
Any vibration is l ikely to
be a slightly bent rim.

‘Driven
enthusiastically, they
waltz through tyres, so
check how much meat
is left, and not just the
rears – without a dif f
and with the traction
control on, they’re set
up to understeer, so
the fronts are just as
likely to wear. There
are two tyre options

from the factory. The
Bridgestone S001
runflat is much better
than the old RE050A,
which was epically
bad, but try and find
one with Michelin Pilot
Super Sports. From a
performance-driving
point of view they’re
the one to go for.

‘The adaptive
suspension option has
just two positions on
the M135i and I don’t
think it makes a lot of
dif ference. Far better
to get the car on the
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ONCE UPON A TIME, WHEN LIFE WAS
simpler, the letter M was reserved for a
handful of very special cars: the products

of BMW’s hallowed Motorsport division. These
days you could be forgiven for thinking that M
stands for marketing. You can even get an M logo
on a set of floor mats. So where does that leave the
M135i? Not a full-blown M-car like the M3, 4, 5 or 6
(or, for that matter, the 1M Coupe that it effectively
replaced), it was launched under the umbrella of
‘M Performance’. Yet it had more than enough M
magic and all-round ability to win rave notices,
and with the earliest examples now around three
years old, it’s a good time to assess this versatile
and rapid hatch as a used buy.

Based on the second-generation (F20) 1-series,

the M135i arrived in 2012. It came with a 316bhp
version of the new ‘N55’ 3-litre turbocharged
straight-six. This had a single twin-scroll turbo
where its predecessor, the N54, used twin blowers.
It also introduced Bosch solenoid-type direct
injection and Valvetronic variable valve lift. In the
M135i it drove the rear wheels via a conventional
six-speed manual or an eight-speed auto with
paddleshift, the latter soon proving the more
popular option since it offered greater performance
and economy, as well as snappier changes.

Effective stability control meant the M135i
could be as secure or (in Sport Plus mode) as
playful as you chose. There was no limited-slip
diff, but the suspension was tuned by M division –
among the options were adaptive dampers for an

extra £515 – while unique twin-spoke 18in alloys
were standard. It was a fine all-rounder. If it lacked
a little of the challenge and reward of the very best
M-cars, it was quick, accomplished, practical, and
– at a whisker under £30,000 for a basic three-door
manual – a bit of a bargain too.

In spring 2015 there was a mild facelift to
sharpen the looks. At the same time peak power
rose slightly to 321bhp and, among a number of
detail improvements, both gearboxes were further
fettled to good effect. The basic price was now
up to £31,325 but the car was still fine value (in
reality many cars were highly specced and often
topped £40,000). Today you can pick up an early
M135i with plenty of toys for as little as £20,000.
Here’s what you need to know.

Market
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0-62mph

5.1SEC

In-line 6-cyl, 2979cc,
turbo

316bhp @ 5800rpm

332lb ft @ 1400-4500rpm

Six-speed manual, rear-
wheel drive

1425kg

225bhp/ton

5.1sec (claimed)

155mph (limited)

£29,995 (2012)

Engine

Max power

Max torque

Transmission

Weight

Power-to-
weight

0-62mph

Top speed

Price new

BMW M135i

Condition-based
servicing

£632

£288

£89.89

Recommended
intervals

Large oil
service

Oil and
microfilter

Brake fluid

(Prices from elmscambridgebmw.co.uk ,
including VAT. However, note that M135i
servicing up to five years/60,000 miles is
typically covered by BMW’s transferrable
‘Service Inclusive’ package)

servicing

£108.04 front, £137.31
rear (Michelin Pilot
Super Sport)

£159.56

£25.16

£376

£413

£428.26

£152.48

Tyres (each)

Front pads
(set)

Wear
sensors

Front discs
(pair)

Alloy wheel
(front, 18in)

Clutch kit

Damper

Parts Prices
(Pr ices from elmscambridgebmw.co.uk .
Tyre pr ice from blackci rc les .com. Al l
pr ices inc lude VAT but exclude f itt ing
charges)

standard setup. Normal
suspension and Super
Sports is the way to go.
And check the brakes
front and rear – without
a dif f, the stabil ity
control uses a lot of
rear braking.’

body, interior
& electrics
It ’s far too early for
any problems with
corrosion, so you’re
checking for signs of
accident repairs such as
uneven panel gaps and

evidence of resprays.
Also check that the
dates on the headlights
correspond with the
V5C vehicle registration
certif icate.

‘The biggest problem
with the M135i,’
concludes Jason, ‘ is
the rear wiper blade.
Nearly every one that
we’ve had with more
than 12,000 miles on
the clock has had a
split rear wiper blade.
The cost to replace is
17 quid.’ You have been
warned.

UseFUL cOntacts

forums, advice, events
babybmw.net
bmwcarc lubgb.uk

sales, servicing
birdsgarage.co.uk
munich legends .co.uk

servicing, tuning
birdsauto.com

cars for sale
usedcars .bmw.co.uk
c lassicandper formancecar.com

Volkswagen golf r (Mk7)
A searing 296bhp from a four-pot 2-litre turbo,
0-62mph in 5.1sec, and a chassis to match.
Early cars are just starting to edge down to
around £25k.

Mercedes-benz a45 aMg
If you want even more power in a hatch, the
mighty Merc is for you: 355bhp and 0-62mph in
4.3sec are serious figures, but you won’t f ind
many for less than £30k.

renaultsport Mégane
There are various hot Méganes for around £20k,
including the bril l iant 265 Cup and 275 Trophy.
The Trophy-R is the GT3 RS of hatches, but a little
uncompromising (and expensive) for some.
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Major
service

£632

riVals

inforMation

Left: rear-drivemakes
M135i unique in the hot
hatch segment.Above:
‘N55’ engine has shaken
off the problems of its
twin-turbo predecessor



PETE OSBORNE

2013 M135i 5dr AUTO
£20,990

56,000miles // AlpineWhitewith
blackDakota leather //Professional
mediapack//enhancedBluetooth//

warranty to June 2016
harveycoopercars.co.uk

The cheapest examples
are ear ly cars adver t ised pr ivate ly,
sometimes for as l i t t le as £18,500.
Dealer cars star t at around £20k, and
£20k-23k gives an excel lent choice of
2012/ 13 cars .

Jason Barker says: ‘You can get a
two-year-o ld car that was £37k new
for around £23k . That ’s fantast ic
va lue for money. There’s a lso a lot on
the market , so take your t ime to f ind
your idea l spec . From a resale point of
v iew, look for cars with the auto ’box ,
Professional satnav and heated seats .’

FIRST DRIVE
‘Th ink of a car that repr ises the E30
M3’s dynamic template – compact,
l ight , n imble, rear-dr ive – but propel led
by a subl ime 3- l i tre turbo stra ight-six
that sounds as good, i f not better,
than any natura l ly aspirated six the
M div is ion has made in 40 years . With
316bhp, it ’s just 19bhp down on the
1M Coupe, and when teamed with
ZF’s f rank ly astonish ing eight-speed
auto, the 0-62 time of 4.9sec exactly
matches the 1M’s .

‘OK, the M135i is no beauty, but
the M-f lavoured aesthetic touches
make the best of a rather odd shape
and pla in inter ior. And, externa l ly,
they ’re a lmost Q-car subtle , which
makes for an amusing 20 minutes on
the Autobahn as , t ime af ter t ime, the
car rushes to its 155mph speed l imiter
once other fast-moving (but somewhat
bemused) traf f ic has been persuaded
to move over.

‘The best th ing about the BMW
M135i , though, is the gr in it puts on
your face on a twisty road. Dr ipping
with feel the electro-hydraul ic steer ing
is not but, at two turns between locks ,
i t ’s d i rect and accurate and acquires
a helpfu l meatiness with speed. With
st i f fer spr ings , dampers and bushes
and a lower r ide height , the M tweaks
work a l i t t le magic , imbuing the chassis
with a ler t responses and f ine gr ip
without tak ing too much of f the r ide.’ –
evo 173 (September 2012)
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WHAT WE SAID‘I BOUGHT ONE’

‘ I ’ve had a number of M-cars ,
inc luding an E34 M5, E36 M3
and an E46 M3, and I currently
own an E92 M3, which gets
wel l used in my role with
petro lhead.tours . I ’ve a lso had
a couple of 130is , and the M135i
seemed a natura l progression .

‘ I bought mine about seven
months ago: a f ive-door on a 63
plate. Hav ing dr iven both the
manual and the auto, I fe lt that
whi le the manual was good, the
auto real ly moved the game on.
My M3 has the DCT ’box , which
is rubbish at being an auto.
The M135i ’s ZF eight-speed,
however, is great as an auto
and just as good at manual
paddleshif t ing as the DCT.

‘ It ’s a great engine. You get
that six-cy l inder smoothness

and tota l ly l inear del ivery f rom
the twin-scro l l turbo. I usual ly
get around 30mpg , and up to
38mpg on a motorway run ,
which for a 3- l i tre petro l turbo
is remarkable.

‘Mine had done about 6000
miles when I bought it , and I ’ve
added another 4000. We use
it for a l l sor ts of journeys . It ’s
very good around town because
it ’s quite smal l . The boot isn’t
large, but you can squeeze in a
week’s shopping . L ikewise, the
rear seats are a pinch for three
adults , but OK for gett ing to a
restaurant 20 minutes away.

‘ It ’s a good compromise of
r ide and handl ing . Mine doesn’t
have the adaptive dampers , but
I don’t feel I ’m missing out. The
tract ion contro l does a pretty

good job of h id ing the fact that
there isn’t a l imited-sl ip dif f.

‘ Is i t a proper M-car? That ’s a
tr icky one. I ’d say probably not,
but I haven’t dr iven a new M3
or M4, and the cr it ic isms I ’ve
read of them could also apply
to the M135i , so perhaps th is is
just the way M-cars are going
– more ref ined, a l i t t le less
tacti le . In rea l i ty, the M135i is
every bit as fast as the E92 M3,
and it ’s quiet and comfortable .
As an al l - rounder it ’s a br i l l iant
compromise.’

IN THE CLASSIFIEDS WHAT TO PAY

Market BUYING GUIDE

2012 M135i 3dr AUTO
£21,950

33,200miles // Bluewith black
Dakota leather // Professionalmedia

pack // adaptive suspension //
HarmanKardon speakers
birdsgarage.co.uk

2013 M135i 3dr AUTO
£23,663

11,630miles // Black Sapphirewith
blackDakota leather // Professional
media pack // driver comfort pack //

heated seats // Bluetooth
stratstone.com

£?
£18k-23k

FIRST DRIVE

WHAT WE SAID



2001 Aston Martin Vanquish
Price: £64,995 I Mileage: 59,258

An extremely well presented and well maintained V12
Vanquish. Stunning in Grigio Titanium with Charcoal
and Light Grey interior. Recently benefiting from a
high quality respray and a full service from the Aston
Workshop. A great driving investment.

1989 Lamborghini Countach 25th Anniversary
Price: £269,995 I Mileage: 17,702

By far the most refined and driveable of the Countach
series, this 25th Anniversary edition has had only one
fastidious owner from new. In un-restored original
showroom condition throughout, with an excellent
service history. A rare find.

1968 Aston Martin DB6 Volante
Price: £749,995 I Mileage: 106,300

This stunning DB6 Volante was originally supplied
in the UK and has extensive and interesting history.
Converted to LHD in 2003 but could be converted back
to original configuration for a nominal cost. In excellent
condition throughout and ready to enjoy.

1968 Fiat Dino Spyder
Price: £109,995 I Mileage: 11,411

The Dino Spyder is becoming increasingly collectable.
This lovely example was imported to the UK in 1988,
has benefited from a recent specialist engine overhaul
and has been extremely well maintained. In excellent
condition and driving beautifully.

1968 ‘Italian Job’ Miura
Price: POA I Mileage: 11,800

This stunning Miura is now acknowledged to be
the actual car used in the iconic opening sequence
of the ‘The Italian Job’ – and has recently been
featured extensively in the media, including Octane.
Fantastically original and in show condition throughout.

1957 Mercedes 300SL Roadster
Price: £949,995 I Mileage: 53,300

This matching numbers early production 300SL is in
genuinely superb condition throughout, with mirror-
like paintwork and chrome. Restored to concours
standards by specialists, stunning from every angle
and great to drive.

1995 Ferrari F355 Spider LHD
Price: £74,950 I Mileage: 65,000

This desirable manual one owner LHD F335 is
attractively finished in black with black interior, a colour
scheme which suits the Spider’s crisp lines particularly
well. The car drives exactly as it should and will be sold
with a fresh cambelt service.

2005 Ferrari 575M F1 HGTC
Price: £184,995 I Mileage: 12,000

A stunning example of Ferrari’s ultra-rare 575M HGTC,
this sensational LHD thoroughbred has had one Italian
owner from new and is utterly immaculate throughout.
Full Ferrari service history and complete with all of its
original books and tools.

2012 Audi R8 GT Spyder Special Edition
Price: £124,995 I Mileage: 4,100

This stunning R8 was initially used as an Audi
demonstrator and has had only one private owner
since. One of only a handful of cars finished in satin
effect Suzuka Grey (a high cost option) this fully loaded
Special Edition has genuinely low mileage and full
service history.



‘Phase 1 Cl io 172s are gett ing old now, with high
mi leages , and many feel t i red . You’l l pay just
£500 for an average high-mi ler and up to £2000
for something nice. Pr ices are the same for both
phases of 172, but l ike-for- l ike the ear ly cars sel l
more easi ly. The exception is the 172 Cup – people
st i l l want these and sub-70k-mi les with a good
history they ’ l l se l l for £2000-3000.

‘With the 182, there’s a big var iat ion in pr ice,
with va lues from £1000 to £4500. The 182 Cup
[which had a str ipped-back spec – no xenons ,
c l imate contro l or leather] is less appeal ing than a
“ fu l l -fat” 182 with both Cup packs [suspension and
spoi lers] added. Colour is important, too. As ever,
L iquid Yel low and the blues are most desirab le .

‘The 182 Trophy is in strong demand. Buy one
with less than 45,000 mi les and ev idence of a
suspension rebui ld . These cars range from £4500
up to £9000 for the very best .

‘The ear ly Cl io 197 hasn’t done very wel l . The
gear rat ios were poor and many ’boxes have been
replaced. High-mi lers are £3000 now, but the
exception is the R27 model with the Cup chassis
and Recaros – you can pay more than £6000 for
these. The 200s have fared better. Recaro seats
and Speedl ine wheels are the key options .’

W E A R E I N A G O L D E N E R A F OR
second-hand four-cylinder Renaultsport
Clios, with prices starting from next to

nothing and loads of choice. Many of these cars
have ranked amongst evo’s favourite hot hatches
over the years, and the best news is that some are
as tough as they come. Moreover, pick the right one
and it might even make money in the long run.

Both our sales experts, Steve Murr (see ‘Expert
view’) and Mick Pittman (at servicing specialist
Diamond Motors), extol the hardiness of RS Clios.

‘The X65 Clios [172 and 182] are the best –
reliable and simple to fix,’ says Mick. ‘The cambelt
change is critical: watch for non-genuine parts and
check that all the elements are done. We charge
£550 all-in. The suspension usually needs replacing

at 80,000 miles, but that’s just about it. However,
the X85 models [197 and 200] have gremlins that
can cost. The TL4 gearbox gives issues, and while
200s are better, they’re not perfect. A gearbox
rebuild is £650 plus removal and refitting. The
brakes suffer from seized pads, so we recommend
stripping and cleaning once a year. The steering
rack and ball joints wear, exhaust manifolds crack,
and water can create havoc if the drainage holes by
the windscreen wiper are blocked.’

Both Steve and Mick cite the 172 Cup as being
one to watch, with the 182 Trophy already
appreciating. Colour and spec is particularly
important on Clios: avoid red, and while basic
Cup models are great for trackdays they are less
attractive on the used market.

Ju l ian Pr ing has owned a V8 BMW M3, a
Porsche 996 GT3 RS and a 997 GT3 among
other per formance cars , but it speaks
volumes about Renaultsport products
that h is o ld Cl io 200 and current Mégane
275 Trophy-R are amongst h is favour ites .

‘ I got chatt ing to a guy who was
spr int ing in a Cl io 197, and then went
stra ight to test dr ive a 200, which I
bought soon af ter,’ he says .

‘ I had it str ipped out, added a cage
and upgraded the brakes , and then did
trackdays al l over Europe in it . In many
ways it reminded me of my 997 GT3 – on
the r ight road it had that rea l motorsport
feel , but in a useable package.

‘ I ended up sel l ing the Cl io 200 – but
only on the basis that I could buy it
back – and got a Mégane Trophy-R;
again , new. It has a focus more l ike the
old 996 GT3 RS and a nervousness when
you’re going quick ly that I l ike . There’s
a rea l ly mechanica l fee l to it , yet being
a hatchback it ’s at a pr ice point where
you’re not afra id to use it .

‘The Mégane is dramatica l ly quicker
than the Cl io was , but I loved the way you
could dr ive the Cl io f lat-out at t imes and
always fe lt in contro l .’

Expert view
STEVE MURR, R.SPORT CARS

The French hatches that
reward commitment
by Adam Towler

MODEL FOCUS:
RENAULTSPORT
CLIO

SERIAL BUYER
JULIAN PRING
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CLIO 200
‘Ful l -fat’ with Cup
chassis & Recaros

CLIO TROPHY 182
Main-dealer FSH, in
excel lent condition

CLIO 197 R27
Based on an average
mileage for year

CLIO 182
FSH, in excel lent
condition, 40k miles

How Renaultsport Clio prices have been performing
Data supplied by Steve Murr at R.Sport Cars
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Aftermarket news

Advertise

ZENDER 4C
TheAlfa Romeo4Chas
disappointed us on road
and track. Zender’s tuning
concept doesn’t address
the car’s handling, but it
looks fantastic andoffers
more performance. A
remapboosts power to
271bhp (from237bhp)
and torque to 295lbft,
for 0-62mph in 4.3sec.
An aggressive bodykit
completes the look.

FORD FOCUS ST
MOUNTUNE
We’ve failed towarm to
the Ford FocusST,with its
unruly front axle andbusy
ride. The 2-litre engine is a
cracker, though, and that’s
the partMountune has
enhanced further – £1195
buys a larger intercooler,
dual-entry air filter and
remap to 271bhp (24bhp
upon standard).We
reviewed it inevo215.

MAZDA GLOBAL
MX-5 CUP PRICED
UScustomerswill pay
$53,000 to get behind the
wheel of the newMazda
GlobalMX-5Cup racer,
ready for the 2016Global
MX-5Cup series. The
2-litremodel is fully race-
prepared,with a roll-cage,
race-readywheels, tyres
andbrakes. Overall weight
is 952kg–nearly 100kg
less than the road car’s.

BRABUS 850
BITURBO 4x4 COUPE
Whatever you think of the
Mercedes-AMGGLE63S
Coupe, its 560lbft, twin-
turbochargedV8makes
for serene, effortless
progress. Effortless
doesn’t evenbegin to
hint at Brabus’s 1069lbft
interpretation, however.
There’s also 838bhp, for
0-62mph in 3.8sec and
200mph (limited!).

NEXT MONTH

I f you can’ t face se l l i ng your ca r, take a look at the lates t opt ions to
upgrade and improve i t ins tead by Antony Ingram

T RADITIONAL, REAR-WHEEL-DRIVE
sports cars are a hard sell these days,
and the Nissan Gripz crossover concept

presented at the Frankfurt motor show in
September suggested that Nissan could take its
Z-car philosophy in a whole new direction.

If that’s given you the impetus to hang on to your
own Z, the platform is ripe for improvement. We’d
start with the breathing: the 370Z doesn’t want for
performance, but the V6 always feels (and sounds)

a little strained. Owners rate Stillen’s exhaust
system highly (£1495 from tarmacsportz.co.uk)
– it’s tuneful, not obnoxiously loud, and Stillen
claims an 18bhp boost at the wheels. Stillen also
produces an intake kit that draws cool air from
near the radiator for a 17.5bhp gain at the wheels;
it’s £495, also from tarmacsportz.co.uk.

And with raised performance, improving your
skills might also be useful. One-to-one road and
track tuition from CAT Driver Training costs £900.

‘I took advantage of the credit crisiswhen
I bought theVantage– itwas sat in amain
dealer’s showroom in 2010, having been
registered the year before. The original
buyer backedout, so itwas used as a
demo, then sold to a customerwhoowned
it for less than sixmonths, then it returned
to the showroom for another three
months. I didn’t have towork too hard to
chip a bitmore off theprice.

‘Initially I thought I’d run the car through
the spring and summer, take abit of a hit
on its value, thenmove it on in the autumn.
Thatwasfive years ago…

‘It’s not the quickest car, but it sounds
great. It’s not the newest-looking car by
today’s standards, either, but it still looks
good tome–mycar is silverwith a red
interior and red roof – andon the right
day on the right road itmakes you feel
incredibly special.

‘Being a 2009 car, it has the larger,more
powerful 4.7-litre engine, and thankfully
the chapwhooriginally ordered it specified
the six-speedmanual gearbox.

‘Oneof the reasons I’ve hungon to
theAston is because it’s been so reliable.
Servicing isn’t toobad–amate hadaDBS
when I got theV8and suggested I should
budget £100per cylinder at each service,
and that’s proved a good yardstick so far.

‘Whydo I still have it? It’s not givenme
any reason to sell it. Each year I think about
it, then start driving itmore as the sun
comesout and forget any notion I hadof
getting rid of it. I cameclose this summer
when Iwent halveswithmybrother on
a Ferrari F355 that needed someTLC– a
lotof TLC, as it turnedout –but so far the
Roadster is safe.Maybenext summer
I’ll sell it…’

Ownan ‘evo’ car you can’t bring yourself to
sell? Email your story to eds@evo.co.uk

‘Why I kept it’SHOULD YOU KEEP IT?
OLIVER COOKE
2009 ASTON MARTIN V8
VANTAGE ROADSTER
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Nissan 370Z

To adver t ise in
evo Market contact
Laura Holloway
020 7907 6874
laura _hol loway@dennis .co.uk

ANALYSIS
Fast Fords:with a new
FocusRSaround the
corner,we look atwhich
Ford legends to buy now.

USED RIVALS
Audi RS4, BMWE46M3,
MercedesC55AMG–
three supersaloon icons,
butwhich is our pick?

MODEL FOCUS
Gallardo: a striking
Lamborghini design and a
searingV10 engine.
What’s not to like?

BUYING GUIDE
SkodaOctavia vRS:
the oft-forgotten
performance gemof the
VolkswagenGroup stable.



SOLD - SIMILAR REQUIRED

PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS 4L

SOLD - SIMILAR REQUIRED

FERRARI 458 SPECIALE

SOLD - SIMILAR REQUIRED

PORSCHE CARRERA GT

£474,995

FERRARI 599 GTO

£289,995

PORSCHE 993 TURBO S

£129,995

PORSCHE 911 GT3 RS

£349,995

PORSCHE 993 CARRERA CUP

£229,995

FERRARI 512 M

£239,995

PORSCHE 911 CARRERA 2.7 MFI

£575,000

PORSCHE CARRERA GT

£289,995

PORSCHE 911 GT2 RS

£184,995

PORSCHE 964 CARRERA RS

£479,995

FERRARI 458 SPECIALE APERTA

£289,995

FERRARI 16M SCUDERIA

£159,995

FERRARI 360 CHALLENGE STRADALE

Limited Edition and Collectable Super Car Sales

www.theoctanecollection.com
T | 01483 338 901 E | sales@theoctanecollection.com A | Bramley, Surrey







2013 Audi A6 3.0 Litre Diesel Twin Turbo, Black, High Spec, 42,000Miles........................ £29,995

2013 Audi Q5 2.0 TFSi Petrol Highline Auto, Black, 14,000Miles, Vat Qualifying........... £29,995

1979Mercedes-Benz 450 SLAuto, Met Grey, Restored Vehicle, Stunning Car................£26,995

1979Mercedes-Benz 450 SLAuto, Met Red, Checked Cloth Interior, Hard Top.............£24,995

2015Mercedes-Benz A200 Sport Auto, Met Silver, Delivery Miles, Huge Saving............£23,995

2012Mercedes-Benz C180 Petrol Coupe Sport Auto, Black, 31,000Miles............................£16,995

2012Mercedes-Benz C180 Petrol Sport Plus Auto,White, 20,000Miles...............................£17,995

2015Mercedes-Benz C200 Petrol Sport Auto, 10,000Miles, Choice of Colours..From£24,995

2014Mercedes-Benz C220Diesel Sport Auto, 11,000Miles, Choice of Colours....From£26,995

2009Mercedes-Benz CL500Auto, Silver, Leather, High Spec, 56,000Miles ....................£19,995

2012Mercedes-Benz E200 Petrol Convertible, Black, Leather, 30,000Miles.....................£21,995

2015Mercedes-Benz E220Diesel SE Auto, 9,000Miles, Choice of Colours...........From£24,995

2015Mercedes-Benz E250 Sport AMG Line Saloon Auto, Black, 9000Miles ................£26,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S350 LWBBlack, Leather, 10,000Miles, Vat Qualifying.................£49,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S350 LWB, Black, Leather, 13,000Miles, Vat Qualifying................£48,995

2014Mercedes-Benz S350 SWB, Black, Leather, 12,000Miles, Vat Qualifying................£45,995

MANY MORE CARS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Please see our website or contact us directly for further information.

We can also offer competitive rate finance, terms and conditions apply.

SALES SERVICE FINANCE

2015 Aston Martin Vanquish Volante
60th Edition Unique, 1 of 6 cars £345,000 2013BentleyContinental CoupeW12

Speed,Black,Leather,Only5,000Miles£109,995 2015 Lamborghini AventadorCoupe
LP700, Black, HighSpec, 800Miles £299,995

2014 Mercedes-Benz S350, VAT
Qualifying, Choice of Colours From£45,995 2014 Porsche Panemera 3.0 Diesel

Black, Cream Leather £58,995 2012RangeRover SportOverfinch3.0
SDV6HSE,White, 17,000Miles £46,995

L U X U R Y & P R E S T I G E C A R S P E C I A L I S T

0208 205 2051HOLMSTALL PARADE, EDGWARE ROAD,
BURNT OAK, MIDDLESEX, HA8 5HX

OUT OF HOURS
07778 773050

sales@kams.co.uk www.kams.co.uk www.facebook.com/Kams-of-London







R-Tec Auto Design, Lyon Way, (off Hatfield Road), St Albans, AL4 0QU | Open Hours: Mon - Fri 9.30am - 5.30pm & Saturdays: 9.30am - 4.00pm

Bespoke Interiors, Motorsport Seats
Full seating and dashboard re-upholstering including

roof linings, seat belts, and wood / carbon panels

Window Tinting & Vehicle Wrapping
Choose from 4 film-shades & an array of Vinyl wraps and textures

including Carbon Fibre, Gold, Matt, Gloss, Chrome & more...

STYLING & BODYKITS
Cosmetic exterior upgrades - Spoilers & Bodykits

Revere, Hamann, Prior Design, Lumma, Caractere...

Spacer + Camber Adjustments
Improve your vehicle stance and handling with wheel spacers,

alignment, geometry, camber adjustments & more.

Bodykits and Styling from Industry
leading tuners across the globe

Full System / Cat Back Exhausts
Performance Exhausts by Quicksilver, Scorpion and Milltek.

Plus custom-made Reflex exhausts

Suspension Kits, Springs, Coilovers
Springs, Coilovers, Shock Absorber Upgrades,

Bushes, PI, H&R, Eibach, KW, TEIN, Weitec, AP and more...

Engine Upgrade & Remapping
Air Filters, Induction Kits, Intercoolers, ECU Remaps, Bluefin,

Revo, Alientech. Dump Valves,

Performance Brake Upgrades
EBC Disks & Pads, Brembo Brake Upgrades, E-Tech Caliper Paint,

Drilled and Grooved Disks. Painting Service in store.

Revere London, Authorised Dealer
British Luxury Tuner - www.reverelondon.com

3000WheelsinStockreadyforfittingordelivery!
H.I.D. / XENON LIGHT UPGRADES
Headlights, Bulb Upgrades, Rear Lights, DRL Lights + more

3000+ Alloy Wheels in Stock
Huge stocks of wheels and modifying products in store

and online at: www.rtecshop.com

Over 5000 Branded Tyres in Stock
Falken, Bridgestone, Pirelli, Michelin, Kumho, Yokohama, Goodyear,

Continental, Hankook & more...

The Store - St Albans
Featuring Huge Showroom, Cappuccino Coffee Bar, Relax Area

& Experienced Helpful Staff - Call us today: 01727 790 100

State of the Art Workshop
Featuring 8 ramps, laser wheel alignment, custom made exhausts,

touch-less tyre machines, hydro-dipping, ECU remapping

Full Fitting
Services

Huge Tyr
e Stocks

at LOW pricesBig Disco
unts!

PREMIUM TYRES AT WHOLESALE PRICES

“For people who care about their cars and want to make a statement R-Tec sells the highest quality and most innovative products on the market today, at the right prices, because for the R-Tec team value and pride are everything.

The Ultimate Vehicle Customising Superstore

WHEELS & TYRES • SUSPENSION • BRAKES • EXHAUSTS • REMAPS • CUSTOM INTERIORS • WRAPS •TINTING

Find us on Facebook:
Search: “R-Tec”

Instagram:
rtecautodesign

YouTube:
/RtecAutoDesign

Twitter:
@rtecautodesign

Email Us:
sales@rtecshop.com

Telephone:
01727 790 100

Order Online From
www.rtecshop.com

Visit our wheel website to view our wheel selection. www.rtecalloywheels.co.uk

TSWNURBURGRING
Available in: 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22”

BBS CH-R
Available in: 18, 19 & 20”

TSW NURBURGRINGOZ ITECH LEGGERA
Please cal for sizes

VOSSEN CVT
Available in: 19, 20 & 22”

TD PRO-RACE 1.2
Available in: 16, 17, 18, 19, 20”

Telephone:
01727 790 100

Email Us:
sales@rtecshop.com

Search @rtecautodesign on Instagram to view the

Ferrari F12 DMC & The MP412C McLaren

Professional
Technicians

Track Da
y Tyres

From £65.95

Revere London Wheels NOW IN STOCK!
Available in 22”, 23” & 24” for most luxury marques

24” WC4 Forged 23” WC4 22” WC3 22” WC2

Tag us with your photos:
#rtecautodesign



www.neneoverland.co.uk
sales@neneoverland.co.uk

Peterborough 01733 380687 •Maidenhead 01628 671250

Stand out in aWILD JEEP that performs like no other!

Wild Jeep Grand Cherokee &Wrangler Editions

Wild SRT 6.4 V8 • Super Charged 700bhp option

Wild DRT 3.0TDV6 • Wagon or Commercial option



SUPERCARS
The Book

Available 3 September 2015
M I T C H E L L
B E A Z L E Y



Midland Credit Ltd is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for consumer credit FCA no. 654302
26.9% APR representative written Quotations available upon request, the rate you will be offered will depend upon

your personal circumstances

Getting the Nation Driving

NEED CAR FINANCE?

ACCEPTED

BUY ANY CAR
from anyDEALER
FAST DECISION
WITHIN 1 HOUR NO DEPOSIT

NO FEESPOOR CREDIT

NO ADMIN FEES

Midland Credit Ltd is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for consumer credit FCA no. 654302

NO ADMIN FEES
£3,000 to £50

,000FINAN
CE FRO

M

www.midlandcredit.co.uk
APPLYONLINENOW!

03339 00 00 00
Or Call Us

EXCELLENT!
reviews on

AR



Abarth 595Competizione 196D £18,960 4/1368 158/5500 170/3000 1035kg 155 7.4 - 130 155 43.5 + Spirited engine, still looks great - Favours fun over finesse 33322
Abarth 695 Biposto 205 R £32,990 4/1369 187/5500 184/3000 997kg 191 5.9 - 143 - - + Engineered like a true Abarth product - Desirable extrasmake this a £50k city car 33332
Alfa RomeoMito Cloverleaf 149 R £18,870 4/1368 168/5500 184/2500 1145kg 149 7.5 - 136 139 47.1 + Great MultiAir engine, impressive ride - Not as feisty as we hoped 33342
Alfa Romeo Giulietta QV 199 D £28,120 4/1742 237/5750 251/2000 1320kg 182 6.0 - 151 162 40.3 + Still looks good, and now it’s got the 4C’s engine - Pricey, and it has more rewarding rivals 33322
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Cloverleaf 144 D ’10-’14 4/1742 232/5500 251/1900 1320kg 179 6.8 - 150 177 37.2 + Shows signs of deep talent… - …but should bemore exciting 33322
Alfa Romeo 147GTA 187 R ’03-’06 6/3179 247/6200 221/4800 1360kg 185 6.0 15.5 153 - 23.3 +Mk1 Focus RS pacewithout the histrionics - Slightly nose-heavy 33332
Audi S1 211 R £24,900 4/1984 228/6000 273/1600 1315kg 176 5.8 - 155 162 40.4 +Compliant and engaging chassis; quick, too - Looks dull without options 33334
Audi A1 quattro 181 R ’13 4/1984 253/6000 258/2500 1420kg 181 5.7 - 152 199 32.8 +Polished 253bhp all-wheel-drive A1 - Just 19 for UK, PorscheCaymanprice 33334
Audi S3 188 R £30,640 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1395kg 216 5.4 12.5 155 162 40.4 + Lots of grip and one of the best-sounding four-pot turbos - Still a little too clinical 33332
Audi RS3 210D £39,950 5/2480 362/5500 343/1625 1520kg 242 4.3 - 155 189 34.9 +Addictive noise, lighter on its feet than its predecessor - Still a shade sensible 33332
Audi S3 106R ’06-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1455kg 183 5.6 13.6 155 198 33.2 +Very fast, very effective, very… err, quality - A little too clinical 33332
Audi RS3 Sportback 156 R ’11-’12 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1575kg 216 4.5 - 155 212 31.0 +Above, with added five-pot character - Again, see above… 33332
BMW 125iMSport 176D £26,020 4/1997 218/5000 228/1350 1420kg 156 6.4 - 155 154 42.8 +Performance, price, running costs - Dull four-pot soundtrack 33332
BMWM135i 212 R £31,325 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1430kg 228 5.1 - 155 188 35.3 + Powertrain, noise, chassis, price -M235i looks nicer, and has an LSDon its options list 33334
BMW 130iMSport 106R ’05-’10 6/2996 261/6650 232/2750 1450kg 183 6.1 15.3 155 - 34.0 + Fantastic engine - Suspension can still get a little boingy 33332
Citroën C1/Peugeot 107/Toyota Aygo 126 R £8095+ 3/998 68/6000 68/3600 790kg 87 14.2 - 98 103 61.4 + Full of character and insurance-friendly - Insurance friendly power 33332
Citroën SaxoVTS 020R ’97-’03 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 935kg 130 7.6 22.6 127 - 34.9 +Chunky, chuckable charger - Can catch out the unwary 33334
CitroënAXGT 195 R ’87-’92 4/1360 85/6400 86/4000 722kg 120 9.2 - 110 - - +Makes terrific use of 85bhp - Feels like it’smade frompaper 33334
CitroënDS3 1.6 THP 142 R £17,475 4/1598 154/6000 177/1400 1240kg 126 7.2 - 133 155 42.2 +Aproper French hot hatch - Petrolheadsmight find it too ‘designed’ 33332
CitroënDS3Racing 153D ’11-’12 4/1598 204/6000 203/2000 1240kg 167 6.5 - 146 149 - + Faster, feistier version of above - Not as hardcore as its ‘Racing’ tag suggests 33342
Fiat Panda 100HP 132 R ’06-’11 4/1368 99/6000 97/4250 975kg 103 9.5 - 115 154 43.5 +Most fun per pound on themarket - Optional ESP can’t be turned off 33334
Fiat Punto Evo Sporting 141 D £13,355 4/1368 133/5000 152/1750 1155kg 117 8.5 - 127 129 50.4 +Great engine, smart styling - Dynamics don’t live up to the Evo name 33342
Ford Fiesta ST 207 R £17,545 4/1596 179/5700 214/1600 1088kg 167 7.4 18.4 137 138 47.9 +Chassis, price, punchy performance - Not as powerful as key rivals 33334
Ford Fiesta STMountune 213 R £18,144 4/1596 212/6000 236/2750 1088kg 198 6.4 - 140 138 - +One of the bestmid-sized hatchesmade even better - Badge snobbery 33333
Ford Fiesta Zetec S 123D ’08-’13 4/1596 118/6000 112/4050 1045kg 115 9.9 - 120 134 48.7 +Genuinely entertaining supermini - Grown up compared to Twingo/Swift 33332
Ford Fiesta Zetec SMountune 132 R ’08-’13 4/1596 138/6750 125/4250 1080kg 130 7.9 - 120 134 48.7 +As above, with a fantastically loud exhaust… - …if you’re 12 years old 33332
Ford Fiesta ST 075D ’05-’08 4/1999 148/6000 140/4500 1137kg 132 7.9 - 129 - 38.2 +Great looks, decent brakes - Disappointing chassis, gutless engine 33322
Ford Fiesta ST185Mountune 115 R ’08 4/1999 185/6700 147/3500 1137kg 165 6.9 - 129 - - + Fiesta ST gets the power it always needed -OTT exhaust note 33332
Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate 206D £23,295 4/1997 182/3500 295/2000 1488kg 124 8.3 - 135 110 67.3 + Performance not sacrificed at the alter of economy - Interior design still jars slightly 33332
Ford Focus ST 207 R £22,195 4/1999 247/5500 265/2000 1362kg 184 6.5 - 154 159 41.5 + Excellent engine - Scrappywhen pushed 33332
Ford Focus STMountune 187 D £23,220 4/1999 271/5500 295/2750 1362kg 202 5.7 - 154+ 169 - +Great value upgrade - Steering still not as feelsome as that of some rivals 33334
Ford Focus ST 119 R ’05-’10 5/2522 222/6000 236/1600 1392kg 162 6.7 16.8 150 224 30.4 +Value, performance, integrity - Big engine compromises handling 33332
Ford Focus STMountune 137 R ’08-’11 5/2522 256/5500 295/2500 1392kg 187 5.8 14.3 155 224 - + ST takes extra power in its stride - You probably still want an RS 33334
Ford Focus RS (Mk2) 195 R ’09-’11 5/2522 300/6500 324/2300 1467kg 208 5.9 14.2 163 225 30.5 +Huge performance, highly capable FWDchassis - Body control is occasionally clumsy 33333
Ford Focus RS500 181 R ’10-’11 5/2522 345/6000 339/2500 1467kg 239 5.6 12.7 165 225 - +More power and presence than regular RS - Pricey 33333
Ford Focus RS (Mk1) 207 R ’02-’03 4/1998 212/5500 229/3500 1278kg 169 5.9 14.9 143 - - + Someare great - Someare awful (somake sure you drive plenty) 33332
Ford Escort RSCosworth 157 R ’92-’96 4/1993 224/6250 224/3500 1275kg 179 6.2 - 137 - - + The ultimate Essex hot hatch - Unmodified ones are rare , and getting pricey… 33332
Ford Puma 1.7 095R ’97-’02 4/1679 123/6300 116/4500 1041kg 120 8.6 27.6 122 - 38.2 + Everything - Nothing. The 1.4 isworth a look too 33334
Ford Racing Puma 128R ’00-’01 4/1679 153/7000 119/4500 1174kg 132 7.8 23.2 137 - 34.7 + Exclusivity - The standard Pumadoes it sowell 33332
HondaCivic Type R 215 R £29,995 4/1996 306/6500 295/2500 1378kg 226 5.7 - 167 170 38.7 +Great on smooth roads - Turbo engine not as special as old NAunits; styling a bit ‘busy’ 33334
HondaCivic Type R (FN2) 102 R ’07-’11 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.8 17.5 146 215 31.0 + Looks great, VTECmore accessible - Steering lacks feel, inert balance 33342
HondaCivic Type RChamp’shipWhite 126D ’09-’10 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.6 - 146 - 31.0 + Limited-slip diff awelcome addition - It’s not available on the standard car 33332
HondaCivic Type RMugen 195 R ’09-’11 4/1998 237/8300 157/6250 1233kg 195 5.9 - 155 - - + Fantastic on road and track - There’s only 20, and they’re a tad pricey… 33333
HondaCivic Type R (EP3) 075 R ’01-’05 4/1998 197/7400 145/5900 1204kg 166 6.8 16.9 146 - 31.7 + Potent and great value - ‘Breadvan’ looks divide opinion, duff steering 33332
Kia ProceedGT 207 R £20,200 4/1591 201/6000 195/1750 1448kg 143 7.4 - 143 171 38.2 + Fun and appealing package - Lacks sharpness and control at its outer edges 33332
Lancia Delta Integrale 194 R ’88-’93 4/1995 207/5750 220/3500 1300kg 162 5.7 - 137 - 23.9 +One of the finest cars ever built - Demands love, LHDonly 33333
Mazda 2 1.5 Sport 132 R £13,495 4/1498 102/6000 101/4000 1030kg 107 10.4 - 117 135 48.7 + Fun and funky - Feels tinny after aMini 33342
Mazda 3MPS 137 R ’06-’13 4/2261 256/5500 280/3000 1385kg 188 6.3 14.5 155 224 29.4 +Quick, eager and very good value - The steering’s iffy 33342
Mercedes-Benz A45AMG 194R £37,845 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1480kg 244 4.3 10.6 155 161 40.9 + Blisteringly quick everywhere - Not as rewarding as some slower rivals 33332
MG3Style 190D £9999 4/1498 104/6000 101/4750 1155kg 91 10.4 - 108 136 48.7 +Decent chassis, performance and price - Thrashy engine, cheap cabin 33322
Mini Cooper (F56) 194D £15,300 3/1499 134/4500 162/1250 1085kg 125 7.9 - 130 105 62.8 +Punchy three-cylinder engine, good chassis - Tubby styling 33332
Mini Cooper S (F56) 196D £18,665 4/1998 189/4700 206/1250 1160kg 166 6.8 - 146 133 49.6 + Still has thatMini DNA - Expensivewith options; naff dash displays 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorks (F56) 211 R £23,050 4/1998 228/5200 236/1250 1200kg 193 6.3 - 153 155 42.2 + Fast, agile, super-nimble - OE tyres lack outright grip 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorks Coupe (R58) 164 R £23,805 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1175kg 180 6.3 - 149 165 39.8 + The usual raucousMini JCWexperience - Butwith a questionable ‘helmet’ roof… 33332
Mini Cooper (R56) 185 F ’09-’14 4/1598 120/6000 118/4250 1075kg 113 9.1 - 126 127 52.3 + Brilliant ride and composure; could be all theMini you need - You’ll still buy the ‘S’ 33334
Mini Cooper S (R56) 149 R ’06-’14 4/1598 181/5500 177/1600 1140kg 161 7.0 - 142 136 48.7 +Newengine,Mini quality - Front end not quite as direct as the old car’s 33334
Mini Cooper SD (R56) 158D ’11-’14 4/1995 141/4000 225/1750 1150kg 125 8.0 - 134 114 65.7 +Aquick dieselMini with impressivempg - But noCooper S alternative 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorks (R56) 184 R ’08-’14 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1160kg 182 7.2 16.7 148 165 39.8 +A seriously rapidMini - Occasionally just a little unruly 33334
Mini JohnCooperWorksGP (R56) 195 R ’13-’14 4/1598 215/6000 206/2000 1160kg 188 6.3 - 150 165 39.8 + Brazenly hyperactive - Toomuch for some roads and some tastes 33333
Mini Cooper S (R50) 077 R ’02-’06 4/1598 168/6000 155/4000 1140kg 143 7.8 19.9 135 - 33.6 + Strong performance, quality feel - Over-long gearing 33334
Mini Cooper SWorksGP (R50) 144 R ’06 4/1598 215/7100 184/4600 1090kg 200 6.5 - 149 - 32.8 + Storming engine, agility - Tacky styling ‘enhancements’ 33333
Nissan JukeNismoRS 208D £21,650 4/1618 215/6000 206/3600 1315kg 166 7.0 - 137 165 39.2 +Quirky character and bold styling - Not amatch for a pukka hot hatch 33342
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 2) ’97-’98 4/1587 103/6200 97/3500 865kg 121 8.8 - 121 - 34.0 +Bargain no-frills thrills - Not asmuch fizz as original 1.3 33332
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3 Thrill-free zone 33 Tepid 333 Interesting 3333 Seriously good 33333 A truly great car

N=newentry thismonth. * = grey import. Entries in italics are for cars no longer on sale. Issueno. is for ourmost
recentmajor test of the car (D=Driven,R=Road test or group test, F= Feature). Call 0844 8440039 to order a back
issue.Price is on-the-road includingVATand delivery charges.Engine is the car’smainmotor only – additional hybrid

tech isn’t shown.Weight is the car’s kerbweight as quoted by themanufacturer.bhp/ton is the power-to-weight ratio based on
manufacturer’s kerbweight.0-60mph and0-100mph figures in bold are independently recorded, all other performance figures
aremanufacturers’ claims.CO2g/km is the official EC figure and ECmpg is the official ‘Combined’ figure or equivalent.
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Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 1) 095R ’94-’96 4/1294 100/7200 80/5400 826kg 123 10.6 - 118 - 35.6 + Frantic, thrashy fun - Needs caning to extract full potential 33333
Peugeot 208GTi 184 R £18,895 4/1598 197/5800 203/1700 1160kg 173 6.8 17.9 143 125 47.9 +Agile chassisworkswell on tough roads - Could bemore involving 33332
Peugeot 208GTi 30th Anniversary 211 R £21,995 4/1598 205/5800 221/1750 1185kg 176 6.5 - 143 125 47.9 + Themost focused small hatch on sale - Nearly £4kmore than a Fiesta STMountune 33333
Peugeot 308GTi 270 215 D £28,250 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1205kg 224 6.0 - 155 139 - +A very capable hot hatch… - …that lacks the sheer excitement of the best in class 33332
Peugeot 205GTI 1.9 195 R ’88-’91 4/1905 130/6000 119/4750 910kg 145 7.9 - 124 - 36.7 + Still scintillating after all these years - Brittle build quality 33333
Peugeot 306GTI 6 020R ’93-’01 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1215kg 139 7.2 20.1 140 - 30.1 +One of the great GTIs - They don’tmake them like this anymore 33333
Peugeot 306Rallye 095R ’98-’99 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1199kg 142 6.9 19.2 137 - 30.1 + Essentially a GTI-6 for less dosh - Limited choice of colours 33333
Renaultsport Twingo 133 175 R ’08-’13 4/1598 131/6750 118/4400 1050kg 127 8.6 - 125 150 43.5 +Renaultsportexperienceforpocketmoney-OptionalCupchassisgivesbouncyride 33332
Renaultsport Clio 200Auto 184R £18,995 4/1618 197/6000 177/1750 1204kg 166 6.9 17.9 143 144 44.8 + Faster,more refined, easier to drive -Wemiss the revvy nat-asp engine andmanual ’box 33342
Renaultsport Clio 220 Trophy 213 R £21,780 4/1618 217/6050 206/2000 1204kg 183 6.6 - 146 135 47.9 + Improves on the 200Auto - Still not amatch for previous-generation Renaultsport Clios 33332
Renaultsport Clio 200Cup 195 R ’09-’13 4/1998 197/7100 159/5400 1204kg 166 6.6 16.7 141 190 34.5 + The hot Clio at its best - They don’tmake it anymore 33333
Renaultsport Clio 197 Cup 115 R ’07-’09 4/1998 194/7250 158/5550 1240kg 161 6.9 - 134 - 33.6 +Quick, polished and capable - Not asmuch sheer fun as 182Cup 33332
Renaultsport Clio 182 066R ’04-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1110kg 165 6.6 17.5 139 - 34.9 + Took hot hatches to a new level - Flawed driving position 33333
Renaultsport Clio 182 Cup 187 R ’04-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.5 - 139 - 34.9 + Full of beans, fantastic value - Sunday-market upholstery 33333
Renaultsport Clio Trophy 200R ’05-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.6 17.3 140 - 34.9 + Themost fun you can have on three (sometimes two)wheels - Just 500were built 33333
Renaultsport Clio 172 Cup 048R ’02-’04 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1011kg 171 6.5 17.7 138 - - + Bargain old-school hot hatch - Nervous in thewet, no ABS 33332
Renaultsport Clio V6 255 057 R ’03-’05 6/2946 251/7150 221/4650 1400kg 182 5.8 - 153 - 23.0 + Supercar dramawithout the original’s edgy handling - Uninspired interior 33333
Renaultsport Clio V6 029R ’99-’02 6/2946 227/6000 221/3750 1335kg 173 5.8 17.0 145 - 23.0 +Pocket supercar -Mid-engined handling can be tricky 33332
Renault ClioWilliams 195 R ’93-’96 4/1988 148/6100 126/4500 981kg 153 7.6 20.8 134 - 26.0 +One of the best hot hatches ever - Can be fragile 33333
Renault 5 GT Turbo 195 R ’87-’91 4/1397 118/5750 122/3000 855kg 140 7.3 - 120 - 28.4 +ClioWilliams’ grand-daddy - Fewunmodified ones left 33333
RenaultsportMégane 275 Trophy 212 R £28,930 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1376kg 200 5.8 - 159 174 37.7 + Another cracking Trophymodel - Stripped-out Trophy-R is evenmore thrilling 33333
RenaultsportMégane 275 Trophy-R 215 R £36,430 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1297kg 212 5.8 - 158 174 37.7 + As absorbing as a 911 GT3 RS on the right road - Too uncompromising for some; pricey 33333
RenaultsportMégane 265Cup 195 R ’12-’15 4/1998 261/5500 265/3000 1387kg 191 6.4 14.8 158 174 37.7 + A hot hatch benchmark - Cupholder could be better positioned 33333
RenaultsportMégane 250Cup 139 R ’09-’12 4/1998 247/5500 251/3000 1387kg 181 6.1 14.6 156 190 34.4 + Fantastic chassis… - …partially obscured by new-foundmaturity 33334
RenaultsportMégane dCi 175 Cup 119 R ’07-’09 4/1995 173/3750 265/2000 1470kg 119 8.3 23.5 137 - 43.5 +Adiesel with a genuinely sporty chassis - Could takemore power 33332
RenaultsportMégane 230 F1 TeamR26 195 R ’07-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1345kg 171 6.2 16.0 147 - - + The car the R26.R is based on - F1 Teamstickers in dubious taste 33333
RenaultsportMégane R26.R 200R ’08-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1220kg 189 5.8 15.1 147 - - +One of the true hot hatch heroes - Two seats, plastic rearwindows 33333
SEAT Ibiza FR 2.0 TDI 144 R £17,445 4/1968 141/4200 236/1750 1245kg 115 8.2 - 131 123 60.1 +More fun than the petrol FR,manual gearbox option - TheCupra’s notmuchmore 33342
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 183D £18,765 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1259kg 144 6.9 - 142 139 47.9 + Punchy engine, unflappable DSG - Lacks engagement 33322
SEAT Leon FR TDI 184 184D £22,255 4/1968 181/4000 280/1750 1350kg 136 7.5 - 142 112 64.2 + Performance, sweet chassis, economy, comfort - Boorish engine 33322
SEAT LeonCupra 280 215 R £27,210 4/1984 276/5600 258/1750 1300kg 216 5.8 - 155 149 44.1 + Serious pace and agility for Golf GTImoney - TheMk7Golf R 33334
SEAT LeonCupra 105 R ’07-’11 4/1984 237/5700 221/2200 1375kg 175 6.3 - 153 190 34.0 +Great engine, composure - Doesn’t have adjustability of old Cupra R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra R 139 R ’10-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1375kg 193 6.1 14.0 155 190 34.9 + Bold car, blinding engine - Lacks the character of its rivalmega-hatches 33342
SEAT LeonCupra R 225 067 R ’03-’06 4/1781 222/5900 206/2200 1376kg 164 6.9 - 150 - 32.1 + Cross-country pace, practicality, value - Not as thrilling as some 33332
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk2) 146D £17,150 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1218kg 148 7.3 - 139 148 45.6 +Well priced, wellmade,with great engine andDSG ‘box - Dull steering 33342
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk1) 077 R ’04-’07 4/1896 130/4000 229/1900 1315kg 100 9.6 - 127 - 55.4 + Fascinatingly fun and frugal hot hatch - A little short on steering feel 33342
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk3) 187 D £23,830 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1345kg 164 6.8 - 154 142 45.6 +Quick, agile, roomier than aGolf - Ride is harsh forwhat could be a family car 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS 230 (Mk3) 215 D £26,350 4/1984 227/4700 258/1500 1345kg 171 6.7 - 155 142 45.6 + Limited-slip diffmakes for a sharper steer - It could handlemore than the extra 10bhp 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk2) 163 R ’06-’13 4/1998 197/5100 206/1700 1395kg 143 7.3 - 149 175 37.7 +Drives like aGTI but costsmuch less - Green brake calipers? 33332
Subaru ImprezaWRXS 125D ’08-’10 4/2457 251/5400 288/3000 1395kg 180 5.5 - 130 270 - +An improvement over the basicWRX - Still not theWRXwewanted 33342
Subaru Impreza STI 330S 124 R ’08-’10 4/2457 325/5400 347/3400 1505kg 219 4.4 - 155 - - +Abit quicker than the STI… - …but not better 33332
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk2) 175 R £13,749 4/1586 134/6900 118/4400 1045kg 130 8.7 - 121 147 44.1 + The Swift’s still a great pocket rocket - But it’s lost a little adjustability 33334
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk1) 132 R ’05-’11 4/1586 123/6800 109/4800 1030kg 121 8.9 - 124 165 39.8 + Entertaining handling, well built - Lacking in steering feedback 33334
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 211 R £17,995 4/1598 202/5800 206/1900 1278kg 161 6.5 - 143 174 37.7 + Begs to bewrung out - You’ll need the £2400Performance Pack 33332
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 154R ’07-’14 4/1598 189/5850 192/1980 1166kg 165 6.8 - 140 172 38.7 + Looks snazzy, punchy engine - Lacks feel, uncouth comparedwith rivals 33342
Vauxhall Corsa VXRN’ring/Clubsport 164 R ’11-’13/’14 4/1598 202/5750 206/2250 1166kg 176 6.5 - 143 178 - +VXR getsmore power and a limited-slip diff - But they comeat a price 33332
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk2) 207 R £27,315 4/1998 276/5500 295/2500 1475kg 190 5.9 - 155 184 34.9 + Better than the car it replaces; loony turbo pace - Lacks RSMégane’s precision 33332
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk1) 102 R ’05-’11 4/1998 237/5600 236/2400 1393kg 173 6.7 16.7 152 221 30.7 + Fast and furious - Lacks a little composure and precision 33332
VWUp/SEATMii/SkodaCitigo 171 R £7990+ 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.1 - 99 105 62.8 +Accomplished city car is dynamically sound… - …but predictably slow 33332
VWPoloGTI 211 R £18,850 4/1798 189/4200 236/1450 1280kg 150 6.7 - 146 139 47.1 + Smooth and brawny - Fiesta ST ismore engaging 33342
VWPoloGTI 154 R ’10-’14 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1184kg 153 6.8 - 142 139 47.9 +Modern-daymk1 Golf GTI gets twin-clutchDSG - It’s a little bit bland 33342
VWGolf GTD (Mk7) 200D £25,765 4/1968 181/3500 280/1750 1377kg 134 7.5 - 143 109 67.3 + Pace, fuel economy, sounds good for a diesel - Lacks the extra edge of theGTI 33332
VWGolf GTI (Mk7) 207 R £26,580 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1351kg 163 6.5 - 153 139 47.1 + Brilliantly resolved -Mégane 265 beats it as a pure drivers’ car 33334
VWGolf GTE (Mk7) 202D £28,000 4/1395 201 258 1524kg 134 7.6 - 138 35 188.0 + Themost enjoyable plug-in hybrid at this price - Golf GTI still quicker andmore fun 33342
VWGolf R (Mk7) 212 R £29,900 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1476kg 204 5.1 - 155 165 40.9 +AVW ‘R’model you can take seriously -Mégane 275 just edges it as a pure drivers’ car 33333
VWGolf GTI (Mk6) 172 R ’09-’13 4/1984 207/5300 207/1700 1318kg 160 6.4 16.5 148 170 38.7 + Still a very accomplished hot hatch - 207bhp isn’t a lot anymore 33332
VWGolf R (Mk6) 140D ’10-’13 4/1984 266/6000 258/2500 1521kg 178 5.5 - 155 199 33.2 +Great engine, tremendous pace and poise - High price, ACConly optional 33334
VWGolf GTI (Mk5) 195 R ’04-’09 4/1984 197/5100 207/1800 1336kg 150 6.7 17.9 145 - - +Character and ability: theGTI’s return to form - Lacking firepower? 33333
VWGolf R32 (Mk5) 087 R ’06-’09 6/3189 246/6300 236/2500 1510kg 165 5.8 15.2 155 - 26.4 + Traction’s great and you’ll love the soundtrack -We’d still have aGTI 33332
VWGolf R32 (Mk4) 053 R ’02-’04 6/3189 237/6250 236/2800 1477kg 163 6.4 16.3 154 - 24.6 +Charismatic - Boomy engine can be tiresome 33332
VWGolf GTI 16v (Mk2) 195 R ’88-’92 4/1781 139/6100 124/4600 960kg 147 7.9 - 129 - 26.6 + Still feels everyday useable - Very hard to find a standard one 33333
VWGolf GTI (Mk1 , 1.8) 095R ’82-’84 4/1781 112/5800 109/3500 840kg 135 8.1 - 112 - 36.0 + The car that started it all - Tricky to find an unmolested one 33332
Volvo C30T5R-Design 122 R ’08-’12 5/2521 227/5000 236/1500 1347kg 165 6.6 16.9 149 203 32.5 +Good-looking, desirable Volvo - Lacks edge of best hatches. Avoid auto 33342
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Car

Our Choice
RenaultsportMégane275Trophy. This generation of Mégane
has got better and better with every update, and the 275 is simply
sublime. Optional Öhlins dampers and Cup 2 rubber (taken from
the Trophy-R) aren’t essential, but improve things even further.

Best of the Rest
The Golf R provides amore grown-up but still hugely entertaning
alternative to the Mégane, while its relative, the SEAT Leon Cupra
280, is a real buzz, especially with the Sub8 pack (left) and sticky
tyres. The Fiesta STMountune is our pick of the smaller hatches.
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Alpina D3 Biturbo (F30) 192D £46,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - 173 139 53.3 + 173mph froma 3-litre diesel! Brilliant chassis, too - Auto only 33334
Alpina B3 Biturbo (F30) 188D £54,950 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1610kg 255 4.2 - 190 177 37.2 +Understated appearance,monster performance - E90M3 is better on the limit 33334
Alpina D3 (E90) 120R ’08-’12 4/1995 211/4000 332/2000 1495kg 143 6.9 - 152 - 52.3 + Excellent chassis, turbodiesel oomph - Rather narrowpowerband 33342
Alpina B5 Biturbo 149 D £75,150 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 1920kg 282 4.5 - 198 244 26.9 + Big performance and top-line luxury - Driver not really involved 33342
Alpina B7 Biturbo 134 D £98,800 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 2040kg 265 4.6 - 194 230 28.5 +Massive performance and top-line luxury - Feels its weight when hustled 33332
Aston Martin Rapide S 201 D £147,950 12/5935 552/6650 465/5500 1990kg 282 4.2 - 203 300 21.9 + Oozes star quality; gearbox on 2015MY cars a big improvement - It’s cosy in the back 33332
Aston Martin Rapide 141 R ’10-’13 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1990kg 240 5.2 - 188 355 - + Better than its DB9 sibling - More a 2+2 than a proper four-seater 33334
Audi S3 Saloon 192D £33,540 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1430kg 210 5.3 - 155 162 26.4 +Onpaper amatch for the original S4 - In realitymuch less interesting 33342
Audi S4 (B8) 166D £39,610 6/2995 328/5500 324/2900 1685kg 198 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 +Great powertrain, secure chassis - The RS4 33332
Audi S4 (B7) 073D ’05-’08 8/4163 339/7000 302/3500 1700kg 206 5.4 - 155 - - + Effortless V8, agile handling - Lacks ultimate finesse of class leaders 33342
Audi RS4Avant (B8) 192 R £56,545 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1795kg 251 4.5 10.5 174 249 26.4 + Looks and sounds the part, thunderously fast - Harsh ride, unnatural steering 33342
Audi RS4 (B7) 088R ’05-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1650kg 255 4.5 10.9 155 - - + 414bhp at 7800rpm! And there’s an estate version too - Busy under braking 33333
Audi RS4 (B5) 192R ’00-’02 6/2671 375/6100 325/2500 1620kg 236 4.8 12.1 170 - 17.0 + Effortless pace - Not the lastword in agility. Bendswheel rims 33332
Audi RS2 214 R ’94-’95 5/2226 315/6500 302/3000 1595kg 201 4.8 13.1 162 - 18.0 + Storming performance (thanks to Porsche) - Try finding one 33332
Audi S6 091 D ’06-’11 10/5204 429/6800 398/3000 1910kg 228 5.2 - 155 299 22.4 + Even faster, and discreetwith it - VerymutedV10 33342
Audi RS6Avant (C7) 203R £77,995 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1935kg 290 3.6 8.2 155 229 28.8 +Performance, foolproof powertrain, looks - Feels a bit one-dimensional 33332
Audi RS6Avant (C6) 116 R ’08-’10 10/4991 572/6250 479/1500 2025kg 287 4.3 9.7 155 333 20.2 + Theworld’smost powerful estate - Power isn’t everything 33332
Audi RS6Avant (C5) 052R ’02-’04 8/4172 444/5700 413/1950 1865kg 242 4.8 11.6 155 - 19.3 + The ultimate estate car? - Numb steering 33332
Audi RS7 208R £84,480 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1920kg 292 3.9 - 155 229 28.8 + Stonking performance, great looks - Numbdriving experience 33322
Audi S7 171 D £63,375 8/3993 414/5000 406/1400 1945kg 216 4.6 - 155 225 - + Looks and drives better than S6 it’s based on - Costs £8000more 33342
Audi S8 164D £80,690 8/3993 513/5800 479/1700 1975kg 264 4.1 - 155 237 27.7 +Quicker andmuchmore economical than before - Butstill underwhelmingtodrive 33342
Audi RSQ3 206D £45,495 5/2480 335/5300 332/1600 1655kg 206 4.8 - 155 203 32.1 + Surprisingly characterful; better thanmany RSs - High centre of gravity 33334
Bentley Flying Spur V8 200D £142,800 8/3997 500/6000 487/1700 2342kg 217 4.9 - 183 254 25.9 + Effortless performancewith real top-end kick - Determinedly unsporting 33342
Bentley Flying Spur 185D £153,300 12/5998 616/6000 590/1600 2400kg 261 4.3 - 200 343 19.0 +More power than old Flying Spur Speed - Feels itsweight; engine sounds dull 33332
BentleyMulsanne 178 F £229,360 8/6752 505/4200 752/1750 2610kg 197 5.1 - 184 342 19.3 +Drives like amodern Bentley should - Shame it doesn’t look like one too 33332
BentleyMulsanne Speed 210D £252,000 8/6752 530/4200 811/1750 2610kg 206 4.8 - 190 342 19.3 +Characterful; superb build quality - A bit pricey… 33332
BMW320d (F30) 168R £29,475 4/1995 181/4000 280/1750 1495kg 123 7.4 - 146 120 61.4 + Fleet-friendly newThree is economical yet entertaining - It’s a tad noisy 33332
BMW328i (F30) 165D £30,470 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1430kg 172 5.8 - 155 149 44.8 +New-age four-pot 328i is great all-rounder -Wemiss the six-cylinder soundtrack 33334
BMW330dMSport (F30) 180D £36,975 6/2993 254/4000 413/2000 1540kg 168 5.6 - 155 129 57.6 +Great engine, fine handling, good value - Steering confusesweightwith feel 33334
BMW435i GranCoupe 203D £41,865 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1585kg 194 5.5 - 155 174 34.9 + Superb straight-six, fine ride/handling balance - 335i saloonweighs and costs less 33334
BMWM3 (F80) 211 R £56,590 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1520kg 284 4.1 8.6 155 204 32.1 + Looks, performance, practicality - Body control on rough roads; engine lacks character 33334
BMWM3 (E90) 123 R ’08-’11 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1605kg 262 4.9 10.7 165 290 22.8 + Every bit as good as the E92M3 coupe -No carbon roof 33333
BMWM3CRT (E90) 179 R ’11-’12 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1580kg 285 4.4 - 180 295 - + Saloon chassis +weight savings +GTS engine = best E90M3 - Just 67weremade 33333
BMW528i (F10) 164D £36,570 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1710kg 144 6.2 - 155 152 41.5 + Four-pot 528 is downsizingnear itsbest -You’llmissthestraight-sixsoundeffects 33332
BMW535i (F10) 141 D £44,560 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1685kg 182 6.1 - 155 185 34.9 +New5-series impresses… - But onlywith all the chassis options ticked 33322
BMWM5 (F10M) 208R £73,960 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1870kg 300 4.3 - 155 232 28.5 + Twin-turbocharging suits all-newM5well - Can feel heavy at times 33333
BMWM5 (E60) 129 R ’04-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1755kg 289 4.7 10.4 155 - 19.6 +Close to being the ultimate supersaloon - SMGgearbox feels old-tech 33334
BMWM5 (E39) 110 R ’99-’03 8/4941 394/6600 369/3800 1795kg 223 4.9 11.5 155 - - +Magnificent V8-engined supersaloon -We’d be nit-picking 33333
BMWM5 (E34) 110 R ’92-’96 6/3795 340/6900 295/4750 1653kg 209 5.9 13.6 155 - - + TheGodfather of supersaloons - The family can come too 33333
BMWM5 (E28) 182 R ’86-’88 6/3453 282/6500 251/4500 1431kg 200 6.2 - 151 - - + The original storming saloon - Understated looks 33333
BMWM6GranCoupe 190D £98,145 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1875kg 299 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 + Enormous performance, stylish looks - Price tag looks silly next to rivals, M5 included 33332
BMWX5M50d 191 D £64,525 6/2993 376/4000 546/2000 2190kg 155 5.3 - 155 173 42.8 + Straight-line pace - Driving experience identical to standard X5, despite theMbadge 33422
BMWX6M 212D £93,080 8/4395 567/6000 553/2200 2265kg 245 4.2 - 155 258 25.4 + Big improvement on its predecessor - Coupe roofline still of questionable taste 33332
BMWX6M 134D ’09-’15 8/4395 547/6000 502/1500 2305kg 241 4.7 - 171 325 20.3 + Fast, refined and comfortable - But it definitely lacks theM factor 33422
BMW750i 174 D £71,575 8/4395 449/5500 480/2000 2020kg 226 4.7 - 155 199 - +Well specced, impressively refined - Lags far behind theMercedes S-class 33422
Brabus Bullit 119 R c£330,000 12/6233 720/5100 811/2100 1850kg 395 3.8 - 217 - - + Seven hundred and twenty bhp - Three hundred thousand pounds 33333
Cadillac CTS-V 148 R £67,030 8/6162 556/6100 551/3800 1928kg 293 3.9 - 191 365 18.1 + It’ll stand out amongM-cars andAMGs - But the noveltymightwear off 33332
Ford Sierra RSCosworth 4x4 141 R ’90-’93 4/1993 220/6250 214/3500 1305kg 159 6.6 - 144 - 24.4 + Fast and furious - Try finding a straight one 33334
Ford Sierra RSCosworth ’86-’90 4/1993 204/6000 204/4500 1220kg 169 6.2 - 143 - - + Road-goingGroupA racecar - Don’t shout about the power output! 33333
HondaAccord Type R 012 R ’98-’03 4/2157 209/7200 158/6700 1306kg 163 6.1 17.4 142 - 29.4 +One of the finest front-drivers of all time - Lack of image 33334
Infiniti Q50SHybrid 195D £39,995 6/3498 359/6800 402/5000 1750kg 208 5.1 - 155 144 45.6 +Goodpowertrain, promising chassis - Lacklustre steering, strong rivals 33422
Jaguar XE S 213 D £44,865 6/2995 335/6500 332/4500 1590kg 214 4.9 - 155 194 34.9 +Great chassis; neat design - V6 loses appeal in the real world 33334
Jaguar XF S (2015MY) 214D £49,945 6/2995 375/6500 332/4500 1635kg 233 5.0 - 155 198 34.0 +Outstanding ride and handling balance - Engine lacks appeal 33332
Jaguar XFR 181 D £65,440 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1800kg 284 4.8 10.2 155 270 24.4 + Brilliant blend of pace and refinement - Doesn’t sound as special as it is 33334
Jaguar XFR-S 208R £79,995 8/5000 542/6500 501/2500 1800kg 306 4.4 - 186 270 24.4 +XF gets turned up to 12 - Starting to feel its age 33332
Jaguar XFR-S Sportbrake 203R £82,495 8/5000 542/6500 501/2500 1892kg 291 4.6 - 186 297 22.2 + Looks fantastic, huge performance, nice balance - Not as sharp as the saloon 33332
Jaguar XJ 3.0 V6Diesel 148D £56,870 6/2993 271/4000 442/2000 1700kg 162 6.0 - 155 167 46.3 +A great Jaguar - But not as great as the XJR… 33332
Jaguar XJR 191 D £92,395 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1805kg 302 4.4 - 174 270 24.4 +Hot-rod vibe, fine cabin - Opinion-dividing looks 33332
Jaguar XJR 054R ’03-’09 8/4196 400/6100 408/3500 1665kg 244 5.0 - 155 - 23.0 +Genuine 7-series rival - 2007 facelift didn’t helpmiddle-aged image 33332

Our Choice
BMWM5.The turbocharging of BMW’s M-cars met with
scepticism, but the current M5’s 4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 feels a
perfect fit. It’s a brutally fast car, and there are clever (and useable)
adjustable driving modes. The ‘30 Jahre’ special edition, which has
an extra 40bhp, is especially worth a look.

Best of the Rest
Mercedes’ E63 AMG offers intoxicating performance, especially
with the S upgrade (pictured). BMW’s M3 is an appealing all-
round package, but its C63 AMG rival has more approachable
limits. If youmust have an SUV, take a look at BMW’s X6M or
Porsche’s Macan Turbo or Cayenne GTS.

3 Thrill-free zone 33 Tepid 333 Interesting 3333 Seriously good 33333 A truly great carRatings
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LandRover Discovery Sport 205D £32,395 4/2179 187/3500 310/1750 1863kg 100 9.8 - 117 159 46.3 +Style, packaging, refinement -Will need to prove Sport tag in UK 33332
Lexus IS F 151 R '07-'12 8/4969 417/6600 372/5200 1714kg 247 4.7 10.9 173 270 24.4 + Shockingly good Lexus - TheM3’s available as a (second hand) four-door too 33334
Lotus Carlton 170 R ’91-’93 6/3615 377/5200 419/4200 1658kg 231 4.8 10.6 176 - 17.0 + TheMillenniumFalcon of saloon cars - Every drive awork-out 33333
Maserati Ghibli 186D £52,615 6/2979 325/5000 406/1750 1810kg 182 5.6 - 163 223 29.4 +Burstingwith character; good value compared toQuattroporte - It’s still a big car 33332
Maserati Ghibli S 198D £63,760 6/2979 404/5500 406/4500 1810kg 227 5.0 - 177 242 27.2 + Stands out from the crowd; sounds good too - Chassis lacks finesse, engine lacks reach 33342
Maserati Quattroporte S 184D £80,115 6/2979 404/5500 406/1750 1860kg 221 5.1 - 177 242 27.2 + Tempting alternative to V8 - Feel-free steering, secondary ride lacks decorum 33332
Maserati QuattroporteGTS 179D £108,185 8/3798 523/6800 479/2250 1900kg 280 4.7 - 190 274 23.9 +Performance, sense of occasion - Lacks the charisma and edge of its predecessor 33332
Maserati Quattroporte S 137 R ’08-’12 8/4691 425/7000 361/4750 1990kg 216 5.1 12.1 174 365 18.0 +AQPwith the bhp it deserves - Grille is a bit Hannibal Lecter 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 141 R ’08-’12 8/4691 433/7000 361/4750 1990kg 221 5.1 - 177 365 18.0 + Themost stylish supersaloon - Slightlywooden brakes, unforgiving ride 33332
Maserati Quattroporte 085R ’04-’08 8/4244 394/7000 333/4500 1930kg 207 5.1 - 171 - 17.9 +Redefines big-car dynamics - Don’t use automode 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 113 D ’07-’08 8/4244 396/7000 339/4250 1930kg 208 5.5 - 167 - - + BestQuattroporte chassis so far -More powerwouldn’t go amiss 33334
Mercedes-Benz 190E 2.5-16 185 F ’89-’92 4/2498 201/6750 177/5500 1360kg 147 7.2 - 142 - 24.4 +M-B’sM3 alternative - Not as nimble as the Beemer 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLA45AMG 186D £42,270 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.6 - 155 161 31.0 +Strong performance, classy cabin - Pricey compared toA45AMGhatchback 33322
Mercedes-BenzGLA45AMG 205R £44,595 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.8 - 155 175 37.7 +An aggressive and focused sports crossover - Lowondriver interaction 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63 209D £59,800 8/3982 469/5500 479/1750 1640kg 291 4.1 - 155 192 34.5 + Fast and feelsome - Lacks the ultimate finesse and response of the C63 S 33334
Mercedes-AMGC63S 211 R £66,545 8/3982 503/5500 516/1750 1655kg 309 4.0 - 155 192 34.5 +Tremendous twin-turboV8power - Not quite as focused as anMdivision car 33334
Mercedes-Benz C63AMG 151 R ’07-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 9.7 160 280 23.5 +Monstrous pace and extremely engaging - Same-eraM3 is just a little better… 33333
Mercedes-Benz C55AMG 088R ’04-’08 8/5439 367/5250 376/4000 1635kg 228 5.2 - 155 - 23.7 + Furiously fast, commendably discreet - OvershadowedbyM3 andRS4 33332
Mercedes-AMGE63 187 D £74,115 8/5461 549/5500 531/1750 1770kg 315 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 +Power, response and accuracy in spades - A little lacking in originality 33334
Mercedes-AMGE63 S 208R £84,710 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - 155 229 28.8 + Effortless power; intuitive and approachable - Dim-witted auto ’box 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 165 R ’11-’13 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 1765kg 298 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 + Turbo engine doesn’t dilute E63 experience - Sometimes struggles for traction… 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 134D ’09-’11 8/6208 518/6800 465/5200 1765kg 298 4.5 - 155 295 22.4 +As below, butwith an extra 11bhp and squarer headlights - Steering still vague 33332
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W211) 096D ’06-’09 8/6208 507/6800 465/5200 1765kg 292 4.5 - 155 - 19.8 + Brilliant engine, indulgent chassis - Vague steering, speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz E55AMG 052R ’03-’06 8/5439 476/6100 516/2650 1760kg 271 4.8 10.2 155 - 21.9 +M5-humbling grunt, cosseting ride - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz S63AMGL 191 D £119,835 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1995kg 294 4.4 - 155 237 27.9 +Monster pace - Average steering feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz S63AMG 148D ’10-’13 8/5461 536/5500 590/2000 2040kg 267 4.5 - 155 244 26.9 +Massive torque,massively reduced emissions -Massive car 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMGS 199D £86,500 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - 155 231 28.5 +Remains quick and characterful - Dated gearbox, no four-wheel drive option in theUK 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 178 R ’11-’14 8/5461 518/5250 516/1700 1795kg 293 4.2 - 155 231 28.5 +Monster performance, 549bhp an option - Not as desirable as a Bentley or Aston 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 099R ’06-’11 8/6208 507/6100 464/2650 1905kg 270 4.5 - 155 345 19.5 + Beauty, comfort, awesomeperformance -M5 has the edge on B-roads 33332
Mercedes-BenzGLE63AMGSCoupe 213 D £96,555 8/5461 577/5500 560/1750 2275kg 258 4.2 - 155 278 23.7 + Subtler than anX6M -More force than finesse 33332
Mercedes-BenzML63AMG 176 R £87,005 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 2270kg 232 4.7 - 155 276 23.9 +Great engine, surprisingly good dynamics - £85Kbuys a Boxster and anML350… 33334
Mercedes-BenzG63AMG 172D £124,000 8/5461 537/5500 560/2000 2475kg 220 5.4 - 130 322 - + It exists; epic soundtrack - Ancient chassis, silly price 33322
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-300SST 118 R '08-'13 4/1998 290/6500 300/3500 1590kg 185 5.2 13.9 155 256 26.2 + Evo gets twin-clutch transmission - Not as exciting as it used to be 33342
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-360 122D '08-'13 4/1998 354/6500 363/3500 1560kg 231 4.1 - 155 328 19.9 +Ridiculously rapid newEvo - A five-speed gearbox?! 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-330SST 134 R ’08-’12 4/1998 324/6500 322/3500 1590kg 207 4.4 - 155 256 - +Great engine and gearbox combo - It still lives in the shadowof the Evo IX 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 181 R ’09-’10 4/1998 403/6500 387/3500 1560kg 262 3.8 - 155 328 - +Most powerful factory Evo ever… - …about X grand toomuchwhen new 33342
Mitsubishi Evo IX FQ-340 088R ’05-’07 4/1997 345/6800 321/4600 1400kg 250 4.3 10.9 157 - - +Gives Porsche drivers nightmares - Points. Lots of 33333
Mitsubishi Evo IXMR FQ-360 181 R ’05-’07 4/1997 366/6887 363/3200 1400kg 266 3.9 - 157 - - +Well-executed engine upgrades - Prison food 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIII 055 R ’03-’04 4/1997 276/6500 289/3500 1410kg 199 5.1 - 157 - - + The Evo grows up - Brakes need beefing up 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VIII MR FQ-300 057 R ’03-’05 4/1997 305/6800 289/3500 1400kg 221 4.8 - 157 - 20.5 + Extra pace, extra attitude - Extramoney 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VII 031 R ’02-’03 4/1997 276/6500 282/3500 1360kg 206 5.0 13.0 140 - 20.4 + Terrific all-rounder - You tell us 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VII RS Sprint 041 D ’02-’03 4/1997 320/6500 327/6200 1260kg 258 4.4 - 150 - - + Ruthlessly focused roadweapon - For the truly committed 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIMäkinen Edition 200R ’00-’01 4/1997 276/6500 275/2750 1365kg 205 4.6 - 150 - - +Our favourite Evo - Subtle it is not 33333
Porsche Panamera 4S 186D £86,080 6/2997 414/6000 383/1750 1870kg 225 4.8 - 177 208 31.7 + Strongperformanceandtypically finePorschechassis -MissescharacterfulV8ofold ‘S’ 33342
Porsche PanameraGTS 208R £93,391 8/4806 434/6700 383/3500 1925kg 229 4.4 - 178 249 26.4 +Vivacious V8, entertaining balance - Can feel light on performance next to turbo’d rivals 33334
Porsche Panamera Turbo 137 R £108,006 8/4806 493/6000 516/2250 1970kg 254 3.6 8.9 188 270 24.6 + Fast, refined and dynamically sound - It still leaves us cold 33342
Porsche Panamera Turbo S 159D ’11-’13 8/4806 542/6000 590/2250 1995kg 276 3.7 - 190 270 24.6 +Pace, excellent ergonomics - Steering feel, ride 33342
PorscheMacan S 205R £43,648 6/2997 335/5500 339/1450 1865kg 183 5.4 - 157 204 31.4 +No less compelling than the Turbo - Although lacks its ultimate speed and agility 33332
PorscheMacan Turbo 207D £59,648 6/3604 394/6000 406/1350 1925kg 208 4.5 11.1 165 208 30.7 +Doesn’t feel like an SUV - Still not amatch for a proper sports saloon 33334
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V6) 211 D £72,523 6/3604 434/6000 442/1600 2110kg 209 5.2 - 163 228 28.3 + The driver’s Cayenne… - …butwhywould a driverwant an SUV? 33334
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V8) 173 D ’12-’15 8/4806 414/6500 380/3500 2085kg 202 5.6 - 162 251 26.4 +Dynamically the best SUVof its era - At two tons, it’s still no sports car 33334
PorscheCayenne Turbo (Mk2) 212 D £93,574 8/4806 513/6000 533/2250 2185kg 239 4.5 - 173 261 25.2 +Remarkable performance, handling, completeness - Vague steering, dated engine 33332
PorscheCayenne Turbo S (Mk2) 184D £118,455 8/4806 562/6000 590/2500 2235kg 255 4.1 - 176 267 24.6 +More power and torque than a Zonda S 7.3 - In an SUV 33332
Range Rover EvoqueCoupe Si4 160D £46,660 4/1999 237/6000 251/1900 1670kg 144 7.0 - 135 199 - + Striking looks, sporting dynamics - Hefty price, and petrol version is auto-only 33332
Range Rover Sport V8 Supercharged 186D £84,350 8/5000 503/6000 460/2500 2335kg 219 5.0 - 155 298 21.7 +Deceptively quick and capable sports SUV - It’s still got aweight problem 33332
Range Rover Sport SVR 212 D £95,150 8/5000 542/6000 501/3500 2335kg 236 4.5 - 162 298 21.7 + Characterful drivetrain; genuine off-road ability - Not amatch for its rivals on the road 33342
Range Rover SDV8 180D £80,850 8/4367 334/3500 516/1750 2360kg 144 6.5 - 140 229 32.5 + Lighter,more capable, evenmore luxurious - Diesel V6model feelsmore alert 33332
Rolls-RoyceGhost 186D £216,864 12/6592 563/5250 575/1500 2360kg 242 4.7 - 155 317 20.8 + It’s quicker than you think - It’smore enjoyable driven slowly 33332
Rolls-Royce Phantom 054R £310,200 12/6749 453/5350 531/3500 2560kg 180 5.7 - 149 377 18.0 +Rolls reinvented for the 21st Century - The roads are barely big enough 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 201 R £28,995 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1534kg 196 5.2 - 158 242 27.2 + Fast Subaru saloon returns (again) -Without a power increase 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 151 D ’10-’13 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1505kg 200 5.1 - 158 243 26.9 + Fast Subaru saloon returns -Without the blue paintandgoldwheels 33334
Subaru ImprezaWRXGB270 109D ’07 4/2457 266/5700 310/3000 1410kg 192 5.2 - 143 - - + Fitting final fling for ‘classic’ Impreza - End of an era 33334
Subaru Impreza STI 090R ’05-’07 4/2457 276/6000 289/4000 1495kg 188 5.3 - 158 - 25.9 + Stunning to drive - Not so stunning to look at 33332
Subaru Impreza STI Spec C * 084D ’05-’07 4/1994 320/6730 311/3500 1350kg 240 4.3 - 157 - - + Lighter, faster, fiercer - The need for self-restraint 33333
Subaru Impreza RB320 105 R ’07 4/2457 316/6000 332/3750 1495kg 215 4.8 - 155 - - + Fitting tribute to a rallying legend - Too hardcore for some? 33334
Subaru ImprezaWRXSTI PPP 073 R ’03-’05 4/1994 300/6000 299/4000 1470kg 207 5.2 12.9 148 - - +ASubaruwith real edge - Bit too edgy in thewet 33334
Subaru STi Type RASpecC * 067 R ’03-’05 4/1994 335/7000 280/3750 1380kg 247 4.3 11.1 160 - - + Best Impreza since the P1 - Lost its throbby flat-four voice 33333
Subaru Impreza Turbo 011 R ’98-’00 4/1994 215/5600 214/4000 1235kg 177 5.4 14.6 144 - 27.2 +Destined for classic status - Thirsty 33333
Subaru Impreza P1 200R ’00-’01 4/1994 276/6500 260/4000 1283kg 219 4.9 13.3 150 - 25.0 +Ultimate old-shape Impreza - Prices reflect this 33333
Subaru Impreza RB5 (PPP) 187 R ’99 4/1994 237/6000 258/3500 1235kg 195 5.0 14.1 143 - - + Perfect blend of poise and power - Limited numbers 33333
Subaru Impreza 22B 188 R ’98-’99 4/2212 276/6000 265/3200 1270kg 220 5.0 13.1 150 - - + The ultimate Impreza - Doesn’t come cheap 33333
TeslaModel S P85D 208D £79,080 515kW 691 687 2239kg 314 3.2 - 155 0 n/a +Dualmotors and 4WDequals extraordinary acceleration - Lack of charging points 33334
TeslaModel S Performance 196R ’14 310kW 416 442 2100kg 201 4.2 - 130 0 n/a + Intoxicating performance, soothing refinement - Generic styling, charging limitations 33334
Vauxhall Insignia VXRSuperSport 189D £29,824 6/2792 321/5250 321/5250 1825kg 179 5.6 - 170 249 26.6 +A 170mphVauxhall - Should be amore engaging steer 33342
Vauxhall Vectra VXR 102D ’06-’09 6/2792 276/5500 262/1800 1580kg 177 6.1 - 161 - 27.4 +Great engine, effortless pace, good value - Numb steering, lumpy ride 33332
Vauxhall VXR8GTS 215 D £54,499 8/6162 576/6150 545/3850 1834kg 319 4.2 - 155 363 18.5 +Monsterengine;engagingdrivingexperience-Woeful interior 33332
Volvo V60Polestar 197 D £49,775 6/2953 345/5250 369/3000 1759kg 199 5.0 - 155 237 27.7 + First Volvo to get a full Polestarmakeover - Still a close relative of the standard V60 33342

WhyWouldyou?
The second-gen XKR/XKR-S is thrillingly fast,
effortlessly elegant and temptingly good value.
Starting out with 420bhp, power rose to 503bhp
when the supercharged V8 grew from 4.2 to
5 litres in 2009. The S upped this to 542bhp.
Whattopay
£20k-25k gets a 4.2, £30k a 5.0 or a small choice of
XKR-Ss. Low-mileage XKR-Ss can top £70k.

Whattolookoutfor
The engine and gearbox (a ZF auto) are both
reliable. Warped front discs point to cheap
aftermarket replacements or just bad driving.
Fault codes displayed on the dash often point
to a failing battery – a good quality replacement
should make them disappear. A wet carpet in the
passenger footwell points to a blocked drain pipe
for the air-con condenser. (Full guide, evo 211.)

pocket
buying guide

Jaguar XKR & XKR-S
Years 2006-2014 Engine V8, 5000cc,
supercharger Power 503bhp@6000-
6500rpm Torque 461lb ft@ 2500-

5500rpm 0-60mph 4.6sec
Top speed 155mph (spec is for 5.0 XKR)
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Alfa Romeo4CSpider 211 D £59,500 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 940kg 256 4.5 - 160 161 40.9 + Stunningly beautiful; better steering than coupe - Still has the coupe’s other foibles 33342
Alfa Romeo 8C Spider 161 R ’09-’11 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1675kg 273 4.5 - 181 - - + Beautymeets beast. They hit it off - Boot is useless for touring 33334
Alpina D4BiturboConvertible 212 D £54,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1815kg 193 5.0 - 171 156 47.9 +Asmuch torque as a 997 Turbo - A diesel convertiblewouldn’t be our choice of Alpina 33332
Ariel Atom3.5 Supercharged 180D £38,000 4/1998 310/8400 169/7200 550kg 573 2.7 - 155 - - +Asmad as ever - Rain 33333
Ariel Atom3.5R 198R £64,800 4/1998 350/8400 243/6100 550kg 647 2.6 - 155 - - + Remarkable balance, poise and pace - Pricey 33333
Ariel Atom3 245 113 D ’08-’12 4/1998 245/8200 155/5200 500kg 498 3.2 - 150 - 33.0 + TheAtom just got a little bit better - Can still be a bit draughty… 33334
Ariel Atom3Supercharged 138 R ’09-’12 4/1998 300/8200 162/7200 550kg 554 3.3 - 155 - - + It’s brilliant - It’smental 33333
Ariel AtomMugen 165 R ’12-’13 4/1998 270/8300 188/6000 550kg 499 2.9 - 150 - - + Perfect engine for the Atom’s chassis - Only tenweremade 33333
Ariel AtomV8500 165 R ’10-’12 8/3000 475/10,500 284/7750 550kg 877 3.0 5.8 170 - - +An experience unlike anything else on Planet Car - £150K for an Atom 33333
Ariel Nomad 210 R £33,000 4/2354 235/7200 221/4300 670kg 365 3.4 - 134 - - +Off-road capabilitiesmake for a super plaything - NoBluetooth 33333
Aston Martin V8 Vantage Roadster 130 R £89,994 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1710kg 250 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + Sportiest, coolest drop-top Aston in years - Starting to feel its age 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage S Roadster 161 R £108,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1690kg 258 4.6 - 189 299 21.9 + Sounds amazing, looks even better - Still not the best drop-top in its class 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage SRoadster 212 R £147,000 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1745kg 329 4.1 - 201 343 19.2 +Abrilliant two-seat roadster… - …let downby a frustrating gearbox 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage Roadster 175 R ’12-’14 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1760kg 294 4.4 - 190 - - +As good as the coupe,with amplified V12 rumble - Just a smidgen shakier 33334
AstonMartin DB9Volante 150D £141,995 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1815kg 263 4.6 - 190 368 18.2 +Consummate cruiser and capablewhen pushed - Roof-upwind noise 33334
AstonMartin DBSVolante 133 D ’09-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1810kg 286 4.3 - 191 388 17.3 +A feelgood car par excellence - It’s a bit of a heavyweight 33332
Audi TTSRoadster 207D £41,085 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1450kg 214 5.2 - 155 169 38.7 +A serious proposition, ranking close behind a Boxster S - Coupe still looks better 33332
Audi TTSRoadster 122 D ’08-'14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1455kg 187 5.6 - 155 189 34.9 + Effortlessly quick - Long-termappeal open to question 33332
Audi TT RSRoadster 133 D '09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1510kg 225 4.7 - 155 212 31.0 + Terrific engine… - …is the best thing about it 33342
Audi S5Cabriolet 130D £46,770 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1875kg 178 5.6 - 155 199 33.2 +Gets the S4’s trick supercharged engine - Bordering on dull 33332
Audi RS5Cabriolet 179 D £69,505 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1920kg 235 4.9 - 155 249 26.4 +Pace, looks, interior, naturally aspiratedV8 -Not the lastword in fun or involvement 33342
Audi RS4Cabriolet 094D ’06-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1845kg 228 4.9 - 155 - - + That engine -Wibblewobble, wibblewobble, jelly on a plate 33322
Audi R8V8Spyder 186D ’11-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/6000 1660kg 259 4.8 - 187 337 19.6 +More delicate and subtle than the V10 - TheV10 sounds even better 33333
BACMono 189R £124,255 4/2261 280/7700 206/6000 540kg 527 2.8 - 170 - - + Themost single-minded track car available - Thatmeans no passengers… 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8Convertible 168 R £150,200 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2395kg 212 4.7 - 187 254 25.9 +One of theworld’s best topless GTs - Still no sports car 33332
Bentley Continental GTV8SConvertible 194D £160,500 8/3993 521/6000 502/1700 2395kg 221 4.5 - 191 258 25.4 +A true drivers’ Bentley - Excessively heavy; feels like it could givemore 33334
Bentley Conti GT SpeedConvertible 187 D £181,000 12/5998 626/6000 605/1700 2420kg 263 4.1 - 203 347 19.0 + Effortless performance, style - Running costs a tad on the high side 33334
Bentley Continental Supersports 147 D ’10-’12 12/5998 621/6000 590/2000 2395kg 263 3.9 - 202 388 17.3 + Fast, capable and refined - Coupe does the Supersports thing better 33332
BMWM235i Convertible 207D £37,710 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1600kg 204 5.2 - 155 199 33.2 +Neat styling; great drivetrain - Loss of dynamic ability comparedwith coupe 33342
BMWZ4 sDrive 35iMSport (Mk2) 186D £43,005 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1505kg 204 5.2 - 155 219 30.1 + Looks, hard-top versatility, drivetrain - Clumsy chassis is upset by ragged surfaces 33342
BMWZ43.0si (Mk1) 094D ’06-’09 6/2996 265/6600 232/2750 1310kg 205 5.7 - 155 - 32.9 + Terrific straight-six - Handling not as playful aswe’d like 33332
BMWZ4MRoadster 091 R ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1410kg 244 4.8 - 155 - 23.3 + Exhilarating and characterful, that engine - Stiff suspension 33334
BMWMRoadster 002R ’98-’02 6/3246 325/7400 258/4900 1375kg 240 5.3 - 155 - 25.4 + Fresh-airM3, thatmotor, hunky looks -MCoupe drives better 33342
BMW435i Convertible 194D £45,680 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1740kg 176 5.6 - 155 190 34.8 + Impressive chassis, smart looks, neat roof - Extraweight, not as composed as coupe 33342
BMWM4Convertible (F83) 202D £61,145 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1750kg 247 4.6 - 155 213 31.0 +As good as fast four-seat drop-tops get… - …but still not as good as a coupe or saloon 33332
BMWM3Convertible (E93) 119 D ’08-13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1810kg 232 5.3 - 155 297 22.2 +MDCT transmission, pace, slick roof - Extraweight blunts the edge 33332
BMWM3Convertible (E46) 035D ’01-’06 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1655kg 207 5.3 - 155 - 23.3 + That engine - Gets thewobbles on British B-roads 33332
BMWZ8 026R ’00-’03 8/4941 400/6600 369/3800 1585kg 256 4.8 11.1 155 - 14.4 +M5-powered super-sportster -M5’smore fun to drive 33322
CaterhamSeven 160 198R £19,710 4/660 80/7000 79/3400 490kg 166 6.5 - 100 - - + The fabulous Seven formula at itsmost basic - Gets priceywith options 33334
CaterhamSeven 270 209R £23,795 4/1595 135/6800 122/4100 540kg 254 5.0 - 122 - - + Feisty engine, sweetly balanced,manic and exciting - The temptation ofmore power 33333
CaterhamSeven 360 209R £27,795 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 560kg 327 4.8 - 130 - - + Extra power iswelcome - You’ll need the six-speed gearbox tomake themost of it 33333
CaterhamSeven 420 214 R £30,795 4/1999 210/7600 150/6300 560kg 381 4.3 - 136 - - + It’s the onewebuilt for ourselves - Trickier on the limit than lesser-powered Sevens 33333
CaterhamSeven 620R 187 R £50,795 4/1999 310/7700 219/7350 545kg 578 2.8 - 155 - - + Banzai on track, yet still relevant on the road - £50k for a Seven? 33333
CaterhamSevenCSR 094R £47,295 4/2261 256/7500 200/6200 565kg 460 3.8 - 155 - - + Brilliant for high days, holidays and trackdays -WetWednesdays 33334
CaterhamSevenRoadsport 125 105 R ’07-’14 4/1595 125/6100 120/5350 539kg 235 5.9 - 112 - - +Great debut for new Ford-enginedmodel - Bigger drivers need SVmodel 33334
CaterhamSeven Supersport 165 R ’11-’14 4/1595 140/6900 120/5790 520kg 273 4.9 - 120 - - +One of the best Caterhams is also one of the cheapest of its era - It’s quiteminimalist 33333
CaterhamSeven Supersport R 180D ’13-’14 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 535kg 342 4.8 - 130 - - +One of the best road-and-track Sevens - Impractical, noisy, uncomfortable 33334
CaterhamSeven Superlight R300 150R ’09-’12 4/1999 175/7000 139/6000 515kg 345 4.5 - 140 - - + Possibly all the Caterhamyou need - They’re not cheap 33333
CaterhamSeven Superlight R500 123 R ’08-’14 4/1999 263/8500 177/7200 506kg 528 2.9 - 150 - - + Better power-to-weight ratio than aVeyron - Until you add the driver 33333
CaterhamLevante 131 R ’09-’10 8/2398 550/10000 300/8500 520kg 1074 4.8 8.2 150 - - + Twice the power-to-weight ratio of a Veyron! - Not easy to drive slowly 33334
CaterhamSevenR300 068R ’02-’06 4/1796 160/7000 130/5000 500kg 325 4.7 - 130 - - +Our 2002 Trackday Car of the Year - Not forwimps 33333
CaterhamSevenR500 200R ’99-’06 4/1796 230/8600 155/7200 460kg 510 3.6 8.8 146 - - + The K-series Seven at its very best - No cup holders 33333
Donkervoort D8GTOPerformance 185 R £120,000 5/2480 375/5500 350/1750 695kg 548 2.8 - 168 - - + There’s nothing else like it - Pricey for a carwith a five-cylinder engine 33333
Ferrari California T 212 D £154,460 8/3855 552/7500 557/4750 1729kg 324 3.6 - 196 250 26.9 + Turbocharged engine is a triumph - Still places daily useability above outright thrills 33332
Ferrari California 171 D ’08-’14 8/4297 483/7750 372/5000 1735kg 283 3.8 - 193 299 - +Revisedwith sharper performance and dynamics -We’d still take a 458 Spider 33334
Honda S2000 118 D ’99-’09 4/1997 237/8300 153/7500 1260kg 191 6.2 - 150 - 28.2 +An alternative and rev-happy roadster - The Boxster’s better 33332
Jaguar F-typeConvertible 186 R £56,745 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1587kg 214 5.5 - 161 234 28.8 + Beautiful, enjoyable, responsive - Noticeably junior to the V6S 33332
Jaguar F-type SConvertible 183 R £65,745 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1604kg 238 5.3 - 171 234 28.8 + Better-damped andmore rounded than theV8S - ABoxster S is £20k cheaper 33334
Jaguar F-type RConvertible £92,295 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1665kg 331 4.0 - 186 255 26.4 +Pace, characterful V8 - Costs £25kmore than the S 33334
Jaguar F-type Project 7 212 R £135,000 8/5000 567/6500 501/2500 1585kg 363 3.9 - 186 - - +Noise, performance, adjustability - Expensive, and not theGT3 rival wewould have liked 33334
Jaguar F-type V8SConvertible 183 R ’13-’14 8/5000 488/6500 461/2500 1665kg 298 4.3 - 186 259 25.5 +Wilder than the V6S - Could be too exuberant for some 33334
Jaguar XKRConvertible 130 R ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1725kg 296 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Fantastic 5-litre V8 - Loses sporting ground to itsmain foes 33332
Jaguar XKR-SConvertible 167 R ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1725kg 319 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + Loud andmad;most exciting Jag in years - It was also themost expensive in years 33334
KTMX-BowGT 183D £95,880 4/1984 281/6400 310/3200 875kg 326 4.1 - 144 189 34.0 + Extraordinary ability, now in amore road-friendly package - Price 33334
KTMX-BowR 165 R £87,480 4/1984 296/5500 295/3300 818kg 368 3.6 - 144 - - + Sharper handling,more power - Pity it’s not even lighter, and cheaper 33332
KTMX-Bow 138R ’08-’12 4/1984 237/5500 229/2000 818kg 294 3.8 - 137 - - +Mad looks; real quality feel - Heavier and pricier than you’d hope 33332
Lotus Elise 1.6 144D £30,900 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 876kg 155 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 +New 1.6 Elise is light and fantastic - Smaller engine could put someoff 33333

Our Choice
PorscheBoxsterSpyder. The Boxster is the benchmark in
its class for a good reason: it’s simply a fabulous all-rounder.
The new Spyder, which gets the 3.8-litre engine from the 911
Carrera S, would be our pick, but the 3.4-litre GTS and S, and
even the basic 2.7, are all true five-star cars, too.

Best of the Rest
Lotus’s Exige S Roadster counters the Boxster with amore
focused driving experience, while themore-affordable Elise
continues to defy its age. Jaguar’s F-type also impresses in
both V6 (left) and V8 forms, but for the ultimate thrills, get a
Caterham 620R, Ariel Atom or Radical.

‘The 2-litre engine is fabulous: always keen, always
responsive, solid from 3000rpm and singing between 4500
and the limiter. Be in no doubt that this is a very strong
170bhp in a very small car.

‘Despite itsmodest footprint, you can commit the Clio
ambitiously into corners. The front end is utterly faithful and

predictable, and the tail can bemade to slide a lot or a little
by lifting off the throttle. Far from being savagely unforgiving,
the 172 has just about themost finitely adjustable front-drive
chassis this side of an Integra Type R.

‘The Clio 172 does a fine job of carrying Renault’s proud
hot hatch heritage into a newmillennium.’

The 172 followed in the tyre
tracks of the legendary

ClioWilliams.Here’swhat
RichardMeaden thought

past
master Renaultsport Clio 172 Issue 016, February 2000
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Lotus Elise 1.6 Club Racer 183 R £30,900 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 852kg 160 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 + Even lighter, evenmore focused - A touch pricey for a stripped-out Elise 33333
Lotus Elise S 172 R £37,200 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 924kg 239 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 +New supercharged Elise boasts epicgripandpace-£37Kbefore(pricey)options… 33333
Lotus Elise SClub Racer 189D £37,200 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 905kg 244 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 + Purist approach intensifies ability -Lightest,option-freespecrequirescommitment 33333
Lotus Elise SCup 207D £43,500 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 932kg 237 4.2 - 140 175 37.5 + Rewards precision like no other Elise -Youcan’t removetheroof 33333
Lotus Exige S Roadster 186 R £55,500 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1166kg 301 3.8 - 145 235 28.0 + Like the hard-top Exige S, butmore road-friendly -BoxsterS isabetterall-rounder 33333
Lotus Elise R 068R ’04-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 860kg 223 5.6 13.9 150 196 34.4 +Most thrillsome Elise yet - Blaring engine note 33333
Lotus Elise SC 131 R ’08-’11 4/1794 218/8000 156/5000 870kg 254 4.5 11.4 148 199 33.2 +All the usual Elisemagic - Supercharged engine lacks sparkle 33334
Lotus Elise S 1.8 104R ’06-’10 4/1794 134/6200 127/4200 860kg 158 6.3 18.7 127 - 37.2 + Brilliant entry-level Elise - Precious little 33333
Lotus Elise 111S 049R ’02-’04 4/1796 156/7000 129/4650 860kg 197 5.1 - 131 - 40.9 +A genuinely useable Elise - Air-con? In an Elise? 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 135 040D ’03 4/1796 135/6200 129/4850 726kg 189 5.4 - 129 - - +One of our fave S2 Elises - Brakes needmore bite and pedal feel 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 190 044R ’03 4/1796 190/7800 128/5000 710kg 272 4.7 12.1 135 - - + Fabulous trackday tool - Pricey 33334
Lotus Elise (S1) 126 R ’96-’01 4/1796 118/5500 122/3000 731kg 164 6.1 18.5 126 - 39.4 +Amodern classic - A tad impractical? 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven Supercharged 123 R ’07-’11 4/1796 252/8000 179/7000 670kg 382 3.8 - 150 - - + Impressive on road and track - Not hardcore enough for some 33333
Lotus 2-ElevenGT4 138 R ’09-’11 4/1796 266/8200 179/7200 670kg 403 3.7 - 155 - - + evo Track Car of the Year 2009 - It’s a 76-grand Lotuswith no roof 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven 126 R ’07-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 720kg 267 4.3 - 140 - - +Not far off supercharged car’s pace - Pricey once it’smade road-legal 33334
Lotus 340R 126 R ’00 4/1796 190/7800 146/5000 658kg 293 4.5 12.5 126 - - +Hardcore road-racer… - …that looks like a dune buggy fromMars 33333
Lotus Elan SE 095R ’89-’95 4/1588 165/6600 148/4200 1022kg 164 6.7 - 137 - 21.0 +Awesome front-drive chassis - Rather uninvolving 33332
Maserati GranCabrio 142D £98,940 8/4691 434/7000 332/4750 1980kg 223 5.2 - 177 337 19.5 +As good to drive as it is to look at - Lacks the grunt of some rivals 33334
Maserati GranCabrio Sport 161 D £104,535 8/4691 444/7000 376/4750 1980kg 228 5.0 - 177 377 19.5 + Looks, performance, cruising ability - Brakes could be sharper 33334
Maserati GranCabrioMC 185D £112,370 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1973kg 234 4.9 - 179 337 19.5 +Most powerful GranCabrio yet - TheGranCabrio is starting to show its age 33332
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport (Mk4) 212 R £22,695 4/1998 158/6000 147/4600 1047kg 153 7.3 - 133 161 40.9 + LightestMX-5 since theMk1 - Lacks intensity 33332
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport Tech (Mk3.5) 212 R ’09-’15 4/1999 158/7000 139/5000 1098kg 146 7.6 - 138 181 36.2 +Handles brilliantly again; folding hard-top also available - Less thanmacho image 33334
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk3) 091 R ’05-’09 4/1798 124/6500 123/4500 1080kg 108 9.3 - 122 - - +Gearchange, interior - Lost someof the charmof oldMX-5s; dubious handling 33342
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk2) 017 R ’98-’05 4/1839 146/7000 124/5000 1065kg 140 8.6 - 123 - 32.5 +Affordable ragtops don’t getmuch better - Cheap cabin 33333
MazdaMX-5 1.6 (Mk1) 131 R ’89-’97 4/1597 115/6500 100/5500 971kg 120 9.0 - 114 - - + The original and still (prettymuch) the best - Less than rigid 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLK 350Sport 161 R £44,605 6/3498 302/6500 273/3500 1465kg 209 5.5 - 155 167 39.8 + Best non-AMGSLK yet - Still no Boxster-beater 33342
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMG 186R £55,345 8/5461 416/6800 398/4500 1615kg 262 4.6 - 155 195 33.6 +Quicker andmore economical than ever - Needs to be sharper, too 33322
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMG 087 R ’05-’10 8/5439 355/5750 376/4000 1575kg 229 4.9 - 155 - 23.5 + Superb engine, responsive chassis - Nomanual option, ESP spoils fun 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLK 55AMGBlack Series 110 R ’07-’08 8/5439 394/5750 383/3750 1495kg 268 4.9 11.2 174 - - +AMGgets serious - Dull-witted 7G-Tronic auto box, uneven dynamics 33342
Mercedes-Benz SL500 169D £81,915 8/4663 429/5250 516/1800 1710kg 255 4.6 - 155 212 31.0 +Wafty performance, beautifully engineered - Lacks ultimate sports car feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 171 D £112,510 8/5461 530/5500 590/2000 1770kg 304 4.3 - 155 231 - +Monster performance, lighter than before - Still heavy, steering lacksconsistency 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 183D £170,815 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 1875kg 336 4.0 - 155 270 24.4 +Chassis just about dealswith the power - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 117 D ’08-’13 8/6208 518/6800 464/5200 1970kg 278 4.6 - 155 328 20.0 +More focused than old SL55AMG - Lost someof its all-round appeal 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL55AMG 070R ’02-’07 8/5439 493/6100 516/2650 1955kg 256 4.6 10.2 155 - - +As fast as aMurciélago - Not asmuch fun 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 071 D ’04-’10 12/5980 604/4800 737/2000 2035kg 302 4.1 - 155 - - +Gob-smacking performance - Gob-smackingly pricey 33334
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGRoadster 167 R ’12-’14 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1660kg 345 3.7 - 197 308 21.4 + Loses none of the coupe’s talents - But (understandably) losesthegullwingdoors 33333
Morgan 3Wheeler 198 R £25,950 2/1976 82/5250 103/3250 525kg 159 6.0 - 115 215 30.3 +Quirky, characterful, brilliant - Can becomea two-wheeler if you push too hard 33332
Morgan Plus 8 Speedster 202 R £71,140 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1000kg 368 4.2 - 148 282 23.3 + Fantastic old-school roadster experience-Getsunsettledbybigbumps 33332
Morgan Plus 8 171 R £86,345 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1100kg 334 4.4 - 155 256 25.7 +Hilariousmix of old looks and newmechanicals-Refinementisdefinitelyold-school 33332
MorganAero SuperSports 145 R £128,045 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.2 - 170 - - +As above, with a V8 and targa top - It’s proper supercarmoney 33332
MorganAero 8 105 R ’02-’08 8/4799 362/6300 361/3400 1100kg 334 4.5 - 170 - 25.2 +Glorious sound, viewover bonnet, dynamics - Awkward-looking rear 33332
Nissan 370ZRoadster 143 R '10-'14 6/3696 326/7000 269/5200 1554kg 213 5.5 - 155 262 25.2 + The Zed’s old-school character remains intact - Its purposeful looks don’t 33332
Porsche Boxster (981) 172 R £38,810 6/2706 261/6700 206/4500 1310kg 202 5.4 - 164 192 34.5 +Goes and looks better; cleanest Boxster ever - Steeringnowelectric tohelpcutCO2 33333
Porsche Boxster S (981) 186 R £47,035 6/3436 311/6700 265/4500 1320kg 239 5.1 - 173 206 32.1 + Boxster steps out of 911’s shadow - But gets 911’s less appealing electric steering 33333
Porsche Boxster GTS (981) 203D £52,879 6/3436 325/6700 273/4500 1345kg 246 5.0 - 174 211 31.4 + Superb dynamics, fantastic engine, great looks - Sportsuspension isvery firm 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (981) 215 F £60,459 6/3800 370/6700 310/4750 1315kg 286 4.5 - 180 230 28.5 + The fastest,most rewarding Boxster yet - Feedbacktrails theCaymanGT4’s 33333
Porsche Boxster (987) ’05-’12 6/2893 252/6400 214/4400 1335kg 192 5.9 - 163 221 30.0 + Second-gen Boxster’s as brilliant as ever - It’s a typically Porsche redesign 33333
Porsche Boxster S (987) 161 R ’05-’12 6/3436 306/6400 265/5500 1355kg 229 5.3 - 170 223 29.7 +As above, butwithmore power - Lighter steering than before 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 188 R ’10-’12 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1275kg 252 5.0 - 166 221 29.1 + Lighter,more driver-centric Boxster - Collapsed-brolly roof not themost practical 33333
Porsche Boxster (986 2.7) 049R ’99-’04 6/2687 228/6300 192/4700 1275kg 182 6.3 - 155 - 29.1 + Still an impeccable sports car - Very little 33333
Porsche Boxster S (986) 070R ’99-’04 6/3179 260/6200 228/4700 1320kg 200 5.5 - 164 - 26.9 +Added power is seductive - As above 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet (991) 183 R £82,169 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1470kg 238 5.0 - 177 216 30.7 +Brilliantengine - Doesn’t quite have the ‘magicatanyspeed’characterofprevious 911s 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera SCabriolet (991) 171 R £92,204 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1485kg 270 4.7 - 187 228 29.1 +All-newopen911drives just likethecoupe -Whichmeansthesameartificialsteering 33334
Porsche 911 TurboCabriolet (997) 139D ’07-’12 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1645kg 305 3.8 - 194 275 24.1 + Absurdly quick and capable drop-top -We’d still take the coupe 33334
Radical SR3 SL 174 R £81,300 4/2000 300/6000 265/4000 795kg 383 3.0 - 161 - - +Our 2011 Track Car of the Year, and it’s road-legal - You’ll need towrap upwarm 33333
Radical RXCTurbo 500 209D £143,400 6/3496 530/6100 481/5000 1100kg 490 2.6 - 185 - - +Huge performance, intuitive adjustability, track ability - Compromised for road use 33334
Renault Sport Spider 183 R ’96-’99 4/1998 148/6000 136/4500 930kg 157 6.5 - 131 - - + Rarity, fabulous unassisted steering feel - Heavier than you’d hope 33332
ToyotaMR2 187 R ’00-’06 4/1794 138/6400 125/4400 975kg 141 7.2 21.2 130 - 38.2 + Tight lines, taut dynamics -Minimal luggage space 33334
TVRTamora 070R ’01-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1050kg 338 4.5 - 160 - - +Well-sorted soft-top TVR - Awkward styling 33332
TVRTuscanConvertible 091 R ’05-’07 6/3996 365/6800 315/6000 1100kg 337 3.8 8.1 195+ - - + Spirit of theGriff reborn -Over 195mph?Really? 33334
TVRChimaera 5.0 007 R ’93-’03 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.6 - 167 - 26.4 +Gorgeous noise, tarmac-rippling grunt - Details 33332
TVRGriffith 4.3 068R ’92-’93 8/4280 280/5500 305/4000 1060kg 268 4.8 11.2 148 - - + The car thatmade TVR. Cult status -Mere details 33334
TVRGriffith 500 009R ’93-’01 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.8 11.2 167 - 22.1 +Gruff diamond - A few rough edges 33334
Vauxhall VX220 023R ’00-‘04 4/2198 145/5800 150/4000 875kg 168 5.6 - 136 - 34.4 +Absurdly goodVauxhall - The badge? 33334
Vauxhall VX220 Turbo 066R ’03-’05 4/1998 197/5500 184/1950 930kg 215 4.7 - 151 - - +Nothing comes close for themoney -Marginal everyday usability 33333
Vuhl 05 215 D £59,995 4/2000 285/5600 310/3000 725kg 405 3.7 - 152 - - + Impressivepaceandquality - Youcangetamorethrills fromaCaterhamathalf theprice 33332
Zenos E10 S 214 R £30,595 4/1999 250/7000 295/2500 725kg 350 4.2 - 145 - - +Neutralandexploitable - Prescriptivebalance 33332
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#1 PORSCHE 911
CARRERA 2.7 RS
DUCKTAIL

THE THRILL OF DRIVING – ON A T-SHIRT!
ON
SALE

NOW!
View the full range at evo.co.uk. Prices from just £16.99
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Alfa Romeo4C 209R £51,500 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 895kg 269 4.5 - 160 157 41.5 +Carbonfibre tub,mini-supercar looks - Hot hatch engine, clunky gearbox 33342
Alfa Romeo8CCompetizione 120R ’07-’09 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1585kg 288 4.1 - 181 - - + Looks, exclusivity, noise, balance - They’re all sold 33334
Alpina D4Biturbo 206R £50,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - 173 139 53.3 + Fifth-gear oversteer - Sounds like a diesel; fuel economynot as good as youmight hope 33334
Alpina B4Biturbo 206R £58,950 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1615kg 254 4.2 - 188 177 37.2 +More fluid than theM4; better traction, too - Not as precise as theM-car over the limit 33334
Alpina B3 Biturbo (E92) 108R ’07-’13 6/2979 355/5500 369/3800 1570kg 230 4.8 - 177 - 29.1 + Alpina’sM3 alternative - Too refined for some 33334
Alpina B3GT3 (E92) 176D ’12-’13 6/2979 402/6000 398/4500 1535kg 266 4.4 - 186 224 - +Alpina’sM3GTS alternative - Auto gearbox frustrateswhen pressing on 33334
AstonMartin V8Vantage 169D £84,995 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1630kg 262 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + 2012 upgradeskeeptheV8Vantageonsong-Startingtofeela littledated, though 33332
AstonMartin V8VantageN430 210 R £89,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.5 - 189 321 20.5 +Malleable, involving, can still hold its own -Never feels rampantlyquick 33333
AstonMartin V8Vantage S 168R £94,995 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.5 - 189 299 21.9 +Keener engine, V12 Vantage looks - Slightly sluggish auto only 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage S 190R £138,000 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1665kg 345 3.7 - 205 343 19.2 +Amongst the best Astons evermade -Old-school automated ’box 33334
AstonMartin VantageGT12 214 R £250,000 12/5935 592/7000 461/5500 1565kg 384 3.5 - 185 - - + TheGT3-style Vantagewe’ve beenwaiting for - Only 100 beingmade 33333
AstonMartin V12 Vantage 146R ’09-’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.4 9.7 190 388 17.3 + The carwe hoped theV8Vantagewould be - Erm, a tad thirsty? 33333
AstonMartin V12 Zagato 181 F ’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.2 - 190 388 17.3 + The looks, the noise, theway it drives - It’s several times the price of a V12 Vantage 33333
AstonMartin DB9 178 R £133,495 12/5935 510/6500 457/5500 1785kg 290 4.6 - 183 368 18.2 + Better than the old DB9 in every respect - Automatic gearbox could be quicker 33334
AstonMartin DB9GT 214D £140,000 12/5935 540/6750 457/5500 1785kg 307 4.5 - 183 333 19.8 +More power; still has bags of character - Needs eight-speed auto ’box 33334
AstonMartin DBS 142 R ’07-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1695kg 306 4.2 - 191 388 17.3 + Stupendous engine, gearbox, brakes - Pricey. Can bite the unwary 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI (Mk3) 204R £29,915 4/1984 227/4500 273/1650 1230kg 188 6.0 - 155 137 47.9 +Desirable, grippy and effortlessly quick - Still not the lastword in interaction 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI quattro (Mk3) 203D £32,860 4/1984 227/4500 273/1600 1335kg 173 5.3 - 155 149 44.1 + Looks, interior, decent performance and handling - Lacks ultimate involvement 33332
Audi TTS (Mk3) 209R £38,790 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1365kg 228 4.9 - 155 - - + Themost dynamically interesting TT yet - Still not as interactive as a Cayman 33332
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI (Mk2) 155 R ’06-’14 4/1984 208/4300 258/1600 1295kg 163 6.3 15.7 152 154 42.8 + Front-driver loses nothing to quattro TTs - Steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TTS (Mk2) 193 R ’08-’14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1395kg 195 5.4 - 155 184 35.8 +Usefully quicker TT; great drivetrain - Still steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TT RS (Mk2) 158 R ’09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1450kg 235 4.4 11.1 155 209 31.4 + Sublime 5-cylinder turbo engine - Rest of package can’t quitematch it 33332
Audi TT RSPlus (Mk2) 185D ’12-’14 5/2480 355/5500 343/1650 1450kg 249 4.3 - 174 209 31.4 + Stonkingly fast cross-country - Shockingly expensive for a TT 33332
Audi TT Sport (Mk1) 081 D ’05-’06 4/1781 237/5700 236/2300 1390kg 173 5.9 - 155 - 30.3 +Deliciously purposeful interior, crisp chassis - Numb steering 33332
Audi S5 189D £43,665 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1675kg 199 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 + SuperchargedV6makes S5 cleaner and faster - Poor body control 33322
Audi RS5 206R £59,870 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1715kg 263 4.5 - 155 246 26.9 + Brilliant engine and improved chassis - Lack of suspension travel; inconsistent steering 33332
Audi R8V8 201 R ’07-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/4500 1560kg 276 4.1 9.9 188 332 19.9 +A true 911 alternative - Exclusivity comes at a price 33333
Bentley Continental GTV8 178 R £140,300 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2220kg 229 4.6 - 188 246 27.0 +Aproper drivers’ Bentleywith decent economy -W12 suddenly seemspointless 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8S 204 F £149,800 8/3933 521/6000 502/1700 2220kg 238 4.3 - 192 250 26.4 +An even better drivers’ Bentley - Vastweightmakes its presence felt in harder driving 33334
Bentley Continental GT 152D £150,500 12/5998 567/6000 516/1700 2245kg 257 4.3 - 197 338 19.5 + 200mph in utter comfort -Weight, thirst 33332
Bentley Continental GT Speed 212 D £168,300 12/5998 626/6000 605/1700 2245kg 283 4.0 - 206 338 19.5 +Desirabilitymeets exclusivity and performance -We’d still have the V8 33334
Bentley Continental GT3-R 203D £237,500 8/3993 572/6000 518/1700 2120kg 274 3.6 - 170 295 22.2 + The best-handling Continental ever - Expensive; it still weighs 2120kg 33334
BMW 1-seriesMCoupe 188 R ’11-’12 6/2979 335/5900 369/1500 1495kg 228 4.8 - 155 224 - +Character, turbo pace and great looks - Cameandwent too quick 33333
BMWM235i Coupe 209R £34,535 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1455kg 224 5.0 - 155 189 34.9 + Powertrain, chassis, looks, size - Limited-slip diff is an option, not standard 33334
BMW435iMSport Coupe 189D £42,365 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1510kg 203 5.4 - 155 169 35.8 + Better balance than 3-series saloon - Can feel characterless at lower speeds 33334
BMWM4 206R £57,050 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1497kg 288 4.3 - 155 204 32.1 + Ferociously fast - A handful on less-than-perfect or less-than-bone-dry roads 33334
BMWM3 (E92) 196 R ’07-13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1580kg 266 4.3 10.3 155 290 22.8 + Fends off all of its rivals - …except the cheaper 1-seriesM 33333
BMWM3GTS (E92) 171 R ’10-’11 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1530kg 295 4.3 - 193 295 - +Highly exclusive, one of themost focusedM-cars ever - Good luck trying to find one 33333
BMWM3 (E46) 066R ’00-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 12.3 155 - 23.7 +One of the best BMWsever - Slightly artificial steering feel 33334
BMWM3CS (E46) 088R ’05-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 - 155 - 23.7 + CSL dynamicswithout CSL price - Looks like the standard car 33333
BMWM3CSL (E46) 200R ’03-’04 6/3246 355/7900 273/4900 1385kg 260 5.3 12.0 155 - - + Still superb - Changes from the automated single-clutch ’box are… a…bit… sluggish 33333
BMWM3 (E36) 148 R ’93-’98 6/3201 321/7400 258/3250 1460kg 223 5.4 12.8 157 - 25.7 + Performance, image - Never quite as good as the original 33332
BMWM3 (E30) 165 R ’86-’90 4/2302 212/6750 170/4600 1165kg 185 6.7 17.8 147 - 20.3 + BestM-car ever! Race-car dynamics for the road - LHDonly 33333
BMWZ4MCoupe 097 R ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1420kg 242 5.0 - 155 - 23.3 +A real drivers’ car - You’ve got to be prepared to get stuck in 33334
BMWMCoupe 005R ’98-’03 6/3246 325/7400 258/3250 1375kg 240 5.1 - 155 - 25.0 +Quick and characterful - Lacks finesse 33332
BMW640d 165D £62,295 6/2993 309/4400 465/1500 1790kg 175 5.5 - 155 144 51.4 +Great engine and economy, excellentbuild -Numbsteering,unsettledB-road ride 33332
BMWM6 (Mk2) 211 D £92,350 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1850kg 303 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 +Mighty ability, pace, technology - You’ll want the Competition Package upgrade too… 33334
BMWM6 (Mk1) 106 R ’05-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1635kg 311 4.8 10.0 155 342 19.8 +AwesomeGT, awesome sports car - SMGgearbox nowoff the pace 33334
BMW i8 210 R £99,590 3/1499 357/5800 420/3700 1485kg 244 4.4 - 155 49 134.5 + Brilliantly executed concept; sci-fi looks - Safe dynamic set-up 33334
Chevrolet Camaro Z/28 * 205R c£72,000 8/7008 505/6100 481/4800 1732kg 296 4.2 - 175 - - + Scalpel-sharp engine, great chassis (really) -Might be too stiff for UK roads 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Z51 (C7) 197 R £69,810 8/6162 460/6000 465/4600 1539kg 304 4.4 9.4 180 279 23.5 + Performance, chassis balance, supple ride - Body control could be better 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 (C7) * 206R c£80,000 8/6156 650/6400 650/3600 1598kg 413 3.2 - 186 - - +Mind-boggling raw speed; surprisingly sophisticated - Edgywhen really pushed 33334
FordMustang 5.0 V8GT 211 D £33,995 8/4951 415/6500 391/4250 1720kg 245 4.8 - 155 - - + Looks, noise, performance, value, right-hand drive - Image not for everyone 33342
Ford ShelbyGT500 * 178 R ’12-’15 8/5812 662/6500 631/4000 1747kg 385 3.5 - 202 - - +Huge performance for themoney - Putting it to use takes nerve 33322
GinettaG40R 165 R £35,940 4/1999 175/6700 140/5000 795kg 224 5.8 - 140 - - +A race-compliant sports car for theroad-Feels toosoft tobeahardcoretrack toy 33332
Honda Integra Type R (DC2) 200R ’96-’00 4/1797 187/8000 131/7300 1101kg 173 6.2 17.9 145 - 28.9 +Arguably the greatest front-drive car ever - Too raw for some 33333
HondaNSX 188R ’90-’05 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1410kg 196 5.5 - 168 - 22.8 + ‘The useable supercar’ - 270bhp sounds a bitweedy today 33334
HondaNSX-R * 051 R ’02-’03 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1270kg 221 4.4 - 168 - - + evoCar of the Year 2002 -Honda never brought it to theUK 33333
Hyundai Veloster Turbo 176 D ’11-’15 4/1591 184/5500 195/1500 1313kg 142 8.2 - 133 157 40.9 + The usual Hyundai value, with added fun - Stylingmight be too quirky for some 33342
Jaguar F-typeCoupe 204D £51,260 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1567kg 217 5.5 - 161 234 28.8 +Drop-dead looks, brilliant chassis, desirability - Engine lacks top-end fight 33332
Jaguar F-type SCoupe 211 D £60,260 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1584kg 241 5.3 - 171 234 28.8 + Exquisite style,more rewarding (and affordable) than roadster - Scrappy on the limit 33334
Jaguar F-type RCoupe 203R £85,010 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1650kg 334 4.0 - 186 255 26.4 + Looks, presence, performance, soundtrack - Bumpy and boistrous 33333
Jaguar F-type RCoupeAWD 214 R £91,660 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1730kg 318 4.1 - 186 269 25.0 +Better in thewet - Less involving in the dry 33334
Jaguar XKR 168R ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1678kg 305 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Fast and incredibly rewarding Jag - The kidswill have to stay at home 33334
Jaguar XKR-S 168R ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6000 502/2500 1678kg 328 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + Faster andwilder than regular XKR - The F-type RCoupe 33334
Jaguar XKR-SGT 193 R '14 8/5000 542/6000 502/2500 1638kg 336 3.9 - 186 292 23.0 + Themost exciting XKR ever - Very limited numbers 33334
Lexus RC F 206R £59,995 8/4969 470/6400 391/4800 1765kg 271 4.5 - 168 - - +Great steering, noise, sense of occasion - Too heavy to be truly exciting 33332

Our Choice
Porsche911GT3RS.With Porsche’s Motorsport department
seemingly infallible at present, an evolution of the 991-generation
GT3 could only be something really, really special. And it is. But
is it a shoo-in for the 2015 eCoty trophy? You’ll have to read this
month’s big story to find out.

Best of the Rest
Mercedes’ AMG GT S (left) is deeply satisfying on every
level – we prefer it to the Porsche 911 Turbo and Nissan GT-R.
Meanwhile, Aston’s V8 Vantage N430 and V12 Vantage S are
incredibly entertaining, the Cayman GT4 is as good as the
hype suggests, and Jaguar’s F-type R Coupe is a hoot.

WhyWouldyou?
Because they’re fast, darty and fun, with
adjustable handling and precise, well-weighted
controls. The Cooper S had 173bhp originally,
rising to 181bhp in 2010, the JCW has 208bhp.
Whattopay
Cooper Ss start at £5.5k, JCWs at £10k. Add a
thousand or two to those figures to get a wider
choice of lower-mileage cars.

Whattolookoutfor
The ‘death rattle’ on cold start-ups. The engine is
ordinarily ‘tappety’, but this ismuch louder – you
won’tmiss it. It’s the sound of the timing chain
thrashing around. A new chain, tensioner and
guides is the full cure – budget at least £500.
Lumpy running andmissing power couldmean
carboned-up inlet valves.Walnut-shell blasting
fixes it, and costs £250+. (Full guide, evo 210.)

pocket
buying guide

Mini Cooper S & JCW
Years 2006-2014 Engine In-line 4-cyl,

1598cc, turbo Power 173bhp@5500rpm
Torque 192lb ft@ 1700-4500rpm

0-62mph 7.1sec Top speed 140mph
(spec is for pre-2010 Cooper S)
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3 Thrill-free zone 33 Tepid 333 Interesting 3333 Seriously good 33333 A truly great carRatings
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Paintshield Ltd · Unit 4 · Morley Court · Morley Way · Peterborough · Cambridgeshire · PE2 7BW
t: 01733 390777 · f: 01733 390778 · web: www.paintshield.co.uk · e: info@paintshield.co.uk

stone chip protection
combat swirl marks
self-healing technologies
protect from -

concours winning finish
best in class for durability

· stone chips
· swirl marks
· bird lime
· brake fluid & oil resistant

t: 01733 390777
f: 01733 390778
e: info@paintshield.co.uk
w: www.paintshield.co.uk

Protect yourself from the Asteriod Belt

Generation 2 Self Healing Protection has Arrived.

Having brought the first Generation of Self Healing Film to the
UK two years ago, our Technicians have added the latest
Second Generation self healing Protective technology to our
Inventory.

In your intergalactic travels protecting yourself from those
micro meteor impacts has never been more important. We all
know respraying your ship in some far off location is a bit of a
pain, much better to not have to. Best of all though wear and
tear from scratches picked up in your travels is very
disconcerting to the Locals; abductions go much easier when
you have a scratch free shiny ship when visiting Earth.

For the best paint protection in the Galaxy drop in to planet
earth and contact our specialists on 01733 390777, or fire up
the Intergalactic net and warp to www.paintshield.co.uk and
they will get you protected and on your way in next to no time
(theory of relativity applies).
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Lotus Exige S (V6) 209R £54,500 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1176kg 298 3.8 - 170 235 - + Breathtaking road-racer; our joint2012Carof theYear -Gearshiftnotthesweetest 33333
Lotus Exige S (S2) 105 R ’06-’11 4/1796 218/7800 158/5500 930kg 238 4.5 - 148 199 33.2 + Lightweightwith a hefty punch - Uninspiring soundtrack 33333
Lotus Exige (S2) 068R ’04-’08 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 875kg 219 4.9 - 147 - 32.1 +Highly focused road and track tool - Lacks visual impact of S1 33333
Lotus Exige (S1) 200R ’00-’01 4/1796 192/7800 146/5000 780kg 247 4.6 - 136 - - + Looks and goes like Elise racer - A tad lacking in refinement 33333
Lotus Evora 138 R £52,500 6/3456 276/6400 258/4700 1382kg 203 5.6 13.6 162 217 30.3 + Sublime ride and handling. Our 2009 car of the year - Pricey options 33333
Lotus Evora S 168R £63,950 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1430kg 245 4.6 - 172 229 28.7 +A faster and better Evora - But onewhich sparswith the Porsche 911… 33333
Lotus Evora 400 213 D £72,000 6/3456 400/7000 302/3500 1395kg 291 4.1 - 186 225 29.1 + Evora excitement levels take a leap - Gearbox still not perfect; punchy pricing 33334
Maserati GranTurismo 114 R £82,890 8/4244 399/7100 339/4750 1880kg 216 5.5 12.7 177 330 19.8 + Striking, accomplishedGT - Doesn’t spike the pulse like anAston or 911 33332
Maserati GranTurismoSport 188 R £91,420 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1880kg 245 4.8 - 185 331 19.7 + The best everydayGranTurismo yet - Starting to get long in the tooth 33334
Maserati GranTurismoMCStradale 193 R £110,740 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1800kg 256 4.5 - 188 360 18.2 + Brilliant blend of road racer andGT -Gearbox takes a little getting used to 33334
Maserati Coupe 064R ’03-’07 8/4244 390/7000 333/4500 1680kg 237 4.8 - 177 - 17.6 +Glorious engine, improved chassis - Overly sharp steering 33332
Maserati GranSport 073 R ’04-’07 8/4244 400/7000 333/4500 1680kg 239 4.8 - 180 - - +Maser Coupe realises its full potential - Very little 33334
MazdaRX-8 122 R ’03-’11 2R/1308 228/8200 156/5500 1429kg 162 6.5 16.4 146 299 24.6 +Nevermind the quirkiness, it’s a great drive -Wafer-thin torque output 33334
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGCoupe 162 R ’11-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 10.3 186 280 23.5 +Aproper two-doorM3 rival - C63 saloon looks better 33333
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGBlack Series 171 R ’12-’13 8/6208 510/6800 457/5200 1635kg 317 4.2 - 186 286 - + TheC63 turned up to 11 - Too heavy, not as fiery as Black Series cars of old 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMG 092D ’06-’09 8/6208 481/6800 464/5000 1755kg 278 4.6 - 155 - 19.9 + Power, control, build quality - Lacks ultimate involvement 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMGBlack Series 106R ’07-’09 8/6208 500/6800 464/5250 1760kg 289 4.2 - 186 - - +AMGgoes Porsche-hunting - Dull-witted gearshift spoils the party 33334
Mercedes-AMGS63Coupe 205D £125,595 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1995kg 294 4.2 - 155 237 28.0 + Thunderously fast S-class built for drivers - Lacks badge appeal of a Continental GT 33334
Mercedes-AMGS65Coupe 209D £183,075 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 2110kg 299 4.1 - 186 279 23.7 +Almighty power, fabulous luxury - Nearly £60kmore than the S63! 33332
Mercedes-AMGGTS 213 F £110,495 8/3982 503/6250 479/1750 1570kg 326 3.8 - 193 219 30.1 +Gorgeous to look at, fantastic chassis, huge grip - Downshifts could be quicker 33333
MorganAeroMax 120R ’08-’09 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.1 - 170 - - +Weird and utterlywonderful - Only 100weremade 33332
Nissan 370Z 204R £27,445 6/3696 323/7000 268/5200 1496kg 219 5.3 - 155 248 26.7 +Quicker, leaner, keener than 350Z -Not quite a Cayman-killer 33332
Nissan 370ZNismo 209R £37,585 6/3696 339/7400 274/5200 1496kg 230 5.2 - 155 248 26.6 + Sharper looks, improved ride, extra thrills - Engine lacks sparkle 33334
Nissan 350Z 107 R ’03-’09 6/3498 309/6800 264/4800 1532kg 205 5.5 13.0 155 - 24.1 +Huge fun, and great value too -Honestly, we’re struggling 33334
NissanGT-R (2012MY/2013MY/2014MY) 210 R £78,020 6/3799 542/6400 466/3200 1740kg 316 3.2 7.5 196 275 24.0 +GT-R is quicker and better than ever - But costs over £20Kmore than its launch price 33333
NissanGT-RNismo 199R £125,000 6/3799 592/6800 481/3200 1720kg 350 2.6 - 196 275 24.0 +Manages tomake regular GT-R feel imprecise - Compromised by super-firm suspension 33334
NissanGT-R (2010MY) 152 R ’10-’12 6/3799 523/6400 451/3200 1740kg 305 3.0 - 194 279 23.5 +More powerful version of the original - But they’re notworlds apart to drive 33333
NissanGT-R (2008MY) 125 R ’08-’10 6/3799 473/6400 434/3200 1740kg 276 3.8 - 193 - - +Our 2008Car of the Year, now from just £35K - Youwon’t see 20mpg often 33333
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R34) 196R ’99-’02 6/2568 276/7000 289/4400 1560kg 180 4.7 12.5 165 - 20.1 + Big, brutal, and great fun - Needsmore than the standard 276bhp 33333
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R33) 196 R ’97-’99 6/2568 276/6800 271/4400 1540kg 182 5.4 14.3 155 - 22.0 +Proof that Japanese hi-tech canwork (superbly) - Limited supply 33333
NobleM12GTO-3R 200R ’03-’06 6/2968 352/6200 350/3500 1080kg 332 3.8 - 170 - - + The ability to humble exotica - Notchy gearchange can spoil the flow 33333
Peugeot RCZ 1.6 THP 200 155 R £27,150 4/1598 197/5500 202/1700 1421kg 141 7.3 18.1 147 155 42.1 + Distinctive looks, highly capable handling - Could be a bitmore exciting 33332
Peugeot RCZR 209R £32,250 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1280kg 211 5.9 - 155 145 44.8 +Rewarding and highly effectivewhen fully lit - Dated cabin, steering lacks feel 33334
PorscheCayman (981) 209R £39,694 6/2706 271/7400 214/4500 1330kg 207 5.7 - 165 195 33.6 +Very enticing for themoney in basic spec - Youmight still want the power of the ‘S’ 33334
PorscheCaymanS (981) 202 R £48,783 6/3436 321/7400 273/4500 1320kg 247 4.5 10.5 175 206 32.1 + TheCayman comes of age - Erm… 33333
PorscheCaymanGTS (981) 203 R £55,397 6/3436 335/7400 280/4750 1345kg 253 4.9 - 177 211 31.4 + Tweaks improve an already sublime package - Slightly ‘aftermarket’ looks 33333
PorscheCaymanGT4 (981) 214 R £64,451 6/3800 380/7400 310/4750 1340kg 288 4.4 - 183 238 27.4 + TheCaymanwe’ve beenwaiting for -Waiting lists 33333
PorscheCayman (987) 131 R ’11-’13 6/2893 261/7200 221/4400 1330kg 199 5.8 - 165 221 30.1 + Extra power, just as involving - Still lacks the desirability of other Porsches 33334
PorscheCaymanS (987) 132 R ’06-’13 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1350kg 237 5.2 - 172 223 29.7 + Still want that 911? - Yeah, us too 33334
PorscheCaymanR (987) 158 R ’11-’13 6/3436 325/7400 273/4750 1295kg 255 4.7 - 175 228 29.1 + Total handling excellence - Styling additions not to all tastes 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (991) 199 R £73,509 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1400kg 250 4.8 - 179 211 31.4 + 911 becomes cleaner and cleverer - But someof its character’s goneAWOL 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991) 201 R £83,545 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1415kg 283 4.3 9.5 188 223 29.7 +As above, butwith supercar pace - Electric steering robs it of some tactility 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera 4S (991) 179 R £88,400 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1465kg 273 4.5 - 185 233 28.5 +More satisfying than RWD991 Carreras - Choose your spec carefully 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera GTS (991) 204R £91,098 6/3800 424/7500 324/5750 1425kg 302 4.4 - 190 223 29.7 + The best RWD991 Carrera - Optional active anti-roll bars rob feedback 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera 4GTS (991) 208D £95,862 6/3800 424/7500 324/5750 1470kg 293 4.4 - 189 233 28.5 + The highlight of the 991 Carrera line-up - Pricey for a Carrera 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.2) 121 R ’08-’11 6/3800 380/6500 310/4400 1425kg 271 4.7 - 188 242 27.4 + Poise, precision, blinding pace - Feels a bit clinical 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.1) 070R ’04-’08 6/3824 350/6600 295/4600 1420kg 246 4.6 10.9 182 - 24.5 + evoCar of the Year 2004; like a junior GT3 - Tech overload? 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (996 3.4) 008R ’98-’01 6/3387 296/6800 258/4600 1320kg 228 5.2 - 174 - 28.0 + evoCar of the Year 1998; beautifully polished - Some like a bit of rough 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (991) 206R £100,540 6/3799 468/8250 324/6250 1430kg 333 3.5 - 196 289 23.0 + evoCar of the Year 2013 - At its best at licence-troubling speeds 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (991) 213 R £131,296 6/3996 493/8250 339/6250 1420kg 353 3.3 - 193 296 22.2 + Sensationally good to drive - Theywon’t all be paintedUltra Violet 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.2) 182 R ’09-’11 6/3797 429/7600 317/6250 1395kg 312 4.2 9.2 194 303 22.1 + Even better than the car it replaced - Give us aminute… 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (3.8, 997.2) 200R ’10-’11 6/3797 444/7900 317/6750 1370kg 329 4.0 - 193 314 - +Our favourite car from the first 200 issues of evo - For people like us, nothing 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS4.0 (997.2) 187 R ’11-’12 6/3996 493/8250 339/5750 1360kg 368 3.8 - 193 326 - + evoCar of the Year 2011 - Unforgiving on-road ride; crazy used prices 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.1) 182 R ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1395kg 298 4.3 9.4 192 - - + Runner-up evoCar of the Year 2006 - Ferrari 599GTBs 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (997.1) 105 R ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1375kg 302 4.2 - 193 - - + evoCar of the Year 2007 - A chunkmoremoney than the brilliant GT3 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.2) 082R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1380kg 272 4.3 9.2 190 - - + evoCar of the Year 2003 - Chassis is a bit too track-focused for some roads 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (996.2) 068R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1330kg 286 4.2 9.2 190 - - + Track-biased version of above - Limited supply 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.1) 182 R ’99 6/3600 360/7200 273/5000 1350kg 271 4.5 10.3 187 - 21.9 + evoCar of the Year 1999 - Porsche didn’t build enough 33333
Rolls-RoyceWraith 205D £229,128 12/6592 624/5600 590/1500 2360kg 260 4.6 - 155 327 20.2 +Refinement, chassis, drivetrain - Shared componentry lets cabin down 33334
Subaru BRZ 204R £22,495 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1230kg 163 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 + Finechassis, greatsteering-Weakengine, not the slide-happy car they promised 33332
ToyotaGT86 174 R £22,995 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1275kg 157 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 +More fun than its cousin (above) - Same lack of torque, poor interior quality 33332
TVRSagaris 097 R ’05-’07 6/3996 406/7500 349/5000 1078kg 383 3.7 - 185 - - + Looks outrageous - 406bhp feels a touch optimistic 33334
TVRTuscan S (Mk2) 076R ’05-’07 6/3996 400/7000 315/5250 1100kg 369 4.0 - 185 - - + Possibly TVR’s best ever car - Aerodynamic ‘enhancements’ 33334
TVRCerbera Speed Six 004R ’98-’04 6/3996 350/6800 330/5000 1130kg 315 5.0 11.4 160+ - - +Accomplished and desirable - Check chassis for corrosion 33334
VWSciroccoGT 2.0 TSI 155 R £26,125 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1369kg 158 6.5 - 153 139 47.1 +Golf GTI price and performance - Interior lacks flair 33332
VWScirocco R 200D £32,580 4/1984 276/6000 258/2500 1426kg 187 5.7 - 155 187 35.3 +Great engine, grown-up dynamics - Perhaps a little too grown-up for some 33332
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AstonMartin Vanquish (Mk2) 203R £192,995 12/5935 568/6650 465/5500 1739kg 332 3.6 - 201 298 22.1 +Much better than theDBS it succeeds, especially in 2015MY form - It’s no Ferrari F12 33334
AstonMartin Vanquish S (Mk1) 110 R ’05-’07 12/5935 520/7000 425/5800 1875kg 282 4.9 10.1 200 - - +Vanquish joins supercar greats - A tad intimidating at the limit 33333
AstonMartinOne-77 179 R ’10-’12 12/7312 750/6000 553/7600 1740kg 438 3.7 - 220+ - - + The engine, the looks, the drama -Gearbox hatesmanoeuvring; only 77weremade 33333
Audi R8V10 Plus 213 D £134,500 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1555kg 393 3.2 - 205 287 23.0 + Timeless drivetrain, huge performance - Needs to be driven hard to really engage 33334
Audi R8V10 181 D ’10-’15 10/5204 518/8000 391/6500 1620kg 325 3.9 8.4 194 346 19.0 +Real supercar feel - The V8 is cheaper, and still superb 33333
Audi R8V10 Plus 190R ’13-’15 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1570kg 351 3.8 - 198 346 19.0 +AnR8 fit to take on the 458 and 12C - Firm ridemay be toomuch for some 33333
Audi R8GT 169 F ’10-’12 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1520kg 369 3.6 - 199 - - + Everythingwe love about the R8 -Not as hardcore aswewanted 33333
Audi R8 LMX 208R ’15 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1595kg 358 3.4 - 198 299 21.9 +More of everything thatmakes the R8 great - S-tronic transmission not perfect 33333
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 134 R ’05-’11 16/7993 1000/6000 922/2200 1950kg 521 2.8 5.8 253 596 11.4 + Superbly engineered 4WDquad-turbo rocket - Er, lacks luggage space? 33333
Bugatti Veyron Super Sport 151 R ’10-’14 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1838kg 654 2.5 - 268 539 12.2 + Theworld’s fastest supercar - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti EB110 078R ’91-’95 12/3500 552/8000 451/3750 1566kg 358 3.4 - 212 - - + Superbly engineered 4WDquad-turbo rocket - It just fizzled out 33334
Caparo T1 138 R £301,975 8/3499 575/10,500 310/9000 689kg 848 3.8 6.2 205 - - +Absolutely staggering performance - Absolutely staggering price tag 33334
Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 133 R ’09-’13 8/6162 638/6500 603/3800 1528kg 424 3.8 7.6 205 355 18.8 +Huge pace and character - Take plenty of brave pills if there’s rain 33342
Ferrari 488GTB 211 R £183,964 8/3902 661/8000 560/3000 1475kg 455 3.0 - 205+ 260 24.8 + Staggeringly capable - Lacks a little of the 458’s heart and excitement 33333
Ferrari 458 Italia 183 R ’09-’15 8/4497 562/9000 398/6000 1485kg 384 3.2 6.8 202 307 20.6 +An astounding achievement - Paddleshift only 33333
Ferrari 458 Spider 185 R ’11-’15 8/4497 562/9000 398/6000 1530kg 373 3.3 - 198 275 23.9 +A458 that sounds and feelsmore organic - Er, 4mph slower than the Italia? 33333
Ferrari 458 Speciale 203 R £208,100 8/4497 597/9000 398/6000 1395kg 435 3.0 - 202+ 275 23.9 + evoCar of the Year 2014 - If you don’t own a regular 458, nothing 33333
Ferrari 458 Speciale A 204D £228,682 8/4497 597/9000 398/6000 1445kg 420 3.0 - 199 275 21.2 + Samedynamics as the coupe but less shouty - Some chassis flex on bumpy surfaces 33333
Ferrari F430 163 R ’04-’10 8/4308 483/8500 343/5250 1449kg 339 4.0 - 196 - 18.6 + Just brilliant - Didn’t you read the plus point? 33333
Ferrari 430 Scuderia 121 R ’07-’10 8/4308 503/8500 347/5250 1350kg 378 3.5 7.7 198 - 15.7 + Successful F1 technology transplant - Likes to shout about it 33333
Ferrari Scuderia Spider 16M 133D ’09 8/4308 503/8500 347/5250 1440kg 355 3.7 - 196 360 18.0 +Ahardcore soft-top Ferrari - Earplugs recommended 33333
Ferrari 360Modena 163 R ’99-’04 8/3586 394/8500 275/4750 1390kg 288 4.5 9.0 183 - 17.0 +Worthy successor to 355 - Not quite as involving as it should be 33334
Ferrari 360Challenge Stradale 068R ’03-’04 8/3586 420/8500 275/4750 1280kg 333 4.1 - 186 - - + Totally exhilarating road-racer. It’s loud - It’s very, very loud 33333
Ferrari F355 F1 Berlinetta 163 R ’97-’99 8/3496 374/8250 268/6000 1350kg 281 4.7 - 183 - 16.7 + Looks terrific, sounds even better - Are you kidding? 33333
Ferrari F12 Berlinetta 190R £241,053 12/6262 730/8250 509/6000 1630kg 455 3.1 - 211 350 18.8 + 730bhp isn’t toomuch power for the road - Super-quick steering is an acquired taste 33333
Ferrari 599GTB Fiorano 101 R ’06-’12 12/5999 611/7600 448/5600 1688kg 368 3.5 7.4 205 415 15.8 + evoCar of the Year 2006 - Banks are getting harder to rob 33333
Ferrari 599GTO 161 R ’11-’12 12/5999 661/8250 457/6500 1605kg 418 3.4 - 208 - - +One of the truly great Ferraris - Erm, the air con isn’t very good 33333
Ferrari 575MFioranoHandling Pack 200R ’02-’06 12/5748 508/7250 434/5250 1730kg 298 4.2 9.6 202 - 12.3 + Fiorano packmakes 575 truly great - It should have been standard 33333
Ferrari 550Maranello 169 R ’97-’02 12/5474 485/7000 415/5000 1716kg 287 4.3 10.0 199 - 12.3 + Everything - Nothing 33333
Ferrari FF 194 R £238,697 12/6262 651/8000 504/6000 1880kg 347 3.7 - 208 360 15.4 + Four seats and 4WD, but a proper Ferrari - Looks divide opinion 33333
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti F1 090R ’04-’11 12/5748 533/7250 434/5250 1840kg 294 4.3 9.8 199 470 13.8 +Awesomely capable grand tourer - See above 33333
Ferrari LaFerrari 203 R c£1m 12/6262 950/9000 664/6750 1255kg 769 3.0 - 217+ 330 - +Perhaps the greatest Ferrari ever - Brakes lack a touch of precision on track 33333
Ferrari Enzo 203R ’02-’04 12/5999 651/7800 485/5500 1365kg 485 3.5 6.7 217+ 545 - + Intoxicating, exploitable - Cabin detailing falls short of a Zonda or F1 ’s 33333
Ferrari F50 186R ’96-’97 12/4699 513/8500 347/6500 1230kg 424 3.9 - 202 - - +Abetter drivers’ Ferrari than the 288, F40 or Enzo - Not better looking, though 33333
Ferrari F40 199 R ’87-’92 8/2936 471/7000 426/4000 1100kg 437 4.1 - 201 - - + Brutally fast - It’s in the dictionary under ‘turbo lag’ 33333
FordGT 200R ’04-’06 8/5409 550/6500 500/3750 1583kg 353 3.7 - 205 - - +Our 2005Car of the Year - Don’t scalp yourself getting in 33333
Hennessey VenomGT 180R £900,000 8/7000 1244/6500 1155/4000 1244kg 1016 2.5 - 270 - - +0-200mph in 14.5sec, and it handles too - Looks like an Exige 33333
Jaguar XJ220 157 R ’92-’94 6/3498 542/7200 475/4500 1470kg 375 3.7 - 213 - - + Britain’s greatest supercar… - …until McLaren built the F1 33332
Koenigsegg Agera R 180R c£1.09m 8/5032 1124/7100 885/2700 1435kg 796 2.8 - 273 - - +As fast and exciting as your body can handle - It’s Veyronmoney 33333
KoenigseggOne:1 202 R c£2.0m 8/5065 1341/7500 1011/6000 1360kg 1002 2.9 - 273 - - + Themost powerful carwe’ve ever tested - It’s sold out; we couldn’t afford one anyway… 33333
KoenigseggCCXREdition 118 R ’08-’10 8/4800 1004/7000 796/5600 1280kg 797 2.8 - 250+ - - +One of theworld’s fastest cars - Spikey power delivery 33333
Lamborghini Huracán LP610-4 209D £186,760 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1532kg 399 3.2 - 202+ 290 22.6 +Defies the numbers; incredible point-to-point pace - Takeswork to find its sweet-spot 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 180D ’08-’13 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1410kg 398 3.7 - 202 325 16.0 + Still amissile fromA to B - Starting to show its age 33332
Lamborghini LP570-4 Superleggera 152 R ’10-’13 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1340kg 426 3.5 - 202 325 20.6 + Lessweight andmore power than original Superleggera - LP560-4 runs it very close 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo 094R ’06-’08 10/4961 513/8000 376/4250 1520kg 343 4.3 9.4 196 - - +On a full-bore start it spins all fourwheels. Cool - Slightly clunky e-gear 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo Superleggera 104 R ’07-’08 10/4961 522/8000 376/4250 1420kg 373 3.8 - 196 - - + Lighter,more agile - Grabby carbon brakes, clunky e-gear 33332
Lamborghini Aventador LP700-4 194 R £260,040 12/6498 690/8250 509/5500 1575kg 445 2.9 - 217 370 17.7 +Most important new Lambo since theCountach - Erm…expensive? 33333
Lamborghini Aventador LP750-4 SV 214 R £321,723 12/6498 740/8400 509/5500 1525kg 493 2.8 - 217+ 370 17.7 +More exciting than the standard Aventador - Inconsistent gearbox 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago 089D ’01-’06 12/6192 570/7500 479/5400 1650kg 351 4.0 - 205 - - +Gorgeous, capable and incredibly friendly - V12 feels stressed 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP640 093R ’06-’11 12/6496 631/8000 487/6000 1665kg 385 3.3 - 211 - 21.3 +Compelling old-school supercar - You’d better be on your toes 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP670-4 SV 200R ’09-’11 12/6496 661/8000 487/6500 1565kg 429 3.2 7.3 212 - - +A supercar in its truest, wildest sense - Be prepared for stares 33333
Lamborghini Diablo 6.0 019 R ’00-’02 12/5992 550/7100 457/5500 1625kg 343 3.8 - 200+ - - + Best-built, best-looking Diablo of all - People’s perceptions 33334
Lexus LFA/LFANürburgring 200R ’10-’12 10/4805 552/8700 354/6800 1480kg 379 3.7 - 202 - - +Absurd and compelling supercar - Badge and price don’t quitematch 33333
MaseratiMC12 079 R ’04-’05 12/5998 621/7500 481/5500 1445kg 437 3.8 - 205 - - + Rarer than an Enzo - The Ferrari’s better 33332
McLaren 650S 196R £195,250 8/3799 641/7250 500/6000 1428kg 456 3.0 - 207 275 24.2 + Better brakes, balance and looks than 12C;more power too - Costs an extra £19k 33333
McLaren 675LT 213 R £259,500 8/3799 666/7100 516/5500 1328kg 510 2.9 - 205 275 24.2 +Aproper road-racer that asks questions of the P1 - Aventador price tag 33333
McLaren 12C 187 R ’11-’14 8/3799 616/7500 442/3000 1434kg 435 3.1 - 207 279 24.2 + Staggering performance, refinement - Engine noise can be grating 33333
McLaren P1 205R £866,000 8/3799 903/7500 664/4000 1395kg 658 2.8 - 217 194 34.0 + Freakish breadth of ability - At itsmind-bending best on track 33333
McLaren F1 205R ’94-’98 12/6064 627/7500 479/4000 1137kg 560 3.2 6.3 240+ - 19.0 + Still themost single-minded supercar ever - There’ll never be another 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMG 159 R ’10-’15 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1620kg 335 4.1 8.4 197 308 21.4 +Great engine and chassis (gullwing doors too!) - Slightly tardy gearbox 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGBlack Series 204R ’13-’15 8/6208 622/7400 468/5500 1550kg 408 3.6 - 196 321 20.6 + Stunning engine, superb body control - Be careful on less-than-smooth roads… 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLRMcLaren 073 R ’04-’07 8/5439 617/6500 575/3250 1693kg 370 3.7 - 208 - - + Zonda-pace, 575-style drivability - Dreadful brake feel 33332
NobleM600 186R c£200,000 8/4439 650/6800 604/3800 1198kg 551 3.8 7.7 225 - - + Spiritual successor to the Ferrari F40 - It’s a bit pricey 33333
Pagani Huayra 185 R c£1m 12/5980 720/5800 737/2250 1350kg 542 3.3 - 224 - - +Our joint 2012 Car of the Year - Engine isn’t as nape-prickling as the Zonda’s 33333
Pagani Zonda 760RS 170R £1.5m 12/7291 750/6300 575/4500 1210kg 630 3.3 - 217+ - - +One of themost extremeZondas ever - One of the last Zondas ever (probably) 33333
Pagani Zonda S 7.3 096R ’02-’05 12/7291 555/5900 553/4050 1250kg 451 3.6 - 197 - - + evoCar of the Year 2001 (in earlier 7.0 form) - Values have gone up a fair bit since then 33333
Pagani Zonda F 186 R ’05-’06 12/7291 602/6150 575/4000 1230kg 497 3.6 - 214 - - + Everything an Italian supercar ought to be - Looks a bit blingy next to aCarrera GT 33333
Pagani ZondaCinqueRoadster 147 D ’09-’10 12/7291 669/6200 575/4000 1400kg 485 3.4 - 217+ - - + The best Zonda ever - Doesn't comeup in the classifieds often 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (991) 210 R £120,598 6/3800 513/6000 524/2100 1595kg 327 3.4 - 195 227 29.1 + Incredible pace, whatever theweather -More involvementwouldn’t go amiss 33334
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991) 188 R £142,120 6/3800 552/6500 553/2200 1605kg 349 3.1 - 197 227 29.1 + Still unrivalled as an everyday supercar - At times disguises the thrills it can offer 33334
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.2) 140R ’09-’13 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1570kg 319 3.2 7.3 193 272 24.4 + The Turbo at the very top of its game - TheGT3’s cheaper… 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (997.2) 204R ’10-’13 6/3600 611/6500 516/2250 1370kg 453 3.5 - 205 284 - +More powerful than aCarrera GT. Handles, too - Erm… 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.1) 094R ’06-’09 6/3600 472/6000 457/1950 1585kg 303 4.0 8.7 193 - 22.1 +Monster cornering ability - A bitwoolly on its standard settings 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (996) 017 R ’00-’06 6/3600 414/6000 413/2700 1540kg 273 4.1 10.0 190 309 21.8 + evoCar of the year 2000; the 911 for all seasons -We can’t find any reasons 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (996.2) 072 R ’04-’06 6/3600 475/5700 472/3500 1420kg 338 4.0 8.3 198 309 21.8 + Revisionsmade it evenmore of a star than the 456bhp 996.1 GT2 - Care still required 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (993) 066R ’95-’98 6/3600 402/5750 398/4500 1500kg 272 4.5 - 180 376 18.0 + Stupendous all-weather supercar - It doesn’t rain enough 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (993) 003R ’95-’98 6/3600 424/5750 398/4500 1295kg 333 4.4 - 183 368 18.3 +Hairy-arsed homologation special; last 21 had 444bhp -Only 193weremade 33333
Porsche 918 Spyder 200R c£576,000 8/4593 875/8500 944/6600 1674kg 531 2.6 - 211 79 85.6 + Blistering performance; cohesive hybrid tech - Addedweight and complexity 33333
PorscheCarrera GT 200R ’04-’06 10/5733 604/8000 435/5750 1380kg 445 3.8 7.6 205 432 15.8 + Felt ahead of its time -Needsmodern tyres to tame its spikiness 33333
Ruf CTR3 126 R c£357,000 6/3746 691/7600 656/4000 1400kg 501 3.2 - 235 - - + The best 911 that Porsche nevermade - But not the best looking… 33333
Ruf Rt 12 097 R ’04-’09 6/3746 641/7000 641/3500 1530kg 426 3.3 - 219 - - + Beautifully executed carwith truly immense power - Needs care 33333
Ruf CTR ‘Yellowbird’ 097 R ’87-’89 6/3366 469/5950 408/5100 1170kg 345 4.1 - 211 - - + A true legend -We can’t all drive like Stefan Roser 33333

Our Choice
Ferrari 458Speciale.The regular 458 Italia was amazing
enough, but the Speciale follows in the tradition of the 360
Challenge Stradale and 430 Scuderia andmakes the car
it is based on evenmore, well, special. Our 2014 Car of the
Year. It’s equally brilliant in open-top ‘Speciale A’ form, too.

Best of the Rest
Porsche’s 918 Spyder (left) pips the McLaren P1 on the road,
and vice versa on track. The LaFerrari is an incredible drive, too.
Maybe get all three.…Meanwhile, Pagani’s Huayra was our joint
2012 Car of the Year and Lamborghini’s Aventador offers true
supercar drama, especially in SV form.
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Supercars



Lap time Peak mph issue no. ConditionsCar
Radical SR8LM (fastest car) 1:13.6 127.8 138 Dry
Caparo T1 (fastest supercar) 1:14.8 130.9 131 Dry
Ferrari 458 Italia 1:19.3 120.0 159 Dry
Gumpert Apollo S 1:19.4 120.4 119 Dry
McLaren MP4-12C (Corsa tyres) 1:19.6 121.2 159 Dry
Caterham Levante V8 1:19.6 118.6 131 Dry
Porsche 997 GT2 RS 1:19.9 122.3 158 Dry
Lotus 2-Eleven GT4 1:20.1 113.2 138 Dry
Caterham Superlight R500 1:20.2 115.7 119 Dry
McLaren MP4-12C 1:20.6 120.9 159 Dry
Noble M600 1:20.8 121.8 159 Dry
Porsche 997 GT3 RS 4.0 (fastest coupe) 1:21.0 118.2 160 Dry
Lamborghini Murciélago LP670-4 SV 1:21.3 121.1 134 Dry
Ariel Atom 3 Supercharged 1:21.5 113.6 119 Dry
KTM X-Bow (300bhp) 1:21.5 112.7 138 Dry
Ferrari 430 Scuderia 1:21.7 117.2 121 Dry
Porsche 997.2 GT3 RS (3.8) 1:21.9 116.8 150 Dry
Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 1:22.5 119.1 122 Dry
Brooke Double R 1:22.5 113.2 119 Dry
Lamborghini Murciélago LP640 1:22.9 116.7 143 Dry
Porsche Carrera GT 1:23.3 115.2 119 Dry
Porsche 997.2 GT3 1:23.3 114.5 138 Dry
Porsche 997 Turbo S 1:23.5 117.5 146 Dry
Porsche 997 GT2 1:23.5 115.1 119 Dry
Nissan GT-R (2008MY) 1:23.6 113.1 119 Dry
Porsche 991 Carrera 1:23.6 112.5 182 Dry
Porsche 991 Carrera Cabriolet 1:23.9 112.3 183 Dry
Mercedes-Benz SL63 AMG 1:23.9 - YouTube Dry
Porsche 997 Turbo 1:24.1 113.5 136 Damp
Lotus 340R (190bhp) 1:24.2 110.0 135 Dry
Porsche Boxster S (981) 1:24.2 109.3 183 Dry
Caterham Superlight R300 1:24.3 101.5 138 Dry
Maserati GranTurismo MC Stradale 1:24.5 115.1 160 Dry
Porsche Cayman S (981) 1:24.5 109.2 202 Dry
Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG 1:24.6 115.7 146 Dry
Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 1:24.7 107.7 167 Dry
Caterham 7 Supersport 1:24.8 101.6 YouTube Dry
Ferrari California 1:25.0 111.8 134 Dry
KTM X-Bow 1:25.0 105.0 123 Dry
BMW E92 M3 Coupe 1:25.1 109.1 162 Dry
Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG Black 1:25.2 108.6 131 Dry
Jaguar F-type V8 S 1:25.2 111.2 183 Dry
Audi RS5 1:25.4 108.8 162 Dry
Audi R8 Spyder V8 1:25.5 107.0 167 Dry
Porsche Cayman R 1:25.5 106.8 158 Dry
Aston Martin V8 Vantage Roadster 1:25.6 109.1 183 Dry
BMW M5 (F10) (fastest saloon) 1:25.7 112.0 165 Dry
Jaguar XKR-S 1:25.7 - YouTube Dry
Aston Martin V12 Vantage 1:25.8 110.9 146 Dry
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 1:25.9 107.5 138 Dry
BMW 1-series M Coupe 1:25.9 106.4 158 Dry
Mitsubishi Evo X RS 360 1:26.1 106.6 153 Dry
Renaultsport Mégane 265 Trophy (fastest hot hatch) 1:26.1 105.3 166 Dry
Jaguar F-type S Coupe 1:26.2 106.3 202 Dry
Audi TT RS 1:26.3 107.2 149 Dry
Aston Martin DBS 1:26.4 109.5 143 Dry
Porsche Panamera Turbo 1:26.5 109.2 137 Dry
Audi RS6 Avant (C7) (fastest estate) 1:26.5 - YouTube Dry
BMW M135i 1:26.6 - YouTube Dry
Jaguar XJ220 1:26.7 111.7 131 Dry
Porsche Cayenne Turbo S (fastest 4x4) 1:26.8 106.1 YouTube Dry
Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG 1:26.8 104.9 165 Dry
Porsche Cayenne Turbo 1:26.9 107.4 158 Dry
Mercedes-Benz GLA45 AMG 1:26.9 - 205 Dry
Lotus Evora 1:27.1 104.2 145 Dry
Nissan 370Z 1:27.1 104.0 158 Dry
Jaguar F-type V6 S 1:27.2 105.0 YouTube Dry
Porsche Panamera S 1:27.3 102.4 165 Dry
Renaultsport Mégane 265 Cup 1:27.3 - YouTube Dry
Mercedes-Benz C63 AMG Coupe 1:27.7 111.0 162 Dry
Lotus Elise SC 1:27.7 104.6 131 Dry
Audi S3 1:27.7 - YouTube Dry
Vauxhall VXR8 Bathurst S 1:27.8 106.1 131 Dry
BMW E46 M3 CSL 1:27.8 105.4 153 Dry
Renaultsport Mégane R26.R 1:27.8 103.3 - -
Audi RS6 Avant (C6) (fastest estate) 1:27.9 111.0 121 Dry
Jaguar XFR 1:27.9 108.1 137 Dry
SEAT Leon Cupra 280 1:28.0 - YouTube Dry
Lexus IS-F 1:28.1 106.4 151 Dry
Porsche Boxster S (987) 1:28.1 105.4 120 Dry
Subaru WRX STI 1:28.3 101.6 157 Dry
Porsche Macan S 1:28.3 - 205 Dry
SEAT Leon Cupra R 1:28.7 102.4 162 Dry
Bentley Continental Supersports 1:29.2 105.8 149 Dry
Lotus Elise Club Racer 1:29.2 95.5 162 Dry
Renaultsport Mégane 250 Cup 1:29.9 101.4 156 Dry
Vauxhall VXR8 Clubsport Tourer 1:29.9 - YouTube Dry
Honda NSX 1:30.1 101.3 145 Dry

N = new addition this
month. Red denotes the car
is the fastest in its class.

Key

TRACK MAP

TrackTimes

N Location Bedford Autodrome
N Length 1.85 miles (2.98 kilometres)
N Direction Anti-clockwise
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Note: West Circuit reconfigured in May 2015. The above times are
from before this date. Newer times are not comparable.

Car Insurance
Be Wiser... Save Money

®

®

l The best policy at the best price
l We search over 30 insurance companies
l FREE Breakdown cover
l FREE Legal protection
l Instant cover and instalments
l Good credit rating? Save up to 40%!

Freephone:

0800 298 9648
Online quotes at: www.bewiser33.co.uk

For all your insurance needs -
car, motorbike, van, multi-vehicle, home & travel
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Artofspeed

c o n s p i c u o u s a e r o o n h at c h b a c k s .
It’s a controversial subject, chiefly because if a Porsche
GT3 RS 4.0 needs to devour roughly the length of football
pitch per second to develop any meaningful downforce,
what good is a sliver of plastic on the roof of an A-class?

Not a lot, apparently. Mark Webber once said he’d like to find a driver who
could tell whether or not a second-gen Focus RS was wearing its wing
‘in any situation, ever’. That from a man who worked with Adrian Newey.

So where, with its primitive spoiler, does this leave the no-nonsense
Integrale? Not exactly on the brink of the frippery wormhole (down which
lurks the Escort Cosworth), but perhaps too close for comfort.

Lancia made many changes to its homologated hatch for the ‘Evo’
version of ’91, most backed by science, but the aluminium spoiler wasn’t
one of them. There were bulbous new arches for widened tracks, reworked
sparks and injectors gave the 2-litre engine real flexibility, comparatively
lightweight Speedline wheels usurped the pepper-pots, and a pig-eyed
expression was adopted with smaller but more intense headlights. Yet
while all these saw competition, at first the spoiler’s only value was as a
quick way of telling whether the ’Grale that just left your M3 for dead was

a hardcore Evo or just a garden model. (After all, both would do the job.)
Every car was born with its tail meekly flat. However, factory-supplied

brackets meant owners could instigate a personality change by raising it
through two angles of attack. And despite the lovely image above, no one
went out half-cocked. You either had it bolt-upright and remortgaged the
house to cover the fuel bills or kept it streamlined but risked your £23,000
hatchback-cum-supercar being mistaken for something more ordinary.
If your spoiler just happened to have ‘MARTINI RACING’ scribed loud and
proud along its length… well, the choice was made for you.

Eventually it did go racing. Already approved for the road, onto the
rally cars it went during the ’92 season, and in the hands of Kankkunen
and Auriol proved effective in reducing lift. It took the skill of those men,
driving flat-out, probably on a loose surface, steering from the rear, and
of course with no fuel bills to worry about, to exploit any gains, but that
was hardly the point. The spoiler now possessed the rarest commodity in
the world of aerodynamic road-car addenda: credibility.

Even so, what owners really loved was that it gave their cars, which
took on the nose-down-tail-up likeness of a beagle furiously tracking a
scent, even more charisma. In fact the car was now full to bursting. L

Lancia Delta Integrale Evo rear spoiler

C

Next moNth
On sale WedNesday december 2

Michelotto Ferrari F40 LM tested
NNew991 Carrera turbo driven NNewFord Focus RS NAMGC63Coupe driven
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or call us on Freephone 0800 030 4569

Get a Quote Online
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Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

Simply the Best in the Business

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not
to mention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor
for days, or even weeks on end.

A used car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of mind
when your car goes bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards
travel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to
any VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs!

Prices start from just £19 per month. Best of
all its been designed by motoring consumer
champion, Quentin Willson. Designed by Quentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Guide
warrantywise.co.uk/guide

WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE CAR

REPAIR BILLS?

QUENTIN VIDEO GUIDE
Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson,
explains the benefits of a used car warranty.

THEO IS WARRANTY WISE
Warrantywise are delighted that Theo Paphitis has
done the wise thing and protected his jaw-dropping
Maybach with a Warrantywise warranty.

Read the full article at: www.warrantywise.co.uk/theo

Warrantywise work in partnership with global
feedback engine Feefo and were awarded their
Gold Trusted Merchant award for 2015.




